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Cardinal Pietro Bembo’s accomplishments as a poet, linguist, philologist, and 

historian are well known, but his activities as an art collector have been comparatively 

little studied. In his writing, he directed his attention to the past via texts—Ciceronean 

Latin and Petrarchan Italian—for their potential to transform present and future ideas. His 

assembly of antiquities and contemporary art served an intermediary function parallel to 

his study of texts. In this dissertation I investigate Bembo as an agent of cultural exchange 

by offering a reconstruction of his art collection and, in so doing, access his thinking in a 

way not yet accomplished in previous work on this writer. Chapter One offers a 

historiographic overview of my topic and collecting as a subject of art historical study. 

Chapter Two maps the competition and overlapping interests of collectors who bought 

from Bembo’s heirs. Chapter Three calls upon anthropological methodology for treating 

the study of material culture and applies it to Bembo’s mission as a collector. Chapter Four 

concludes with a statistical analysis of subjects and object types to which Bembo was 

drawn. In the extensive Catalog individual works are examined in conjunction with one 

another and considered for what they reveal about Bembo’s theoretical strategy. Appendix 

A is a timeline outlining Bembo’s life. Appendix B is a chronologically ordered selection 

of accounts describing Bembo as a collector and descriptions of his collection and his 

properties. Appendix C is a Bembo family tree. Appendix D presents by location known 

repositories for traced objects that can be connected to Bembo’s collection.  The recovery 

of Pietro Bembo as a collector illustrates that his wide-ranging ambitions were 
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intertwined. His museum was not a place fixed in geography but, rather, a dynamic 

mechanism for transmitting the analytic power and poetic potential he located in the 

visual.   
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CHAPTER ONE: LINGUISTIC SKILL AND THE POWERS OF 
OBSERVATION 

 
 
In writing, he discerned with his mind and soul, and was still more fascinated  
when the less liberal arts were reconciled [with writing] 
 

– GIOVANNI DELLA CASA, BEMBO’S FRIEND AND BIOGRAPHER1

 
 

Cardinal Pietro Bembo’s accomplishments as a poet, linguist, and philologist, are 

well-known. His prose treatise on the nature of love, titled Gli Asolani, was brought out 

in numerous editions in many languages. His imitation of fourteenth century writers, 

Petrarch for poetry and Boccaccio for prose, was influential in establishing Tuscan as a 

language for scholarly and creative writing, equal to Latin. His treatise on the vernacular, 

Le prose della volgar lingua definitively inaugurated the Petrarchan movement in Italian 

literature. During his own lifetime, he was perceived as a cultivated Renaissance man of 

letters. This reputation derived not only from his refined writing style, but through the 

broad network he wove among literary and artistic luminaries at some of the most 

prominent courts in Italy.  With his father Bernardo Bembo, an ambassador for the 

Venetian Republic, Pietro visited in his youth Lorenzo de Medici’s Florence and Pope 

Julius II’s Rome. Throughout his life he moved in noble circles at the courts of Urbino, 

Ferrara and Mantua, and he was a friend of Giovanni Bellini, Raphael, Titian and Valerio 

Belli, all of whom created portraits of him. He served as secretary to Pope Leo X, and was 

later made cardinal by Pope Paul III. 

                                            
1 Giovanni della Casa, "Petri Bembi vita," in Degl’istorici delle cose veneziane i quali hanno scritto 

per publicco decreto (Venice: Lovisa, 1718), 1-31. My translation from Giovanni della Casa, Vita di Pietro 
Bembo, trans. Antonino Sole (Turin:  Fogola Editore, 1997), 125-26. For a longer translated section, see 
Appendix B. 
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Bembo owned and exhibited a substantial collection of antiquities, contemporary 

art, books, and manuscripts befitting his notable intellectual interests. A comprehensive 

study of Bembo as patron and collector of visual arts has not yet been done. This 

dissertation aims to rectify this surprising omission, and specifically will reconstruct a 

profile of Bembo’s collection by identifying its contents and by addressing the context in 

which the objects had been acquired and exhibited. Given Bembo’s prominence as a 

Renaissance humanist, it seems curious that his ownership of visual objects has been 

comparatively little studied before now. Why is his art collection so important to study? 

To answer this question, I borrow from Cecil Clough, who eloquently introduced his 

reconstruction of the library with these words:  

The manuscripts collected by a prince tended to be amalgamated into his 
dynasty’s library, which increased over succeeding generations. However 
the libraries of humanists merit investigation as the workshops of those 
who did so much to fashion the Renaissance and who inspired the cultural 
tastes of the princes themselves.2

Bembo’s material fragments from the past and visual art from the present, were 

tangible objects that stood for intangible ideas. I seek to illustrate his processes of looking 

backward to move forward, through the study and display of neglected texts and 

archaeological artifacts. As a patron and collector of contemporary and antique art, this 

writer straddled two spheres, the literary and the visual. In this way, studying Bembo’s 

museum, celebrated in its own day, accesses not only his thinking, but aspects of cultural 

changes and attitudes that we connect to Renaissance thought. 

 

Bembo’s collected objects are explored as indicators of shifting meanings within a 

dynamic culture, rather than as illustrating fixed iconographic messages. I trace the art 

object as a collectible entity, examined in terms of the sixteenth-century Italian cultural 

disposition for competitive display and its economy of obligation. Inherent to this method 

                                            
2 Cecil Clough, "The Library of Bernardo and of Pietro Bembo," The Book Collector 33 (1984): 

305. 
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is the fluid characterization of private and public space as a setting for the exhibition of 

material culture in Early Modern Italy. Challenging many assumptions about decorative 

strategies in the Renaissance, this study combines primary research with a new approach 

to the complex heritage of humanism, seeking to close the gap between cultural history, 

material history, and art history.  

BEMBO’S BIOGRAPHY 

Previous work on the museum was impeded because no inventory survives of the art 

collection, but our knowledge of Bembo himself is quite thorough. Our grasp of his 

biography is extensive, primarily because over 2,500 letters survive, published in 

numerous editions since his death. Most recently, Ernesto Travi brought out a well-

indexed four-volume set of his letters, which survive in numerous repositories throughout 

the world.3 In the nineteenth century Vittorio Cian had published a number of works on 

Bembo, taking on various aspects of this poet, by reading his letters and uncovering 

archival material, in which he published on known aspects of the museum. His work 

remains today one of the most important sources for our reconstruction.4 In the twentieth 

century we are in debt to Carlo Dionisotti, who wrote a thorough chronology of 

Bembo’s life in his entry for the Dizionario biografico degli Italiani and in his introduction 

to the edition of Bembo’s Prose della volgar lingua.5

                                            
3 Pietro Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, ed. Ernesto Travi, 4 

vols. (Bologna:  Commissione per i testi di lingua, 1987-1993). 

 We are also in debt to Mauro 

4 Vittorio Cian, Un decennio della vita di M. Pietro Bembo (1521-1531) (Turin:  E. Loescher, 
1885). Vittorio Cian, "Pietro Bembo ed Isabella d'Este Gonzaga," Giornale storico della letteratura italiana 
IX (1887): 81-136. Vittorio Cian, Un medaglione del rinascimento: Cola Bruno messinese e le sue relazioni 
con Pietro Bembo (1480 c.-1542): con appendice di documenti inediti, vol. 41, Biblioteca critica della 
letteratura italiana (Florence:  G.C. Sansoni, 1901). 

5 Carlo Dionisotti, "Pietro Bembo," in Dizionario biografico degli Italiani (Rome: Instituto della 
enciclopedia italiana, 1966), 8:133–51. Pietro Bembo, Prose della volgar lingua, ed. Carlo Dionisotti 
(Torino:  Unione tipografico-editrice torinese, 1931), 9–70. 
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Pecoraro’s entry on Bernardo Bembo, Pietro’s father, who started the collection and 

library.6 Christine Raffini’s more recent study of Renaissance Platonism offers a concise 

history of Bembo’s life and places him within the larger literary and philosophic debates 

with which he was associated.7 And finally, in this century, Carol Kidwell’s monograph 

biography portrays Bembo’s personal life, drawing heavily from Travi’s volumes.8 It is a 

useful ordering of main events of his life, but her presentation of his professional 

accomplishments has been faulted for inaccuracies.9 The same could be said for her 

treatment of his activities as a collector; in fact, she writes, “Bembo’s worst fault was his 

acquisitiveness […].”10

PROPERTIES  

 Her three-page examination of Bembo’s portraiture, for example, 

summarizes complex problems of provenance and glosses over issues of attribution that 

exist in art historical literature. Her antipathy to his collecting impedes her research on this 

aspect of this scholar, and thus should be used with caution. Nonetheless, it is a good 

guide, supported by well-translated letters, to track his numerous relocations and personal 

events, which did affect his collecting.  

In terms of the setting for Bembo’s collection, Oliviero Ronchi’s two early works on the 

Paduan residences remain important sources. His first contribution admirably uncovered 

documents on Bembo’s negotiations for the purchase of the property that still stands today 

                                            
6 Mauro Pecoraro, "Bernardo Bembo," in Dizionario biografico degli Italiani (Rome: Instituto della 

enciclopedia italiana, 1966), 103-09. 

7 Christine Raffini, Marsilio Ficino, Pietro Bembo, Baldassare Castiglione: Philosophical, Aesthetic 
and Political Approaches in Renaissance Platonism, ed. Eckhard Bernstein, vol. 21, Renaissance and 
Baroque Studies and Texts (New York:  P. Lang, 1998), 58-92. 

8 Carol Kidwell, Pietro Bembo: Lover, Linguist, Cardinal (Montreal:  McGill-Queen's University 
Press, 2004).  

9 Fabio Finotti, "Review of Pietro Bembo: Lover, Linguist, Cardinal, by Carol Kidwell," 
Renaissance Quarterly 58, no. 4 (Winter, 2005): 1294-96. 

10 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 388, 391-93.  
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in Padua, via Altinate 59, and traces ownership of the home after Bembo’s death.11 

Ronchi’s second contribution traced the contents of this place, with particular attention to 

Bembo’s medals collection.12 Leonello Puppi’s article on Bembo’s multiple residences in 

and around Padua is an excellent study on the chronology of his relocations and 

ownership of his home, depending on primary archival evidence.13 Most recently, Guido 

Beltramini has briefly taken on Bembo’s Paduan home as a site for a humanist court and 

the ways in which the architecture and location of this building contributed to the 

intellectual culture of this university town.14

BOOKS 

 

The whereabouts of Bembo’s library is a tidier endeavor. Unlike works of visual art, books 

and manuscripts usually bear physical evidence in the form of coats-of-arms and insignia, 

as well as handwritten annotations that can be attributed to Bernardo and Pietro Bembo. 

Pierre de Nolhac uncovered important evidence on the sale of a large portion of the 

library to Fulvio Orsini. In1600 Orsini bequeathed his collection to the Farnese, and from 

here eventually it was given in full to the Vatican Library, where most of it remains 

today.15 Cecil Clough’s important studies offered a thorough picture of the dispersal of the 

library, tracing books and manuscripts to various institutions in Europe.16

                                            
11 Oliviero Ronchi, "La casa di Pietro Bembo a Padova," Atti e Memorie della Regia Accademia di 

scienze, lettere ed arti in Padova 40 (1923-24): 285-329. 

 Most recently, 

12 Oliviero Ronchi, "Nella casa del Bembo a Padova," Atti e Memorie della Regia Accademia di 
scienze, lettere ed arti in Padova 42 (1925-26): 420-34. 

13 Lionello Puppi, "La residenza di Pietro Bembo 'padoana,'" L'Arte 2, no. 7/8 (1969): 30-65.  

14 Guido Beltramini, "La corte di Pietro Bembo in via Altinate a Padova," in Andrea Palladio e la 
villa veneta da Petrarca a Carlo Scarpa, ed. Guido Beltramini and Howard Burns (Venice: Marsilio, 2005), 
267-69. Guido Beltramini is planning a forthcoming exhibition on Pietro Bembo for 2012-13.  

15 Pierre de Nolhac, La Bibliothèque de Fulvio Orsini (Paris:  E. Bouillon & E. Vieweg, 1887).  

16 Cecil Clough, Pietro Bembo's Library Represented in the British Museum (London:  British 
Museum, 1965). See also Clough, "The Library of Bernardo and of Pietro Bembo," 301-31. 
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Massimo Danzi furthered our understanding of the library by his work on a previously 

unpublished inventory of books that Bembo had had in Rome in 1545, made by a French 

visitor, Jean Matal.17 Danzi introduces his study of the library by establishing known 

literature on Bembo’s museum in a short section in his first chapter.18

ART COLLECTION  

 

Sabine Eiche’s brief but important article on the dispersal of the art collection remains 

today an admirable and well-researched portrayal of the collection and library as a 

composite whole, tracing it into the nineteenth century. She established that the collection 

remained intact, though smaller, into the seventeenth century, in the hands of Bembo’s 

heirs, Torquato Bembo and his daughter Elena Bembo.19 Irene Favaretto presented a short 

summary of Bembo and his collection in her work on Venetian collectors.20 Giulio Bodon 

has eloquently explored Bembo’s role in the political and cultural life of Padua, especially 

in relation to Alessandro Maggi da Bassano, who extensively studied his works, especially 

the medals.21 And finally, Rosella Lauber contributed a short summary of the literature on 

Bembo in a recent volume on Venetian collecting in the sixteenth century.22

                                            
17 Massimo Danzi, La biblioteca del Cardinal Pietro Bembo (Geneva:  Droz, 2005). 

 Whereas the 

18 Ibid., 36-56. 

19 Sabine Eiche, "On the Dispersal of Cardinal Bembo's Collection," Mitteilungen des 
Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz 27, no. 3 (1983): 353-59. 

20 Irene Favaretto, Arte antica e cultura antiquaria nelle collezioni venete al tempo della serenissima 
(Rome:  L'erma di Bretschneider, 1990), 103-07. 

21 Giulio Bodon, "Un approccio metodologico allo studio del collezionismo di antichita: Analisi 
delle fonte e proposte di ricerca sul museo Bembo," Quaderni di archaelogia del Veneto 9 (1993): 165-70. 
See also Bodon’s chapter on Bembo in Giulio Bodon, Veranda Antiquitas: Studi sull'eredità dell'antico nella 
Rinascenza veneta, ed. Paolo L. Bernardini and Laura Orsi, vol. 1, Studies in Early Modern European 
Culture (Bern:  Peter Lang, 2005), 51-67. 

22 Rosella Lauber, "Voci biografiche, La collezione Bembo," in Il collezionismo d'arte a Venezia. 
Dalle origini al cinquecento, ed. Michel Hochmann, Rosella Lauber, and Stefania Mason (Venice: 
Fondazione di Venezia, 2008), 252-54. 
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works of previous scholars have identified components of Bembo’s holdings, each starting 

and ending with the well-known passage in Marcantonio Michiel’s Notizia, none has 

approached the collection as evidence for an intersection of familial legacy and as a cultural 

repository. These studies fall short in understanding Bembo as a collector because of an 

assumption that the collection was permanently installed in his home in Padua. My 

reconstruction of his collection, and its mobility, has the advantage of contextualizing the 

acquisition and display of the objects Bembo sought and owned, and reveals that the 

collection was not static, and neither was Bembo. He lent works and gave others as gifts.  

He installed objects in the townhouse, his museum in Padua, but works were also at his 

family villa outside Padua, and in rented quarters in Venice, Rome and Gubbio. Because 

the collection could be seen in so many places, wherever this widely traveled scholar was 

living, is the reason that its renown endured, and why it was so coveted by buyers after 

Bembo’s death.   

METHODOLOGY 

The theoretical line of this examination begins with the pioneering scholarship of Luke 

Syson and Dora Thornton.23 These scholars see the art object as a means by which the 

social and political motivations for ownership are considered via the material setting for 

display. Patricia Fortini Brown’s work shifted our focus to the Renaissance interior, seeing 

that it provides a unifying framework for studying not only fine arts, but also for 

considering objects typically overlooked: those no longer surviving or those categorized as 

decorative arts, which often fall out of the scope of traditional art historical inquiry.24

                                            
23 Dora Thornton, The Scholar in His Study: Ownership and Experience in Renaissance Italy 

(New Haven:  Yale University Press, 1998). See also Luke Syson and Dora Thornton, Objects of Virtue: Art 
in Renaissance Italy (London:  British Museum, 2001). 

  

24 Patricia Fortini Brown, Art and Life in Renaissance Venice (New York:  Harry N. Abrams, Inc, 
1997). See also Patricia Fortini Brown, Venice & Antiquity : The Venetian Sense of the Past (New Haven:  
Yale University Press, 1996). Patricia Fortini Brown, "Behind the Walls: The Material Culture of Venetian 
Elites," in Venice Reconsidered: The History and Civilization of an Italian City-State, 1297-1797, ed. John 
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Brown’s acceptance of less common sources, for example, inscriptions set in palaces or 

accounts written by travelers, builds our understanding of the deep and abiding sense of 

the past and present for Venice. Flora Dennis and Marta Ajmar-Wollheim innovatively 

explored this interdisciplinary approach in the 2006 exhibition At Home in Renaissance 

Italy.25

Much new work on Renaissance collecting in the Veneto has been undertaken, as 

in the work of Linda Borean, Stefania Mason, Michel Hochmann, Rosella Lauber, and 

Isabella Cecchini.

  

26 The topic of collecting, however, is not an unstudied phenomenon in 

other fields, and seeking anthropologic models increases our understanding of this activity. 

Arjun Appadurai’s work serves as a model to consider the cultural implications of 

circulated objects, which both unites and opposes groups and individuals. If we consider 

the social life of a collected object, we can access its meaning at a particular time or 

place.27

                                                                                                                                  
Martin and Dennis Romano (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000), 295-338. Patricia Fortini 
Brown, Private Lives in Renaissance Venice (New Haven:  Yale University Press, 2004). 

 Paula Findlen has eloquently explored the complex relationship between the urge 

to own material remains and the desire to possess the immaterial knowledge they 

25 Marta Ajmar-Wollheim and Flora Dennis, At Home in Renaissance Italy (London:  V & A 
Publications, 2006). See also their recent collaborative work: Marta Ajmar-Wollheim, Flora Dennis, and 
Ann Matchette, Approaching the Italian Renaissance Interior: Sources, Methodologies, Debates, ed. John E. 
Law, Society for Renaissance Studies (Malden, MA:  Blackwell Publishing, 2007). 

26 Linda Borean and Stefania Mason, Il collezionismo d'arte a Venezia. Il Seicento (Venice:  
Marsilio, Fondazione di Venezia, 2007). See also Michel Hochmann, Rosella Lauber, and Stefania Mason, Il 
collezionismo d'arte a Venezia. Dalle origini al cinquecento (Venice:  Marsilio Editori and Fondazione di 
Venezia, 2008).  Linda Borean and Stefania Mason, Figure di collezionisti a Venezia tra Cinque e Seicento 
(Udine:  Forum, 2002).  Isabella Cecchini, Quadri e commercio a Venezia durante il Seicento: Uno studio 
sul mercato dell’arte (Venice:  Marsilio: Fondazione Giorgio Cini, 2000).  Bernard Aikema, Rosella Lauber, 
and Max Seidel, eds., Il collezionismo a Venezia e nel Veneto ai tempi della Serenissima, Collana del 
Kunsthistorisches Institut in Florenz, Max-Planck-Institut (Venice: Marsilio, 2005). Michel Hochmann, 
Peintres et commanditaires a ̀ Venise (1540-1628) (Rome:  L'ecole franc ̧aise de Rome, 1992), 1, n.2.  
Hochmann’s period of study in this text is later than my present study of Pietro Bembo, but he notes in his 
introduction that Bernardo Bembo’s collection was precursor to his timeframe of examination. 

27 Arjun Appadurai, "Introduction: Commodities and the Politics of Value," in Social Life of 
Things: Commodities and the Politics of Value, ed. Arjun Appadurai (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1986), 3-63. 
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contain.28 Studying collectible objects, the Renaissance past is revealed through a 

hierarchy of items that were intellectually and morally valued. Humanist endeavors placed 

certain assets within an ethical framework; thus, the collecting of cultural possessions 

becomes a strategy for defining an individual’s role within Renaissance social structures. 

After all, many Renaissance collected objects were, in fact, not of this time period but 

from an earlier time. Beginning with this simple observation, Shakespearean scholar 

Jonathan Gil Harris uses the idea of a palimpsest, a manuscript scraped and reused, bearing 

traces of a previous hand, an object that possesses reworkings from previous owners. Thus, 

meaning shifts throughout time as objects change hands.29

This methodology assists us when considering Bembo and visual objects. He 

worked with contemporary artists to create new works, and he was sought out for his 

expertise in this arena. This humanist, a highly visual proponent of imitatio, is an excellent 

subject to approach in this way because his letters betray his impressions, his knowledge, 

and the uses to which he put visual things. Although art object may bear fewer examples 

of physical evidence, unlike the books and manuscripts, Bembo’s correspondence and that 

of his friends, and those later of buyers can together help us reconstitute his collection. 

Using data gathered from numerous sources laid out in the Catalog and appendices, this 

dissertation will provide a multi-layered understanding of Bembo as a collector that will 

highlight his relevance to cross-disciplinary inquiry, to the literary, anthropological, and 

art historical interrogation of Renaissance Italy. 

 A consideration of the afterlife 

of works, then, gains access to Bembo’s method of reinvigorating the past to inform his 

present. 

                                            
28 Paula Findlen, "The Museum: Its Classical Etymology and Renaissance Genealogy," Journal of 

the History of Collections 1 (1989): 59-78. Paula Findlen, "Possessing the Past: The Material World of the 
Italian Renaissance," American Historical Review 103 (1998): 83-114. Paula Findlen, Possessing Nature: 
Museums, Collecting and Scientific Culture in Early Modern Italy (Berkeley:  University of California Press, 
1994).  

29 Jonathan Gil Harris, Untimely Matter in the Time of Shakespeare (Philadelphia:  University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2009). Jonathan Gil Harris, "Shakespeare's Hair: Staging the Object of Material Culture," 
Shakespeare Quarterly 52, no. 4 (2001): 479-91. 
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CHAPTER TWO: THE COLLECTION’S DISPERSAL AND ITS BUYERS 

 
 

I myself would rather want half of the study of Monsignor Bembo, 

than the entire Arsenal of Venice 
– BENEDETTO VARCHI30

 
 

If a sixteenth-century inventory is like looking into the keyhole of a door from 

that time, then the study of Pietro Bembo’s art collection is like reading an account of 

contemporaries who gazed into the numerous doors to which Bembo and his heirs held 

keys: in Venice (to a number of rented quarters), in Padua (to the family villa, rented 

houses, and the museum), and in Rome (to the many rooms he maintained throughout 

his life in that city). A consideration of his art collection must be indirectly approached by 

necessity, for no single inventory or series of inventories survive. Ironically, the cause for 

its renown is the point that impedes efforts to reconstruct it. Evidence suggests that the 

collection was never consolidated in one place, and thus including or excluding a work 

based on one description overlooks the fact that the collection was dispersed in multiple 

locations during Bembo’s life. But it is because it could be seen in so many places, even in 

his absence, that for this reason its fame endured.  

The present chapter outlines primary surviving accounts of the museum to shed 

light on its chronology and describe the key actors who played a part in its dispersal after 

Bembo’s death. Companion to this chapter, Appendix B, should be consulted for a 

chronology of transcribed, and often translated, evidence. Using the objects mentioned in 

the lists described below and in the Catalog, I have assembled surviving evidence to create 

a hypothetical reconstruction of the collection. 

                                            
30 Benedetto Varchi, Orazione funebre sopra la morte del reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo 

(Florence:  Anton Francesco Doni, 1546), B3. 
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MARCANTONIO MICHIEL’S NOTIZIA D’OPERE DEL DISEGNO 

A Venetian noble, Marcantonio Michiel’s notes on art collections of Venice, Padua, 

Milan, and other Northern Italian places has become a principal document for historians 

of art. In this work, unpublished until the nineteenth century, he dedicates four folio sides 

to Bembo’s art collection, wherein he describes about 40 objects. The original manuscript, 

preserved at the Biblioteca Marciana in Venice, has been published in a number of 

editions: Jacopo Morelli in 1800, Gustavo Frizzoni in 1884 (which was translated into 

English in 1903), Theodor von Frimmel in 1888, a reprint of Frimmel without his notes 

by Cristina de Benedictis in 2000, and most recently a critical edition submitted by 

Rosella Lauber for her Ph.D. dissertation in 2001.31 Additionally, Fletcher published two 

articles on the manuscript in 1981, and Schmitter researched the Paduan section in her 

2003 article.32

Up until the present study, Michiel was considered the primary source for 

knowledge on Bembo’s art collection. In her brief survey of the Bembo section of the 

manuscript Fletcher insightfully established the connection between Michiel and Bembo. 

 

                                            
31 BNM, (MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351]). Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia d'opere di disegno nella prima 

metà del secolo XVI, esistenti in Padova, Cremona, Milano, Pavia, Bergamo, Crema e Venezia. Scritta da 
un anonimo di quel tempo, ed. Jacopo Morelli (Bassano:  Biblioteca di S. Marco di Venezia, 1800). 
Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia d'opere di desegno pubblicata e illustrata da D. Jacopo Morelli, ed. Gustavo 
Frizzoni (Bologna:  Nicola Zanichelli, 1884). Marcantonio Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and 
Works of Art in Italy by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, ed. George C. Williamson, trans. 
Paolo Mussi (London:  George Bell and Sons, 1903). Marcantonio Michiel, Der Anomio Morelliano 
(Marcanton Michiel's Notizie d'opere del disegno), ed. Theodor von Frimmel, trans. Theodor von Frimmel 
(Vienna:  C. Graeser, 1888; reprint, 1896). See also Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 
edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, ed. Cristina de Benedictis (Florence:  Edifir, 2000). Rosella Lauber, "Per 
l'edizione critica della Notizia d'opere di disegno di Marcantonio Michiel" (Università degli Studi di Udine, 
2001). 

32 Jennifer Fletcher, "Marcantonio Michiel: His Friends and Collection," Burlington Magazine 123, 
no. 941 (1981): 453-67. See also Jennifer Fletcher, "Marcantonio Michiel, 'che ha veduto assai,'" Burlington 
Magazine 123, no. 943 (1981): 602-08. Monika Schmitter, "The Dating of Marcantonio Michiel's 'Notizia' 
on Works of Art in Padua," Burlington Magazine 1205 (2003). See Schmitter’s introductory comments on 
the various editions. See also Schmitter’s section on Michiel in Monika Schmitter, "The Display of 
Distinction: Art Collecting and Social Status in Early Sixteenth-Century Venice" (Ph.D. diss., University of 
Michigan, 1997), 27-35. Transcriptions in the Catalog follow Monika Schmitter’s notes that she took during 
her study of the original manuscript, which she generously shared with me. I am deeply in debt to her for 
sharing this and discussing Michiel with me. My translations in the notes within the Catalog follow the 1903 
English edition. The version in Appendix B comes from the most recent 2000 edition.  
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Both Venetians, their paths intersect in Rome at the court of Leo X in 1518–20, after 

which Michiel returned to Venice, when he likely began writing the Notizia. The 

following year Bembo also relocated back to the Veneto, and correspondence survives 

between the two. In 1529 Bembo writes from Padua to his nephew Gian Matteo Bembo 

in Venice, asking him to tell “our magnificent M. Marcantonio Michiel” that his house is 

open to Michiel at all times for a visit.33 Agostino Beazzano (c.1490- 1549), a close friend 

and sometimes secretary to Bembo, reveals something about the warmth of Bembo’s and 

Michiel’s relationship. In Beazzano’s Lachrymae (a collection of poems after Bembo’s 

death) he wrote that Michiel would have liked to be buried in the same tomb as the 

poet.34

Michiel’s account is undated. Fletcher hypothesizes that it was written either at the 

end of the 1520s, perhaps the summer of 1529 prompted by the spring invitation, or early 

in the 1530s, before Leonico Tolmeo’s death in 1531. Michiel compares a statue of Jupiter 

to that of Bembo’s, thus he would have had to have visited Bembo before Tolmeo died. 

Monika Schmitter dates the passage from a close study of the inks of the original 

manuscript and a comparative analysis of its content. The Bembo passage is written in the 

same thick brown ink in which the bulk of the text is written, including Tolmeo’s 

passage. Michiel inserted changes later into his original text, evidenced by his use of 

different colored ink. From this Schmitter dates the bulk of the manuscript (including 

Bembo’s description) to 1525–28. Three additions to Bembo’s passage, the Memling 

Diptych, the Sleeping Cupid, and the identity of the sitter for the Bellini portrait of 

Bertoldo d’Este, are in a yellow ink that she dates to 1537. Michiel, then, seems to have 

visited twice in making his notes. Schmitter rightly discerns Bembo’s locale during the first 

  

                                            
33 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:966. As cited in Fletcher, 

"Marcantonio Michiel: His Friends and Collection," 61, n. 117. 

34 Fletcher, "Marcantonio Michiel: His Friends and Collection," 461. 
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visit in Padua as a rented property, not his famous museum, into which he moved in 

1532, and that was likely the site for the second visit.35

We know that Bembo rented Venetian patrician Marco Foscari’s home in the 

Arena during the period in which Michiel first visited. Writing on October 23, 1526, 

Bembo complained to his nephew, Gian Matteo, in Venice, that the accommodations 

were damp and “impossible to live in” and that he was planning to stay only until Easter.

 

36 

Little else can be teased from Bembo’s letters regarding rented quarters. It is unclear 

whether Bembo put up with the conditions of Foscari’s house or found other rented 

housing during this time, but it is apparent from his letters that he remained in Padua 

upon his return from Rome via Pesaro in March of 1525. He traveled very little in the 

intervening years, until he went to Bologna in December, 1529. On October 18, 1526 he 

wrote to Michiel, thanking him for sending him Jacopo Sannazaro’s De partu Virginis, 

praising its excellence. His letters do show that he went to Venice two times and regularly 

resided in the family villa in the surrounding countryside of Padua, escaping the heat in 

the summers.37

                                            
35 Schmitter, "The Dating of Marcantonio Michiel's 'Notizia' on Works of Art in Padua," 571. 

 In July of 1527, he began negotiating the purchase of a house in Padua, 

eventually acquiring it with Gian Matteo bidding by proxy in mid-August 1527. Part of 

the contract stipulated that Bembo could not take possession of the house until the current 

owner’s death, which occurred five years later, in July 1532. He moved in that fall. In a 

letter dated October 11, 1532, Bembo was now in Venice telling Carlo Gualteruzzi that 

his secretary Cola (Nicola) Bruno is moving his books and “all the contents of my study 

36 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:713. Translation from 
Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 238. 

37 Puppi, "La residenza di Pietro Bembo 'padoana,'" 35. See Appendix A for a details of Bembo’s 
travel between these years.  The dating of his times at the villa can be estimated. When signing his name to 
letters of more official tone, not to friends, he signs as being written from Padua, but given the dates of 
previous and following letters to friends that say he is at the villa, one can conclude he was likely at the villa 
for larger blocks of time than what appears specifically in his letters.   
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into the other house in Padua.”38

Fletcher’s hypothesis on the time frame for the first visit as the summer of 1529 

should be excluded, for Bembo invited Michiel in a letter of mid-May, but by early June, 

had gone to the villa to escape the heat as per his usual routine.

 Thus, works were not coming from the villa nor Venice 

but from another place within the city.  

39 Bembo specifically 

welcomes him to his “casa,” not his “villa,” and Michiel’s Notizia describes Paduan 

collections—those in town, not outside it. Moreover, Bembo’s open invitation could 

equally be seen as a follow-up to a previous visit and does not necessarily confirm a visit of 

that year. “Tell our Magnificent M. Marcantonio Michele [sic] that he is very welcome 

anytime he wants to come, that this house is his.”40

With no firm textual evidence in Bembo’s letters to specify a date for the visit, the 

best that can be reasoned is when Michiel likely did not visit. If we exclude the villa, and 

any property in Venice, then Michiel would have had to have visited a rental in town 

between 1525 and 1528, possibly as late as the first few months of 1529. A later date in the 

early 1530s may be dismissed for two reasons. First, Tolmeo’s collection is dated no later 

than 1528, following Schmitter, and, second, making conclusions based on Michiel’s 

inclusion or exclusion of a particular object overlooks the important fact that the 

collection was dispersed among family properties at all times. Fletcher herself admits the 

imprecision of such conclusions. Bembo is documented as having gone to Rome to offer 

his Le prose delle volgar lingua to Clement VII from October 1524 to March 1525, 

returning to Padua in April. He remained there except for trips in summer to the villa and 

to Venice, until he went to Bologna in December 1529 for the imperial coronation, 

 “This house” must certainly mean the 

rented Paduan house from which he presently wrote, not the villa. 

                                            
38 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:1417. “Che per avere M. 

Cola, mentre che io qui sono, portate le mie scritture e tutto il mio studio in un’altra casa in Padova.” 

39 Ibid., 3:972. 

40 Ibid., 3:966. “[…] Dite al Magnifico nostro M. Marcantonio Michele che egli sia il ben venuto 
ogni volta che vorrà venir, chè questa casa è sua.[…]” 
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returning in January 1530. Thus, the most likely time for the first visit with Bembo being 

present to give the tour (the specificity of Michiel’s descriptions and his relationship with 

him makes this most likely) would have been between April 1525 and April 1529, 

excluding the summers. For the second visit, keeping to the year of 1537 (as deduced 

from the differently dated inks of the original manuscript), Michiel would have had to visit 

in Padua, finally seeing the collection installed in Bembo’s own palace. A perusal of 

Bembo’s letters places him firmly in Padua that whole year but for short trips to Mantua, 

Venice, and his villa.41

During his trip to Mantua, he visited Isabella d’Este and toured her antiquities 

collection, something he noted in a letter to Cardinal Cesi on June 29, 1537, from 

Mantua: “Today I have been to see the antiquities of the Illustrious Lady Marchesa of 

Mantua, something that gave me the greatest pleasure since Her Excellency has many 

beautiful and rare things.”

  

42 This may explain the curious reason why many of the 1537 

additions to the Notizia have in some way a connection to the d’Este: she had borrowed 

years before and likely had copied the Memling diptych belonging to Bembo. As Michiel 

states, she owned a Sleeping Cupid that was different in style from one belonging to 

Bembo, and the identity of the sitter of a portrait by Jacopo Bellini, which he saw on his 

first tour, that of Bertoldo d’Este, was a member of Isabella’s family.43

                                            
41 Ibid., 4:1814-1911.  

 Perhaps fresh from 

his visit to Mantua, Bembo may have recalled aspects of her collection as it compared to 

his own. This being true, then Michiel’s second visit to Padua would have had to have 

42 Ibid., 4:1855. “Oggi ho a vedere le cose antiche di questa Ill.ma S.ra Marchesa, nella quale 
veduta stimo dover sentire piacer grande, perciò che io so che S. Ec.za ha di molto belle e rare cose.” 
Translation from Clifford Malcom Brown, "Isabella d'Este Gonzaga's Augustus and Livia Cameo and the 
'Alexander and Olympias' Gems in Vienna and Saint Petersburg," in Engraved Gems: Survivals and Revivals, 
ed. Clifford Malcom Brown (Washington, D. C.: Studies in the History of Art, National Gallery of Art, 
1997), 86.  

43 Two other short additions were added in 1537, the approximate date of the portrait of Carlo 
Bembo, and names of four antique portrait busts. For these changes see Schmitter, "The Dating of 
Marcantonio Michiel's 'Notizia' on Works of Art in Padua," 571. 
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occurred after July 13, 1537, the date of the first letter that places Bembo back home from 

Mantua.44

 

 

Figure 1 - Frans Pourbus the younger, Portrait of Vincenzo I Gonzaga, c. 1600, linen, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna 

VINCENZO I GONZAGA 

Vincenzo I Gonzaga’s inquiries about the Bembo collection have proven fruitful for 

information.  His interest began in 1591, when he dispatched an agent to investigate (Fig. 

1). Writing from Venice his agent, Aurelio Pomponazzi, tells the duke through his 

advisor, Tullio Petrozzani, that he has seen the studio that had been Cardinal Bembo’s. 

His son Torquato Bembo would part with the “tavola egita” for 3,000 ducats. Moreover, 

Torquato tells him that the majority and better part of the sculptures are to be found in 

Padua.45

                                            
44 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:1860. 

 Reports continue to be sent regarding the richness of the collection in Padua 

through secondary sources. It appears Aurelio never saw it in person, only viewing the 

lesser part that was in Venice with Torquato. Negotiations did result in a purchase early 

45 ASM AG, MS b. 1523, f. I, fol. 122-23.  Published in Michaela Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni 
Gonzaga: Il carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), vol. 10, Fonti, repertori e studi per la storia di 
Mantova. Repertori (Milan: Silvana, 2003), doc. 104. 
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the next year, when he acquired the Mensa Isiaca in January 1592 (Cat. 112, Pl. 17).46 

These reports of the remaining objects of Bembo’s museum never left the duke’s mind; 13 

years later, he dispatched an agent, Giacomo Alvise Cornaro, sending him directly to 

Padua to investigate. By this time Torquato had died, thus the next generation, his son 

Orazio Bembo, was looking to sell the works.47 At this late date of 1603, the collection 

was still fairly intact, for the duke received an inventory listing thirty-four sculptures in 

Padua.48

It is unclear which sculptures of these thirty-four listed Vincenzo may have 

bought, but his collection was well documented after his death. His son Francis IV died a 

few months after his father, and thus his brothers Ferdinando I and Vincenzo II both 

became dukes, but neither had any legitimate children. When Vincenzo II died in 1627, 

the War of the Mantuan Succession ensued. Financially strapped, the Gonzaga found 

liquid assets by selling the family collection. It was this crisis that enabled Charles I to 

swoop down with the assistance of Daniel Nys, who brokered this deal with the king’s 

 

                                            
46 ASM AG, MS b. 1523, f. I, fol. 155-156, 290; MS b. 1523, f. IV fol. 583-584, 602-603; 

Published in Ibid., docs. 106, 111, 115, 117, 123, 140. 

47 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507. Published in Ibid., doc. 648. Bembo’s daughter, 
Elena Bembo Gradenigo, had died in 1574 and Torquato Bembo in 1595, thus benefitting parties would 
have been either Orazio Bembo or Elena’s children, Paolo, Alvise, or Vincenzo Gradenigo. Orazio 
maintained a home in Venice, but Silvio Doni acquired the inventory in Padua from “cavalier Bembo 
padrone delle antiquità del cardinale,” “Knight Bembo, owner of the cardinal’s antiquities,” would have to 
be Orazio. That he is referred to as a knight implies that he was likely enjoying income from benefices 
owned by the Knights of St. John passed from his father Torquato, who inherited them from his father 
Pietro. For the swap of benefices between Pietro and the Farnese family see Kidwell’s excellent discussion 
on Bembo’s Church properties and those inherited by Torquato see Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 195-201, 305-
06. On April 2, 1521 Bembo had received a letter from Leo X that he had the right to bequeath his 
ecclesiastical income. See Vincezo de Caprio, ed., Il ruolo della corte di Leone X (1514-1516), Alessandro 
Ferrajoli, vol. 23, Biblioteca del Cinquecento (Rome: Bulzoni editore, 1984), 322-24. Clement VII had 
legitimized both of Bembo’s sons, so that his children could legally inherit his property and benefices. See 
my discussion in Appendix C. This confirms that it was likely Orazio, because Elena was never legitimized, 
and thus could not inherit ecclesiastic benefices. 

48 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 482-483, 492-493, 496-497, 502-503, 506-507, 529-529 
Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), docs. 
640, 641, 644, 647, 648, 649. 
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agent Nicolas Lanier to acquire sculptures and paintings in Mantua, making a contract of 

50,000 scudi (₤18,000). A Flemish dealer in Venice, Nys had the financial wherewithal to 

float the cost of acquisition for the Mantuan works.49

Vincenzo Scamozzi describes the sumptuous, colonnaded installation of Nys’s art 

collection, a place frequented by visitors to see the works that went in and out of his 

doors.

 Alas, Charles’s cash flow troubles 

and political instability up north caused a trickledown effect for his dealer; the delay of 

funds nearly bankrupted Nys. In 1630 he is documented to have sent more objects to 

London, likely withholding the balance of objects to ensure payment, but in the following 

year he was forced by creditors to divulge his collection and immediately liquidate 

inventory, with more than ₤10,000 still owed him.  

50

 70

 Nys remained solvent and turned a profit later by selling a substantial collection of 

gems, formerly in Mantua, to the Earl of Arundel, and as I argue in my Catalog essay for 

the sculpture Sleeping Cupid (Cat. , Pl. 15), Nys may have moved this work north to 

Thomas Howard. The description of this work from Bembo’s collection is adequately 

unique to assist with its identification and itinerary, and was noted on Gonzaga’s list, but 

not on della Nave’s list, implying that he bought it at that time. 

                                            
49 Patricia Fortini Brown, "Le antichità," in Commercio e cultura mercantile, Il Rinascimento 

italiano e l’Europa, ed. Franco Franceschi, Richard A. Goldthwaite, and Reinhold C. Mueller (Treviso: 
Fondazione Cassamarca e Angelo Colla editore, 2007), 326-27. I would like to thank Dr. Brown for sharing 
a copy of this article with me before its publication.   For a study specifically of Venetian paintings in this 
collection, see Raffaella Morselli, "Vincenzo Gonzaga, Domenico Tintoretto e altri artisti veneziani," in 
Figure di collezionisti a Venezia tra Cinque e Seicento, ed. Linda Borean and Stefania Mason (Udine: 
Forum, 2002), 77-117. 

50 Vincenzo Scamozzi, The Idea of a Universal Architecture, Villas and Country Estates, Book 3, 
ed. Koen Ottenheym, trans. Patti Garvin (Amsterdam:  Architectura & Natura Press, 2003), 181. 
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Figure 2 – Jacopo Palma il giovane, Portrait of a Collector (Bartolomeo della Nave?), 
1600-20, canvas, Birmingham, City Museum & Art Gallery 

BARTOLOMEO DELLA NAVE 

After Pietro’s death in 1547 the interested parties were many. His only son, Torquato, 

found a willing buyer in a local collector, Bartolomeo della Nave, a Venetian merchant 

with an ample budget and obsessive preoccupation for acquiring art (Fig. 2). His collection 

was famous in its own time, with many contemporary accounts attesting to the richness of 

its paintings and sculptures.51

                                            
51 Favaretto, Arte antica e cultura antiquaria nelle collezioni venete al tempo della serenissima, 151-

54. See also Rosella Lauber, "Voci biografiche, Bartolomeo della Nave," in Il collezionismo d'arte a Venezia. 
Il Seicento, ed. Linda Borean and Stefania Mason (Venice: Marsilio, Fondazione di Venezia, 2007), 258-61. 

 Nys and della Nave were both merchants who knew their 

markets well, and Bembo’s art collection, directly or indirectly, provided some of the 

works that contributed to their fame. Vincenzo Scamozzi recorded dell Nave’s collection’s 

importance in his architectural treatise, L’idea della architettura universale, published in 

Venice in 1615. Scamozzi writes that the merchant displayed his collection in a separate 

room for the study of scholars. He once owned 100 paintings, of which twenty were rare 

Titians, drawings, clay sculptures, and a rare work of Saint Sebastian by Alessandro 

Vittoria. It is in fact this sculpture that Stefania Mason used to support her identification of 
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the sitter in the portrait by Jacopo Palma il Giovane as portraying Bartolommeo della 

Nave (Fig. 2).52

The first thing Scamozzi highlights in this collection is della Nave’s ownership of 

“30 statuettes and busts; a part of this collection once belonged to the Reverend Cardinal 

Bembo.”

   

53 Just as della Nave snapped up a lion’s share of Bembo’s antiquities, so too did 

powerful collectors rush to acquire significant works from della Nave’s collection upon his 

death, likely in 1632. Carlo Ridolfi, in discussing the works of Jacopo da Bassano, counts 

della Nave among the Italian collections that were mined by English buyers in this period: 

King Charles I (1600–49), the Duke of Pembroke (Philip Herbert, 4th Earl of Pembroke, 

1584–1650), the Duke of Buckingham (George Villiers, 1st Duke of Buckingham, 1592–

1628) and the Count of Arundel (Thomas Howard, 14th Earl of Arundel, 1585–1646).54

Two of these collectors, Charles I and Thomas Howard, play a prominent role in 

the dispersal of della Nave’s collection. Competition was fierce, and alliances were created 

and destroyed amidst a politically tumultuous time in England. Throughout his life 

Thomas Howard, 14th Earl of Arundel, amassed a substantial collection of antique 

sculpture and paintings and acquired his taste for Italian work and Roman antiquities 

through his extensive travel in Italy.

   

55

                                            
52 Stefania Mason, "Palma il Giovane, Ritratto di collezionista (Bartolomeo della Nave?)," in The 

Genius of Venice 1500-1600, ed. Jane Martineau and Charles Hope (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 
1983-84), 193.  See also Hochmann, Peintres et commanditaires a ̀ Venise (1540-1628), 210-11. 

 Charles I, King of England and Scotland, showed a 

preference for Italian paintings and assembled a substantial collection despite reigning at a 

time of civil war, which led to his being tried for treason, resulting in his execution, after 

which a large part of his collection was sold by the commonwealth. Thomas Howard and 

53 Scamozzi, The Idea of a Universal Architecture, Villas and Country Estates, Book 3, 181. 

54 Carlo Ridolfi, Le maraviglie dell'arte, ouero le vite de gli'llustri pittori veneti e dello stato, 2 vols. 
(Venice:  Giovanni Battista Sgaua, 1648), 2:141, 148. 

55 David Howarth, Lord Arundel and His Circle (New Haven:  Yale University Press, 1985). David 
Howarth’s study remains today an excellent resource on this collector. For a broad view of this phenomenon 
in this time and place see Jonathan Brown, Kings and Connoisseurs: Collecting in Seventeenth-Century 
England (Princeton:  Princeton University Press, 1995).  
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Charles I employed the same agents, Daniel Nys and William Petty. The latter was 

dispatched to negotiate with della Nave’s heir to acquire the painting collection and divide 

it among four interested parties. A document survives in the British Museum dated July 

10, 1634, that outlines just this plan.  

Whereas wee vnderstand that an excellent Collection of paintings are to be 
solde in Venice, whiche are knowen by the name of Bartolomeo della 
Nave his Collection, Wee are desirous that our beloved servant Mr. 
William Pettye, should goe thither to make the bargayne for them, Wee 
are selues beinge resolved to goe a fourthe share in the buyinge of them 
(soe it exceed not the some of Eight hundred powndes sterlinge), but that 
our Name be concealed in it. And if it shall please God that the same 
Collection be bought and come safelye hither, Then wee doe promise in 
the word of a King, that they shall be divyded with all equallitye in this 
maner, vid. That, they shall be equallie divyded into fower partes by some 
men skillful in paintinge, and then everie one interested in the shares, or 
some for them, shall throwe the Dice severallye, and whoesoever throwes 
moste, shall choose his share first, and soe in order everye one shall choose 
after first, as he castes most, and shall take their shares freelye to their owne 
vses, as they shall fall vnto them. In wittnes whereof wee haue sett our 
hande, this Eight daye of July, in the Tenth year of our Reigne, 1634. 56

Thus, the king states that a consortium of buyers shall contribute a share to have 

the paintings brought to England, after which they will be divided, the largest bidder 

getting first pick of the hoard. Curiously, the four individuals are not named. Howard had 

strong alliances with the king and dispatched Petty (the named agent) to Greece at one 

point to collect antiquities, and thus is likely the second.

 

57

                                            
56 BM MS Birch Add. 4293, fol. 5. F. Madden, "Charles the First and Bartolomeo della Nave's 

Collection of Pictures," Notes and Queries 74 (March 29, 1851): 236.  

 The third candidate close to the 

king might be Philip Herbert, 4th Earl of Pembroke, but this remains speculative due to 

lack of evidence to associate him with this specific deal. Political circumstances led to a 

split between the King and Herbert, and no evidence has been uncovered thus far. It was 

57 Adolf Michaelis, Ancient Marbles in Great Britain, trans. C. A. M. Fennell (Cambridge:  
Cambridge University Press, 1882), 5-35. Michaelis’s section on the famed Arundel marbles aptly maps the 
overlapping interests of collectors in England, mentioning the Duke of Buckingham and the Earl of 
Pembroke as contemporaries of Howard’s. See my discussion for a piece that may have gone to Arundel 
(Cat. 70, Pl. 15).  
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certainly not the Duke of Buckingham, who had been assassinated by this time. 

Documentation of another collector survives in abundance to connect James Hamilton, 1st 

Duke of Hamilton, to the della Nave deal. He, in fact, appears to be in a crucial position 

in alignment with the king and dependent on him for underwriting the costs for his 

acquisition of the collection (Fig. 3). 

 
Figure 3 - Daniel Mytens, James Hamilton, 1st Duke of Hamilton, 1629, oil on canvas, 
National Portrait Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh 

JAMES HAMILTON, 1ST DUKE OF HAMILTON 

Hamilton clearly looked after his own interests. He had his own agent on the ground, his 

brother-in-law, Basil, Viscount Feilding, 2nd Earl of Denbigh, ambassador at Venice at that 

time, and their letters (autumn 1635–summer 1638) reveal the impatience of Hamilton 

and the duplicity of the king’s agent, Petty.58

                                            
58 Paul Shakeshaft, "'To Much Bewiched with Thoes Intysing Things': The Letters of James, Third 

Marquis of Hamilton and Basil, Viscount Feilding, Concerning Collecting in Venice, 1635-1639," The 
Burlington Magazine 128, no. 995 (February, 1986): 114-32. 

 In June 1637 and shortly after, Feilding 

reports on della Nave’s study, complaining of the great quantity of portraits, which 

diminishes the value, but singling out as desirable portraits by Titian and Raphael. He 

claims that he cannot conjecture on the value of the statues, but if they truly be antique 
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the number makes them of value.59 Replying the next month Hamilton writes to Feilding 

that the king has furnished him with money to undertake the purchase of della Nave’s 

collection, both the pictures and the sculptures, asking him to take special care with 

packing the marbles for the long shipment between Italy and England.60 Summer passed, 

and in early fall negotiations continued, with Petty visiting the collection with Feilding, 

valuing it at “14 m duckets.”61 He seems also to have made a list and sent it to the king, 

which later causes some confusion. The following month Hamilton writes to Feilding, 

telling that he is engaged by the king to initiate the purchase. A few days later, Feilding 

asks for the king’s list, which seems to be different from his own.62 It was not 

forthcoming, because he repeats his request.63 Still another month later, Feilding 

complains of Petty’s recollection of other works that are not present, and that without the 

king’s list he cannot move forward with a full knowledge of the king’s desire. By early 

March Feilding reports that he has “bought up part of the remainder of la Naves study.”64

In addition to the letters, the lists which Feilding so desired survived as well, 

currently in the Hamilton archives, and it is from these that we may reconstruct della 

Nave’s collection and connect works that had been formerly part of Bembo’s. But before 

delving into specifics of these lists, let us review the scholarship on them. Ellis Kirkham 

 

Thus, the deal appears to have concluded.  

                                            
59 Ibid.: xxiv-v. 

60 Ibid.: xxvi. 

61 Ibid.: xxxviii. 

62 Ibid.: xlii. 

63 Ibid.: xlv. 

64 Ibid.: lx. 
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Waterhouse published one in part and convincingly established it to be an inventory of 

della Nave’s collection by a careful comparison of its content to Ridolfi’s accounts of the 

famed merchant’s study.65 Paul Shakeshaft’s study on the correspondence between 

Feilding and Hamilton expanded our knowledge greatly on the context of Waterhouse’s 

list within the larger archive. In a footnote, he calls attention to another closely related 

version of this list, which is in Italian, and includes other descriptions left out of the list 

that Waterhouse partly published.66 Most recently, the Hamiltons initiated a study of their 

family archive, to make documents more widely available on-line at “The Virtual 

Hamilton Palace Inventories Project Site.” Some of the documents have been researched 

and chronologically ordered with accompanying digital images. The project provides an 

interpretive essay for each document, and here the paleographic content is explained.  The 

writing on the inventory appears to be that of David Crawford, secretary to the 3rd Duke 

and Duchess of Hamilton. This indicates indicate that the list that Waterhouse published 

(M 4/10) is a later copy for their son, the 4th Duke of Hamilton, whose writing has been 

identified in the margins. These marginal notes reveal that this copy was probably made 

between 1694 and 1698, some 30 years after the della Nave sale in Venice of c. 1636.67

                                            
65 Ellis Kirkham Waterhouse, "Paintings from Venice for Seventeenth-Century England: Some 

Records of a Forgotten Transaction," Italian Studies 7 (1952): 3-6. Ridolfi mentions in his Life of Veronese 
that Bartolomeo della Nave owned fourteen Veronese paintings, of which Waterhouse identifies eight on 
his “List A.” Moreover, Ridolfi mentions other paintings from the studio of della Nave, some with quite 
unusual names, and these also are on “List A.” 

 

66 Shakeshaft, "'To Much Bewiched with Thoes Intysing Things': The Letters of James, Third 
Marquis of Hamilton and Basil, Viscount Feilding, Concerning Collecting in Venice, 1635-1639," 129, n. 
29. 

67 MS Hamilton M4/10. Virtual Hamilton Palace Trust, “The Virtual Hamilton Palace Inventories 
Project Site,” http://www.vhpt.org. Accessed October 1, 2010. I would like to thank Celia Curnow for her 
generosity in allowing me access to the beta version of this on-line research database. The reference to D. 
Devon on page 1, entry 32, indicates a date after 1694. (The Earl of Devonshire was only elevated to 
Dukedom in 1694). Whitehall Palace was no longer in existence after 1694, destroyed by fire, with 
reference to a picture there on page 1 (entry 29).” 
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The Italian list (M 4/8), footnoted by Shakeshaft, is remarkably close to the English list (M 

4/10). One long manuscript, M 4/8, is actually two lists strung together, first the original 

Italian, followed by an untidily written English translation.68 We may surmise, then, that 

M 4/10 is a later manuscript that derives from the English list of M 4/8. The Italian list 

(M 4/8) appears to be the original, c. 1636 list of the della Nave collection, but has been 

ignored in the literature in favor of the neatly penned English translation of M 4/10. 

Further confirming this is that the portrait of the Duke of Mantua by Antonio Allegri 

Correggio, which Feilding “lost,” appears as no. 7 and no. 229 on M 4/8, but not 

anywhere on M 4/10.69

 13

 A close comparison of the translations and later transcriptions 

reveal omissions and errors, which turn out, in some cases, to be revealing. From M 4/8, 

never before transcribed or translated from the original Italian, I discovered a great deal 

about Bembo’s tastes for antique sculptures (listing 37 subjects, roughly matching 

Scamozzi’s estimate as being formerly part of Bembo’s collection) and also descriptions of 

3 paintings, which I can confidently connect to Bembo because of other cross-referenced 

evidence (Cat. , Pl. 7, Cat. 19,  Cat. 21, Pl. 12).70

                                                                                                                                  
 

  

68 MS Hamilton M4/8. I am indebted to His Grace the Duke of Hamilton for permission to quote 
from the Hamilton manuscripts and to Tessa Spencer at the National Register of Archives for serving as an 
intermediary between the family archives and myself and for providing me with high-quality reproductions 
of unpublished documents. Rosella Lauber appears to be preparing something presently on this list. Lauber, 
"Voci biografiche, Bartolomeo della Nave," 260. 

69 MS Hamilton M4/8, fol. 1.  “7. Un Ritratto d’un Duca di Mantova, quadro Eccellmo alto palmi 5 
largo 4. del medesimo Correggio.” 

70 Two works from this list need be mentioned because of their relevance to Bembo, although their 
presence cannot be cross-referenced to make a thorough enough case to be included in the Catalog. MS 
Hamilton M4/8, fol. 2, “23. Adone e Venere con 3 cani in un Paese, di 2 palmi di Titians.” This version of 
Venus and Adonis by Titian is noteworthy for visual evidence, as it relates to other works in the collection 
(Cat. 70 and Cat. 116). MS Hamilton M4/8, fol. 1 “1. Il Ritratto di Guidobaldo I. Della Rovere duca 
d’Urbino quadro di tre palme ciascu lato di mano di Raffel d’Urbino” is noteworthy for Bembo’s personal 
relationships with the sitter and painter.  
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A comparison of the della Nave list of 37 sculptures to the Gonzaga list yields an 

overlap of 10 subjects: Catalog 54, Catalog 61, Catalog 65, Catalog 71, Catalog 76, 

Catalog 77, Catalog 80, Catalog 82, Catalog 87, Catalog 90.  These works, then, may be 

excluded for consideration of purchase from Vincenzo, given that they were to be found 

in Bartolomeo della Nave’s collection. Noteworthy is Catalog 54, the Marcus Aurelius, 

whose provenance I have followed through Hamilton, then to Leopold, and then to the 

Kunsthistorisches. The precise dating of the Gonzaga correspondence confirms that 

Vincenzo certainly did not buy at least 10 works and that della Nave would have had to 

have made his sculpture purchase after 1603 and before 1615 when Scamozzi reported on 

them.71

                                            
71ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 529-529.  Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il carteggio tra 

Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), doc. 649. It seems curious that he mentions the Mensa Isiaca, citing its 
importance on the authority of Cesare della Rivera, because it seems to have been bought in 1592. ASM 
AG, MS b. 1524, f. I, fol. 290. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il carteggio tra Venezia e 
Mantova (1588-1612), doc. 140.  

 Thus Gonzaga would have had to have made his purchases between this time in 

1603 and his death in 1612. Politically, Hamilton and Charles I shared the same fate, 

paying the price of their success with their lives. Their substantial collections were hastily 

assembled and even more quickly dispersed. Charles’s famed collection was scattered 

among many properties during his life (not unlike Bembo’s), and they were sold at a 

Commonwealth sale that followed his execution. Attempts to trace provenance on the 

sculptures, alas, is like a shell game, one played with a number of balls the same color. 

Descriptions of sculptures are often generic and thus problematic to trace. For example, a 

head of Apollo could be in any number of collections in England, but to pin down a 
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particular one without other cross-referenced evidence forces any conclusion to remain 

within the realm of conjecture.72

Two later inventories also found in the Hamilton archives provide a snapshot of 

the Marquis’s collection at its most complete. A comparison of M 4/8 and these later 

inventories tell us two things. As Feilding states, he did not buy every single painting from 

della Nave, and the works that would have been bought and shipped to England did not 

go only to Hamilton; rather, some might have gone to the consortium of buyers 

mentioned in Charles I’s agreement or, more likely, to the king himself. For example, a 

1638 inventory notes a gift from Charles to Hamilton of a Madonna after Raphael.

 

73 

Another inventory, drafted before 1643 or earlier, 1638–39, takes the form of crate lists, 

with brief annotations on paintings, with a cursory mention of 12 cases containing “the 

best 28 sculptures.”74

                                            
72 A.H. Scott-Elliot, "The Statues from Mantua in the Collection of King Charles I," The 

Burlington Magazine 101, no. 675 (1959): 218-27. See Scott-Elliot’s study on the sculptures and the 
inherent complications of such an endeavor. It is like Garas’s study of the Hamilton pictures and their 
provenance, but sculptures are infinitely more difficult to pin down given there is no artist’s name connected 
to the work.  

 These notes were taken during the calm before the storm. The 

king’s reign saw much internal strife with two civil wars, which eventually led to his 

execution in 1649. Hamilton’s close alliance with royalty saw him to a similar demise; he 

was also condemned to death that same year. His brother-in-law and agent Basil Feilding 

73 NRAS MS Hamilton M4/20. Virtual Hamilton Palace Trust, “The Virtual Hamilton Palace 
Inventories Project Site,” http://www.vhpt.org. Accessed October 1, 2010.  The notations are exceedingly 
brief, very often not providing the names of arists, although it appears that the Marquis himself annotated 
entries, inserting such information. This inventory was likely taken when the 3rd Marquis was moving from 
Wallingford House, at which time he bought the manor house of Chelsea, when he had built an entirely 
new house complete with a gallery for display of the collection. This placed him close to the court of 
Charles I, with whom he was politically aligned.  

74 NRAS, MS M 4/21, fol. 17.  Virtual Hamilton Palace Trust, “The Virtual Hamilton Palace 
Inventories Project Site,”. http://www.vhpt.org. (M 4/21) Accessed October 1, 2010. From the essay for 
this manuscript, it could be dated as early as 1638 when the 3rd Marquis had his house built in the following 
year. Logically this would follow, given that the works seem to have been prepared for shipping. 
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sided with the parliamentarians and was entrusted with the collection’s care during the 

civil war. The collection made its way abroad, likely with Hamilton’s brother, William, 

Earl of Lanark, to whom it was bequeathed. He escaped with his life and inheritance to 

Holland, likely selling it to fund his exile.  

 
Figure 4 - David Teniers, Portrait of Archduke Leopold Wilhem, c. 1652, linen, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna 

ARCHDUKE LEOPOLD WILLIAM 

By 1651 the Archduke Leopold Wilhelm, Governor of the Spanish Netherlands in 

Brussels, bought the Hamilton collection, evidenced by an inventory prepared in French 

for the sale (Fig. 4). A combing of this inventory garners frustatingly little in terms of the 

objects we can associate with Bembo. Portraits by Titian (19 in total) and those of other 

hands are generically listed, with no mention of sculptures.75

                                            
75 MS Hamilton M4/40. Virtual Hamilton Palace Trust, “The Virtual Hamilton Palace Inventories 

Project Site,”. http://www.vhpt.org. Accessed October 1, 2010.  

 Leopold William’s collection 

eventually entered the Imperial Collections in Vienna, from which they passed in part to 

the Kunsthistorisches Museum, where they remain today.  
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The three Hamilton inventories outlined above were painstakingly researched and 

published by Klara Garas, who reconstructed the migration of Hamilton’s collection to 

Leopold William.76 The latter collection was documented by David Teniers in two 

paintings also at the Kunsthistorisches, and Garas published a second and equally ambitious 

publication that brought together the visual evidence of Teniers paintings, the Hamilton 

inventories, and a 1659 inventory of the entire imperial picture gallery. Here remains the 

basis for our understanding of the provenance for many of works at the Kunsthistorisches, 

including one other painting that we might connect to Bembo, a portrait by Titian of 

Benedetto Varchi, who enjoyed a close personal relationship to Bembo.77

Garas worked exclusively on paintings, in part because the inventories do not 

mention anything else. In the spirit of thoroughness, I attempted to trace the list of 

sculptures on the Hamilton/della Nave list (M 4/8) of sculptures with the imperial gallery 

inventory. I shared my list with Alfred Bernhard-Walcher, Director of Greek and Roman 

Antiquities at the Kunsthistorisches Museum, and he was able to find one work that could 

have been part of this group (Cat.

  

 54, Pl. 14). A good many works may have been a part 

of this acquisition, but alas the numbering of the lists and the generalized descriptions of 

the subjects simply could support no other favorable identifications. It is quite possible 

                                            
76 Klara Garas, "Die Entstehung der Galerie des Erzherzogs Leopold Wilhelm," Jahrbuch der 

Kunsthistorischen Sammlungen in Wien 63 (1967): 39-80. She published in their entirety: NRAS MS 
Hamilton M 4/20, M4/21 and M4/40. See also Erin Downey, "David Teniers the Younger: Court Painter 
and Curator" (M. A. Thesis, Temple University, 2007). 

77 Klara Garas, "Das Schicksal der Sammlung des Erzherzogs Leopold Wilhelm," Jahrbuch der 
Kunsthistorischen Sammlungen in Wien 64 (1968): 181-278. on the portrait by Titian of Benedetto Varchi, 
202. The imperial inventories were published in two parts. Adolf Berger, "Inventar der Kunstsammlung des 
Erzherzogs Leopold Wilhelm von Österreich," Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorischen Sammlungen des 
Allerhöchsten Kaiserhauses 1 (1883): doc. 495. Adolf Berger, "Inventar der Kunstsammlung des Erzherzogs 
Leopold Wilhelm von Österreich," Kunsthistorisches sammlungen des Allerhöchsten Kaiserhauses 7 (1888): 
doc. 4717. 
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they did not follow the paintings to the Netherlands but, rather, stayed locally up north. 

The Marquis’s brother bid a hasty good-bye to save his own skin, and thus the careful 

packing of highly breakable artifacts may not have been high in priority. 

  
Figure 5 - Unattributed sixteenth-century 
Roman artist, Portrait Medal of Fulvio 
Orsini, bronze, British Museum, London 

Figure 6 - Titian, Portrait of Alessandro 
Farnese, 1545–46, oil on canvas, Museo 
Nazionale di Capodimonte, Naples 

FULVIO ORSINI AND THE FARNESE 

If the evidence of English collectors is frustratingly vague, then Fulvio Orsini’s record-

keeping is equally the opposite (Fig. 5). A researcher’s delight for his thoroughness and 

documentation, this antiquarian served the Farnese family as keeper of antiquities and 

librarian, first to Ranuccio Farnese, then Cardinal Alessandro Farnese (Fig. 6), and finally 

Odoardo Farnese, to whom he bequeathed his own collection at his death in 1600. He 

served as agent for his patrons in Rome, a place rich with artists and dealers grateful for 

Orsini’s help to connect them to this powerful family of collectors. His ear always open 

for new acquisitions, he advised Alessandro Farnese to buy works from Torquato Bembo 

when he came to Rome in 1581 to unload some of his father’s antiquities. He had been in 
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regular communication with Pietro’s son about the library for many years previous, from 

about 1565.78

Torquato Bembo has brought to Rome beautiful reliquaries of his father 
[Pietro Bembo] in order to sell, medals, heads, paintings, books, etc. […] 
Moreover, please know that he has from Tuscany a Petrarch written by the 
author’s own hand on sheep skin with ornamentation and annotations 
which has been already noted by Fulvio Orsini along with a work by 
Angelo Politiano directed to [Magnifico] Lorenzo [de’Medici], of other 
things at the price of 200 scudi, which he cannot offer. Cardinal Farnese 
[Alessandro Farnese] has bought more than 30 medals and a head of Antino 
[Antinous] and other things for 600 scudi. […]

 A second-hand account places Orsini in the mix with negotiations: 

79

Through grace and patience and much correspondence with Torquato, Orsini 

eventually bought the lion’s share of Bembo’s famed library in Padua, which he kept a 

close eye on through his friend the Paduan humanist, Gian Vincenzo Pinelli. Their letters 

provide a picture of the dispersal of primarily the library, but also the art collection. Orsini 

coveted Raphael’s double portrait of Navagero and Beazzano, which got away from him 

before he could purchase it (Cat.

 

 15, Pl. 8). They also discuss a portrait of Torquato 

Bembo (Cat. 19). Lacking the sizable budget of the Farnese, Orsini’s acquisitions were not 

always with cash but sometimes by exchange, medals for other medals or in one case a 

                                            
78 Nolhac, La Bibliothèque de Fulvio Orsini, 91-111. See also Pierre de Nolhac, "Les collections 

d'antiquités de Fulvio Orsini," Mélanges d'archéologie et d'histoire, l'école française de Rome 4 (1884): 139-
231. See also Michele Hochmann, "Les dessins et les peintures de Fulvio Orsini et la collection Farnèse," 
Mélanges de l'ecole franc ̧aise de Rome. Italie et Méditerranées 105 (1993): 49-91. 

79 Archivio di Stato, Florence, “The Medici Archive Project,” http://www.medici.org, Document 
ID 14176, Accessed October 1, 2010.  The letter is dated April 2, 1581. It comes from G. B. Teobaldi to 
the Grand Duke Francesco I de’Medici “Sappia dunque che Torquato Bembo ha condotte in Roma le belle 
reliquie di suo padre [Pietro Bembo] per farne esito, non essendo cose da lui, tra le quali, sono medaglie, 
teste, pitture, libri, etc. […] In oltre sappia che tutte l’opre toscane del Petrarca scritte di propria mano in 
carta pecora con le acconciature de versi e postille erano tra queste cose, e di già il S. Fulvio Orsino che ne 
haveva notitia l’ha haute per se con un opra del [Angelo] Politiano diretta al Mag.co [Magnifico] Lorenzo 
[de’ Medici], per ricompensa di altre cose che al prezzo di 200 scudi non giungono. Il Cardinal Farnese 
[Alessandro Farnese] ne ha haute da 30 medaglie che li mancavano con una testa d’Antino [Antinous] et altre 
cose per 600 scudi.”  
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marble head of the young Hadrian for books, the cardinal’s famed Virgil and Terrence 

(Cat. 155, Pl. 36 and Cat. 156, Pl. 37) and Egyptian papyrus (Cat. 162).80

Buying directly from Torquato, Orsini meticulously inventoried his art collection, 

enumerating some works even with purchase prices and provenance.

 

81 In particular he lists 

the gems that he acquired, these being quite expensive in comparison to others.82 These 

works were rare and in excellent condition to merit such sums, but in part, the prestigious 

provenance connected to Pietro Bembo’s specialist’s knowledge may have commanded a 

higher price as well. We have a surviving visual record of these works from engravings 

from Orsini’s Imagines et elogia, a study of portraits of famous men published in 1570 but 

later brought out in subsequent editions by Theodor Galles.83

Orsini’s bequest of his collection to Odoardo Farnese in 1600 merged it with the 

substantial collections of his patron, and the two followed parallel paths of dispersal at this 

point. Using evidence of Orsini’s collection and combing Farnese inventories, I have 

found three works in Naples at the Museo Archeologico Nazionale from this provenance 

 

                                            
80 For the medals exchange and the trade of busts for the manuscripts and a bust for papyrus, see 

Nolhac, La Bibliothèque de Fulvio Orsini, 94, n. 3, 101. 

81 Nolhac, "Les collections d'antiquités de Fulvio Orsini," 139-231. When combing lists of buyers I 
found a number of objects to be noteworthy in connection with Bembo, but without any cross reference, it 
cannot be included in the Catalog. Orsini owned a portrait of Petrarch’s Laura and could be connected to 
the one Michiel saw (Cat. 26). Nolhac, "Les collections d'antiquités de Fulvio Orsini," 179. See also Pierre 
de Nolhac, "Une galerie de peinture au XVI.e siècle. Les collections de Fulvio Orsini," Gazette des Beaux 
Arts 29 (1884): 427-36. See also Michel Hochman’s attempt to trace works listed in Orsini’s collection to 
their present whereabouts. Hochmann, "Les dessins et les peintures de Fulvio Orsini et la collection 
Farnèse," 49-91. Orsini also owned a portrait of Cardinal Pietro Bembo, a closely composed copy of Titian’s 
painting in the National Gallery, Washington, D. C. The piece reverted to the Farnese and eventually went 
to the Capodimonte in Naples. See Giuseppe Bertini, La galleria del duca di Parma, storia di una collezione 
(Bologna:  Nuova Alfa Editoriale, 1987), 84, 212, & 228. See also my discussion with a reproduction of this 
work in the Catalog essay for the Washington portrait (Cat. 18, Pl. 11). 

82 Nolhac, "Les collections d'antiquités de Fulvio Orsini," 154-55. Orsini paid 100 fiorini for the 
Augustus and Livia gem; for the next less expensive gem after this, he pays only 30. These are: Catalog 143 
(Pl. 30), Catalog 144 (Pl. 31), 145, Catalog 146 (Pl. 32), and Catalog  147 (Pl. 33). 

83 For Orsini’s novel achievement in this work and Galle’s later edition, see Francis Haskell, History 
and Its Images: Art and the Interpretation of the Past (New Haven:  Yale University Press, 1993), 39-41. 
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line: the head of Antinous, the Tabula Bembina, and a gem with Mars (Cat. 49,Pl. 13 Cat. 

114, Pl. 18, and Cat 147, Pl. 33).  

FAMILY PLACES AND THE ART OBJECTS 

It is beyond the scope of the present study to reconstruct the many places in which 

Bernardo, Pietro, and his heirs placed themselves in the Veneto and in Rome. An attempt 

to impose a master narrative on the Bembo family places would require much closer 

attention. Seeing the Renaissance interior as a unifying framework for the study of this 

collection, however, I have approached the houses in a way akin to connecting the dots of 

contemporary and later accounts of the context for works, which I have highlighted in the 

Catalog and Appendix B, and Bembo’s moves and travel, which I organized in the 

timeline for his life, Appendix A. 

  
Figure 7 - Cà Bembo, on the Grand Canal, near the Rialto Bridge, late fourteenth-
century, Venice  

Cà Bembo in Venice 

The family palace, a casa da statio on the Grand Canal in the shadow of the Rialto bridge, 

shows as its being owned by Bernardo Bembo in the decima (tax declarations) of 1514, 

but it may be that he rented out the property rather than inhabited it (Fig. 7).  
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Bernardo’s mobile career took him outside Venice for long periods of time, and it is 

perhaps for this reason he favored rented accommodations.84 For instance, while Pietro 

was living with his father in 1500 in Venice, he was living temporarily in a house owned 

by the Marcello family, possibly near San Trovaso. In a letter he indicates to his beloved 

Maria Savorgnan that he is changing inns, from the “albergo” to another Marcello house 

on the Giudecca.85

Cà Bembo remained in the family; Torquato rented a “statio posta San Marcilian” 

in 1554 to Piero Loredan, and he shows as the owner in the decima of 1582.

  

86 The cash-

poor Torquato likely found desirable the income that the palace could generate. Although 

owned on paper, assumptions should not be made that the collection was ever installed in 

this family palace.87

                                            
84 ASV, Dieci savi alle decime in Rialto, redecima1514, b. 23 San Beneto, n. 16 (condizione di 

Bernardo Bembo q. Nicolò). While writing his friend and secretary Cola Bruno, Bembo writes to him at Cà 
Bembo, but this should not be confused with the family palazzo at Rialto. The place he refers to by the 
same generic family name, often followed by “sul Campo di Santa Maria Nova” is the house of his trusted 
nephew Gian Matteo, as for example, Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 
2:552, 598, 616. It might be possible to assume that Bembo could have stayed here during short visits to the 
city given their close relationship.  For this place and the regular practice of renting family palaces, see 
Patricia Fortini Brown, Private Lives in Renaissance Venice, 191-98. She cites the example of David 
Bembo, Gian Matteo’s son, who rented the nobleman Gabriel Zorzi’s casa di statio in Dorsoduro for 100 
ducati. 

 Like his father, traveling extensively for his work, Pietro resided 

sporadically in Venice. In 1530 he began accepting 60 ducats annually from the Republic 

to pay for renting a house in Venice to enable him to research for his Istoria. Even after he 

relocated to his famed museum in 1532, he stayed in Venice regularly after accepting the 

post of librarian of St. Mark’s. In that same year, he is noted as renting Carlo Valier’s 

house. In 1538 he was in Venice with art installed in an unspecified place at which he was 

85 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:99. 

86 ASV Notarile, Att., b. 2, Carlo Bianco, cc 48–51. “Una casa da statio posta a San Marcilian, nella 
quale al presente sta il reverenda monsignor Torquato, 3 agosto, 1554”; ASV, redecima 1582, b. 164, 
condizione n. 1042 (di “Bembo Torquato dal Cardinale” 31 agosto1582). 

87 Cecil Clough makes this mistake, stating that the library was in this palace near the Rialto Bridge, 
without evidence to support this assumption. Clough, "The Library of Bernardo and of Pietro Bembo," 
307.. 
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living (marble heads and the Raphael double portrait of Navagero and Beazzano), a time 

when it could be falsely assumed that the collection was consolidated in one place.88 That 

he had paintings and sculpture with him implies an abode more enduring than a short-

term visit, and could have been Valier’s house. He may have given up renting that house 

after becoming cardinal, when he moved to Rome in 1539, but his ties to Venice endured 

as he is noted as temporarily staying in a Marcello house on the Giudecca in 1543 when 

he was in town that summer and fall to arrange his daughter’s wedding.89

 

 

Figure 8 - Villa Noniana, (now destroyed), engraving in Pietro Bembo, Opere, 1729 
edition  

Villa Bozza 

The family villa, property to which Bembo went following the seasons as often as he 

could, was a country estate outside the village of S. Maria di Non near Padua. Called for 

the previous owner, Bozza da Non, the Villa Bozza was acquired by Bembo’s great-

grandfather. No longer surviving today, it shows up well described in the dowry of his 

daughter Elena Bembo as an estate consisting of a mill, a main house with courtyard, 

                                            
88 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:1935, 1945. 

89 See Appendix A for sources that track Bembo’s presence in Venice. 
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workers’ cottages, a steward’s house, and many fields for working.90

Fig. 8

 A representation of 

the villa appeared in the 1729 edition of his Opere, with a fanciful image of Bembo at 

work under a tree, deriving from the verso of Valerio Belli’s portrait medal ( ).91

 118

 The 

villa still existed at this time, so the image may have some validity, though no other images 

have been found to confirm. Art objects were also maintained here (Cat. , Pl. 20), and 

quite often Bembo’s letters betray a deep love of this place as one of tranquility both for 

work and rest.92

 

 

 
Figure 9 - Museum of Pietro Bembo, 
bought in 1527, now the Museum of 
the Italian Third Army, via Altinate 
59, Padua 

Figure 10 - Wood coffered ceiling with 
Gradenigo arms, Museum of Pietro Bembo, 
seventeenth-century, via Altinate 59, Padua 

Museum in Padua 

Bembo’s only daughter, Elena, brought the family villa to Pietro Gradenigo as part of her 

dowry. This marriage contract also describes Bembo’s palace in Padua, a large house with 

                                            
90 Puppi, "La residenza di Pietro Bembo 'padoana,'" 33. Ronchi, "La casa di Pietro Bembo a 

Padova," 322-23, doc. 44. Ronchi published this document in part. See also a brief description of the villa, 
1520 description the villa, published in Cian, Un decennio della vita di M. Pietro Bembo (1521-1531), 204. 

91 Pietro Bembo, Opere di Pietro Bembo (Venice:  Librajo all’insegna della Roma Antica, 1729), 
unpaginated introduction. 

92 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:528. 
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a very beautiful garden, behind which was a paved road ran along the Brenta River (Fig. 

9). Also on the grounds were a cottage and a second house as well as an iron loggia in the 

garden on which grew vines to provide shade.93 This town house, according to Bembo’s 

will of 1544, passed to his son Torquato, with all of its contents, and was declared by 

Torquato in the decima of 1582.94 Following the marriage contract, however, after her 

brother’s death, Elena Bembo Gradenigo and her heirs would come into possession of this 

house. Torquato died in 1595, and the house shows up as Gradenigo property by 1615.95

Fig. 10

 

The house itself bears evidence of this change in ownership as well. The ceiling of a 

ground floor room was paneled in the seventeenth century with a central pendant of the 

Gradenigo arms ( ).96

Some paintings remained in the possession of Elena’s heirs until as late as the 

nineteenth century, as was the case with the Portrait of Gentile da Fabriano by Jacopo 

Bellini (

  

Cat. 3), the St. Sebastian and The Presentation in the Temple both by Mantegna 

(Cat. 9, Pl. 3 and Cat. 10, Pl. 4), and the Portrait of Cardinal Bembo by Titian (Cat. 18, 

Pl. 11). These works (three still surviving) eventually came to be in the possession of 

Cornelia Dolfin, who had married Vincenzo II Gradenigo, Elena Bembo Gradenigo’s heir 

(five generations later).97

                                            
93 For the excerpt of the marriage contract, see Puppi, "La residenza di Pietro Bembo 'padoana,'" 

40. For the “loggetta di ferro,” see a letter from Cola Bruno and Ludovico Beccadelli, March 12, 1537, in 
Cian, Un medaglione del rinascimento: Cola Bruno messinese e le sue relazioni con Pietro Bembo (1480 c.-
1542): con appendice di documenti inediti, 86-87. 

 

94 For archival references of Bembo’s ownership of the house in Padua, see Puppi, "La residenza di 
Pietro Bembo 'padoana,'" 58, n. 28. 

95 ASV, Avogaria di Comun, reg. 148/9, Contrati di nozze, Patrizi, c. 45v. See Appendix C for an 
excerpt of the marriage contract. See also Ronchi, "La casa di Pietro Bembo a Padova," 15, 38-39. For the 
intricacies of the house changing hands, eventually ending up with Gradenigo, see Puppi, "La residenza di 
Pietro Bembo 'padoana,'" 60-61, n. 65. Torquato’s will dated January 16, 1567, does not mention a house 
and only conveys the inheriting of “mobile” property, no real estate. ASV, Cancelleria inferiore, Miscellanea 
notai diversi, b. 30, n. 3067 (16 January 1567 notaio Giuseppe Volpini). 

96 Interview with current caretaker of the house, November 2, 2005.   

97 See the specific provenances of these works in the Catalog essays. For other secondary references, 
see also Eiche, "On the Dispersal of Cardinal Bembo's Collection," 358. 
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Figure 11 - Sketch of a stuffed crocodile seen in Orazio Bembo’s house, Anonymous 
seventeenth-century guidebook, Biblioteca del Museo Correr, Gradenigo-Dolfin, (MS 
200, I c. 42) 

SUSTAINED LEGACY OF COLLECTING 

Alas, Pietro’s lifelong labor to assemble works to remain together in perpetuity was not 

honored by his heirs, but neither were they immune to the collector’s bug that had 

infected their illustrious ancestor, who had himself caught it from his father Bernardo. 

Bernardo had started collecting manuscripts at the tender age of seventeen, buying on a 

trip to Vicenza a copy of Seneca the Younger’s Tragoediae.98

Fig. 11

 Almost two centuries later 

Bernardo’s great-grandson Orazio shows up in an anonymous guidebook as the owner of 

a stuffed crocodile. The caption under a sketch of the work reads that it had been seen at 

Orazio’s house in Santa Maria Formosa. The specimen dates from the sixteenth century 

and is said to have been imported from Cairo ( ). Thus, Orazio publicized his 

persona through this natural history specimen, re-formulating the humanist notions of his 

grandfather, who collected scientific instruments, to encompass the emerging discursive of 

the “cabinet of curiosities.”   

                                            
98EC MS 110. Clough, "The Library of Bernardo and of Pietro Bembo," 307. This evidence of the 

purchase comes by way of a note in Bernardo’s hand that he had purchased the manuscript for 5 ½ ducats in 
Vicenza in the Jubilee Year of 1450. 
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CHAPTER THREE: A CONVIVIAL STUDY FOR MATERIAL 
REMAINS 

 

[…] Bembo’s house was like a public and worldly temple,  

consecrated by Minerva. 

– Benedetto Varchi99

A study of Pietro Bembo, philologist, linguist, poet and historian, necessarily 

demands an interdisciplinary approach, wedding the study of sixteenth-century Italian 

literature with art history of the Early Modern period. Moreover, focusing on his activities 

as a collector calls for a consideration of this activity in and of itself, a subject traditionally 

studied as an anthropological phenomenon. The distinction between the disciplines of art 

history and anthropology has been blurred, resulting in a more complex consideration of 

the dense network of social practices involved with deliberately assembling objects 

together. 

 

Anthropological models have redirected our methodology and challenged our 

notions and assumptions about Renaissance collectors like Bembo. In his influential text 

on collecting and its linked phenomenon, Joseph Alsop called attention to the fact that 

artistic creation is not divorced from the social conditions that create it.100

                                            
99 Varchi, Orazione funebre sopra la morte del reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo, C. 

 Here also, he 

distinguished between collecting and patronage, characterizing them as different, but 

related, activities, thus allowing for individual attention and separate treatment of these 

subjects. A more nuanced consideration of patronage can interrupt our hierarchic 

assumptions of patron over artist. This approach, so ably suggested by Tracy Cooper, 

makes accessible a system that functions within the political and social networks of the 

100 Joseph Alsop, The Rare Art Traditions: The History of Art Collecting and Its Linked 
Phenomena Wherever These Have Appeared (Princeton:  Princeton University Press, 1982), 3-63. 
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age.101

Arjun Appadurai fueled the recent return to the study of “material culture.” He 

re-theorized the study of objects by considering the social life of things.

 The material result, the work of art, discloses mechanisms of social exchange 

operative in the culture in which they were created, and uncovers the subtle economy of 

obligation in which courtiers, poets and artists operated within the orbits of powerful 

courts and dynasties.  

102

This sometimes asynchronous aspect of ownership, especially of historical objects, 

in fact can tell us something about a time period. Jonathan Gil Harris builds on 

Appadurai’s concept, arguing for a multitemporal framework for the study of material 

goods, arguing that material remains bear traces and re-workings of previous owners and 

therefore are “hybrid assemblages” rather than a single entity representing one moment in 

time. By introducing the problem of poly-temporality into the conversation surrounding 

the study of objects, we can access the transformative function and relevance the material 

remains held for a particular owner. Many “Renaissance” objects were not fabricated at 

 This approach 

sheds light on the conditions of their production and their appropriation. An object 

possesses its own history, its own life, which studied as a subject in itself, can reveal 

something about the historical circumstances of an age. An object moves through different 

hands and is put to different uses dependent on the owner. Unlike the pure study of an 

object’s provenance, a practice to secure authenticity, this approach seeks to uncover the 

meanings it held for various owners throughout the lifetime of that object. This 

significance can be contradictory, out of sync with what we assume about a time or place 

throughout history.  

                                            
101 Tracy E. Cooper, "Mecenatismo or Clientelismo? The Character of Renaissance Patronage," in 

The Search for a Patron in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, ed. David G. Wilkins and Rebecca L. 
Wilkins (Lewiston: E. Mellen Press, 1996), 19-32. Cooper applies this concept to Andrea Palladio, and in so 
doing illustrates this architect’s ability to advertise himself and expand his patron base in the intellectual 
ambience in Venice. Tracy E. Cooper, Palladio's Venice: Architecture and Society in a Renaissance 
Republic (New Haven:  Yale University Press, 2005). 

102 Appadurai, "Introduction: Commodities and the Politics of Value," 3-63, esp. 5.  
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that moment, but were survivals from a previous time. This is particularly relevant when 

studying Renaissance collections, and may, in fact, reveal different understandings of “now 

and then,” or the “before and after.” 103

ANACHRONISM OF THE COLLECTED OBJECT 

  

Writing from Rome in 1516 to Bernardo Bibbiena, Bembo tells his friend,  

Tomorrow, Navagero, Beazzano and I intend to revisit Tivoli with 
Baldassare Castiglione and Raphael. My last visit was made to this place 
twenty-seven years ago. We shall see the old and the new and everything 
that is beautiful in the place. I shall go to please Messer Andrea [Navagero], 
who leaves Rome for Venice after the next day of Pasquin.104

For Bembo the second-century villa retreat for the Roman Emperor Hadrian 

represented knowledge of the past, which informed the present—his present, experienced 

with writers and painters. His literary friends were in town for the festival of St. Mark on 

April 25th. On that day poets posted satirical comments on the Pasquino, a statue that had 

been excavated and installed near the Piazza Navona in 1501.

  

105

It would be too easy to draw conclusions about Bembo’s strategy with one letter. 

Another telling case in point, however, is an unpleasant exchange between him and 

 Here, literally, the new, 

in the form of verse or prose, is rewritten and superimposed over the old, a battered 

Hellenistic statue. The fragment of the past is a site for the reworking of literary ideas, and 

likewise Bembo may have seen the “new in the old” at Tivoli. The archaeological site was 

not conceptually static and thus merited another visit.  

                                            
103 Harris, Untimely Matter in the Time of Shakespeare, 1-25, esp. 3. Harris introduced these ideas 

in his earlier piece related to this approach. See also Harris, "Shakespeare's Hair: Staging the Object of 
Material Culture," 479-91. 

104 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:368. 

105 Laurie Nussdorfer, Civic Politics in the Rome of Urban VIII (Princeton:  Princeton University 
Press, 1992), 8-10. 
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Giangiorgio Trissino, who possessed an antique gold medal that Bembo emphatically 

wanted. Offering to exchange one of his own antiques for the medal, Bembo argues that it 

is not a work of Phidias or Praxiteles, nor of the finest diamond, but, rather, a simple work 

and a little gold. Bembo desires the medal because it looks like a woman, a contemporary 

of his, whom he honors greatly and whom he called Berenice in Gli Asolani, which he 

had just published the year prior. The subject of the ancient coin is never revealed here, 

but it reminds Bembo of the contemporary he calls Berenice. Good cases have been made 

that “Berenice” was the poet Veronica Gambara. In a letter to her brother Uberto 

Gambara, Bembo calls her Berenice, Greek for Veronica in its Latin form.106

Bembo’s indignation seemed to have had no affect on Trissino, for a month later 

Bembo enlists help from his friend Luigi da Porto in Vicenza, enclosing a copy of the 

letter he had sent Trissino. Bembo implores Luigi to persuade Trissino to give up the 

medal, a request made also on the authority of Pietro’s father.

 

107 Trissino gave up the coin, 

citing that Bembo’s love and faith for the woman obliges him to do so.108 This reveals a 

side of Bembo’s method. The coin’s portrait performs simultaneously in multiple time 

periods. The woman from antiquity—whoever she was—stands for a woman Bembo 

loves today, a substitutional a mode plausibly argued by Alexander Nagel and Christopher 

Wood.109

                                            
106 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:202. See also Kidwell, 

Pietro Bembo, 120, n. 11. Clough argues that Bembo identified her with the character he wrote in Gli 
Asolani in retrospect as he had met her after the work had been completed. Cecil Clough, "Madonna G, 
Berenice and Veronica Gambara," Commentari dell'Ateneo di Brescia  (1965): 224.  

 This deliberate anachronism fuels poetic invention. The material fragment, the 

coin, transfers antique authority to Bembo’s own literary invention and present-day 

107 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:227. 

108 Lorenzo Savino, "Di alcuni trattati e trattatisti d'amore italiani della prima meti del secolo XVI," 
Studi di letteratura Italiana 9 (1909): 248. 

109 Alexander Nagle and Christopher S. Wood, "Interventions: Toward a New Model of 
Renaissance Anachronism," Art Bulletin 87, no. 3 (2005): 403-15.  This concept has been given further 
impetus in their book, which was published after the writing of this text, but does materially change my 
interpretation of their earlier work. Alexander Nagel and Christopher S. Wood, Anachronic Renaissance 
(New York:  Zone Books, 2010). 
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network. This is not to say Bembo lacked knowledge of ancient artifacts. His letters betray 

a man who was sought out for such thorny problems as distinguishing Renaissance coins 

from antique examples.110 He once chastised someone for paying too much for a medal 

that he had received as a gift.111

COLLECTED OBJECTS AND THE ASSIGNMENT OF VALUE 

 He knew the work, and he knew the market, but the 

works could also serve as visual sources for the poetic. 

While imploring Trissino for this gold antique medal, Bembo showed an unattractive side 

of himself, allowing his passion for collecting to outweigh his desire for decorum. Later in 

his life, he described this acquisitive urge as his “sensuality” to his secretary in Padua, 

Falminio Tomarozzo, whom he was asking to come to Rome and bring some of the 

portable treasures of his study. In this letter, he describes Flaminio as a prudent and 

discreet young man, and he looks forward to seeing him in Rome so he may talk with 

him because Flaminio knows much about antiquities, something about which few people 

could understand.112 Roman born, Flaminio was the son of Giulio Tomarozzo, a friend of 

Bembo’s, who years earlier appears in his letters, giving Bembo ten antique medals. In his 

thanking Giulio, Bembo calls medals “images of ancient memory.”113

This poetic phrasing to convey his gratitude expresses the inherent value Bembo 

saw in the study of antique objects, of which he owned many. His reputation rested in 

part on his knowledge of such things. In his biography of Bembo, Ludovico Beccadelli 

writes, “He knew well of medals and sculpture and painting, modern and ancient; of 

which he had in a study which was highly instructive, things with perhaps little equal in 

 

                                            
110 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:1190. See my discussion of 

this letter below. 

111 Ibid., 4:1847.  

112 Ibid., 4:2347. See Appendix B for a translation of this letter. 

113 Ibid., 1:220. 
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Italy.”114 A few years later in 1555, Enea Vico described Bembo as, “The first light in 

medals”; thus he is seen as a pioneer in their study.115

From an anthropological perspective, Ragnar Johnson insightfully points out that 

acquisitive behavior is inherently tied to value and that the prestige of the collectible 

artifact is tied with a specialist’s knowledge.

  

116 By the end of his life, Bembo’s reputation 

was bound inextricably with the renowned status of his library and art collection. His 

ownership of rare and significant material remains was tied closely to his authority on such 

things. Thus, a collection was not simply an assembly of commodities, but a site for 

knowledge production and exchange, a subject on which Paula Findlen has written 

insightfully. These items from the tangible past facilitated the creation of lived identities in 

the present. Looking at the origins for this urge to “possess the past” Findlen rightly refers 

to Petrarch, who was also a patron of painters and collector of coins and books. She 

uncovers a letter written by Petrarch in which he apologizes for his desire for things. He 

writes, “the value of the thing possessed excuses the tenacity of the possessor.” 117

Bembo’s will, written in 1544, conveyed that there is intrinsic value implied by 

the assembly of the works that he gathered throughout his life. Here Bembo stressed that 

 

Redemption for acquisitiveness rests in the immaterial knowledge that could be unlocked 

by the study of artifacts. Bembo engaged in imitation of Petrarch in his actions as 

collector, as part of the broader realm of his creativity, in addition to his emulation of 

Petrarch’s vernacular style in his writing.  

                                            
114 Ludovico Beccadelli, "Vita di Pietro Bembo Cardinale," in Degli'istorici delle cose veneziane i 

quali hanno scritto per pubblico decreto (Venice: Lovisa, 1718). See Appendix C for a longer translation 
from this text.  

115 Enea Vico, Discorsi di sopra le medaglie de gli antichi (Venice:  Appresso Gabriel Giolito de 
Ferrari, et fratelli, 1555), 87. 

116 Ragnar Johnson, "Accumulation and Collecting: An Anthropological Perspective," Art History 
9 (March 1986): 74. 

117 Findlen, "Possessing the Past: The Material World of the Italian Renaissance," 92. Petrarch, 
Opere, 535 (Fam. VII, 11). 
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objects of precious materials, books, and paintings were to be held in equal esteem by his 

heir, his son Torquato.  

[…] And furthermore it is desired that [Torquato’s] obligation is not to sell, 
to commit or to promise in any case, any of my things antique or stone or 
copper, or silver or gold, or other things that are or were, but to hold and 
guard them as dear or expensive, as I have kept them, and equally 
important to be kept in this way are books and paintings, that are in my 
studio and house in Padua, and that they are held, all of these objects, to be 
used in comfort to honor my memory.[…]118

The collection’s value can be teased even from the cold language of this legal 

document. It is seen as familial legacy. Bembo hopes the intellectual heritage, will endure 

after he is gone. Alas, his son did not see it that way, for he was forced to sell works after 

his father’s death. Pietro’s disappointment in his son survives in his letters, perhaps 

foreknowledge that the collection was doomed to dispersal. After hearing discouraging 

news of Torquato’s lack of diligence in his studies, Bembo chastises his son, 

 

[…] letters, once learnt, accompany you all your life and make their 
possessor dear to every king and every lord, whence the wealth and lofty 
positions of learned men.… If I had not put all my care and effort and 
thought into this, I would not be able to leave you in that fortune in which 
I will leave you, if I see that you deserve it.119

He repeatedly threatens to cut him out of his will unless Torquato proves his 

worthiness. In another letter to his secretary and friend Cola Bruno, who was in charge of 

  

                                            
118 BNM, MS Ital. XI, 25 (= 667), 1r-8v. Pietro Bembo, last will and testament of 1544, Libreria 

Regia di S. Marco di Venezia. A copy can also be found, BMC, (Codice Cicogna 3115/XL) “[…] Et voglio 
oltr’acio che egli sia ubligato di non vendere, ne impegnare, ne donare per nessun caso alcuna delle mie cose 
antique o di pietra o di rame, o d’argento, o d’oro, o de altro che elle siano o fossero, ma di tenerle care et 
in guardia, si come l’ho tenute io, et parimente sia tenuto di fare così de i libri et delle pitture, che sono nel 
mio studio et casa in padova, et che io ho qui meco tenendo tutto a d uso et commodità et honor suo et 
memoria. mia.” This is my translation of this section. See Appendix B for a more lengthy transcription. For 
a complete transcription, see Cian, Un decennio della vita di M. Pietro Bembo (1521-1531), Appendics VI 
and VII, 201-03. 

119 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:2226. For translation, see 
Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 342. In this same letter, Bembo reminds Torquato that he has even more incentive 
to improve given his illegitimacy. This comment points to the difference of his upbringing. Pietro learned at 
his ambassador father’s side, traveling extensively. Pietro’s career in the church forbade his marrying, making 
his children legally illegitimate, and thus inappropriate to bring with him on his own extensive travels. 
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Torquato’s care after his mother’s death, Bembo asks Cola to set aside time to show his 

teenage son his medals. He should know “my antiquities, which are not few nor of little 

excellence.” In short, he should learn of the things he shall inherit.120 A month later, he 

received good news from Cola that Torquato was starting to show diligence in his study. 

“It pleases me that he is acquiring knowledge from the antique things, which always has 

been the care and study of genteel souls.”121

Torquato’s commitment was not sustained. In the year Bembo was drafting his 

will, he wrote in the frustrated words of a father to his friend and executor Girolamo 

Quirino, “if there is no hope that Torquato shall become learned, as you write me, I will 

leave my house in Padua and the studio, with all its contents to Elena.”

  

122 Despite his 

threats, he left the townhouse and Venetian palazzo to Torquato. As part of her dowry, 

Elena and her husband Pietro Gradenigo received the family villa outside Padua, but her 

heirs did end up inheriting the townhouse and the scant remains left after Torquato and 

his son Orazio sold off some of its contents.123 Despite Bembo’s efforts, his wishes were 

not upheld by his heir.124

                                            
120 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:2210. “[…]Ho pensato 

che vorrei che gli mostraste alcuna volta di quelle medaglie, acciò che esso incominciasse a conoscerle e a 
dilettarsene, a pigliasse alcuna intendenza in quelle pratiche. Perciò che avendo quelle mie anticaglie, che 
non son né poche né di poca eccellenza, ad esser sue quando a N.S. Dio piaccia, vorrei che egli sapesse che 
cosa elle siano: ché gli sarebbono tanto più care.[…]” 

 

121 Ibid., 4:2246. “[…] Piacemi ancora che egli prenda qualche conoscenza delle cose antiche. Il che 
è sempre stato cura e studio di gentili animi.” 

122 Ibid., 4:2438. “[…] se non che, se non ci è speranza che Torquato si possa far dotto, come V.S. 
mi scrive, io lascerò la mia casa di Padova e lo studio, con ciò che in esse e in essa è, alla mia Elena […]” 

123 See Chapter Two for a summary of the literature on this subject. Currently Harald Hendrix is 
working on uncovering more evidence on the Paduan villa and town house in his preparation of a book on 
writers’ houses. 

124 Paula Findlen, "Ereditare un museo. Collezionismo strategie familiari e pratiche culturali 
nell'Italia del XVI secolo," Quaderni storici 115 (2004): 45-81, esp. 53-59. Bembo’s wish for the objects to 
stay together is not atypical of its time. Paula Findlen rightly places Bembo with her short summary of its 
dispersal within the larger issue of inherited museums in sixteenth-century Italy. 
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MOBILITY: THINGS IN MOTION AND VALUE 

Bembo’s will is an attempt by a collector to control, even after his death, the environment 

of the objects he had collected. A will, and the related intentions imparted by that 

document, crystallizes a moment in time and may make us wrongly assume that works, 

which are asked to remain in a place in perpetuity, are most highly valued. Their assembly 

determines their values.  It can be observed that a connection between worth and 

movement exists. Whether goods are mobile or static is a topic worthy of study in its own 

right. This challenges the assumption that the fixed, singularized object is more highly 

esteemed.125 Appadurai recognized that “from a methodological point of view it is the 

things-in-motion that illuminate their human and social context.”126

Value derives from the context, and throughout his lifetime Bembo orchestrated 

the places in which his art collection would be housed and arranged. His loans, gifts, and 

methods of display helped establish and solidify his network. In the above-mentioned 

letter in which he requested Flaminio to bring some of his antiquities to Rome, he asked 

for small things: statuettes, rings, coins, in their boxes, bags, and silk envelopes, “And of 

the other things of little weight all that you think that you can bring me.”

 By analogy, museums 

today receive loan requests that could be said to reflect the current trends and tastes of the 

times. They fit present-day purposes, the narratives written in the form of exhibitions. 

127

                                            
125 Anne Matchette,"The Value of Stuff: Mobility and Material Culture in Italy and Beyond" 

(Lecture, annual meeting of the Renaissance Society of America, Los Angeles, CA, March 19, 2009), 
Abstract, 28.  

 This gets at 

the practical logistics of the transport of art objects in the Early Modern age. Agents 

working for princely and papal collectors would have had the responsibility for moving 

valuable artistic goods for their employers, and being in touch with shippers to ensure the 

safe arrival of rare goods. Bembo was certainly in the proximity of these sorts of collectors, 

126 Appadurai, "Introduction: Commodities and the Politics of Value," 5. 

127 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:2347. See Appendix 3 for 
a full translation of this section of the letter. 
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but he himself did not dispatch agents to do his bidding. His movement around the 

peninsula enabled him to buy things first hand. Acting as his own agent, Bembo saw and 

studied a variety of things in the places he lived. His penchant for small works matched his 

mobile lifestyle. He cannot be attached to any large-scale commission, as for example an 

immobile altarpiece. His goods circulated with him and thus amplified his reputation as a 

specialist. His mobili announced his bona fides as a collector and scholar in the new cities 

in which he took up residence. 

A letter survives in which Bernardino Sandri, Cardinal Marino Grimani’s agent, 

sought out Bembo for his knowledge on the particular problem of Renaissance coins and 

their distinction from antique examples.  

I have seen a small silver medal that has on one side Mecenate and on the 
other Virgil, with letters describing such. It could be that it was this head 
and that the example of your Cardinal Grimmano is the same. This, which 
I have, is a modern example, a newly minted coin, but not stamped. The 
numerous falcons and similar birds of prey: this use of such a symbol is a 
modern thing that the ancients would not have manufactured, nor used 
these symbols as we do.128

These modern fakes, or falsi, were problematic to secondary buyers seeking 

authentic antique examples but useful to others hoping to increase subjects that they 

owned or to help complete sets of coins. For Bembo, the consummate courtier, the 

objects he owned and his knowledge of them engendered discourse among peers. Findlen 

points out that an Early Modern museum was not only a place in which objects were 

housed, it was also a setting in which relationships were formed.

 

129

                                            
128 Ibid., 3:1190. “I ho veduto una medaglietta d’argento che ha dall’una parte Mecenate, dall’altra 

Virgilio, con quelle lettere che dite. Potrebbe essere che fosse questa testa, e quella di Mons. vostro R. mo, 
una stessa. Questa, chi io ho, è cosa moderna, ben che di conio, e non getto. Quanto alli falconi, e simili 
uccelli di preda, questo uso è cosa moderna, ché gli antichi non gli aveano mansuefatti, né gli usavano come 
gli usiam noi.” 

 In the case of Bembo, 

129 Findlen, Possessing Nature: Museums, Collecting and Scientific Culture in Early Modern Italy, 
293-345. See especially Chapter 7, “Inventing the Collector.” 
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his museum was not static; the objects and books that followed him served to solidify his 

contacts in the various places that he lived.  

Late in his life, his duties as cardinal took him back to Rome, at which time he 

had sent for his own works, medals, gems, and statuettes, as mentioned above. Books 

followed him too, a substantial number of around 200, which were inventoried by Jean 

Matal in the spring of 1545.130

Fig. 12

 Because the poet and cleric Giovanni della Casa was in 

Venice, he offered Bembo his vacant home, the Palazzo Baldassini ( ). Hailed by 

Vasari as one of the most comfortable dwellings in Rome, this early sixteenth-century 

palace designed in 1516-19 by Antonio da Sangallo the Younger was at mid-century 

elegantly adorned and well furnished, as described by the grateful tenant.131 Pietro writes 

to his friend Girolamo Quirino that their mutual friend has given him a “beautiful little 

room, adorned with very rich and beautiful hangings, and a velvet bed and some antique 

statues and other beautiful paintings, including the portrait of Madonna Lisabetta which 

della Casa took from Gualteruzzi.”132

                                            
130 Danzi, La biblioteca del Cardinal Pietro Bembo, 57-62. This list survives in Cambridge, CUL 

(MS Additional 565). Danzi analyzes this in great detail, thus contributing to our wider knowledge of the 
Bembo library. This list was compiled by the French jurist Jean Matal when he visited Bembo at the Palazzo 
Baldassini. 

 Into this rich domestic interior Bembo folded his 

own works and books, instruments for thinking and tools for conversation, apparatus for 

maintaining his network and advertising his specialist’s knowledge of visual things. This 

borrowed space functioned as an impromptu court. Their mutual friend, Carlo 

131 Giorgio Vasari, Le vite de’ più eccellenti pittori scultori e architettori nelle redazioni del 1550 e 
1568 ed. Paola Barocchi and Rosanna Bettarini, 6 vols. (Florence:  Sansoni, 1966), 5:30, 118.“Dopo questo, 
messer Marchionne Baldassini, vicino Santo Agostino, fece condurre col modello e reggimento di Antonio 
un palazzo, il quale è in tal modo ordinato che, per piccolo che egli sia, è tenuto, per quello ch’egli è, il più 
comodo et il primo alloggiamento di Rome, nel quale le scale, il cortile, le logge, le porte e i camini con 
somma grazia sono lavorati. […] Ne’ medesimi tempi avendo messer Marchionne Baldassini fatto murare 
una casa molto bene intesa, come s’è detto, da Antonio da Sangallo, vicino a S. Agostino, e desiderando che 
una sala che egli vi aveva fatta fusse dipinta tutta, esaminati molti di que’ giovani Perino;” Giorgio Vasari, 
Lives of the Most Eminent Painters and Sculptors and Architects, trans. Gaston du C. de Vere, 3 vols. (New 
York:  Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1979), 2:1269, 1329. 

132 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:2444. Translation from 
Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 374. See my discussion of this painting (Cat. 21, Pl. 12). 
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Gualteruzzi, characterized the houseguest Bembo to della Casa: “there were so many 

cardinals in Your Lordship’s house today that the street was full of horses … right up to 

Sant Agostino.”133

  

  

Figure 12 - Antonio da Sangallo the Younger, Palazzo Baldassini, Rome, 1516-19, home 
of Giovanni della Casa, where Bembo lived as cardinal from 1544 until his death in 1547 

These three friends figure prominently in the commission of the portrait that 

Bembo describes as hanging in della Casa’s house, a portrait of Lisabetta. This image 

depicted Bembo’s beloved, the cousin of his best friend, Girolamo Quirino. In 1543 

Elisabetta Quirini Massola had commissioned Titian to paint her portrait as a Christmas 

gift for Bembo, and it was an image about which della Casa wrote sonnets in praise of the 

beauty depicted.134 Della Casa and Titian were in close proximity at that time, as 

evidenced by the correspondence that survives between Cardinal Alessandro Farnese and 

della Casa, who was at that time in Venice as nuncio. He served an intermediary role 

between the painter and Farnese, who was commissioning works from Titian.135

                                            
133 Translation from Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 375. Ornella Moroni, ed., Corrispondenza Giovanni 

della Casa, Carlo Gualteruzzi (1525-1549), vol. 308, Studi e testi (Vatican City: Biblioteca apostolica 
vaticana, 1986), 91. 

   

134 See my discussion for this painting and the wrong assumptions that della Casa commissioned this 
painting (Cat. 21, Pl. 12). 

135 For an examination of this correspondence among the cardinal, the painter, and the writer, see 
Roberto Zapperi, "Alessandro Farnese, Giovanni della Casa and Titian's Danae in Naples," Journal of the 
Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 54 (1991): 159-71. 
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These characters—Bembo, Alessandro Farnese, Paul III, and Titian—all came 

together the next year in the fall of 1545 in Rome, when Titian was welcomed to the 

papal court. In the background of these interactions is Titian’s and Bembo’s strategic use 

of copies to increase their own networks. Bembo mentions that he is in debt to Titian for 

painting Elisabetta two years earlier.136 Della Casa was made happy by receiving a copy of 

this image. Bembo might have also seen to this copy in gratitude to della Casa for the 

house he lent him in Rome. Moreover, by keeping della Casa content, Titian ingratiated 

himself to Alessandro Farnese and by extension his grandfather, Pope Paul III, who 

eventually hosted the artist in Rome, when he painted numerous portraits of the Farnese 

family. Writing insightfully on this subject, Miguel Falomir argues that through a variety 

of methods, Titian strategically provided replicas with his workshop to serve a diverse 

clientele that reached an audience well beyond Venice.137

NATURE OF EARLY MODERN OWNERSHIP 

 Like Titian, Bembo expanded 

his audience by allowing the images that he owned to be replicated, and in so doing 

ingratiated himself to select influential individuals. Not only did the duplicated image 

bolster his network, Bembo lent the original to Carlo Gualteruzzi after the copy was 

installed in della Casa’s house. The existence of replicas remains vexing to art historical 

inquiry (and to reconstructing dispersed art collections), but the social currency it carried 

for contemporaries was what mattered and is the principal focus of the following section. 

In his disagreement with Trissino (referenced above), Bembo argued that he himself did 

not have such a small and restricted spirit that he had ever refused any one of his 

possessions to anyone who liked it, even though he may have been attached for its beauty 

                                            
136 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:2403. “E in questo reputo 

io esser stato servitor da lui.” 

137 Miguel Falomir, "Titian's Replicas and Variants," in Titian, ed. David Jaffe (London: National 
Gallery, 2003), 60-69. 
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or value. Self-righteous indignation aside, his generous nature appears to have been the 

case when he lent, or even gave (it is unclear), the Raphael double portrait of his friends 

Andrea Navagero and Agostino Beazzano (Cat. 15, Pl. 8) to Beazzano in 1538. One or 

more copies may have been made of this image, possibly at the time of this loan. Here 

too, a copy or a loan prompted poetic inspiration. A year later Beazzano composed a 

poem about the portrait, comparing Raphael to Apelles.138

At first, Bembo’s relinquishing an autograph Raphael appears perplexing, unless 

we seek a more flexible model that does not hierarchically prioritize the singular over the 

copy. Part of Bembo’s renown was his collection, and the circulation of that collection 

increased his visibility. If his works engendered poetry, then it is all the better for him. A 

consideration of the mobility of Bembo’s material goods highlights the cyclical nature of 

ownership in sixteenth-century Italy. The Bembo family lent works from the collection, a 

number of which went on long-term loan to Isabella d’Este: anonymous portraits of 

Petrarch, Dante, and Boccaccio (Cat.

  

 23, Cat. 24 and Cat. 25) and the Hans Memling 

diptych (Cat 11, Pl. 5 and Cat. 12, Pl. 6), which may have served as the model for a lost 

painting by Lorenzo da Costa.139

Isabella d’Este and Pietro Bembo corresponded early in his career. He visited her 

in 1505, and in the months following, letters were exchanged regarding Isabella’s desire 

 Here is evidence for the advice Pietro gave his son: 

knowledge represented by the collection endeared his family to another powerful, noble 

family. The objects announced them and extended their audience beyond the walls of 

their home, all the way to Mantua in this case. Pietro learned this from his father 

Bernardo, who had lent Isabella these works. 

                                            
138 John Shearman, Raphael in Early Modern Sources (1438-1602), 2 vols. (New Haven:  Yale 

University Press, 2003), 1:909. Raphael, se d’Apelle il mondo scrisse/Tanto che forse va sopra la fede, / Né 
sol ne la pittura primo visse, / Ma che suo par mai nasca non si crede; / Pur non so quel che fora s’ei 
venisse, / Hor che del tuo color l’opera si vede. / Tu così ben confondi il vero e il finto / Che non si sa 
qual vive, et qual è pinto. 

139 For the portraits, see Cian, Un decennio della vita di M. Pietro Bembo (1521-1531), 106, n.1; 
Documents XXIV & XXV. For the diptych, see Clifford Malcom Brown, "Un Tableau perdu de Lorenzo 
Costa," Revue de l'art 52 (1981): 24-28. 
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for Pietro to help her procure a painting from Giovanni Bellini. Bellini was willing to 

contribute a work to her studiolo. Bembo conveyed information the artist would need in 

order to commence work, such as the desired size and directional lighting.140

Bellini […] is well disposed to serve your Excellency as soon as the 
measurements of the canvas are sent. It will be necessary that the invention 
which you tell me I am to find for his drawing […] must be 
accommodated to the fantasy of him who has to paint it: […] very precise 
terms do not fit his style, accustomed as he says always to roam at his will 
in paintings.

 The next 

letter on this subject is well known and often cited as evidence for the increasing 

autonomy of painters in the cinquecento: 

141

Often overlooked is the larger issue at stake in this letter. Isabella had asked Bembo 

himself to write the “fantasia,” thus his statement of Bellini’s preferences served also to 

excuse him from doing something he did not want to do: his hands were tied by the 

creative spirit of the painter.

  

142

                                            
140 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:209 & 219. Here Bembo 

communicates logistics between the painter and Isabella in August and November 1505. See also Bembo, 
Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:209. “[…] Non mi sono scordato che a V.S. 
promisi di procurare, a mio potere, che Zuan Bellino pigliasse la impresa d’un quadro per el camerino di 
V.S. Alla qual cosa m’ha aiutato molto M. Paolo Zoppo osservantissimo del nome di V.S. e caro amico del 
Bellino. Insomma, gli avemo dato tanta battaglia ch ‘l castello al tutto credo si renderà.” Translation from 
Rona Goffen, Giovanni Bellini (New Haven:  Yale University Press, 1989), 298, n. 50. “I have not 
forgotten my promise to do everything possible to get Giovanni Bellini to accept the commission for a 
painting for your Excellency’s camerino … we [Bembo and another friend of Bellini] have given such battle 
that it seems the castle will cede. A warm letter from your Excellency … I am certain would not be in 
vain.”  

 By deferring the negative to the artist, he in turn did not 

141 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:225. Travi dates this letter, 
accepting Cian’s argument that this letter should be dated February 1506 in response to the letter of Isabella 
on January 31, 1506. “[…] Il Bellino, col quale sono stato questi giorni, è ottimamente disposto a servire 
V.Ec.za ogni volta che le siano mandate le misure o telaro. La invenzione, che mi scrive V.S. che io truovi al 
dissegno, bisognerà che s’accomodi alla fantasia di lui che l’ha a fare, il quale ha piacere che molto segnati 
termini non si diano al suo stile, uso, come dice, di sempre vagare a sua voglia nelle pitture che, quanto è in 
lui, possano sodisfare a chi le mira. […]” 

142 Isabella writes to Bembo on May 11, 1506, urging him keep Bellini well disposed to the 
agreement and underscores that he should write the poesia to his satisfaction. Cian, "Pietro Bembo ed 
Isabella d'Este Gonzaga," 108. “[…] La M.V. non restara di tener ben disposto il Bellino, et di componere la 
poesia ad sua satisfactione […].” Bembo writes her back two days later. Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: 
collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:234. See also “[…] Quanto al Bellino non rimarrò d’ubidir V.S. Ben mi 
doglio ancor io della peste mantovana, la qual mi tolse, questa pasqua ch io fui in Mantoa, poter fare a V.S. 
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have to decline the request of a high-ranking noblewoman, the first rule in being a 

successful courtier. Moreover, as a patron, Bembo competed with Isabella. The first line of 

his letter conveys that he had been with Bellini for days, perhaps sitting for the artist, who 

painted his portrait around this time (Cat. 2, Pl. 1). Later in that same letter, he speaks 

more as an equal to Isabella, as a patron of artists, when he asks her for help with 

Mantegna, who seems not to be honoring a contract the painter had had with Bembo’s 

friend Francesco Cornaro.  

Bembo walked a fine line with Isabella, refusing a more servile role as an inventor 

of a visual conceit. In that scenario, he received no visibility for his own creative input: all 

such credit would go to patron and to painter in this arrangement. Shortly after this 

exchange with Isabella, Bembo took up semi-permanent residence in Urbino, the 

beginning of a long relationship with the duke and duchess, whose lively court was the 

setting for Castiglione’s The Courtier, with Bembo as an interlocutor. He did lend his 

literary talent to the sphere of visual arts for his patrons, but in a way that could benefit his 

own renown as well. He contributed Latin inscriptions for the newly built addition for the 

duke and duchess’s palace, the Villa Imperiale near Pesaro, designed by Girolamo Genga. 

He wrote inscriptions for the garden, which describes a place of rest after toil, a reference 

to the active life of the duke as Captain General of the Venetian Republic: “Instead of 

sun, instead of dust, instead of vigils, instead of toil” (Fig. 13). He clarified his thoughts to 

the duchess, “the pleasing things that are present here (the shade, the herbs, the flowers 

and the fountain, rest and similar things) are being given to the Duke.”143

                                                                                                                                  
riverenza: che fu la principal causa della mia via.[…]” No other correspondence follows, and thus the issue is 
abandoned. 

  

143 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:1506. Bembo wrote Latin 
inscriptions for an archway, a statue of Bacchus, the garden, and a portrait of the duke. For the arch he 
wrote: “Francisco Mariae, quo in loco Gallos fudit fugavitque, civitas populusque Pisaurensis.” For the statue 
of Bacchus, “Ut potui, huc veni Phebo Delphisque relictis,” and for the portrait, “Umbriam iam non te, 
non sylvifer Appennius, Non tellus capit ulla alto debris Olympo.” See also Catherine King, "Architecture, 
Gender and Politics: The Villa Imperiale at Pesaro," Art History 29, no. 6 (2006): 819-20. King translates 
the letter: “For the frieze at the summit of the house on the part by the garden and on the north side, thus 
‘Instead of sun, instead of dust, instead of vigils, instead of toil.’ By this is meant that the pleasing things that 
are present here (the shade, the herbs, the flowers and the fountain, rest, and similar things) are being given 
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He sent other inscriptions to the duchess, one of which was meant for the duke’s 

sculptural portrait but was rejected for Bembo’s indelicate reference to political 

circumstances. The other inscription that was adopted was for the pedestal of a statue of 

Bacchus that had been recently excavated in Pesaro (Fig. 14). Bembo was aware of the 

work upon its discovery, writing to congratulate the duchess through a letter to Pietro 

Pamfilio in Pesaro.144 He had also exchanged letters with Alberto del Bene, who told 

Bembo that the work was on par in quality with those to be found in Rome.145

Fig. 15

 For the 

pedestal inscription, he puts a voice to the Roman god, “As soon as I was able I came here 

having left Delphi and the shrine of Apollo” ( ). He justified his words in his letter 

to the Duchess Eleonora (the inscription was in Latin, so he translated it into Italian) with 

his knowledge of antiquity, arguing that Bacchus was worshipped together with Apollo at 

Delphi. His specialist’s knowledge embellished the installation of this antique work, 

lending a poetic sense of place by analogizing Pesaro with an antique sanctuary in Greece. 

Here, Bembo has literally created a dialog with the ancient past by placing words into the 

sculpture’s mouth. By embellishing the pedestal for the statue and frieze on the building 

with his own words, Bembo contributed text in an architectural format in which the 

written word is seen as an art form in itself, imitative of the Roman tradition of inscribing 

public and private buildings and funerary monuments with text, some examples of which 

Bembo owned (Cat. 113, Cat. 114, Pl. 18, and Cat. 115, Pl. 19). Thus, in his curatorial 

                                                                                                                                  
to the Duke in place of the former. Then on the arch that leads from one house to the other this ‘To 
Francesco Maria in this place put the enemies to flight and indeed routed them: the city and people of 
Pesaro.’ Thence it will appear that the city of Pesaro made this arch, to commemorate the discomforting of 
the Landsknechts by him in this place. For the Bacchus of bronze which was found buried I propose these 
words ‘As soon as I was able I came here having left Delphi and the shrine of Apollo.’ This I say because 
Bacchus in antiquity was adored at Delphi together with Apollo. Finally to the figure of the Lord Duke, in 
as much as it cannot remain without its own verses I have given your Highness this distich that you could 
also have for the figure of the Signora Duchess ‘Umbria now cannot hold you, nor the forested Apennine, 
nor any earthly place: duty takes you to lofty Olympus.’” 

144 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:1236. 

145 Francis Haskell and Nicholas Penny, Taste and the Antique: The Lure of Classical Sculpture 
1500-1900 (New Haven:  Yale University Press, 1981), 240-41. Haskell reproduces an image of the work 
now in the Museo Archeologico in Florence, which still has the pedestal with Bembo’s inscription.  
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activities, he imitates the ancients, both in style and form. Ten years later, when Bembo 

finally saw the Villa, he wrote to Eleonora, telling her  

[…] it is a villa better conceived and realized with true knowledge of the 
art and with more antique idiom, and beautiful and charming inventions, 
than any other modern building I believe I have seen. Certainly my friend, 
Genga, is a great and true architect and has exceeded all my expectation.146

  

 

Figure 13 - View of garden, with Bembo’s inscriptions highlighted, Villa Imperiale, 
addition designed by Girolamo Genga, 1529-33, Pesaro,  

   
Figure 14 – Idolino, 1st century CE and sixteenth-
century pedestal with Bembo’s inscription, bronze, 
Museo Archeologico, Florence 

Figure 15 – Idolino, detail of Bembo’s 
inscription on sixteenth-century pedestal, 
bronze, Museo Archeologico, Florence 

                                            
146 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:2400. Translation from, 

Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 347. 
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EARLY MODERN THEATRICS OF DISPLAY 

When Bembo wrote these inscriptions he was writing from his own newly renovated 

palace in Padua, which seemed to have been in great need of repair when he bought it. 

He had in his life-time friend and secretary Cola Bruno a capable individual to see 

through the building’s restoration, someone he also called “a good architect.”147 Bembo 

had been living in Padua for some time in temporary quarters around the city, and in this 

new home he was finally able in 1532 to locate his library and art collection close to the 

university near the intellectual center of the city.148 This three-story building was one of a 

number on the property. Bembo rebuilt a small second house behind the palace, and also 

within the garden was a gardener’s house with other smaller out-buildings.149 It has been 

suggested that his common-law wife Ambrogina Faustina Morosina della Torre (whom he 

called Morosina) and his children lived in the small house and that the palace was reserved 

for the collection and visitors.150

This house, after much effort on Bembo’s and Cola’s parts, became a place for 

men of letters to frequent, an academic court of sorts. Cardinal Reginald Pole stayed for 

two months in 1546 and, writing to Vittoria Colonna, praised the tranquil place 

conducive to study that Bembo had created, especially the studio and garden.

  

151

                                            
147 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:1391. 

 Bembo 

moved into the house in 1532, and by 1538, he writes from Venice to Cola Bruno in 

148 Ibid., 2:713. Bembo had been living in temporary housing elsewhere in Padua. A letter of 
October 23, 1526 to his nephew Giovan Matteo Bembo complains of the unpleasantness of his rented 
quarters in Marco Foscari’s house. 

149 Puppi, "La residenza di Pietro Bembo 'padoana,'" 40. 

150 Ronchi, "La casa di Pietro Bembo a Padova," 297-98. Bembo’s children were Lucilio, Torquato 
and Elena Bembo.  See Appendix C for the life and death dates.   

151 Ermanno Ferrero and Giuseppe Müller, eds., Vittoria Colonna Marchesa di Pescara, Carteggio, 
2nd ed. (Turin: Ermanno Loescher, 1892), 311. See also for Bembo’ s instructions to his contact in Padua, 
Gabriel Boldù, to accommodate Pole’s entrance into the studio, getting keys from Luigi Priuli: Bembo, 
Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:2550, 2553.  
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Padua that he wants to see Cola’s garden, but cannot find the time to get there.152 This 

garden, established in some form, then, pre-dates the 1544 founding of Padua’s Orto 

botanico, noted for its design and collection of medicinal plants for study and teaching 

affiliated with the University of Padua.153 The exterior grounds of Bembo’s house endured 

for centuries, noted as significant as late as the early eighteenth century, in a collection of 

Bembo’s works published in 1729.154 In 1616 John Bauhin listed specific plant species in 

this garden in his treatise Istoria universale delle piante.155

 74

 Bembo and Cola cultivated a 

wide variety of plants for scientific, medicinal, and ornamental purposes. One plant type 

mentioned was a perennial, fragrant flower, Jupiter’s beard, or red valerian, which in some 

varieties is edible and is today used for its sedative qualities. Its name referring to the 

Roman god was an appropriate backdrop to antique sculptures that were known to stand 

in this botanic garden. Antique marble heads of other Roman deities, Juno and Apollo, 

were installed among many plants, as described in 1567 by Nicolo Stoppio, who was 

serving as a buying agent for Albert V of Bavaria (Cat.  and Cat. 75).156

A Priapus was said to have stood in Bembo’s garden and inspired poetry. Celio 

Calcagnini wrote a series of nine Latin epigrams during the first decade of the sixteenth 

century. One of them, Priapi admonito in horto Bembi (The Exhortation of Priapus in 

Bembo’s Garden), puts a voice to a sculpture of Priapus. In the poem, the fertility god 

 

                                            
152 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:1935. 

153 Alessandro Minelli, L’orto botanico di Padova: 1545-1995 (Venice:  Marsili, 1995). 

154 In the 1729 edition of Bembo’s Opere, in the index of “Notable Things,” the garden is 
mentioned as still being there.  

155 John Bauhin, Historia plantarum universalis, 3 vols. (Ebroduni:  Franciscus LVD A Graffenried, 
1650-51), 1:295. This work was published posthumously 40 years after the author’s death, thus Bauhin 
likely visited the garden in the late sixteenth century or early seventeenth century. Giovanni Marsili, Notizie 
del pubblico giardino de' semplici di Padova (Padua:  Coi Tipi del Seminario, 1771; reprint, 1840). Marsili 
quotes Bauhin’s 1616 account, describing it as Torquato’s “orto semplice.” See Appendix B for the fuller 
account of the garden by Bauhin and his brother, Kaspar.  

156 Jacob Stockbauer, Die kunstbestrebungen am Bayerischen Hofe unter Herzog Albert V. und 
Seinem Nachfolger Wilhelm V (Vienna:  Wilhelm Braumüller, 1874), 55. 
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informs his supplicants of the double entendre of language to be spoken at his shrine. 

Gourds, melons, and red lilies are symbols for the male and female sexual organs and 

should be understood as such in the presence of the fertility god.157

If you desire to know it by name, it is the “tiny Mint” 

 Bembo himself wrote 

a Latin poem titled Priapus, in which the Roman god describes a plant that entices “the 

hands of girls.” These female supplicants are not privy to its erotic effects because they are 

ignorant of Priapus’s utterances, “For no woman realizes that I can speak.” Phallic 

vegetation grows in response to female touch and entices women to engage in primal 

sexual urges, “filling the lap of lady-gardeners.” Bembo teases the reader, delaying the 

revelation of identity of the precise plant that evokes such sexual frenzy until the very end 

of the poem:  

  You Laugh? Thus Rome, the eloquent calls it. 
But that plant which is “tiny mint,” according to the speech of  
   the learned, 
  To me, the unlearned, is the greatest, or even too great. 
Spare me, sons of Romulus, I have erred in one word:  
  For to anyone can such a thing ever be too great?158

The learned from Rome, to whom Bembo refers, is Cicero (ad Familiares, 9.22), 

who discusses comic and obscene double entendres, offering the example of a diminutive 

form of menta or mint, that when properly formed is mentula, but that when formed as 

 

                                            
157 Calcagnini was attached to the court at Ferrara, and Bembo likely came into contact with him 

around 1498, when he was staying at the d’Este country estate, Belriguardo at Voghiera. Giancarlo Fiorenza, 
"Dosso Dossi and Celio Calcagnini at the Court of Ferrara," in Artists at Court: Image Making and Identity 
1300-1550, ed. Stephen J. Campbell (Boston: Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, 2004), 184. “Tu 
quicunque meum supplex venerare sacellum, / Disce prius liceat qua sibi voce loqui. / Nanque ea quae 
crebro nobis versantur in usu / Digna priapea duximus esse nota. / Esto pepon culus, mihi sit colocyntha 
cinedus, / Cunnus erit malacae, mentula crinos erit. / Haec sint assuetis signata vocabula rebus / Sed tum 
hortensi non minus apta Deo. (You. whoever you are who comes as a suppliant to worship at my shrine, 
must first learn what words are permitted to be spoken. For those which are habitually employed in 
common usage among us, we have deemed to be worthy of a Priapic stamp. When I say melon, I mean the 
buttocks; the gourd is the sodomite; the vagina will be the mallow; and the penis will be the red lily. Let 
these be the words marked by familiar objects, but also no less fitting for the god of the garden.)” 

158 Pietro Bembo, Lyric Poetry, Etna, ed. Mary P. Chatfield, trans. Mary P. Chatfield, vol. 18, The 
I Tatti Renaissance Library (Cambridge:  Harvard University Press, 2005), 22-29. 
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such is slang for penis.159

Fig. 16

 Priapus’s erotic vegetation in Bembo’s work is amusingly literal, 

taking from Cicero’s phraseology menta pusilla, or “little mint.” Not only was a “little 

mint” to be found in Pietro’s poetry, but also in his garden in Padua. Caspar Bauhin noted 

seeing here a menta cataria minore, a species significant and rare enough to be noted in 

both of his botanical treatises ( ).160 This type of mint can also be traced to its use in 

ancient Greece and Rome.161

                                            
159 Marcus Tullius Cicero, The Letters to His Friends, vol. 2, Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge:  

Harvard University Press, 1972), 268-68. “ruta et menta, recte utumque; Volo mentam pusillam ita 
appellare, ut rutulam; non licet.” See also Amy Richlin, The Garden of Priapus: Sexuality and Aggression in 
Roman Humor (New York:  Oxford University Press, 1992), 23. This precise word is the one employed by 
Calcagnini and the very same found in the Priapeia 28. 

 It would be unduly imaginative to see this as evidence of the 

literal appearance of Bembo’s garden. The reciprocal echoes may certainly be accidental, 

but a recognition of these resonances could build our understanding of Bembo’s 

overlapping interests: botany, Roman pastoral poetry, love, Ciceronean Latin, and antique 

sculpture. Calcagnini’s epigram could be purely a literary conceit, but if we see his 

reference of a Priapus in Bembo’s garden as pointing to this collector’s way of defining 

himself through interwoven contexts of the revival of antiquity, then these literary 

exchanges are social markers of Bembo’s interests and those of his peers. 

160 Kaspar Bauhin, Phytopinax (Basel:  Sebastianum Henriepetri, 1596), 354. Kaspar Bauhin, 
Prodromos theatri botanici (Frankfurt:  Jonnis Regis, 1620), 110. 

161 Alfred C. Andrews, "The Mints of the Greeks and Romans and Their Condimentary Uses," 
Osiris 13 (1958): 131. According to Andrews, this species is also known as menta dei gatti in Tuscany and 
menta gattaria in Sicily. 
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Figure 16 - Menta Cattaria minor, illustration in Kaspar Bauhin, Promodos theatri 
botonaci, 1620 

Bembo’s friends knew his love for the natural world. In his funerary oration Varchi 

wrote,  

He also worked, most universal man […] toward an understanding of 
simples [medicinal plants], waves of which could be seen in his most 
beautiful garden in Padua […] infinite herbs, native and exotic, which have 
been deservedly praised by those who have noted such things.”162

This is reflected in gifts he received as well. Giovanni Battista Ramusio sent him 

melon seeds and poles for their cultivation.

 

163 M. Giulio Porcelaga, a junior scholar to 

Bembo and advocate for the study of the vulgar tongue, sent him citrus trees and a 

sonnet.164 He also received a gift of ivy from A. M. Flavio Crisolino. Bembo tells him that 

he trained the ivy vines over a large pavilion at his villa. He also put some on a small trellis 

that stood in a newly reclaimed and cultivated space at the end of the garden and said that 

in a few years it would be truly beautiful. 165

                                            
162 Varchi, Orazione funebre sopra la morte del reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo, C. 

  

163 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:472. This letter is dated 
March 14, 1524, when Bembo was living in temporary quarters in Padua. 

164 Ibid., 2:837. Writing to A. M. Emilio de’ Mili in Brescia he mentions the gift.  

165 Ibid., 2:914. The ivy came in October of 1528 when Bembo was living in Padua, before he had 
purchased his home in town, and so likely would have gone to the family villa outside the city. “Io domane 
mi ritornerò in villa a piantare, e specialmente a rimettere il mio boschetto che ha, quest’anno, per lo 
infinito caldo della state, alquanti castagni e quercioli perduti. Le vostre edere hanno coperto un bello e 
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Elsewhere in his oration on Bembo, Varchi described Bembo’s residence in Padua 

as an open, worldly temple dedicated to Minerva, the goddess of knowledge.166 This 

home Bembo consciously orchestrated. His assembly of objects and their installation 

created a place that was neither temporally nor geographically neutral. Pietro Aretino once 

wrote of Bembo’s home, “It certainly appears that Rome itself has been transferred to 

Padua.”167 Varchi’s word choice brilliantly summarizes the residence: cosmopolitan, much 

like its inhabitant, the well-traveled Bembo. Certainly, Aretino’s reference was for the 

Roman antiquities that graced the interior and exterior of Bembo’s Paduan house, but it 

may also have been a reference to the style of decoration with which Bembo may have 

graced the interior of his museum. The ceiling of one of the main rooms on the ground 

floor was painted with grisaille, faux compartments with female figures, painted all’antica 

in the style of Raphael and his circle.  Could the figures have been muses, a subject 

etymologically matched for a museum setting. The ceiling is ascribed to Raphael’s student 

Giovanni da Udine, someone with whom Bembo would have been acquainted during his 

years in Rome, especially in connection to his work on Bibbiena’s stufetta when he was 

secretary to Leo X. Bembo may have also come into contact with him in 1524-25, when 

he delivered his Prose to Clement VII, who commissioned work from this artist for his 

stufetta in Castel Sant’Angelo.168 Giovanni da Udine also worked in Venice for the 

Grimani family.169

                                                                                                                                  
grande padiglione che io feci loro. Ho ancor rimesso ad edera tutto il picciolo pergolato che è alla fine del 
giardino, fatto prima di larici bene e ordinatamente posti e incamerati: che in due tre anni stimo verrà 
bellissimo.” 

 His was a style synonymous with Rome and was exported after the sack 

166 Varchi, Orazione funebre sopra la morte del reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo, C. “[…] Era la 
casa del Bembo come un pubblico, and mondissimo tempio, consacra á Minerva.[…]” 

167 Ettore Camesaca and Fidenzio Pertile, eds., Pietro Aretino, Lettere sull'arte, vol. 2, Vite, lettere, 
testimonianze di artisti italiani (Milan: Edizioni del Milione, 1957), 2:392-93. 

168 Nicole Dacos and Caterina Furlan, Giovanni da Udine (1487-1561), vol. 1 (Udine:  
Casamassima, 1987).  See especially, Chapters 2, 3, 4. 

169 Marilyn Perry, "A Renaissance Showplace of Art: The Palazzo Grimani at Santa Maria 
Formosa," Apollo 13 (1981): 215-21.  See also Annalisa Bristot, Palazzo Grimani a Santa Maria Formosa: 
Storia, arte, restauri (Verona:  Scripta, 2008). 
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of the city in 1527; it is thus not surprising that Bembo would have imported this painter’s 

work into his museum in Padua.170

The worldly style of this space reached beyond the peninsula. Pietro hints at 

details. When sending for his things while in Rome, he directs his secretary in Padua with 

specific instructions, describing the instruments of his studio. Bembo asks him to look in 

the “Spanish studio for medals.” One wonders if there was in fact more than one room for 

medals, which would explain why Bembo’s instructions are so precise. The reason for its 

designation of Spanish is tantalizingly mysterious. A fashionable scheme exported from 

Spain to other countries was gilt stamped or embossed leather, which could either be sewn 

together to make hanging panels or applied directly to the wall (

 

Fig. 17).171 Bembo would 

have been familiar with the use of leather as a wall covering from Bernardo Bibbiena’s 

apartment within the Vatican. In his friend’s absence Bembo actively participated in its 

renovation while he was in Rome as secretary to Leo X. In a letter Bembo reports that 

the loggia, the stufetta, and the room were finished, along with “i paramenti del cuoio,” 

the leather vestments.172 Sabba da Castiglione praised the import of foreign styles, 

describing this distinct form of wall decoration with “Spanish leather ingeniously 

wrought.” He goes on to write that it reflected favorably on the owners of such 

ornamented spaces, an indication of “judgment, culture, education, and distinction.”173

                                            
170 For this export of artists from Rome after the Sack see Chapter Three, “The Diaspora of 

Roman Style” in Marcia Hall, After Raphael: Painting in Central Italy in the Sixteenth Century 
(Cambridge:  Cambridge University Press, 1999). 

 

171 I would like to thank Miguel Falomir for his comments, which pointed me to investigate 
Bembo’s letter in this direction. John W. Waterer, Spanish Leather (London:  Faber and Faber Limited, 
1971), 53-54. Francis Lenygon, "Gilt Leather Rooms," The Art Journal  (September 1911): 281-85. 

172 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:377. In an earlier letter 
Bembo reports to Bibbiena the progress Raphael is making on his paintings in the suite of rooms. Bembo, 
Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:372. See Nicole Dacos, "La Loggetta du 
Cardinal Bibbiena décor à l'antique et rôle de l'atelier," in Raffaello a Roma: il convegno del 1983 (Rome: 
Edizioni dell'Elefante, 1986), 225-36.For a recent study of this room see Angelica Pediconi, "Cardinal 
Bernardo Dovizi da Bibbiena (1470-1520): A Palatine Cardinal," in The Possessions of a Cardinal: Politics, 
Piety, and Art 1450-1700, ed. Mary Hollingsworth and Carl M. Richardson (University Park, PA: The 
Pennsylvania State University Press, 2010), 92-112. 

173 Brown, Private Lives in Renaissance Venice, 89. 
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The manner in which the tangible decoration of one’s home could stand for intangible 

ideas is underscored in Leonardo Fioravanti’s 1567 comments that this type of interior 

decoration has its origins in Spain but that “all important people are now interested in this 

work and it is the height of fashion in Rome, Naples and Bologna.”174

   

  

Figure 17 - Gilt leather hanging, sixteenth century, Museo Civico, Turin 

This comment touches upon an important anthropologic concept regarding the 

collecting of non-utilitarian objects. Ragnar Johnson rightly points out that the collecting 

and display of seemingly non-functional artifacts serve a definite social function. They 

advertise personal attributes of the owner.175 In Bembo’s case, the collection became a 

locus for learning, and the works announced his expertise on such matters. Bembo offered 

up meanings for works by installing them in Padua, with a specifically antiquarian 

audience in mind. While describing the collection in his oration on Bembo, Varchi chose 

the word publico—open or public.176

                                            
174 Leonardo Fioravanti, Dello specchio di scientia universale (Venice:  Andrea Ravenoldo, 1567), 

1:41, 92-93. “Certamente che colui, il quale trovo questa arte de i corami l’oro, fu huomo singulare, & di 
gran giuditio; ben che io non credo, ne crederò mai, che un solo ne fusse l’inventore, & la tirasse a quella 
perfettione, & bellezza, che oggi dì si fà; & questa arte, credo io che havesse origine & principio in Spagna: 
percioche di quella provintia sono usciti i migliori maestri, ch’ in questa nostra età habbino fatta tal arte: la 
quale è oggi dì in grandissima riputatione appresso gli huomini grandi, & molto in uso in Roma, in Napoli, 
in Sicilia, in Bologna,[…]” 

 It reveals something about the reputation that his 

175 Johnson, "Accumulation and Collecting: An Anthropological Perspective," 74. 

176 See cited above and in Appendix B. 
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home, as Bembo had formed it, had become a meeting place, a casa aperta.177

In Padua he provided an honorable house with a beautiful garden, and 
other conveniences which were for his friends who visited from Venice 
and from many parts of Italy, making the place crowded at times. And 
well-ordered Villabozza near Padua, an ancient property with a house 
where a large part of [Bembo’s] studies took place in his youth during the 
summer, and in the winter he dwelled in Padua, a city in which surely one 
main ornament was his study, to which many gentleman of Italy and 
outside went to this place to become more acquainted with Messer Pietro; 
who by account, kindly with the most beautiful ways, entertained, not 
only by letters but with wisdom of other genteel things. He knew well of 
medals and sculpture and painting, modern and ancient; of which he had in 
a study and thus was highly instructive, things with perhaps little equal in 
Italy.

 Here the 

boundary of private and public space is blurred.  His biographers and friend Ludovico 

Beccadelli similarly describe his residences and the work inside: 

178

Thanks to surviving correspondence we have an instance in which arrangement of 

objects was adjusted to fit the audience—a special exhibition. In June 1538 Cola set up a 

specific display of works for visitors who were in town for the feast day of St. Anthony. 

He must have written to Bembo, who was in Venice, requesting antiquities to be sent to 

Padua. Bembo tells him he has sent the head and medals.

 

179

                                            
177 Brown, Private Lives in Renaissance Venice, 262, n. 12. I borrow this phrase from Patricia 

Fortini Brown’s study of the contemporary use of it. See also Peter Lukehart, "Delineating the Genoese 
Studio: Giovani accartati or sotto padre?," in The Artist’s Workshop, ed. Peter Lukehart, Studies in the 
History of Art (Washington, D. C.: National Gallery of Art, 1993), 46. Peter Lukehart also uses this phrase 
to typify the diverse ways in which the painter Bernardo Castello increased his patron base. This phrase 
needs special definition for nobles and aristocrats.  Lukehart explores this in relation to Giovanni Battista 
Paggi, a Genoese nobleman who needed to be careful of his status, and thus careful to conduct business in 
his home, not a separate bottega. 

 This letter divulges a good 

deal. First, they are sent from Venice, which underscores the fact that the collection, even 

at this rather late date, was not consolidated in one place, and selected objects 

accompanied Bembo in another location. Second, Cola is again credited with shaping and 

178 Beccadelli, "Vita di Pietro Bembo Cardinale," 39-40. See Appendix B for a longer translation 
from Beccadelli’s Vita. 

179 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:1935.  
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sustaining a garden, the environment in which works also appeared. Bembo dutifully 

fulfills the loan request with confidence to his friend, which speaks to the collaborative 

and trusting spirit of their relationship.180

Bembo and Cola’s affiliation reverses the traditional roles of agent and buyer. Like 

his father, Bembo served as his own agent; his travel placed him in close proximity to 

princely and papal collectors, certainly benefitting from this dynamic, by getting to know 

dealers in Rome or painters hoping to gain favor from the pope. The core responsibility 

of an agent, who acts as a buying surrogate for another individual, is the assembly of 

contacts to acquire objects in a competitive market.

  

181

Make all the preparations for receiving us. Also you will set up the library 
with the little figures and other ornaments so that as soon as I come, I can 
be gladdened at the sight in which, as you know, I take great delight.

 Bembo’s travels enabled him to 

manage his own network, but because he was away quite often, he needed a surrogate 

curator and an exhibition designer. Cola seems to have served in just this role. He 

managed affairs and the collection at home. The special exhibition for out-of-town 

scholars is an apt example in the way that Cola expanded Bembo’s audience, with the 

objects serving as the catalyst for visits. The audience could, in fact, include Bembo 

himself. Returning from a trip to Rome in April 1525, Bembo wrote to Cola,  

182

Neither Bembo nor the collection was static, but Cola was a stable thread throughout 

Bembo’s life, which supported his efforts at repurposing the objects to meet the many 

contexts in which they were placed.  

  

                                            
180 Cian, Un medaglione del rinascimento: Cola Bruno messinese e le sue relazioni con Pietro 

Bembo (1480 c.-1542): con appendice di documenti inediti. See Cian’s excellent assembly of letters 
between Bruno and Bembo. 

181 Hans Cools, Marika Keblusek, and Badeloch Noldus, eds., Your Humble Servant: Agents in 
Early Modern Europe, 1500-18 (Hilversum: Verloren, 2006). Much new work is being accomplished on 
the means by which agents and dealers shaped and formed the tastes of the collectors whom they served.  

182 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:525. Translation from 
Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 212. 
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The little figures were statuettes, likely antiques that represented, at that moment, 

to Bembo a microcosm of ancient Rome, his Rome, not the one he had just left, the 

place that had given him an illness “as a reward for my having come to see her again.” 

This he wrote to Vatican official Agostin Foglietta a few weeks after his return. He goes 

on to contrast Padua with Rome:  

When I had reached Padua I visited my friends and was visited by them, 
then I went here to my little villa which received me very joyfully. Its 
tranquility is a complete contrast with Rome where I suffered distress and 
annoyance. I do not hear troublesome and upsetting news, I don’t think of 
problems, I do not speak with Procurators, I do not visit Auditors of the 
Rota, I do not hear sounds except nightingales.183

Bembo displayed his statues in a manageable, delineated space with books and a 

garden surrounding him for study. The act of putting a work on exhibit inscribes meaning 

on the object, which extends beyond the boundaries of its iconographic content. 

Exhibition and storage is a moment in which to examine how the matter participates with 

the mechanism that placed it there and can betray its function within a context. Bembo’s 

statuettes had been safely placed in storage, not on permanent display. This implies a 

preciousness of the works, privy to a select audience for individual study. If we closely 

read other mentions of Bembo’s management and storage of medals and gems, we glean a 

similar approach to his care of them. In the earlier referenced letter to Flaminio, his 

instructions show that the medals were in bowls, sorted by metal type: gold medals were 

stored together (some in a Damascene pot), silver with silver (some in a large bowl of 

Indian cane), bronze with bronze (in at least four separate bowls). In the Spanish medal 

room, his gold medals are in a little velvet chest and are between mats of crimson silk that 

separate the slots in which each medal was held individually, inside a velvet box that fits 

within another leather-covered box for travel. Here in this room are his rings and 

  

                                            
183 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:528. Translation from, 

Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 212-13. 
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carnelians also together in bowls. These vessels for storage, Bembo underscores, must also 

come with the medals to Rome. Thus, the more highly valued works, gold and gems, are 

stored in the Spanish medal room, which presumably could be closed or opened 

dependent upon a visitor’s access. In another account when sending medals to Cola, he 

describes his silver and copper medals as being in a box made of cypress, and a gold medal 

example having its own small box, and little plates (as storage receptacles?) as being 

wrapped in protective cloth for travel.184

This method accords with Luke Syson’s study on the display of medals in 

Renaissance Italy as a type of presentation that lends itself more to study than simple 

ornamentation. Weighing physical examination of surviving examples with documentary 

evidence, Syson observes an increasing occurrence of medals being pierced, suggesting 

that they were to be fixed into some sort of more permanent display. The affixed works 

could not be held and turned in one’s hand, thus limiting examination to the exposed side 

on display. This method of exhibition implies that the specimens were more 

advertisements and symbols of their owner’s scholarly activities. By contrast, Bembo’s 

medals were sorted in bowls or slotted boxes, from which a scholar might retrieve an 

example, examine, turn over, compare to another and return without disturbing a 

permanent display. This is a working collection, like An Ecclesiastic in his Study-

Bedchamber, whose desk is littered with medals, likely extracted from the slotted box 

behind, with other sorts of vessels set nearby (

  

Fig. 18). It is not the house of Andrea 

Odoni, with everything in its place, so much so that Aretino “fears to tread there with his 

feet.” Ornamented with richly adorned beds, rare paintings, and regal décor, Aretino 

scathingly compares the house to “a bride who awaits her relatives coming to attend her 

wedding.”185

                                            
184 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:1935. “Arete anco quello 

d’oro nella loro cassetta, e li piattelletti in un tovagliolo.” 

  

185 Quoted in Monika Schmitter, "Virtuous Riches: The Bricolage of Cittadini Identities in Early 
Sixteenth-Century Venice," Renaissance Quarterly 57 (2004): 960. 
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Odoni overstepped a boundary with his “dolled up” art objects installed in an 

overly designed interior. This delineation is a subtle one and a distinction underscored in 

Giovanni della Casa’s characterization of Bembo and his urge to collect: 

In fact, those who internalize a coarse and shapeless soul into their nature 
are ugly and wrong, the envy, the perfidy for only possession, the house 
and the garden and the villas adorned with expensive marble and bronze 
statues, procured at prices amounting to many debts, swindling and tricking 
the creditors? And how, not having ever seen, not even in a dream, “the 
honest image,” neither with learning, neither with facts can they truly love 
the honor and the beauty in the bronze and stones? […] if there are some 
that add gracefulness and elegance to the cognition of these things, how 
much more substantial in their life, a corollary to the fine arts of which 
they are masters, as has happened to Bembo, with these people we do not 
have to be affronted, rather we must even be in their debt.186

Della Casa delineates a subtle distinction between collectors, one that denigrates 

those who employ collecting in an overly venal or self-conscious manner and characterizes 

Bembo’s motivations as gracefully handled and with intelligence. Bembo was susceptible 

to criticism, but his knowledge and study of the visual arts excepted him from miserliness. 

He learned the art of collecting from his father, himself a scholar and connoisseur who 

took his son to places like the court of Lorenzo de’Medici, a great patron and collector of 

antiquities. As a young man Bembo visited the d’Este collections in Mantua and Ferrara 

and took up semi-permanent residence in Urbino at the cultivated delle Rovere court. All 

of these places gave great currency to the visual.  

 

As secretary to Leo X, he maintained a room in the Vatican palace much like the 

one pictured in Lotto’s drawing, which he adorned with a sumptuous velvet bed canopy 

(sparvier da letto) designed by himself (Cat. 150). In the surviving letter in which he 

commissions the hanging, he urgently conveys its function, as a backdrop to the audience 

of the papal court, who would be coming to his room as the pope delivered Christmas 

mass to the people from Bembo’s window.187

                                            
186 Casa, "Petri Bembi vita." See Appendix B for a longer excerpt from della Casa’s Vita. 

 In a courtly context, in this case the papal 

187 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:332. 
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court, distinctions of private and public were permeable, especially for a resident 

nobleman in proximity to these powerful rulers. A bedroom could serve as a study, but it 

also could function as an audience chamber.  

After he retired from public life in Rome these experiences continued to inform 

the installation of his own collection. Even in a indirect way from Bembo’s comments, we 

may surmise that he constructed spaces, such as the library with sculpture and ornaments 

and the Spanish study with medals. His Spanish study, possibly smaller with walls covered 

in Spanish leather, for richness in appearance and effectiveness for soundproofing, might 

have housed more costly small-scale works, which could be more carefully safeguarded. 

One could imagine this to be an office in which the poet could compose. In proximity 

was a larger space, perhaps less secure for a different level of visitor, also with works on 

display. It is perhaps one of these spaces adorned with an ornamented ceiling by Giovanni 

da Udine, under which a visitor might find himself privy to conversation of other invited 

guests. Repeatedly in biographies and accounts, Bembo seemed to prefer the company of 

others, indicating that he saw the study of art as not only a private enterprise but a shared 

experience. 

In contrast to Lotto’s isolated churchman, Bembo’s has more in common with a 

drawing by Carpaccio, in which a monk stands rapt by the performance of male and 

female musicians (Fig. 19). He chose the university town of Padua, a center for cultural 

consumption, singular for its scholarly atmosphere, a place equipped with an intellectual 

audience. He created a courtly context for a convivial study, a term developed in Dora 

Thornton’s excellent study on Renaissance studios.188

                                            
188 Thornton, The Scholar in His Study: Ownership and Experience in Renaissance Italy, 116-25. 

 One might then reasonably suppose 

that in this place the tangible objects stood for the intangible ideas discussed among visitors 

and long-term house guests. In this context artifacts are instruments for thinking, but they 

are also tools for discussions; they are implements for conversation, a central skill of any 

successful courtier. 
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Figure 18 - Lorenzo Lotto, An 
Ecclesiastic in his Study-Bedchamber, c. 
1530, pen and brown ink drawing, 
British Museum, London 

 
Figure 19 - Vittore Carpaccio, Musicians 
Playing in a Study, Watched by a Monk, c. 
1502, ink drawing, British Museum, London 
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CHAPTER FOUR: CONCLUSION 

… acquiring knowledge from the antique things… always has been  

the care and study of genteel souls.189

– PIETRO BEMBO TO HIS SON TORQUATO 
 

 

Despite Pietro’s best hopes that his son would see his collection as a monument to 

be preserved in his and his father’s memory, Torquato did not carry out those wishes, 

perhaps having little choice, if he was pressed by financial obligation. Dispersal of family 

collections are not unusual, with strained economic circumstances liquidation of assets 

follows.190 The sad truth is that Pietro’s career choice in the Church, which forbade him 

to marry, determined the social position for his children.  Unlike Bernardo Bembo, who 

took his legitimate son with him on diplomatic missions, Pietro traveled without his 

illegitimate son, leaving him with his mother, who died when Torquato was only ten 

years old. Her early death forced Pietro to find guardians for his two children, and thus 

Torquato was raised by tutors because Bembo was often away. Although Torquato was 

legitimized by Clement VII, it is, perhaps, this missed experience with his father that 

formed Torquato into someone about whom Pietro complained for his lack of diligence 

in letters.191

                                            
189 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:2246.“[…] Piacemi ancora 

che egli prenda qualche conoscenza delle cose antiche. Il che è sempre stato cura e studio di gentili animi.” 

 The collection was not Torquato’s intellectual legacy because Pietro, the 

creator of it, had not himself engendered a love for it in his son. Moreover, Torquato 

should not be entirely blamed for the collection’s dispersal. Sure, he is documented as 

going to Rome selling works over 30 years after his father’s death in 1547, but an 

inventory after Torquato’s death in 1595 has his son Orazio owning a substantial 

190 Findlen, "Ereditare un museo. Collezionismo strategie familiari e pratiche culturali nell'Italia del 
XVI secolo," 45-81. 

191 In one of a number of letters in which Pietro chastises Torquato for laziness, he once wrote that 
Torquato would have to work harder than his own father for less honorable position at birth.  Bembo, 
Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:2226. […] tu meno onore hai avuto dal tuo 
nascimento, che non ebbi io del mio.” 
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collection of ancient sculpture inherited from his father, as evidenced in the 1603 

inventory sent to Vincenzo I Gonzaga--53 years after his grandfather’s death. 

This short chapter presents some results derived from statistics gathered in a 

database that was created and used to track the collection throughout the life of this 

project. Although cold facts do not tell a nuanced story, statistics on the object 

descriptions that have been identified can broadly impart a sense of the scope and content 

of the material remains and visual art that attracted this poet and, by extension, his father, 

from whom he inherited not only physical works but the desire to collect them.    

A NOTE ON APPROACH 

The primary mechanism for reconstructing Bembo’s museum, beyond the mining of his 

letters, has been the assembly of descriptions by visitors, who wrote down their 

impressions, and of buyers, who sought to acquire objects from this collection, which was 

much admired during and after Bembo’s lifetime. Comparing lists written by witnesses 

presents the researcher with three impediments. First, unusual descriptions are most easily 

traced, and extremely general descriptions may likely never be recovered. For example, 

Portrait of a Man might likely never be found, but Portrait of a Man Holding a Coin gives 

us much more if we have cross-referenced descriptions of a similar object. Secondly, the 

writers of these lists may have been in all likelihood individuals with little knowledge of 

art, thus attributions of subjects and artists should always be treated with care. Particularly 

vexing with Bembo’s collection is that he favored portraiture; a sitter’s identity can be 

quickly lost when removed from the context of its creation, even a generation later. 

Moreover, historic personages, as in a portrait bust of an emperor, are particularly 

troublesome, because interpretation is fluid between the Early Modern period and today. 

For example, a bust identified as Brutus would be considered suspect by a specialist today 

because no portrait type has been identified as such. Equally possible is that this work 

could have been a sixteenth-century sculpture, but with no artist attributed we cannot be 
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sure in the absence of further data. And finally, inquiry into a poet’s art collection presents 

a particular problem, which may not heed progress in the study of other Early Modern 

collectors. Objects mentioned in poetry written about by Pietro and his colleagues may 

never have existed, but, rather, could have been literary ekphrasis, descriptive exercises in 

imitation of antique writers such as Philostratus or fourteenth-century writers such as 

Petrarch. Thus, attempting to find a visual analog is like chasing a unicorn. It may never 

have existed. 

STATISTICS AND CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES 

I have identified 162 descriptions of objects. For all of these works, I have constructed 

miniature timelines to trace their provenance; some of these are quite extensive, even if 

the work remains untraced today. Some are only one mention in an inventory. From this 

162-item checklist, thirty-seven of them can be identified today, in private or public 

collections, seven of which I have found entirely by myself. For many others of these I 

have increased our understanding of an object’s provenance or contributed a more 

rounded understanding of Bembo’s involvement with that visual work, especially as 

evidenced in his letters. Of the 125 that are untraced, I have found eight images that 

preserve the appearance of the missing work, and for a few objects, I have suggested a 

possible surviving work but do not yet have cross-referenced or solid evidence that 

confirms the work to have been Bembo’s. To be sure, this reconstruction comes by way 

of available evidence and thus should not be seen as a complete or comprehensive picture 

of the museum but, rather, as a report of the state of research. The following tables present 

object types and identifiable subjects, following basic classification scheme.  
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Sculpture 90 
Painting 31 
Metalwork 23 
Illuminated manuscripts 9 
Domestic Items 4 
Epigraphic material 3 
Scientific Instruments 2 

Table 1 - Object Types identified with Pietro Bembo’s art collection 

 
Portraits192   
      Male 42 
      Female 18 
      Group 2 

Total Portraits 62 
Classical Subjects 29 
Human Figure  
      Unspecified 9 
      Female 7 
      Male 2 
      Group 5 

Total Human Figure 23 
Medals 22 
Christian Subjects 8 
Literary 7 

Table 2 - Subjects identified in Pietro Bembo’s art collection 

 

Before considering what Bembo preferred, it may be useful to consider what he 

did not buy or patronize. What didn’t he like? Despite being a man of the Church, his 

tastes for Christian themes is not favored over his preference for classical subjects and 

portraits. Noteworthy also, he seemed not to be attracted to contemporary prints or 

drawings, despite his active involvement in the print culture in Venice. And, unlike his 

father, who ordered the large-scale tomb of Dante in Ravenna, no such public 

commissions can be connected to Pietro: no buildings, no altarpieces or the like. The only 

sort of “public” commission we could ascribe to him would be his renovation of the 

                                            
192 Portraits in this data table exclude portrait medals because the recto and verso show different 

subjects and thus are given their own category. 
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palace in Padua with the all’antica frescoes by Giovanni da Udine that decorated a ceiling 

of a room in that house. Over many years he transformed this house with his objects, 

making a place to host guests to stay in rooms “which would have been too grand for a 

cardinal,” as Benevenuto Cellini describes the place while staying there.193

What did Pietro prefer? He favored sculpture: Roman portraits, figures, and 

classical subjects. He sought authentic images: a “true” image of Petrarch’s Laura; a 

portrait of Leonardo Bruni, one maybe sculpted from life or a death mask; a copy of a 

relief thought to be by Polycleitus; a sculpture signed by Saurus; and gems with signatures 

of Dioskourides and Hyllus. They are all works about which Bembo was informed by 

reading classical texts and fourteenth-century poetry. Within the sixty-two works 

identified as portraits, fifteen portray writers and eight portray Pietro Bembo himself. Six 

objects are described specifically as Egyptian. The collection shows evidence of an interest 

in epigraphy, Roman ancient stele, medals with Greek lettering, Egyptian hieroglyphs on 

the Mensa Isiaca and on papyrus, and Arabic or possibly Hebrew, a language of which he 

owned many volumes.

  

194

It is this reputation of Bembo’s house filled with art that guided Lodovico Dolce 

to open his L’Aretino, his fictional dialog on painting, with Bembo’s secretary, Antonio 

Anselmi, taking the two interlocutors off to Bembo’s house, where they would discuss the 

relative merits and achievements of contemporary painters. Published ten years after 

Bembo’s death, this dialog on art underscores the fact that his reputation was bound with 

his renown as a creative and articulate collector of visual art and friend to painters and 

 Thus, it may not be an overstatement to say that one of Pietro’s 

primary endeavors beyond his notable literary works was in fact the assembly and display 

of his art collection in an elegantly decorated home within the intellectual ambient of 

Padua, a place with a world-wide attraction for scholars of all sorts.  

                                            
193 Charles Hope and Alessandro Nova, eds., The Autobiography of Benvenuto Cellini (Oxford: 

Phaidon, 1983), 93. 

194 Danzi, La biblioteca del Cardinal Pietro Bembo, 230-67. Massimo Danzi identified descriptions 
of 37 volumes in Hebrew. 
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sculptors.195

  

 And like Anselmi’s guiding hand directing Dolce’s fictional characters, the 

following Catalog will serve as a discussion on Renaissance thought and art seen through 

the discerning mind and eye of Pietro Bembo. 

                                            
195 Lodovico Dolce, Dialogo della pittura di m. Lodovico Dolce, intitolato L’Aretino (Venice:  

Gabriel Giolito de’Ferrari, 1557), 9. 
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CATALOG 

PAINTING 

Catalog 1 - Giovanni Bellini, Portrait of Pietro Bembo’s Innamorata, unknown date and 
medium, untraced 

Evidence 

1500 

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Venice to Maria Savorgnan in Venice, March 20, 1500 

Your portrait, since I always have it in my heart, I therefore hold most dear 
above all the gifts I have ever had […] I have kissed it one thousand times, 
instead of you, and I beg of it that which I would gladly beg of you, and I 
see that it appears to listen to me very kindly, more than you do.196

1500 

 

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Venice to Maria Savorgnan in Venice, September 27, 

1500 

Di vostro ritratto nuovo non vorrei vi pigliaste altro pensiero. A me parea 
pure che uno, che io vidi, fosse molto proprio e bello. Né importa che vi 
sieno quelle ombre o no, avendosi a far questo in medaglia, come sapete. 
Due occhi soli, oltra i miei, l’hanno a vedere, e non più. E a me si fa tardi 
che io vi vegga in figura di qualità che ella mille e mille anni vi possa 
mostrare al mondo, che doppo noi verrà tale quale ora sète. Tuttavia fatene 
il piacer vostro […] Io ora mi vo a letto con la imagine di voi ne gli occhi 
e nel cuore, e certo sono che il sonno non ne la turberà.197

                                            
196 Bembo had received the portrait as a gift from Savorgnan a few days previous. Bembo, Lettere, 

edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:53 & 54. Translation from Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 33. 
“[…] La vostra imagine, come che io l’abbia sempre nel cuore, pure ho io carissima sopra quanti doni ebbi 
giamai. Né bisognava che voi la mi raccomandaste. Fate pur voi che io sia raccomandato alla vera, alla quale 
della finta rendo quelle grazie che io posso maggiori. Ólla baciata mille volte in vece di voi, e priegola di 
quello che io voi volentieri pregherei, e veggo che ella benignamente assai par che m’ascolte più che voi non 
fate, se risponder sapesse à detti miei.[…]” 

  

197 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:112.  
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1500 

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Venice to Maria Savorgnan in Venice, September 28, 

1500 

Né risposta né la vostra imagine ho avuta, né alcuna parola del vostro 
sentirvi dell’altra sera. […] Mandatemi la vostra imagine.198

1568 

 

Vasari, Vite 

For Messer Pietro Bembo, then, before he went to live with Pope Leo X, 
Giovanni made a portrait of the lady that he loved, so lifelike that, even as 
Simone Sanese had been celebrated in the past by the Florentine Petrarca, 
so was Giovanni deservedly celebrated in his verses by this Venetian, as in 
the following sonnet: O imagine mia celese e pura, where at the beginning 
of the second quatrain, he says “Credo che’l mio Bellini con la figura.199

1648 

  

Ridolfi, Le maraviglie dell’arte overo le vite de gli’llustri pittori veneti e dello stato 

Molti furono i ritratti fatti dal Bellino di Personaggi, ed huomini illustri 
[…] di Pietro Bembo prima, che fosse Cardinale; per lo cui fece anco il 
ritratto d’una sua favorita, che dalla pena di quel chiaro scrittore fù in tale 
guisa celebrato. [followed by Bembo’s sonnet (Rime XIX), see below]200

Comments 

  

To be sure, throughout his life Bembo loved a number of women, and thus the 

identity of one said to have been painted by Bellini resists precise identification. The 

primary evidence for the painting comes from Bembo’s poetry (Rime XIX). John 

Shearman does not think that the work ever existed but, rather, was a literary topos in 

                                            
198 Ibid., 1:113. 

199 Vasari, Lives of the Most Eminent Painters and Sculptors and Architects, 1:616-17. 

200 Ridolfi, Le maraviglie dell'arte, ouero le vite de gli'llustri pittori veneti e dello stato, 1:56-57. 
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imitation of Petrarch’s sonnets on a portrait of his beloved Laura (LXXVII-LXXVIII).201

  O imagine mia celeste e pura, 

  

Bembo’s sonnet describes a painting by Bellini: 

che splendi più che ‘l sol agli occhi miei 
e mi rassembri ‘l volto di colei, 
che scolpita ho nel cor con maggior cura, 
 
  credo ce ‘l mio Bellin con la figura  
t’abbia dato il costume anco di lei, 
che m’ardi, s’io ti miro, e per te sei 
freddo smalto, a cui giunse alta ventura. 
 
  E come donna in vista dolce, umile,  
ben mostri tu pietà del mio tormento; 
poi se mercé ten’prego, non rispondi. 
 
  In questo hai tu di lei men fero stile,  
né spargi sì le mie speranze al vento,  
ch’almen quando’io ti cerco, non t’ascondi.202

 
 

Vasari describes the painting as being commissioned before Bembo became 

secretary to Leo X in 1513 and says that Bembo’s sonnet served as Bellini’s payment for 

the commission. The likely sitter could be Maria Savorgnan, with whom he had had a 

turbulent love affair around 1500–01 when he was living in Venice. Ridolfi too cites 

Bembo’s sonnet as evidence for a Bellini portrait.  

His letters, as yet unexplored, tell a different tale regarding Bembo’s involvement 

with a commission for a portrait of Savorgnan. Contrary to the prevailing narrative, she 

herself, not Bembo, commissioned two portraits from an unnamed artist.203

                                            
201 John Shearman, Only connect-: Art and the Spectator in the Italian Renaissance, vol. 37, 

Bollingen Series (Princeton:  Princeton University Press, 1992), 142-43. 

 She did, 

202 Carlo Dionisotti, ed., Prose e Rime di Pietro Bembo, 2nd ed. (Turin: Unione Tipografico-
Editrice Torinese, 1960; reprint, 1966), 521-23. Bembo’s sonnet 20 also imitates Petrarch, discussing an 
image of a woman. 

203 The portrait of Bembo’s love by Bellini is often assumed to be Maria Savorgnan, despite the 
absence of documentation connecting him to a commission from that artist. For a recent assumption, see 
Debra Pincus, "Giovanni Bellini's Humanist Signature: Pietro Bembo, Aldus Manutius and Humanism in 
Early Sixteenth-Century Venice," Artibus et Historiae 58 (2008): 99, n. 44. 
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however, lend them to her lover for a short time. These may have served as a model for a 

portrait medal she intended to have made. In the spring of 1501 Bembo praises a portrait 

she had apparently sent him, claiming to have kissed it a thousand times and chiding that 

the portrait is a better listener than she is in person. In the following fall he writes to her, 

accepting her critique that a madrigal he had shared with her was too derivative of 

Petrarch. He also responds to her plans to commission another portrait, for she seems 

dissatisfied with the artist’s treatment of shadows in the work commissioned in the spring. 

He disagrees that another one necessarily need be made, and that it portrays her quite 

exactly and beautifully. Moreover, her protestations matter not, since it was made to serve 

as a model for a medal anyway.204 A day later, in a heated argument regarding his loyalty 

to her, he professes his undivided love by asking her to send him her portrait. Shortly 

after, argument resolved, she grants him permission to send a messenger to pick up her 

portrait.205

He thus likely had both portraits. This is confirmed the following spring in 1501, 

when Bernardino Sborjavacca (with whom Maria lived in Venice after her father and 

husband died) wrote from Ferrara to Bembo, asking for the return of all of the portraits. 

Thus, Bembo likely had had both images in his possession, but the relationship had begun 

to cool, and thus it was deemed inappropriate that he should continue to hold them.

  

206

                                            
204 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 60.  

 If 

we see these letters as evidence of a pictorial analog to Bembo’s sonnet, then the portrait 

of his beloved remained in his hand during the rather short life span of his relationship 

205 Ibid. Bembo saved the letters exchanged between him and Savorgnan. They were found in 1950 
at the Vatican, edited, and published. Carlo Dionisotti, ed., Maria Savorgnan-Pietro Bembo, Carteggio 
d'amore (1500-1501) (Florence: Biblioteca rara, 1950), 57.  

206 Dionisotti, ed., Maria Savorgnan-Pietro Bembo, Carteggio d'amore (1500-1501), 68. See also 
Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 29 & 65. Sabina Eiche cites Titian’s painting of a woman favored by Bembo listed 
on the inventory of Bartolomeo della Nave’s collection, which could be the Bellini painting, as being 
wrongly attributed. This possibility would best be excluded, since Bembo was asked to return the portraits 
of Savorgnan. I see this evidence more plausibly linked to the Portrait of Elisabetta Quirina, a Titian portrait 
given (not lent) to Bembo (Cat. 21, Pl. 12). 
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with the sitter. The sonnet endured, connecting him to the Bellini portrait, but his 

ownership of it lasted only about a year. Of course, Bellini is never named as the artist of 

either one of these portraits in the letters, and Maria is not named as the beauty in 

Bembo’s sonnet. Bembo was an exacting patron, however, and he favors Maria’s portrait, 

and he and his family were great patrons of the Bellini family. In the absence of more 

documentary evidence, however, we may not be any further to approaching an 

understanding of Bellini’s portrait of Bembo’s beloved, if indeed it ever existed.207

                                            
207 Bellini’s “Lady with a Mirror” in Vienna has been suggested as a possible candidate for this lost 

portrait. It must be dismissed because although the provenance follows other works traced in the 
seventeenth-century collection of James 3rd Hamilton, it has been convincingly argued to be the painting 
described by Michiel in the collection of Taddeo Contarini. Moreover, in light of the evidence in Bembo’s 
letters, Maria’s portraits were meant to serve as models for a medal and thus would likely not have taken an 
allegorical format but, rather, a traditional half-length portrait of a sitter. For a review of the literature, see 
Sylvia Ferino-Pagden, "Pictures of Women-Pictures of Love," in Bellini, Giorgione, Titian and the 
Renaissance of Venetian Painting, ed. Sylvia Ferino-Pagden and David Alan Brown (Washington, D. C.: 
National Gallery of Art, 2006), 219-23. 
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Plate 1 - Giovanni Bellini, Portrait of a Young Man (Pietro Bembo?), c. 1505–10, oil on 
panel, The Royal Collection, Hampton Court (Cat. 2) 
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Catalog 2 - Giovanni Bellini, Portrait of a Young Man (Pietro Bembo?), c. 1505–10, oil 
on panel, The Royal Collection, Hampton Court 

Evidence 

1648 

Ridolfi, Le maraviglie dell’arte overo le vite de gli’llustri pittori veneti e dello stato 

Molti furono i ritratti fatti dal Bellino di Personaggi, ed huomini illustri 
[…] di Pietro Bembo prima, che fosse Cardinale; per lo cui fece anco il 
ritratto d’una sua favorita, che dalla pena di quel chiaro scrittore fù in tale 
guisa celebrato. [followed by Bembo’s sonnet (Rime XIX)208

Comments 

  

Stylistically this painting dates c. 1505–10. Following Ridolfi, Goldscheider was 

the first to suggest the sitter to be Pietro in this painting now at Hampton Court.209 No 

documentary evidence survives that attaches Bembo and Bellini through a portrait, and 

thus the identity of the sitter is not universally accepted.210 Recently the work has been 

argued by Debra Pincus to be a portrait of Bembo, as she sees the italic signature as 

evidence of Pietro and Giovanni’s interactions in 1505–06 and of the artist’s absorption of 

humanist epigraphic investigations and typefaces prevalent in the print culture in Venice, 

in which Pietro was heavily involved.211

                                            
208 Ridolfi, Le maraviglie dell'arte, ouero le vite de gli'llustri pittori veneti e dello stato, 1:56-57. 

  

209 Ludwig Goldscheider and Philip Hendy, Giovanni Bellini (London:  Phaidon Press, 1945), 73. 

210 John Shearman, The Early Italian Pictures in the Collection of Her Majesty the Queen 
(Cambridge:  Cambridge University Press, 1983), 41-43, no. 37. Shearman maps the critical history of this 
piece, noting those who agree with the identity of the sitter. He argues that the sitter should remain 
anonymous. Lucy Whitacker, The Art of Italy in the Royal Collection: Renaissance & Baroque (London:  
Royal Collection, 2007), 180. Here it is argued that the sitter’s dress is that of the cittadino class, of which 
Bembo was not. Also, the subjectivity of portraiture of Bembo that survives from thirty years later when he 
was in his sixties is not seen as true enough to confirm the sitter’s identity. 

211 Pincus, "Giovanni Bellini's Humanist Signature: Pietro Bembo, Aldus Manutius and Humanism 
in Early Sixteenth-Century Venice," 98-99. Pincus sees the black berretta and mantello as being a Venetian 
patrician’s and thus supports the identity as Bembo, a member of that class. Citing the portrait medals of 
Cattaneo and Belli and the Titian, she argues a likeness, although there are an intervening 30 years left 
unaccounted for. 
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The work’s provenance can only be traced as far back as the mid-eighteenth 

century, thus approaching the object in terms of biography might bring us closer to the 

early history of the portrait.212 Pietro was in and out of Venice in the first decade of the 

century, when he would have been available to the artist for a sitting. If patron and painter 

were in close proximity, then written documentation of a commission might not have 

been as necessary between acquaintances. Bellini and Bembo were friendly, evidenced by 

Pietro’s letters to Isabella as he served as an intermediary for a commission she desired 

from the painter. In a letter to her in February 1506, Bembo writes of “Bellini, with 

whom I have been with these days.…”213 Their letters regarding Isabella’s commission 

began in August of 1505 and continue through May of 1506.214

Cat. 1

 This was a time when 

Pietro was living with his family again in Venice beginning in December of 1503, a period 

right before he took up semi-permanent residence at court in Urbino in the fall of 1506. 

This was not the only time for his presence in Venice at an age that would fit with the 

sitter of this painting. In 1500–01, Bembo lived with his family, a time when he was 

finding his way as a writer, also the period of a tumultuous love affair with Maria 

Savorgnan. No documentation supports her as the sitter for the Bellini portrait, which 

inspired Pietro’s poetry, but it is noteworthy that Ridolfi mentions the Bellini portraits of 

Pietro and his love together, implying a relationship of sorts ( ). Were they pendants? 

If so, then the date of the work would need to be adjusted to 1500–01. The date for the 

object is not given this early, however, for stylistic reasons. A later date of 1504–05 is 

more favorable, and likely the paintings were made independently. If we look to 

                                            
212 The piece is thought to have been sold out of the Sagredo collection in Venice in 1751–52 to 

the English diplomat Consul Smith, as a self-portrait by Bellini, George III acquired the work by 1776, 
where it has remained in the Royal collection ever since. For a time the work was wrongly deduced to have 
a Mantuan provenance, in the collection of Charles, Prince of Wales (c. 1623–24), as “A Venetian Senator 
donne by Joan Tibulini.” Shearman, The Early Italian Pictures in the Collection of Her Majesty the Queen, 
42. 

213 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:225. 

214 Ibid., 1:209, 219, 234. 
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motivations for such a commission, Pietro returned back home because his eldest brother 

had died in December 1503. Thus, in the following year or two it may have been a 

desirable time for Bernardo and his family to request an image of their only living son. 

Stylistically it shares greatly with Memling’s portrait of Bernardo (Cat. 13, Pl. 7), and thus 

in these terms it may be seen as a poignant familial monument of a son coming into his 

own success as a writer, with the publication of his Gli Asolani in 1505.  

Bellini’s other patrician portraits of this time have plain monochromatic 

backgrounds, as in Portrait of Young Senator, Museo Civico, Padua, or with blue sky and 

clouds, as in Portrait of a Patrician, in the Pinacoteca Capitolina, Rome. This Royal 

collection painting displays Bellini’s formula for portraits: the sitter gazes outward away 

from the viewer, a bust-length sitter in somber clothing behind a parapet, both of which 

lend the work a formal distance. The landscape, however, marks a turning point in his 

oeuvre. Could this have been prompted by the portrait by Memling of his father? Bellini 

shows awareness of northern models: the same bluish mountains in the distance, the 

winding paths, and a turret in the far right-hand distance in both paintings.  

Perhaps the novel quality of this portrait with a landscape may have confused 

Vasari, who tells us that Titian had portrayed Bembo twice: as a young man before his 

becoming Secretary to Leo X and later in life as a Cardinal.  

Then he [Titian] was invited to Rome by Bembo, whom he had already 
portrayed, and who was at that time Secretary to Pope Leo X, the end that 
he might see Rome, Raffaello da Urbino, and others….Tiziano portrayed 
Bembo another time (namely after he became Cardinal) […] 215

If this is Bembo, then we are seeing him portrayed before his years in Rome with 

Leo X. The innovative master’s work might have been mistaken by Vasari for being a 

  

                                            
215 Vasari, Lives of the Most Eminent Painters and Sculptors and Architects, 3:1973, 1984. Vasari, 

Le vite de’ piu ̀ eccellenti pittori scultori e architettori nelle redazioni del 1550 e 1568 6:160, 168. “Dopo, 
essendo chiamato a Roma dal Bembo, che allora era secretario di papa Leone X, et il quale aveva giá ritratto, 
acciò che vedesse Roma, Raffaello da Urbino et altri, […] Ritrasse Tiziano il Bembo un’altra volta, cioè poi 
che fu cardinale, […]” 
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work that of one of his students, Titian. The Bellini family is represented elsewhere in the 

collection, and thus this sitter’s age, the pioneering aspect of the landscape, and the 

unusual signature all point to the sitter in the work being of Bembo portrayed at a time 

when he was launching his literary career but still had strong ties with his family and 

Venice. 

Catalog 3 - Jacopo Bellini, Profile Portrait of Gentile da Fabriano, unknown date and 
medium, untraced 

Evidence 

c. 1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 10 

Il ritratto in profilo de Gentil da Fabriano fu di mano di Jacomo Bellino.216

1834 

 

Amico Ricci published personal communication from Cav. Giovanni de Lazzera. 

Il non mai abbastanza Iodato Cav. Giovanni de Lazzera di Padova mio 
amico, mi avviso che il ritratto di Gentile, ch’era in Padova fu venduto nel 
1815 Gradenigo, alla quale passo l’eredita Bembo Per ragione d’Elena 
figliuola del Cardinale maritata in Casa Gradenigo.217

Comments 

 

In his annotated edition of the Notizia, Gustavo Frizzoni notes that this untraced 

painting had been for sale in Venice at the palace of the Gradenigo family in 1815. The 

                                            
216 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r.  Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 21-28. “The portrait, in profile, of Gentile da Fabriano, 
is by Giacomo (Jacopo) Bellini.… This picture was for sale in Venice at the Palace of the Gradenigo family 
in the year 1815; it is not known what became of it afterwards. It was a work of singular beauty and of the 
greatest rarity, as we have no information as to any other portrait of this master of Bellini.”  

217 Amico Ricci, Memorie storiche delle arti e degli artisti della Marca d'Ancona, vol. 1 (Macerta:  
Alessandro Mancini, 1834), 173, n. 48. 
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secondary account that Amico Ricci published confirms that the work was indeed there 

until 1815, along with the Titian Portrait of Cardinal Bembo, the St. Sebastian, and 

Presentation at the Temple by Mantegna (Cat. 18, Pl. 11, Cat. 9, Pl. 3, and Cat. 10, Pl. 

4). After Bembo’s death the painting had legally passed into the hands of Pietro’s son 

Torquato. Although he sold a good many works, as did his son Orazio, they did not find a 

buyer for this one, and it passed to Elena’s heirs when the house reverted to her family, a 

stipulation of her marriage contract with Pietro Gradenigo.218

Jacopo Bellini was a student of Gentile da Fabriano’s, and thus the work was likely 

personally significant to the painter. One craves the missing documentation as to how the 

work ended up with Bembo. Fletcher rightly points out that Michiel’s identification was 

likely accurate, seeing as how both father and son had patronized two generations of the 

Bellini family, Jacopo and Giovanni.

  

219 It would have been quite a coup for Bernardo to 

wrest such a personally significant portrait from Jacopo. Pietro appears to have been quite 

friendly with Giovanni, given the evidence of his interaction with the painter that exists in 

his letters.220

Catalog 4 - Jacopo Bellini, Portrait of Bertoldo d’Este, unknown date and medium, 
untraced 

 Perhaps it was something still in the studio that Pietro acquired from the 

second generation of Bellinis. He greatly favored portraits, and thus this would fit with his 

larger mission as a collector.  

Evidence 

1525–28 (italics, 1537) 

                                            
218 See Chapter Two for a larger discussion of the dispersal of the collection and for more specific 

provenance for the individual paintings by Titian and Mantegna. 

219 Jennifer Fletcher, "Bellini's Social World," in The Cambridge Companion to Giovanni Bellini, 
ed. Peter Humfrey (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 31. 

220 See Chapter Three for his correspondence with Isabella d’Este regarding a painting she had 
hoped to acquire from Giovanni and Pietro’s defense in support of the painter’s prerogative to choose his 
own content rather than being delegated one by the exacting duchess. 
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Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 10  

Il ritratto di Bertoldo salvo el uero di Marchesi signor di Ferrara fu di mano 
di Jacomo Bellino.221

Comments 

 

The presence of this now lost portrait in the Bembo collection appeared 

anomalous, given that it was a portrait of an individual from another family and not 

obviously connected to Bembo. Recently, Massimo Danzi published a link between the 

two families. As Captain General in the army, Bertoldo d’Este died in Corinth fighting 

Turkish forces in 1463. The condottieri had distinguished himself in defense of Venice, 

and thus the Republic honored him with a state funeral, and Bernardo Bembo composed 

and delivered the funeral oration, along with a consolation to Bertoldo’s widow, Giacoma 

da Leonessa.222

Michiel had seen this work during his first visit but left the identity of the sitter 

blank, later filling it in after his second visit in 1537. He had added this and notes on the 

Sleeping Cupid (Cat.

  

 70, Pl. 15) and the Hans Memling diptych (Cat. 11, Pl. 5 and Cat. 

12, Pl. 6), all works having a connection to the d’Estes in some way. Pietro had just 

                                            
221 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Monika Schmitter generously shared with me her notes taken from 
her study of the original manuscript: “Il ritratto di [originally dil……..] Bertoldo [added in blank] salvo el 
vero di Marchesi [above line] signor [underlined in later ink] di Ferrara fu di mano di Jacomo Bellino” The 
italics denote a later addition to Michiel’s original entry, which she dates to 1537. See her soundly argued 
article on the Paduan section of the document. Schmitter, "The Dating of Marcantonio Michiel's 'Notizia' 
on Works of Art in Padua," 571. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy by an 
Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 23, n.2.“The portrait of Bertoldo, of the family of the 
Marquises of Ferrara, if I am not mistaken, is by Giacomo Bellini…. This was Bertoldo d’Este, Captain-
General of the Venetian army in Greece, who died fighting against the Turks in the year 1463. The picture 
is lost.” 

222 BNM, MS. Lat. XI 139 (=4432) and (XI 246 (=6806). The manuscript of Bernardo’s 1463 
oration survives at the Biblioteca Marciana. Danzi, La biblioteca del Cardinal Pietro Bembo, 39, n. 92. See 
also Margaret King, The Death of the Child Valerio Marcello (Chicago:  University of Chicago Press, 
1994), 306-07.  
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toured Isabella d’Este’s collection in 1537 and thus likely compared his collection with 

hers as he toured it with Michiel.223

Catalog 5 - Giulio Campagnola, Reclining Nude Woman with Her Back Turned, 
unknown date, miniature on vellum, untraced 

  

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 10v  

Li dui quadretti di capretto imminiati furono di mano di Julio Campagnola; 
luno è vna nuda tratta da Zorzi, stesa et volta, et laltro una nuda che da 
acqua ad uno albero tratta dal Diana cun dui puttini che zappano.224

Comments 

 

Michiel’s description of a small miniature on vellum illustrating a nude woman 

seen from behind recalls Campagnola’s copper plate engraving of a reclining female nude, 

variously interpreted as a Venus or a nymph, or simply a nude woman (Fig. 20).225

                                            
223 See Chapter Two regarding the dating of Michiel’s passages; see also the Catalog essays for the 

individual works mentioned and their connection to Isabella. 

 

Reclining nudes in landscape were at this time a common leitmotif. In the print 

Campagnola provided none of Venus’s attributes to confirm the goddess’s identity. Minor 

224 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 
edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 24, n. 2. “The two miniatures, on vellum, are by 
Giulio Campagnola: one represents a woman, nude, lying down with her back turned, and is from a picture 
by Giorgione; the other represents a woman, nude, who is watering a tree, with two little children digging, 
and is from a picture of Diana…. No trace is left of the works of this Giulio Campagnola, who flourished in 
the second half of the fifteenth century, and was, according to a contemporary, a distinguished painter, 
sculptor, and musician, as well as a great Latin and Greek scholar.”  

225 Francesca del Torre Scheuch, "Venus," in Giorgione: Myth and Enigma, ed. Sylvia Ferino-
Pagden and et al. (Vienna: Kunsthistorisches Museum, 2004), 248-49. Here the figure is identified as Venus. 
Emison sees this print as illustrating a nude woman in nature as a treatise of the pastoral and its relation to 
the feminine. Patricia Emison, "Asleep in the Grass of Arcady: Giulio Campagnola's Dreamer," Renaissance 
Quarterly 45, no. 2 (1992): 274. 
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divinities such as nymphs take the natural setting in which they reside as their attribute.226 

For example, Bellini painted the sleeping nymph Lotis in his Feast of the Gods, taking 

from Ovid’s Fasti as the source for a tale of Priapus ambushing the unbeknownst nature 

spirit. Titian consciously varied this figure in his Bacchanal of the Andrians, sensuously 

displaying her in the same corner of the canvas as Bellini. 227

The material support of the painting and its close resemblance to a print weds it to 

the print culture, of which Giulio and his son Domenico captured a corner of the 

humanist market for pastoral images in Venice. Giulio was part of the intellectual orbit of 

Aldo Manuzio, whose printing house brought out works of the pastoral poets: Virgil and 

Horace in 1501 and Ovid’s works (including the Fasti) in 1502, in which divine and 

mortal characters resided in shady glens in bucolic serenity. Along with his knowledge of 

Greek, Latin, and Hebrew, Campagnola possessed related skills akin to engraving, the 

design of typeface. He was so named in Manuzio’s will as a cutter of an Italic typeface.

 Michiel gives Giorgione as 

the source of this small untraced painting owned by Bembo, thus it might share this 

common source with the printed image. Campagnola employed a stippling technique 

meant to replicate the subtle gradations of Giorgione’s painting style, calling to mind the 

much oft-compared Sleeping Venus in Dresden. 

228

                                            
226 Beverly Louise Brown, "Nymph in a Landscape," in Renaissance Venice and the North, ed. 

Bernard Aikema and Beverly Louise Brown (New York: Rizzoli, 2000), 488-89. 

 

Within the context of Venetian print culture, the epicenter of which was Manuzio’s 

printing house, the relationship between the print and vellum painting owned by Bembo 

takes on new meaning as a hybrid object that shares with manuscripts and printed books 

akin to special editions of printed literary works on parchment, bought by elite patrons 

227 Much later in his career, Titian painted an often-compared figure of a nymph with her back 
facing the viewer in his Nymph and Shepherd in Vienna. This work’s provenance can be traced to 
Bartolomeo della Nave’s collection, but its late date (1570–75) excludes Bembo as a patron.  

228 Richard Fisher, Introduction to a Catalogue of the Early Italian Prints in the British Museum 
(London:  The Chiswick Press, 1886), 275-76. 
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such as Isabella d’Este.229 Bembo, for example, owned a vellum printed copy of his Gli 

Asolani.230

 

 Thus, could this painting not only share a common source with the print, but 

also have been acquired as a special edition of the print? This cross medium process could 

produce works to fit high- or low-end customers, much like special edition printed books 

of the day. 

Figure 20 - Giulio Campagnola, Nude in a Landscape, c. 1509–10, stipple engraving, 
Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland 

                                            
229 Julia Cartwright, Isabella d'Este, Marchioness of Mantua, 1474-1539: A Study of the 

Renaissance, vol. 2 (London:  John Murray, 1907), 21-23. 

230 Clough, "The Library of Bernardo and of Pietro Bembo," 316. The work survives in the 
Trivulzian Library, Milan (G.9) 
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Catalog 6 - Giulio Campagnola, Nude Woman Watering a Tree with Two Children 
Digging, date unknown, miniature on vellum, untraced 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 10v  

Li dui quadretti di capretto imminiati furono di mano di Julio Campagnola; 
luno è vna nuda tratta da Zorzi, stesa et volta, et laltro una nuda che da 
acqua ad uno albero tratta dal Diana cun dui puttini che zappano.231

Comments 

  

For this miniature by Campagnola, Michiel descrobes a similar subject to the other 

painting owned by Bembo. In this case he describes a female nude in a pastoral landscape 

with children performing agricultural labor. This work was copied from a painting by 

Benedetto Diana (c. 1460–1525). That Michiel knew the work was a copy from such a 

minor Venetian painter attests to the fact that he was likely taken on tour by Pietro 

himself. Fletcher points out that although it may have been likely Michiel would have 

recognized the Giorgione prototype, it seems unlikely he would have known the Diana.232

                                            
231BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 24, n. 2. “The two miniatures, on vellum, are by 
Giulio Campagnola: one represents a woman, nude, lying down with her back turned, and is from a picture 
by Giorgione; the other represents a woman, nude, who is watering a tree, with two little children digging, 
and is from a picture of Diana…. No trace is left of the works of this Giulio Campagnola, who flourished in 
the second half of the fifteenth century, and was, according to a contemporary, a distinguished painter, 
sculptor, and musician, as well as a great Latin and Greek scholar.” 

 

This work remains untraced. 

232 Fletcher, "Marcantonio Michiel: His Friends and Collection," 462. 
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Catalog 7 - Giulio Campagnola, assistant to, Dead Christ Supported by Two Angels, 
unknown date and medium, untraced 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 10v  

Il quadretto picolo dil Christo morto sostenuto da dui angioletti fu di mano 
di … gargion di Julio Campagnola et aiutato da esso Julio in quella.233

Comments 

 

Michiel tells us that Giulio Campagnola’s assistant executed a small picture of the 

dead Christ and angels. As described the composition appears to be a type popular in the 

north of Italy, which Giovanni Bellini and Carlo Crivelli repeatedly produced for patrons 

(Fig. 21). As a small panel it would have likely been made for private devotional practice, 

for meditation on Christ’s body as sacrifice. Giulio Campagnola’s workshop was greatly 

successful at reproducing images in demand at this time. It was better known for its 

abundant production of printed images; it also appears, however, that the Campagnola 

family created “higher-end” cabinet paintings for more ambitious patrons like Bernardo or 

the young Pietro. 

                                            
233 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 25. “The small picture, representing the dead Christ 
supported by two little angels, is by . . . an assistant of Giulio Campagnola, who helped him in this work.” 
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Figure 21 - Giovanni Bellini, The Dead Christ Supported by Angels, c. 1465–70, tempera 
and oil on wood, National Gallery of Art, London 
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Plate 2 - Leonardo da Vinci, Portrait of Ginevra de’Benci, c. 1474/78, oil on panel, 
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C. (Cat. 8) 
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Catalog 8 - Leonardo da Vinci, Portrait of Ginevra de’Benci, c. 1474/78, oil on panel, 
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C. 

Evidence 

Visual evidence on painting’s verso (Fig. 22). 

Comments 

Ginevra, Bernardo, and the Painting 

My research for this current study of Bembo’s collection has turned up no documentary 

evidence to support ownership of this portrait. It is, however, too easy to exclude the 

painting for this reason alone. The collection was dispersed among multiple properties; 

therefore its absence in any commentaries or descriptions of Bembo’s museum, as in 

Michiel for example, provides no concrete proof.  

The association of this early portrait by da Vinci with Bernardo Bembo remains an 

open question. The problems involve the physical condition of the work, the 

documentary evidence of its provenance, and lack of consensus on its dating and the 

chronology for the recto and verso images. The primary reason for its attachment to 

Bernardo is for its physical evidence; the verso of the painting bears an emblematic image 

related to the sitter, Ginevra de’Benci, who is portrayed on the recto of the panel. On a 

background of simulated porphyry a laurel and palm wreath encircle a sprig of juniper (a 

reference to the sitter) festooned with a scroll on which reads a Latin motto, “Virtutem 

Forum Decorat” (Beauty Adorns Virtue) (Fig. 22). Infrared examination reveals that other 

words originally appeared on this scroll, “Virtus et Honor” (Virtue and Honor), a motto 

that has been attached to one of many forms that Bernardo Bembo’s personal device took, 

evidenced in manuscripts he owned (Cat. 159). This was argued by Jennifer Fletcher in 

1989 and has enjoyed wide acceptance ever since. During Bernardo’s two diplomatic 
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missions in Florence, 1475–76 and 1478–80, he developed a public courtship with the 

sitter, which was lauded in poetry by Cristoforo Landino and Alessandro Braccesi.234

The painting’s provenance can only be traced as far back as 1733, to the princes of 

Lichtenstein in Vienna. This evidence comes by way of a red wax seal with the coat of 

arms of this family on the back of the painting. In 1967 it came to the National Gallery by 

purchase. Because little else is known of this work, mentioned by Vasari as being left 

unfinished, scholars have been forced to tease from the physical evidence the context of its 

creation and early history.

 

235 Kenneth Clark proposed that the work was commissioned for 

the sitter’s marriage in 1474, though he later revised his earlier date to 1478–80.236 David 

Alan Brown concurs with Clark’s first proposal but argues that the verso might have been 

commissioned later, around 1478, by Bernardo during his second Florentine mission. For 

stylistic reasons independent creation dates for each side are offered.237

                                            
234 Jennifer Fletcher, "Bernardo Bembo and Leonardo's Portrait of Ginevra de' Benci," The 

Burlington Magazine 131 (1989): 811-16. More investigation into the matter of Bernardo’s involvement 
with these poems may solidify our understanding of the relationship between Bernardo and Ginevra. See my 
discussion of the poetry written by Bembo’s friends and colleagues about Titian’s portrait of Elisabetta 
Quirina. Pietro did not commission those poems, nor the painting, for that matter. In this case written 
works were initiated by Aretino and della Casa (Cat.

 A related and 

pressing question is whether Leonardo painted the recto and verso on separate occasions, 

with a number of years intervening. Arguments are inherently tied to the assumption that 

Bernardo was the patron for the verso, and thus his presence in Florence requires separate 

dating. No one asked the apparently simple question whether there is technical evidence 

in support of this hypothesis until 2006. Mary Garrard’s inquiry to the National Gallery 

 21, Pl. 12).  The writing of poetry does not connect 
with certainty any relationship between female sitter and poet. 

235 Vasari, Lives of the Most Eminent Painters and Sculptors and Architects, 3:789. “He made a 
portrait of Ginevra d’Amerigo Benci, a very beautiful work; and abandoned the work for the friars, who 
restored it to Filippino; but he also failed to finish it, having been overtaken by death.” 

236 Kenneth Clark, Leonardo da Vinci: An Account of His Development as an Artist (Baltimore:  
Penguin Books, 1958), 27-29. Kenneth Clark, The Drawings of Leonardo da Vinci in the Collection of Her 
Majesty the Queen at Windsor Castle, 2nd ed. (London:  Phaidon, 1968), 104. 

237 David Alan Brown, "Ginevra de'Benci," in Italian Paintings of the Fifteenth Century, Systematic 
Catalog, National Gallery of Art, Washington, ed. David Alan Brown and Miklós Boskovits (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2003), 359-69. 
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conservation lab confirmed that the painting is on one panel (not two joined back-to-

back). The laborious transformation of the verso from bare wood to prepared surface for 

painting would have risked the condition of the recto, and thus it is more likely the two 

sides were composed at the same time.238

Jacometto and the Verso 

  

Another reason to attach Bernardo to the painting is because of the similarities between 

the verso painting and the small-scale works of Jacometto Veneziano. Brown argues that 

Jacometto influenced Leonardo, who imitated this all’antica style evocative of Roman 

epigraphy on the reverse of the Ginevra portrait for Bernardo. He supports this argument 

by citing the possibility that Bernardo may have brought a portrait of his son Carlo of c. 

1472 by Jacometto with him to Florence.239

 31

 But alas, this painting no longer survives to 

confirm this means of transmission (Cat. ). Jacometto painted similarly composed 

grounds of imitation stone with allegorical images on the verso of his small-scale portraits, 

as in the back of the Portrait of Alvise Contarini (?) at the Metropolitan Museum of Art 

(Fig. 23). Surviving at the National Gallery of London is this artist’s Portrait of a Man, 

with a motto and sprigs of foliage decorating the reverse, much like the Ginevra verso 

(Fig. 24).  

To be sure, the similarities are striking. The problem is that we know so very little 

about Jacometto. The works assigned to him vary widely, and hence his oeuvre provides 

an unstable foundation for building an argument for influence. One of the few surviving 

examples of documentary evidence of this artist, however, is Michiel’s description of two 

portraits of Bernardo’s sons, both of which can be precisely dated, 1472 for that of Carlo, 

                                            
238 Mary D. Garrard, "Who Was Ginevra de' Benci? Leonardo's Portrait and Its Sitter 

Recontextualized," Artibus et Historiae, no. 53 (2006): 28-29, n.19. This technical evidence was conveyed 
to Garrard via one of the National Gallery’s conservators, David Bull. 

239 David Alan Brown, Virtue and Beauty: Leonardo's 'Ginevra de'Benci' and Renaissance Portraits 
of Women (Washington, D. C.:  National Gallery of Art, 2001), 145. 
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and 1481 for that of Pietro. Just after his return from his second mission in Florence (May 

1480) with ten-year-old Pietro, Bernardo commissioned a portrait of Pietro at age 11 

from Jacometto (Cat. 29). If we were to approach these reciprocal echoes in the work of 

Jacometto and da Vinci as only unidirectional, then our efforts would probably be 

misdirected. Means of transmission is not clear in the absence of documentary evidence. It 

is equally possible that Bernardo and the young Pietro, fresh from their immersion in 

Lorenzo’s intellectual and artistic circle in Florence, arrived home and within months 

commissioned the image of Pietro. Maybe the patrons encouraged Jacometto to create a 

verso like that they saw in Florence on the da Vinci portrait of Ginevra. As a patron of the 

all’antica illuminations of Sanvito, Bernardo may have found da Vinci’s verso composition 

appealing and innovative, and thus father and son brought Florentine innovation to 

Venice and Jacometto found this verso format to be appealing to his northern patrons and 

reproduced it for others. Alas, Jacometto’s portrait of Pietro helps us little in its absence. In 

either case the direction of influence cannot be confirmed. 

Politics and Visual Forms at the Medici Court 

If we seek a more flexible model of exchange, taking into account the political role of the 

literary and visual works generated in Florence surrounding Lorenzo de’Medici, then new 

questions may be asked. In the background of my study of Bembo’s objects is always the 

necessary consideration of Bernardo and Pietro’s mobile careers. Their positions required 

both men to give attention to the nuance and social graces commensurate with their roles 

as ambassadors and courtiers in culturally and geographically diverse settings. This might 

be especially true when discussing Bernardo in the context of the literary-minded court of 

Lorenzo de’Medici. Politics and poetry were not exclusive of one another, and neither 

were they secluded from visual art within the circle of luminaries surrounding this de facto 

leader of Florence.  
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Sensitive to the symbolic power of visual forms and its relevance in the Medici 

sphere, Bembo may have borrowed Ginevra’s emblem and motto from the Leonardo 

portrait to bolster his own position at court. This is precisely what Mary Garrard 

innovatively suggests, supporting her thesis with a careful analysis of 62 manuscripts 

associated with the Bembo family, the foundation of Fletcher’s argument. No example of 

an emblem bearing “Virtue and Honor” appears in the Bembo library until after 1480—

that is, after Bembo’s second Florentine stay. The first certain appearance of “Virtue and 

Honor” connected to Bernardo is its use on the Dante tomb in Ravenna, which he 

commissioned from Pietro Lombardo when he was podestà in Ravenna, in the years 

closely following his term in Florence, 1482–83.  Even with the latest date attributed to 

the painting, the emblem predates Bembo’s use of the stemma.240

 118

 Moreover, I would add, 

we have within the work of Lombardo himself evidence that Bernardo interchanged 

different versions of his insignia in sculptural works as he did in manuscripts. Also dated to 

the early 1480s, Lombardo created a Madonna and Child for Bernardo, on which he 

carved a laurel and palm wreath encircling not the motto “Virtue and Honor” but instead 

the Bembo coat of arms (Cat. , Pl. 20). Local tradition has it that this work hung at a 

crossroads near the family Villa outside Padua, and thus it made sense to place the coat of 

arms to announce the family. 

Around this same time, Bernardo asked the sculptor to place the “Virtue and 

Honor” version of his insignia on the Ravenna tomb. Why would Bernardo take an 

emblem from this young woman in Florence and place it in Ravenna? Steadman Sheard 

argued that Bernardo strategically placed the stemma on the Dante monument to align 

himself with the Medici; his borrowing from the portrait consolidated Florentine-

                                            
240 Garrard, "Who Was Ginevra de' Benci? Leonardo's Portrait and Its Sitter Recontextualized," 37-

41. See also Garrard’s earlier study of the manuscripts. Mary D. Garrard, "Leonardo da Vinci: Female 
Portraits, Female Nature," in The Expanding Discourse: Feminism and Art History, ed. Norma Broude and 
Mary D. Garrard (New York: HarperCollinsPublishers, 1992). 
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Venetian relations.241 In fact, the project may have been originally conceived as a joint 

venture between Lorenzo and Bernardo, but eventually Bembo floated the costs for the 

tomb on his own. Landino sang his praises for the tomb’s commission in a letter that he 

sent to Bembo along with a copy of his Xandra. This letter was embellished with the 

“Virtue and Honor” impresa, the visual/verbal symbol that aligned Bembo with 

Florence’s leading intellectual court.242

It is perhaps this alliance that caused the Venetian Senate to criticize Bembo’s 

attachment to Lorenzo’s court. He was censured in 1487 for improper financial dealings 

with Lorenzo, although the charges were later dropped.

 Landino wrote an epigram on Bernardo’s 

commission and sent him a copy of his newly published commentaries on Dante. We may 

conclude, then, that Bernardo’s strategy met his expectations: the Florentine Neoplatonic 

elite continued to embrace the former ambassador despite his physical absence at court.  

243 To the same effect, perhaps it is 

his appropriation of the young poetess Ginevra’s motto that eventually led to the verso 

being changed: to differentiate herself from him. The Venetian Senate thought Bernardo 

had become too entwined with Florence, and perhaps too he broached a boundary with 

Leonardo’s sitter.244

If we speak of the social life of an object, perhaps we are seeing in this 

extraordinary painting evidence of Bernardo’s getting too close. The painting survived 

after this public exchange poetically joining Bembo with Ginevra, but later, as Garrard 

argues, it appeared anachronistic and inappropriate in the changed political and social 

  

                                            
241 Wendy Steadman Sheard, "Bernardo e Pietro Bembo, Pietro, Tullio e Antonio Lombardo: 

metamorfosi delle tematiche cortigiane nelle tendenze classicistiche della scultura veneziana," in Tiziano: 
Amor sacro e amor profano, ed. Maria Grazia Bernardini (Milan: Electa, 1995), 124. As pointed out by 
Garrard, n. 68. 

242 Debra Pincus, "A Drawing for the Tomb of Dante Attributed to Tullio Lombardo," The 
Burlington Magazine 148, no. 1244 (2006): 736, n. 16. The letter survives in the Vatican Library, BAV(Vat. 
Lat. 3366). 

243 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 8-9. 

244 Garrard, "Who Was Ginevra de' Benci? Leonardo's Portrait and Its Sitter Recontextualized," 44. 
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situation, and hence was altered with a different motto.245 The view that Bernardo Bembo 

either commissioned the portrait and owned the work outright or later acquired the 

painting and imposed his motto on the back is persistent for good reason. Bernardo was a 

renowned collector of visual arts and to see him as a patron of one of the greatest painters 

of the Renaissance fits with his reputation. For this very reason, Bernardo understood the 

ways in which visual works could extend his network, as he did with the loan of paintings 

to Isabella d’Este. A short-term loan of Ginevra’s portrait to Bernardo should not be 

excluded from consideration. Could have Ginevra’s father, Amerigo de’Benci, a wealthy 

Florentine banker, have had something to gain by lending a painting of his daughter for a 

short time to the Venetian Ambassador, a representative of a state doing business well 

outside the lagoon?246

                                            
245 Ibid.: 45, n. 11. The change stylistically accords with the original motto and appears to be done 

by the same hand. If the hand was Leonardo’s, then it logically follows it would have been altered before 
1481 when he left for Milan. 

 To see Bernardo only as a powerful patron of the visual arts might 

be distorting how this servant of the Republic operated in the powerful orbit of Lorenzo’s 

Florence and its political and economic realities.  

246 Please see my discussion about the portrait of Pietro’s love (Cat. 1, Pl. 1). Pietro was lent two 
portraits of his then girlfriend, Maria Savorgnan, but was later asked by her family to give them back after 
their relationship had cooled. 
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Figure 22 – Leonardo da Vinci, Portrait of 
Ginevra de Benci, Reverse, Wreath of 
Laurel, Palm, and Juniper with a Scroll 
inscribed Virtutem Forum Decorat, 
1474/1478, tempera on panel, National 
Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C. 

 
Figure 23 - Jacometto Veneziano, Portrait 
of Alvise Contarini, Reverse, Chained 
Deer, c. 1485–95, oil on wood, The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York 

 
Figure 24 - Jacometto Veneziano, Portrait of a Man, Reverse, Inscription with foliage, c. 
1475–98, tempera and oil on wood, National Gallery of Art, London 
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Plate 3 - Mantegna, The Presentation in the Temple, mid-1460s, distemper on canvas, 
Gemäldegalerie, Berlin (Cat. 9) 
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Catalog 9 - Andrea Mantegna, The Presentation in the Temple, mid-1460s, distemper on 
canvas, Gemäldegalerie, Berlin 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 10  

In Casa di Messer Pietro Bembo 
Il quadro in tauola picola della Nostra Donna che presenta il puttino alla 
circuncisione, fu di mano dil Mantegna, et è a mezze figure 247

1803  

 

Letter from Giovanni de’Lazara to Gio. Maria Sasso248

Passando poi delle stampe ai quadri le dirò che ho rivenduto i giorni scorsi 
con sempre nuovo piacere il sorprendente S. Sebastiano del nostro 
inarrivabile Mantegna di casa Gradenigo, ed allora ho anche potuto vedere 
l’altra sua pittura della Circoncisione citata pure dall’anonimo pubblicato 
dall’erudito Ab. Morelli […] 

 

Comments 

In 1803 a description survives of a painting of a Circumcision along with one of 

St. Sebastian, both by Mantegna (Cat. 10, Pl. 4) as being seen in the “casa Gradenigo.” 

Michiel’s description differs from that of the physical evidence of the Mantegna, 

describing the work as a small panel. The Berlin Mantegna is neither particularly small, 

nor very large, and is painted on canvas. It is, however, mounted on a wooden frame with 

a wooden back, which forms a rigid support for the painting. This is not unusual for 

Italian paintings on canvas, which are thought to have been executed in this form at least 

                                            
247 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 21-22, n. 1. “The picture on a small panel, which 
represents Our Lady Holding the Child for Circumcision, with half-length figures, is by Mantegna…. This 
picture is to be seen in the Querini-Stampalia Collection in Venice, greatly injured by restoration.” 

248 Giuseppe Campori, ed., Lettere artistiche inedite (Modena: Tipografia dell'erede soliani, 1866), 
351. 
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as early as the late eighteenth century and possibly from the early sixteenth century, if we 

take Michiel’s account as accurate.249

Michiel described this painting as “Our Lady Holding the Child for 

Circumcision.” In the English translated version of the Notizia, Frizzoni noted that the 

painting was in the Querini-Stampalia Collection in Venice. He confused the Mantegna 

composition with this closely composed panel painting by Bellini in Venice. The 

relationship between these two paintings is problematic, and the attribution of Bellini and 

dating the Venetian version have been questioned. Goffen suggests that it may be a copy 

of a lost original.

 

250

Additionally, The Presentation of Christ in the Temple by Bellini now at the 

Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna complicates the situation and thus far has been left 

unconsidered in the literature (

  

Fig. 25). It deserves attention because it fits better with the 

description of Michiel’s as a small wooden panel. Moreover, it accords with Michiel’s 

subject; the child is not swaddled but, rather, nude, a more accurate depiction of a 

circumcision. It shares the provenance with other works identified with Bembo, having 

formerly been in the collection of Bartolomeo della Nave (see Appendix B).  

The Berlin Mantegna, however, must be accepted for two reasons: physical 

evidence and provenance. It was seen in the Gradenigo casa, after which it was likely 

acquired by the Solly collection in 1821. It bears an export seal of the Accademia di Brera, 

                                            
249 Andrea Rothe, "Mantegna's Paintings in Distemper," in Andrea Mantegna, ed. Jane Martineau 

(New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1992), 82-83. Rothe reproduces images of x-rays and back views 
of the painting’s support. Comparing the two works, Mantegna’s is more tightly composed within a faux 
marble frame, with two witnesses to the event framing the central group on either side. In the Bellini 
version the scene takes place behind a low stone parapet, a common Bellini compositional device. The 
central group is quite faithfully reproduced but is surrounded with more figures, four in all. In the Berlin 
Presentation in the Temple the face emerging from the dark to the right is thought to be a self-portrait of 
Mantegna. Despite the discrepancies with the known Self-portrait Bust in bronze in Mantegna’s funerary 
chapel in Mantua, it is difficult to deny that Mantegna has included himself in the Berlin canvas. And, if one 
accepts that the woman to the far left of the painting as a portrait of his wife, then it has been hypothesized 
that it is connected with the marriage of the painter. See Wolfgang Prinz, "Die Darstellung Christi im 
Tempel und die Bildnisse des Andrea Mantegna," Berliner Museen 12 (1962). 

250 Goffen, Giovanni Bellini, 282-84. 
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indicating that it left Italy c. 1815–21. Most importantly, on the back of the painting is an 

eighteenth-century oval seal with the arms of the Gradenigo.251 The relationship between 

the two Bellini works, and the Vienna example being so closely composed to the Berlin 

painting, remains an open and fascinating question. Perhaps the Mantegna in Bembo’s 

collection served as a source for Bellini and was copied and varied by the artist, a type of 

visual conversation among brothers-in-law. The Bembo family had a long relationship 

with the Bellini family, owning a portrait by Giovanni and two portraits by Jacopo. 

Without more documentary evidence (none such has been found in Pietro’s letters), 

however, this must remain in the realm of conjecture.252

 

  

Figure 25 - Giovanni Bellini, Presentation in the Temple, c. 1490/1500, poplar panel, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna 

                                            
251 Ronald Lightbrown, Mantegna: With a Complete Catalogue of Paintings, Drawings, and Prints 

(Oxford:  Phaidon-Christie's, 1986), 404-05. 

252 Favaretto, Arte antica e cultura antiquaria nelle collezioni venete al tempo della serenissima, 107. 
Favaretto points to the Vienna painting as a possible work connected to Bembo, citing the connection 
between the collection and that of Bartolomeo della Nave. 
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Plate 4 - Mantegna, St. Sebastian, c. 1504–06, canvas, Ca’ d’Oro, Venice (Cat. 10) 
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Catalog 10 - Andrea Mantegna, St. Sebastian, c. 1504–06, canvas, Ca’ d’Oro, Venice 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 10v  

Nella detta casa di M. Pietro Bembo 
Il S. Sebastiano saettato alla colonna grande piu chel natural, sopra una tela, 
fu di mano dil Mantegna 253

1803  

 

Letter from Giovanni de’Lazara to Gio. Maria Sasso254

Passando poi delle stampe ai quadri le dirò che ho rivenduto i giorni scorsi 
con sempre nuovo piacere il sorprendente S. Sebastiano del nostro 
inarrivabile Mantegna di casa Gradenigo, ed allora ho anche potuto vedere 
l’altra sua pittura della Circoncisione citata pure dall’anonimo pubblicato 
dall’erudito Ab. Morelli […] 

 

Comments 

The path of the St. Sebastian by Mantegna parallels The Presentation in the 

Temple (Cat. 9, Pl. 3), also by Mantegna. Both were described by Michiel, and both were 

seen in 1803 in the Gradenigo house. The provenance for this painting, now in the Ca’ 

d’Oro, is quite solid. It is thought to have been in Mantegna’s studio at the time of his 

death in Mantua in 1506, after which time it likely passed to the Bembo collection. After 

Pietro’s death, it passed to his son Torquato and remained in the house in Padua, where it 

staued in the hands of the heirs of Pietro’s only daughter Elena, who had married Pietro 

                                            
253 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 24, n. 1. “The picture, on canvas, representing St. 
Sebastian, over life size, fastened to a column and shot at with arrows, is by Mantegna…. This picture is 
now to be seen in the chapel of the Ca d’Oro, Venice, having been purchased by Baron Franchetti from the 
Scarpa Gallery at Motta Friuli. Prof. Scarpa acquired it in 1867 from Mantegna’s descendant. It had been 
found in Mantegna’s studio after his death, and was destined by him for Sigismondo Gonzaga, bishop of 
Mantua. It is inscribed: ‘NIL NISI DIVINUM STABILE EST CATERA FUMUS.’” Frizzoni accurately 
reconstructed the provenance of this piece. 

254 Campori, ed., Lettere artistiche inedite, 351. 
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Gradenigo. It was seen in 1803 in possession of the Gradenigo heirs and shortly after, in 

1810, sold to Antonio Scarpa in Pavia. It remained there until 1833, when it was moved 

to the Pinacoteca Scarpa in Motta di Livenza. In 1893 Giorgio Franchetti bought the 

painting and eventually gave it to the Ca’ d’Oro, where it resides today.255

  
  

                                            
255 Sergio Momesso, La collezione di Antonio Scarpa, 1752-1832 (Padua:  Bertoncello, 2007), 29; 

174-77; Doc. 29-31. See also Lightbrown, Mantegna: With a Complete Catalogue of Paintings, Drawings, 
and Prints, 444-45. Rosella Lauber introduced the idea that we could be wrongly transcribing the passages 
in Michiel in which he writes Mantegna, that they could rather be seen as Montagna. Rosella Lauber, "'Et 
maxime in li occhi.' Per la descrizione delle opere d'arte in Marcantonio Michiel," in Testi, imagini, filogia 
nel XVI secolo, ed. Eliana Carrara and Silvia Ginzburg (Pisa: 2007), 34. The physical evidence is so 
concrete, however, that this sensitive observation should be excluded. 
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Plate 5 - Hans Memling, St. John the 
Baptist, oil on panel, c. 1479–83, Alte 
Pinakothek, Munich (Cat. 11) 

Plate 6 - Hans Memling, St. Veronica, oil 
on panel, c. 1470/75, National Gallery of 
Art, Washington, D. C. (Cat. 12) 
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Catalog 11 - Hans Memling, St. John the Baptist, oil on panel, c. 1479–83, Alte 
Pinakothek, Munich 

Evidence 

1502 

Letter from Carlo Bembo in Venice to Isabella d’Este in Mantua, August 31, 1502 

Mando etiam per el dito portatore ala S.a uostra un San Ziouani et una 
Veronica adinsime (sic) ambi lauor oltramontano che credo non spiacera a 
la S.a uostra di uedere […]256

1537 

 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 9v 

El quadretto in due portelle del S. Zuan [some kind of symbol between 
words] baptista vestito cun lagnello che siede in un paese da una parte, et la 
nostra donna cun el puttino dalatra in un altro paese, furono de man de 
Zuan Memglino, lanno 1470/ in salvo al vero257

                                            
256 Cian, "Pietro Bembo ed Isabella d'Este Gonzaga," 85-86. August 31, 1502. “Ill.ma Madama—

Mando per il presente portator mi familiar a la S.a Colend.ma uostra il retratto del Petrarcha quale la S.a uostra 
uide a Vinetia. Quella il potra tenir quanto gli piacera et parendoli usarlo come cosa sua che inuero non gli e 
cosa in casa nostra che non sia al comando de la. S.a uostra de la qual le se ne po seruire segondo il piacer di 
quella: finita che sia questa Jostra per la qual aspettemo molti forestieri subito gli inuiaro quelle altre poche 
cosette che habiamo in casa et si son stato negligente in mandarli questo prego quella si degni perdonarmi si 
come etiam a bocca l’altrieri dimandai a quella perdono: mando etiam per el dito portatore ala S.a uostra un 
San Ziouani et una Veronica adinsime (sic) ambi lauor oltramontano che credo non spiacera a la S.a uostra di 
uedere il qual restera per pegno apresso a quella infino chio haro ateso a quanto qui sopra il ho promesso a la 
gratia de la quale come bon seruitor mi Raccomando.” Brown, "Un Tableau perdu de Lorenzo Costa," 24-
28. 

 

257 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 
edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 30-31. Monika Schmitter generously shared with me her notes taken 
from her study of the original manuscript. This entry for the diptych is an entirely new addition (not an 
edited addition) added by Michiel in 1537, a date assigned by Monika Schmitter. See her soundly argued 
article on the Paduan section of the document. Schmitter, "The Dating of Marcantonio Michiel's 'Notizia' 
on Works of Art in Padua," 571. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy by an 
Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 21, n. 2.“The small picture on two panels representing on the 
one side St. John the Baptist dressed, seated, with a lamb, in a landscape; and on the other side, Our Lady 
with the Child, also in a landscape, was painted by John Memlinc, probably about the year 1470.… In the 
Royal Gallery of Munich there is a small panel representing St. John, seated, with the lamb, in a landscape, 
which is ascribed to Memlinc, and is probably one of the two panels which the Anonimo saw in Bembo’s 
house. The Anonimo was not a satisfactory critic of Flemish pictures, and in this and other cases may have 
been misled by copies.” 
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1800 

Jacopo Morelli 

La portella col san Gian bt e dietro ad esso un teschio da morto col 
morieris. la vidi nell’ Aprile 1801 presso l’Ab. Alvise Celotti in Ca 
Barbarigo S. Polo258

 

 

1807 

Sales Catalog, Seller, Luigi Celotti, Paris France 

Ce petit Tableau, monument précieux de la manière dont un peignait en 
1450, offre le sujet Saint-Jean dan le Désert. Il est représenté assis, vêtu 
d’une Tunique brune, recouverte d’un Manteau rouge, et ayant son 
Agneau près de lui. Cette Figure, d’un fini extraordinaire, se détache avec 
forcé sur un fond de Paysage terminé à gauche par d’immenses Roches, et 
à droite par de grands Arbres indiquant l’entrée d’une Forêt. Sur le revers 
de la Planche, le Peintre a représenté un Crâne ave le mot morieris. 259

Comments 

 

In his annotated edition of Michiel Gustavo Frizzoni was the identified this 

painting in Munich as one half of the diptych described by Michiel. Stylistically congruent 

is the small work in Washington representing St. Veronica (Cat. 12, Pl. 6). The two 

panels are virtually the same size. The landscapes are continuous, are lit from the same 

angle, and share the same plant forms. The verso of each represents niches within which 

sacred objects are displayed. Although these niches are differently shaped, the all-over gray 

tonality of the exterior wings is homogenous. This relationship is further reinforced since 

Memling re-used the two figures together for the external wings of the Triptych to Jan 

                                            
258 This note from Morelli quoted in Lorne Campbell, "Notes on Netherlandish Pictures in the 

Veneto in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries," Burlington Magazine 123, no. 941 (August 1981): 471. 
BNM. (Archivio Morelliano 74. Zibaldone, p. 17). The back of the piece also displays an inscription, 
“Morieris.” Campbell also suggests that the added inscription of H.V.D.’GOES./.1472 may have been 
copied from a now lost original frame. 

259 Getty Research Institute, “Getty Provenance Index, Sales Catalogs,” 
http://piprod.getty.edu/starweb/pi/servlet.starweb?path=pi/pi.web, Accessed October 1, 2010, Sales 
Catalog F-126, Lot 26. It was bought by Legrand for 97 francs on September 24, 1807, its present location 
noted as the Alte Pinakotek, Munich.   
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Floreins in 1479 (Fig. 26). The diptych would have been hinged so it that could be 

opened and closed as a book with the St. John on the left.260

It is currently accepted to see this now divided diptych as the one Michiel saw in 

Bembo’s collection. A St. John and St. Veronica appear in a loan request from Isabella 

d’Este, directed to Carlo Bembo (Pietro’s older brother), when his father Bernardo was 

away on a diplomatic mission in Milan. On August 31, 1502, Carlo lent “un San Ziouani 

et una Veronica” by an unidentified artist from north of the Alps “oltramontano” to 

Isabella. This diptych was likely acquired not by Pietro but, rather, by his father, 

Bernardo, while he was Venetian ambassador at the Burgundian court of Charles the 

Bold, 1471–74.

 These clues, then, strongly 

suggest that Michiel wrongly identified the Washington St. Veronica as “Our Lady with 

the Child.” Not always reliable, Michiel could easily have mistaken the female saint for 

the Virgin, for she wears a blue mantle, a common attribute of Mary. 

261 An attribution to Memling had been lost sometime during its history. 

The St. John side of this diptych bore Van der Goes’s signature and was for some time 

identified with this artist. It is now clear that it was an early nineteenth-century addition, 

and it was reattributed to Memling in the mid-nineteenth century.262 Around that time it 

was acquired in 1819/20 by King Maximilian I of Bavaria and entered the Alte 

Pinakothek in 1836.263

                                            
260 John Oliver Hand, Hans Memling's Saint John the Baptist and Saint Veronica, exhibition 

booklet (Washington, D. C.:  National Gallery of Art, 1994). 

 At the beginning of that century Morelli wrote that he saw this 

painting in April 1801 in the house of Ab. Alvise Celotti in Ca’ Barbarigo S. Polo. 

Overlooked in the literature on this work is a sale in Paris on September 24, 1807, from a 

Luigi Celotti, presumably a relation of Alvise’s. The sales catalog described Celotti as 

261 Bernard Aikema and Beverly Louise Brown, "Painting in Fifteenth-Century Venice and the ars 
nova of the Netherlands," in Renaissance Venice and the North: Crosscurrents in the Time of Bellini, 
Dürer and Titian, ed. Bernard Aikema and Beverly Louise Brown (New York: Rizzoli, 1999), 177-78.  
Campbell, "Notes on Netherlandish Pictures in the Veneto in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries," 417. 

262 Dirk de Vos, Hans Memling: The Complete Works (Ghent:  Ludion, 1994), 205. 

263 Hand, Hans Memling's Saint John the Baptist and Saint Veronica, exhibition booklet. 
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possessing an immense collection of miniatures that were bought and sold in Venice, 

London, and Paris. Other examples in this sale stand out: Memling’s A Man Holding a 

Coin of Nero (possibly Bernardo Bembo) (Cat. 13, Pl. 7) and a Portrait of Andrea 

Navagero and Agostino Beazzano (Cat. 15, Pl. 8). These two other objects can be tied to 

the Bembo collection, thus it would seem that these small-scale, delicately painted images 

all shared the same quality that would be attractive to a collector of miniatures and were 

bought together at an earlier date by Alvise Celotti.  

 
Figure 26 – Hans Memling, Jean Floreins Triptych, 1479, oil on panel, Sint-Janshospitaal, 
Memlingsmuseum, Bruges 

Catalog 12 - Hans Memling, St. Veronica, oil on panel, c. 1470/75, National Gallery of 
Art, Washington, D. C. 

Evidence 

1502 

Letter from Caro Bembo in Venice to Isabella d’Este in Mantua, August 31, 1502 

Mando etiam per el dito portatore ala S.a uostra un San Ziouani et una 
Veronica adinsime (sic) ambi lauor oltramontano che credo non spiacera a 
la S.a uostra di uedere […]264

                                            
264 Cian, "Pietro Bembo ed Isabella d'Este Gonzaga," 85-86. August 31, 1502. “Ill.ma Madama—

Mando per il presente portator mi familiar a la S.a Colend.ma uostra il retratto del Petrarcha quale la S.a uostra 
uide a Vinetia. Quella il potra tenir quanto gli piacera et parendoli usarlo come cosa sua che inuero non gli e 
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1537 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 9v 

El quadretto in due portelle del S. Zuan [some kind of symbol between 
words] baptista vestito cun lagnello che siede in un paese da una parte, et la 
nostra donna cun el puttino dalatra in un altro paese, furono de man de 
Zuan Memglino, lanno 1470/ in salvo al vero265

Comments 

 

Like the St. John panel, this wing of the diptych’s whereabouts is known solidly in 

the nineteenth century. This panel belonged to Nicolai Demidoff, who died in 1828, and 

his son Anatole Demidoff, both of San Donato near Florence, until it was sold in 1870 

and passed through European collections until it was acquired by the Samuel H. Kress 

Foundation in 1952.266 Dendrochronological analysis of St. Veronica reveals that the wood 

from the panel support came from a tree not felled until 1473, which coincides with 

Bernardo Bembo’s northern sojourn at the Burgundian court 1471–74.267

                                                                                                                                  
cosa in casa nostra che non sia al comando de la. S.a uostra de la qual le se ne po seruire segondo il piacer di 
quella: finita che sia questa Jostra per la qual aspettemo molti forestieri subito gli inuiaro quelle altre poche 
cosette che habiamo in casa et si son stato negligente in mandarli questo prego quella si degni perdonarmi si 
come etiam a bocca l’altrieri dimandai a quella perdono: mando etiam per el dito portatore ala S.a uostra un 
San Ziouani et una Veronica adinsime (sic) ambi lauor oltramontano che credo non spiacera a la S.a uostra di 
uedere il qual restera per pegno apresso a quella infino chio haro ateso a quanto qui sopra il ho promesso a la 
gratia de la quale come bon seruitor mi Raccomando.” Brown, "Un Tableau perdu de Lorenzo Costa," 24-
28. 

 This jibes with 

265 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 
edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 30-31. Monika Schmitter generously shared with me her notes taken 
from her study of the original manuscript. This entry for the diptych is an entirely new addition (not an 
edited addition) added by Michiel in 1537, a date assigned by Monika Schmitter. See her soundly argued 
article on the Paduan section of the document. Schmitter, "The Dating of Marcantonio Michiel's 'Notizia' 
on Works of Art in Padua," 571. 

266 John Hand and Martha Wolff, Early Netherlandish Painting. The Collections of the National 
Gallery of Art Systematic Catalogue (Washington, D.C.:  National Gallery of Art, 1986), 193-201. 

267 This is generally accepted, but not universally. Vos, Hans Memling: The Complete Works, 205. 
Dirk de Vos sees this painting stylistically antedating the Floreins altarpiece of 1479, but even given the 
technical evidence would like to see it dated later, c. 1480–83, thus precluding our assumptions that 
Bernardo himself commissioned the diptych. He offers an alternate scenario, based on iconography of St. 
John the Baptist and Evangelist (on the verso of the St. Veronica panel). De Vos argues that Jan Floreins 
(John), who was a monk at St. John’s Hospital, commissioned the painting and Bernardo then purchased it 
from him by 1502 when it was borrowed by Isabella d’Este.   
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Michiel’s estimated date of around 1470, the year Pietro Bembo was born. It also syncs up 

with Bernardo’s other commission from Memling, his portrait (Cat. 13, Pl. 7). At that 

time Memling ran a successful workshop that seemed to cater to elite buyers, many of 

them foreign. A number of large-scale commissions, which also included portraits, came 

from Italians, the Florentine bankers Agnolo Tani and Tommaso Portinari, and the 

Florentine prelate Benedetto Pagagnotti.268

Both of the Memling paintings that Bernardo acquired were small in scale, the 

diptych just slightly smaller than the portrait, much the size of a manuscript, and easily 

portable. These intimately scaled works with religious subjects are often seen as objects for 

private devotion. Practically speaking, they are portable souvenirs as well, and in this case 

easily transported by an ambassador returning home to Venice. This closable diptych and 

small portrait could easily be included within the personal effects of an individual 

relocating, and likely would not have required special shipping requirements for such a 

considerable distance over the dramatic landscape of the Alps. Portability enabled 

acquisition, and deaccession, in the case of Pietro Bembo’s heirs. As he sold off the 

collection bit by bit, Torquat is known to have transported small items, such as gems and 

medals, to places as far as Rome in search of buyers. It is therefore not out of the realm of 

possibility that Torquato could have transported these works elsewhere and even separated 

them for greater profitability. 

  

They are, then, by nature, easily transferable, as we saw with Isabella’s loan request 

to borrow this diptych. The duration of this loan is unclear, the endpoint often 

demarcated by Michiel’s Notizia, which dates to around 1528–29. A thorough 

consideration of this manuscript, however, reveals that Michiel’s entry for this diptych was 

later added in 1537. Monika Schmitter has demonstrated through a comparison of inks 

used by Michiel that most of the Bembo passage dates c. 1525–28; a number of additions, 

                                            
268 Paula Nuttall, "Memling and European Renaissance Portraits," in Memling and the Art of 

Portraiture, ed. Till-Holger Borchert (Madrid: Thames and Hudson, 2005), 69-72.  
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however, were made that can be dated to 1537. His entry on the Memling diptych, the 

identity of the sitter for Bellini’s portrait of Bertoldo d’Este (Cat. 4) and the antique statue 

of a sleeping Cupid (Cat. 70, Pl. 15), are all either new additions or in-filling of 

information to complete an earlier entry. In particular, the account for this diptych was 

added on an empty page preceding the larger entry.269

  

 These three additions are connected 

through a shared association with Isabella d’Este: she had borrowed the Memling diptych, 

Bertoldo d’Este was a member of her family, and Bembo’s Cupid is compared to her own. 

Pietro had toured Isabella’s collection in Mantua in 1537, which likely accounts for his 

comparison of his collection with hers. 

                                            
269 Schmitter, "The Dating of Marcantonio Michiel's 'Notizia' on Works of Art in Padua." Michiel 

repeats his heading “in Casa di Messer Pietro Bembo” on 9v, on which he added the Memling diptych, 
because it precedes the larger group noted earlier. Other additions include a date for the portrait of Carlo 
Bembo and names of marble heads, “caracalla, antinoo, domitiano, bruto” in a group entry describing 
various other antique objects. These descriptions are added but crossed out, likely because Michiel realized 
he had mentioned those busts already. 
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Plate 7 - Hans Memling, Bernardo Bembo Holding a Coin of Nero, oil on panel, c. 1475, 
Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten, Antwerp (Cat. 13) 
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Catalog 13 - Hans Memling, Bernardo Bembo Holding a Coin of Nero, oil on panel, c. 
1475, Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten, Antwerp 

Evidence 

c. 1634–36 

NRAS MS Hamilton  M4/8, 

fol. 7, 16 

Un Ritratto d’huomo bellissimo con una q[u]att[r]ina d’oro in mano alto 
palmi 4 1/2 , largo 3 ½ del med. me lotto.  

fol. 20 

A Picture of a man very good. P. 4 ½ & 3 ½ Idem. 
c. 1694–98 

NRAS MS Hamilton  M4/10,  

fol. 3,  

111 A picture of a man very good p 4 ½ x and 3 ½ idem. 
1807 

Sales Catalog, Seller, Luigi Celotti, Paris France 

Le Portrait d’un Antiquaire. Il est représenté de trois quarts, et en buste, 
dans un Habillement noir, avec Collet de batiste. Il tient de la main gauche 
une Médaille de Néron. Cette Figure, d’une excellente couleur et d’un 
précieux fini, se détache sur un joli fond de Paysage éclairé par un Ciel 
brillant. [Ces deux morceaux sont recommandables, sous le rapport de l’art 
et de l’histoire ; ils rappellent, à la fois, une des époques les plus 
intéressantes de la peinture en Italie, le voyage qu’Antoine de Messine fit à 
Bruges, pour apprendre de Van Eyck, le procédé de la peinture à l’huile, et 
sa reconnaissance envers son maître et son bienfaiteur, qu’il ne quitta qu’à 
sa mort, pour s’établir à Venise, où les personnes les plus illustres 
s’empressèrent de se faire peindre par lui.]270

                                            
270 Getty Research Institute, “Getty Provenance Index, Sales Catalogs,” 

http://piprod.getty.edu/starweb/pi/servlet.starweb?path=pi/pi.web, Accessed October 1, 2010, Sales 
Catalog F-126, Lot 0001.  The painting is described as on 11 high 8 large p.. It was bought by Alexandre-
Joseph Paillet, and the current location is noted as Antwerp. 
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Comments 

This beautifully preserved panel by Memling has been suggested to be a portrait of 

Bernardo Bembo, based on visual clues within the painting. In the background is a palm 

tree (an unusual choice, not native to the north) and on the lower left edge are two bay 

laurel leaves (which likely continued onto the now lost original frame). The palm and 

laurel are one of the components of Bernardo Bembo’s device, which shows up in various 

forms, usually with a branch of bay laurel and palm frond tied together in an oval garland, 

surrounding the Bembo family crest or a motto. The sitter holds a coin, which has been 

identified as a sestertius of Nero. The medal is rendered with great detail, thus allowing a 

precise identification of an antique coin minted in 64 CE.271

Up to this point, links to Bembo have been argued on visual terms only, but 

compelling documentary evidence also supports this identification of the sitter. This work 

shares a common provenance with the Saint John the Baptist (Cat.

 As Bembo was known as an 

art collector, this detail supports an identification of the sitter as well. Bernardo was 

Venetian ambassador to the Burgundian court in 1471–74, which logically places him to 

have commissioned the painting from Memling. The painting dates stylistically to around 

this time, and the sitter’s age is appropriate to the approximate age of Bernardo, around 40 

years old.  

 11) and a double 

portrait of Andrea Navagero and Agostino Beazzano (Cat. 15, Pl. 8), both of which we 

know were part of the Bembo collection, each described by Michiel. These works, along 

with the Memling portrait, were in the collection of a Venetian dealer Luigi Celotti and 

were sold in Paris in 1807. The French dealer Alexandre-Joseph Paillet bought the 

                                            
271 Vos, Hans Memling: The Complete Works, 180. De Vos provides a succinct summary of 

previous attempts to identify the sitter of this work. It was first thought to be a medalist, either Niccolo di 
Forozore Spinelli or later Giovanni de Candida. Others have linked the Palm or Nero with other sitters with 
that name, Palmo or Neri, common Italian names. Lobelle-Caluwé and Borchert were the first to link the 
work with Bernardo, a collector of antique coins. Hilder Lobelle-Caluwé and Till-Holder Borchert, 
"Portrait d'un homme avec une monnaie," in Bruges et la Renaissance, De Memling à Pourbus, ed. 
Maximiliaan P. J. Martens (Bruges: Groeningemuseum, 1998), 17. 
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portrait, thinking it was an Antonello da Messina, but did not hold onto it long.272 A few 

years later, Vivant Denon in Lyon owned the work, and from this collection it was sold in 

1828 to Florent van Ertborn and later bequeathed in 1841 to the city of Antwerp, where 

it resides today.273

Another piece of documentary evidence, closer to Bembo’s time, builds yet a 

stronger case for the work as portraying Bernardo Bembo. After Pietro Bembo’s death the 

early seventeenth-century Venetian collector Bartolomeo della Nave was one major buyer 

of the collection (see Chapter Two), an inventory of which resides in the Hamilton family 

archives, as well as a number of translated and copied versions. Detailed information 

contained in the Italian list was omitted as a result of these translations and copies, and in 

the case of this work, significant information was lost. The description of the painting in 

the original Italian is “A portrait of a man holding a piece of gold money in his hand, 

beautifully painted,” but in the translated list and later copies it is truncated, omitting, 

“holding a piece of gold money.” The more specific Italian description allows us to more 

certainly connect this Memling portrait in yet another way to Bernardo Bembo. 

 

Moreover, the coin he holds is yet a further visual clue that can advance the 

argument favoring Bernardo as the sitter. The Bembo collection did, in fact, contain a 

beautiful, large coin of Nero (Cat. 132, Pl. 21), and thus it appears that Memling carefully 

copied this antique medal, thus allowing identification of the specific coin. The artist 

omitted an “R” from the inscription and a globe, which indicates a minting in Lyon 

rather than Rome. Maybe it was in this northern geographic region that Bernardo bought 

                                            
272 Also in this sale was a portrait of a young man, attributed to Giorgione, but the description of 

which seems indicative of a Jacometto Veneziano, particularly of his Portrait of Pietro Bembo at age 11 
(Cat. 29). Lorne Campbell recently brought to light this provenance of the St. John and the Memling 
portrait but did not explore the significance of this sale in terms of the larger collection and overlooked the 
Navagero and Beazzano portrait and the possible Jacometto Veneziano. See Lorne Campbell, "A Man 
Holding a Coin of Nero (possibly Bernardo Bembo)," in El Retrato del Renacimiento, ed. Miguel Falomir 
(Museo Nacional del Prado, Madrid with Ediciones el viso, 2008), 466-67. 

273 Till-Holger Borchert, Memling and the Art of Portraiture (Madrid:  Thames & Hudson, 2005), 
160. 
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the Nero coin; being closer in proximity to Bruges might have enabled him to get this 

rarer minting from Lyon. On this collective evidence, then, the painting may be seen to 

document a moment near to the time of this coin’s purchase, picturing the collector 

proudly displaying a recent acquisition, a rare find for a Venetian so far from home. 

Catalog 14 - Raphael, Portrait of Pietro Bembo in his mid-30s, c. 1507, medium 
unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 10,  

Il ritratto picolo di esso M. Pietro Bembo allhora de giouine staua in corte 
dil Duca d’Urbino, fu di mano de Rafael dUrbino, in m[inia]ta.274

Comments 

 

Michiel tells us that Raphael portrayed Bembo in a small portrait when he was at 

court in Urbino, which would have been 1506–11. There he met some of the most 

influential literary and political personalities of his day: Giuliano and Giovanni de’Medici, 

Alfonso Ariosto, and Unico Aretino. Baldassare Castiglione’s presence at this happy court 

inspired The Courtier, wherein Bembo and his friend Federigo Fregoso impart through 

witty banter the aspects that constitute a skilled courtier. Here too, Bembo likely came to 

know Raphael, developing a friendly relationship, one more of equals rather than simply 

                                            
274 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 22-23, n. 4. “The small portrait of Messer Pietro 
Bembo himself, when, as a youth, he was staying at the Court of the Duke of Urbino, was drawn by 
Raphael d’Urbino in pencil.… Nothing was known of these two portraits of Bembo before the manuscript 
of the Anonimo was found by Morelli. Giacometto was a painter, chiefly of miniatures, whose works have 
never been mentioned by anybody except the Anonimo. Bembo was painted several times, and by Titian 
and Raphael amongst others. Titian represented him as a cardinal.” 
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as patron and artist.275

 15

 Raphael would eventually paint some of the most noted writers of 

his day, Andrea Navagero and Agostino Beazzano (Cat. , Pl. 8), Castiglione, and 

Antonio Teobaldo (now lost). It is therefore not surprising that Bembo would have sat for 

the artist as well. The two followed each other to Rome, while he was secretary to Leo X, 

and at that time he wrote to Bernardo Bibbiena praising Raphael’s portrait of Antonio 

Teobaldo: 

Raphael, who asks respectfully to be remembered to you, has made a 
portrait of our friend Tebaldeo which is so lifelike that the painting is more 
like him than he is himself. For my part I have never seen a likeness more 
perfect. You can judge for yourself what Messer Antonio [Tebaldo] is 
saying and thinking about it—and he is quite right. The portrait of Messer 
Baldassare Castiglione, or the one of our Duke of hallowed memory [the 
recently deceased Duke Giuliano de’Medici], to whom may God grant 
peace—these would seem to be by the hand of one of Raphael’s garzoni, if 
they are compared in point of likeness with that of Tebaldo. I am most 
envious and I think I, too, will have my own portrait painted one day.276

The last sentence seems a contradiction; he must have had an image of himself at that 

time, as Michiel describes. 

 

277

                                            
275 Pierluigi de Vecchi, The Complete Paintings of Raphael (London:  Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 

1969), 83. Raphael is documented as present in Urbino, October 11, 1507.  See also Sheryl Reiss, "Raphael 
and his Patrons: From the Court of Urbino to the Curia and Rome," in The Cambridge Companion to 
Raphael, ed. Marcia B. Hall (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 36-55. 

  

276 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:371. “Rafaello, il quale 
riverentemente vi si raccomanda, ha ritratto il nostro Tebaldeo tanto naturale, che egli non è tanto simile a 
se stesso quanto gli è quella pittura. E io per me non vidi mai sembianza veruna più propria. Quello che ne 
dica e se tenga M. Antonio V.S. può stimare da sé; e nel vero ha grandissima ragione. Il ritratto di M. 
Baldassar Castiglione, o quello della buona, e da me sempre onorata memoria del S. Duca nostro, a cui doni 
Dio beatitudine, parrebbono di mano d’uno de’ Garzoni di Rafaello in quanto appartiene al rassomigliarsi, a 
comperazaione di questo del Tebaldo. Io gli ho una grande invidia, che penso di farmi ritrarre anco io un 
giorno.” Translation from Roger Jones and Nicholas Penny, Raphael (New Haven:  Yale University Press, 
1983), 155. 

277 From this passage it has been argued that a portrait attributed to Raphael in Budapest portrays 
Bembo and thus is the portrait mentioned by Michiel. Klara Garas, "Die Bildnisse Pietro Bembos in 
Budapest," Acta historiae artrium academiae scientiarum hungaricae XVI (1970): 57-67. This identification, 
however, is not favored. Shearman thoroughly outlines assumptions made in the scholarship and how it 
wrongly relates to this passage. Shearman, Raphael in Early Modern Sources (1438-1602), 1:876-77. He sees 
this work as autograph, but Meyer zur Capellen rejects this work as autograph or of Bembo. Jürg Meyer zur 
Capellen, Raphael: A Critical Catalogue of His Paintings, trans. Stefan B. Polter, 3 vols. (Landshut:  Arcos, 
2001), 1:314. Oberhuber argues that the Michiel painting is lost. Konrad Oberhuber, Raphael: The 
Paintings (New York:  Prestel, 1999), 40, 83. Garofalo rejects Bembo as the sitter and questions the 
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Moreover, Michiel further complicates our understanding of this lost portrait. He 

ends his passage with, “in m.ta,” an abbreviation that cannot be transcribed with absolute 

certainty. In the English translation of the Notizia, it was anachronistically concluded to 

mean “in matita,” or “in pencil.” Frimmel transcribed it as “in m[inia]ta” or “in 

miniature.” Michiel uses this phrase as he describes two paintings by Campagnola, which 

are on vellum, thus implying small-scale works, “quadretti di capretto in miniati” (Cat. 5 

and Cat. 6). Alternately, the abbreviated term could also describe the sitter, rather than the 

painting’s size, if it is transcribed as “in maestà,” which Michiel uses elsewhere 

unabbreviated in his description of a cameo in Contarini’s collection, “La testa in maestà 

de un vecchio.”278 Dolce explains that a pose of this sort is purely frontal, with no raking 

glance: “quando si fa tutta la faccia intera, che non gira più ad una parte, che ad altra,” 279

Fig. 27

 

as in, for example, the portrait of Guidobaldo da Montefeltro ( ). A sitter’s pose is 

noted by Michiel elsewhere as, for example, “in profilo” for the portraits of Bembo in his 

youth by Jacometto and of Gentile da Fabriano by Bellini (Cat. 3 and Cat. 29).   

This work was created during a golden age at the court in Urbino, and another 

work by Raphael relates closely to Bembo’s small portrait in this time and place. Mauro 

Lucco makes a compelling case that a small painting on paper glued to a walnut panel 

portrays Costanza Fregoso, a former love of Bembo and sister to his friends Federigo and 

Ottaviano Fregoso (Fig. 28). All four friends appear in The Courtier, and stylistically the 

work dates to about 1507, the time at which Bembo was installed at court in Urbino, as 

were Costanza and Raphael.280

                                                                                                                                  
attribution. Sylvie Béguin and Cristiana Garofalo, Raffaello: Catalogo completo dei dipinti (Santarcangelo di 
Romagna:  Octavo, 2002), 204-05. See also Vecchi, who agrees. Vecchi, The Complete Paintings of 
Raphael, 91, 95. 

 The painting is quite small (23.4 x 16.8 cm), speaking a 

278 Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 58.  

279 Dolce, Dialogo della pittura di m. Lodovico Dolce, intitolato L’Aretino, 31. 

280 Mauro Lucco, "A New Portrait by Raphael and Its Historical Context," Artibus et Historiae 21, 
no. 41 (2000): 49-57. He dates the portrait to 1507 but dates the landscape background later, 1515–20. 
Lucco admirably documents in detail the passionate beginning and long-standing friendship that was 
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likeness to Michiel’s characterization of the Bembo portrait as being “piccolo” and 

possibly “in miniata.” Perhaps Michiel may be seen as less redundant and more repetitive 

for emphasis of its scale. Given that the sitters of these two small portraits were 

romantically involved and were with the artist in Urbino together, Lucco makes a strong 

case that the two were pendants. Like Shearman, Lucco likewise reads Michiel’s 

abbreviation as “in maestà” and points out that the frontal presentation roughly compares 

to that same type of pose we see in the portrait of Fregoso. In either case, however, the 

translation of this abbreviation is not necessarily problematic to an understanding of these 

two works.281

The diminutive size and fugitive medium (paper lined with wood) suggest a less 

formal image. This may indicate the reason for Bembo’s stated envy for a portrait of 

himself from Raphael, a portrait more large scale and formal such as that of Castiglione or 

Teobaldo. It is perhaps indicative of the shift his life had taken in Rome, being in 

proximity to the large-scale commissions of Leo X and his court. Thus, the stately sort 

that evoked such awe and admiration from Bembo was not the sort that he possessed. In 

his position as secretary, he was in proximity to major commissions from noted artists, and 

his relatively modest economic situation could certainly have evoked envy on his part.  

 

If we see the Costanza portrait as lending evidence to the appearance of the small 

Raphael portrait of Bembo, then the work could similarly have been small and on paper, 

an intimate monument to his happy times at court as a young man. Michiel’s description 

conveys the wistful and nostalgic way that Bembo may have seen this work, as a man 

approaching his sixties when he gave a tour to Michiel. Thus, the reciprocal echoes of the 

Raphael portraits of Fregoso and Guidobaldo may serve to reconstruct, even in a shadowy 

                                                                                                                                  
maintained between Bembo and Fregoso throughout their lives. Bembo in many instances assisted her son 
Agostino Landi with his studies in Padua and elsewhere.  

281 Ibid.: 68. 
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way, the lost Bembo portrait by this artist, which was likely deeply meaningful to the 

sitter. 

  
Figure 27 - Raphael, attrib. to, Portrait of 
Guidobaldo da Montefeltro, 1506–08, oil 
on panel, Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence 

Figure 28 - Raphael, Portrait of Costanza 
Fregoso, 1507 (landscape by North Italian 
Painter, c. 1515–20), paper over walnut 
panel, Private Collection, Switzerland 
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Plate 8 - Raphael, Portrait of Andrea Navagero and Agostino Beazzano, c. 1516, oil on 
canvas, Galleria Doria Pamphili, Rome (Cat. 15) 
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Catalog 15 - Raphael, Portrait of Andrea Navagero and Agostino Beazzano, c. 1516, oil 
on canvas, Galleria Doria Pamphili, Rome 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 10 

Il quadro in tauola delli ritratti dil Nauagiero et Beazzano fu di mano di 
Rafael d’Urbino.282

1538 

 

Letter from Pietro Bembo at the Villa to Antonio Anselmi in Venice, July 29, 1538 

Son contento che al Beazzano si dia il quadro delle due teste di Rafael da 
Urbino, e che gliele facciate portar voi, e anco gliele diate pregandolo ad 
aver cura che non si guastino. E se gliele vorrete mandare con la sua cassa, 
fate come vi parrà il migliore283

1585 

 

Two letters between Fulvio Orsini in Rome to Vincenzo Pinelli in Padua,  

June 29, 1585  

[…] Il quadro di Raffaello col retratto del Nav[ager]o e Beazzano fu 
venduto all’Abbate Cesi 70 scuti di moneta, a dopo la morte sua fu 
comprato dal Bianchetto, Maestro di Camera di Papa Gregorio scuti 80 
simili. Se io mai potessi haverlo per il medesimo prezzo lo comprarei, e 

                                            
282 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 22, n. 2.“The picture on panel, with the portraits of 
Navagiero and Beazzano, is by Raphael d’Urbino…. Navagiero and Beazzano were two literary men of 
Venice, great friends of Bembo. It is pretty certain that their portraits were at one time painted by Raphael. 
In the Doria Gallery in Rome there is to be seen a picture on canvas with two half-length portraits, 
undoubtedly representing these two men, which, according to Passavant, is a copy of the one seen by the 
Anonimo in Bembo’s house. There has been some controversy as to whether it may not possibly be an 
original work.” 

283 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:1945. “Son contento che 
al Beazzano si dia il quadro delle due teste di Rafael da Urbino, e che gliele facciate portar voi, e anco gliele 
diate pregandolo ad aver cura che non si guastino. E se gliele vorrete mandare con la sua cassa, fate come vi 
parrà il migliore.”  
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forse che mi verrà fatto, se è vero quello che me’è detto in quello 
particolare. 

July 19, 1585 

[…] Non voglio lasciare de dirlo come il quadro del Navagiero e Beazzano 
è in Bologna in casa del Bianchetto che era Maestro di Camera etc. Dicolo 
a V.S. perché volendone lei copia, sappia dove si trova al punto. […]284

Comments 

 

The two sitters for this portrait were close friends of Bembo’s. Andrea Navagero 

(1483–1529) was a Venetian humanist, historian, and ambassador to France and Spain, 

who studied in Padua (left). Agostino Beazzano (last decade of fifteenth century to 1549), 

a clergyman who sometimes acted as Bembo’s secretary, spent time with him in Rome by 

invitation when he was secretary to Leo X (right). Like Bembo, the careers of these 

literary men took them far from the Veneto, but the friends managed to stay acquainted in 

spite of this. It is thought that their double portrait was painted during a rare time when 

they all could be together in Rome in 1516.285

Navagero was to return to Venice to take his post as Librarian to the Republic, a 

position Bembo assumed after Navagero’s death on September 30, 1530. John Shearman 

sensitively observed that this unusual double portrait, with figures abreast as if paused in 

conversation, recalls the viewer, which in this case would have been Bembo or Raphael 

 They, along with Baldassare Castiglione, 

were in town for the day of Pasquin, the Festival of St. Mark on April 25. On that day 

poets of Rome posted satirical comments on the statue of Pasquino. Bembo found a break 

from his duties for the pope, who was out of town on a hunting expedition, thus allowing 

him to escape to the campagna at Tivoli with his visitors.  

                                            
284 Shearman, Raphael in Early Modern Sources (1438-1602), 2:1329-30. 

285 Giovanni Battista Cavalcaselle and Joseph Archer Crowe, Raphael His Life and His Works, vol. 
2 (London:  John Murray, 1883), 330-31. Shearman, Only connect-: Art and the Spectator in the Italian 
Renaissance, 132-35. Jodi Cranston, The Poetics of Portraiture in the Italian Renaissance (New York:  
Cambridge University Press, 2000), 66-67. 
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himself, thus recalling that outing to Tivoli.286 The work must have held memories for all 

involved. On July 29, 1538, from the villa outside Padua, Bembo contacted Antonio 

Anselmi in Venice, who acted as his secretary. Bembo writes that he is pleased to give 

Beazzano “the painting with the two heads by Raphael,” asking Anselmi to have it 

brought to him as he saw fit and to advise that it be well cared for and not be damaged. 

The work’s presence in Beazzano’s home evoked poetic musings from its new caretaker. 

The same year he received the work from Bembo, Beazzano wrote a poem in which 

Raphael and Apelles are compared.287

This example in Rome is generally agreed to be by Raphael’s hand, and the sitters’ 

identities are assumed to be Beazzano and Navagero. Early on, Passavant raised doubts as 

to whether this example is necessarily the one owned by Bembo and not a Venetian copy, 

because Michiel describes the painting as being on panel, “a tavola,” and the Pamphili 

example is on canvas.

  

288 The provenance is certain from the seventeenth century forward, 

but a 1647 inventory describes the support as “canvas over panel.”289

                                            
286 Shearman, Only connect-: Art and the Spectator in the Italian Renaissance, 132. 

 Resting on this 

evidence Safarik and Torselli advanced the argument that Michiel summarily described the 

support and that the now lost panel backing had been removed at some later, unknown 

287 Shearman, Raphael in Early Modern Sources (1438-1602), 1:909. “Raphael, se d’Apelle il 
mondo scrisse / Tanto che forse va sopra la fede, / Né sol ne la pittura primo visse, / Ma che suo par mai 
nasca non si crede; / Pur non so quel che fora s’ei venisse, / Hor che del tuo color l’opra si vede. / Tu così 
ben confondi il vero e il finto / Che non si sa qual vive, et qual è pinto.” 

288 Johann David Passavant, Raphael von Urbino un sein Vater Giovanni Santi, 3 vols. (Leipzig:  F. 
A. Brackhaus, 1839-58), 1:206-10; 2:292-93; 2:238. See the following for recent entries on this piece 
outlining its provenance and scholarly history. Vecchi, The Complete Paintings of Raphael, 14. See also 
Béguin and Garofalo, Raffaello: Catalogo completo dei dipinti, 181. See also Patrizia Nitti, Marc Restellini, 
and Claudio Strinati, eds., Raphael: Grace and Beauty (Milan: Musée Luxembourg, with Skira, 2001), 130. 

289 It was first recorded in Cardinal Pietro Aldobrandini’s collection in 1603 and in 1638 in an 
inventory of Cardinal Ippolito Aldobrandini. It then passed to the Pamphili (the current owner), listed in an 
inventory of 1647 for the marriage of Camillo Pamphili and Olimpia Aldobrandini: “A painting on canvas 
over wood of Bartolo and Baldo with a gilt frame and three and a half spans high, four spans wide, by the 
hand of Raphael of Urbino.” Here, however, for the first time the sitters’ identities are assigned, Bartolo da 
Sassoferato and Baldo degli Ubaldi, which follows an interpretation proposed by Bellori in 1664. It 
represents an attempt to relate the painting with the Pamphili’s larger collection and library, which also 
housed the writings of these two jurists. 
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date.290 Henceforth, twentieth-century interpretations take the position that this work is 

likely the one seen by Michiel—that it is an autograph Raphael and a double portrait of 

Navagero and Beazzano. Worthy of mention is that the Doria Pamphili Gallery has not 

executed any technical reports to substantiate this claim. It has been argued that the 

contrasting stylistic treatment of the figures might suggest they were painted by different 

hands on separate canvases and later joined; Sebastiano del Piombo was proposed as the 

author of the Navagero portrait and Beazzano as by Raphael’s hand.291 Carol Plazzotta 

mentions an X-ray that shows no mending seam to substantiate the claim that they were 

separate paintings joined.292 John Shearman points out that Raphael in other cases painted 

on canvas laid on wood; the Castiglione in Paris is a documented example of this kind of 

support surviving intact.293 Meyer zur Capellen rightly argues that only a thorough, 

scientific examination may truly put to rest these questions regarding the physical 

condition and provenance of this canvas to plausibly connect it to Bembo.294

Evidence that has received no scholarly attention can reconstruct the provenance 

closer to Bembo. John Shearman published sixteenth-century letters between the 

prominent collectors Fulvio Orsini and Giovanni Vincenzo Pinelli, both of whom 

acquired works from Bembo’s collection. Both kept a close eye on Torquato Bembo’s sale 

  

                                            
290 Eduard Safarik and Giorgio Torselli, La Galleria Doria Pamphili a Roma (Rome:  Fratelli 

Palombi, 1982), fig. 57. Stephen Pepper, "Review of La Galleria Doria Pamphilj a Roma, by Eduard Safarik 
and Giorgio Torselli," The Burlington Magazine 127, no. 989 (August 1985): 537. 

291 Charles S. Ricketts, The Art of the Prado (Boston:  L. C. Page, 1907), 228-30. He observes that 
the sitters face each other but do not interact, like one might find in a Venetian canvas such as a Sebastiano 
del Piombo. He sees the beardless Beazzano to be of Raphael, exhibiting techniques from his underpainting. 
Navagero is painted in a different technique: a glaze over an unvaried underpaint. Bembo did own a 
Sebastiano portrait of Sannazaro, said by Michiel to be copied from another portrait; see Catalog 16, (Pl. 9). 

292 Carol Plazzotta, "Andrea Navagero and Agostino Beazzano," in El retrato del Renacimiento, ed. 
Miguel Falomir (Madrid: Museo Nacional del Prado, Madrid with Ediciones el viso, 2008), 480. She cites 
no source for the x-ray evidence.  

293 Shearman, Raphael in Early Modern Sources (1438-1602), 1:876. 

294 Capellen, Raphael: A Critical Catalogue of His Paintings, 3:131-35.  
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of his father’s collection, negotiations persisting among them c. 1574–85.295

This may explain the existence of copies elsewhere. The Prado houses portraits cut 

in two and patched, which possess a provenance in Madrid back to 1637. Another, 

mentioned by Crowe and Cavalcaselle, was owned privately by a Monsignor Badia in 

Rome, one which differs from the Pamphili example, portraying Navagero with his left 

hand on a book, to which Beazzano points.

 In a letter of 

June 29, 1585, Orsini tells Pinelli that the Raphael portrait of Navagero and Beazzano was 

sold to Abbate Cesi for 70 scudi, and after his death it was sold to Ludovico Bianchetto, 

Maestro di Camera of Pope Gregory XIII, for 80 scudi. Later Pinelli writes to Orsini, 

confirming that the work was in Bologna with Bianchetto and that he had spoken to him 

because he knew Orsini wanted a copy of it. Bianchetto died shortly after in 1587, and it 

is unclear where the work went from there.  

296

 11

 More recently, a double portrait identified 

as Navagero and Beazzano turned up in a sale of objects in 1807 from the collection of 

Luigi Celotti. The work, notably on wood, was at the time of the sale attributed to 

Giorgione. The catalog description has Navagero wearing a gold fabric drape lined with 

ermine. He speaks with Beazzano, who holds a hat in his hand and listens with respectful 

attention. As described, it differs in compositional detail from the other known copies. 

Sold also as part of the Celotti collection are two paintings by Hans Memling that can be 

certainly connected to Bembo’s collection: St. John the Baptist (Cat. ), mentioned by 

Michiel, and A Man Holding a Coin of Nero (possibly Bernardo Bembo) (Cat. 13, Pl. 

                                            
295 For a general discussion of Orsini’s dealings with Torquato, with references to this same group 

of letters that Shearman published, see Nolhac, La Bibliothèque de Fulvio Orsini, 93-109, Doc. XVIII, 
XVI. 

296 Cavalcaselle and Crowe, Raphael His Life and His Works, 330-31. Another portrait of 
Navagero ascribed to Titian’s workshop can be found in the Gemäldegalerie in Berlin. For an image, see 
Silvia Danesi Squarzina, ed., Caravaggio e i Giustiniani: Toccar con mano una collezione del Seicento 
(Milan: Electa, 2001), 40, fig. 53.  Copies on separate paintings also exist in the Museo del Prado, Madrid. 
Museo del Prado: Inventario general de pinturas., vol. 1 (Madrid:  Museo del Prado, 1990), 252, no. 901; 
254, no. 909. 
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7).297

The existence of copies is vexing to our attempts to find the original that hung in 

Padua when Michiel saw it. Currently it is assumed that the one in Rome is indeed this 

work, but in absence of a solid understanding of the earlier provenance of this painting, 

we cannot absolutely be certain. Connecting the dots between Bianchetto in 1585 to 

Aldobrandini would make a solid case for this work as being the one Bembo owned and 

lent to one of the sitters.  

 Each were sold to different buyers, but the double portrait was sold to Jean-Louis 

Laneuville, possibly the French painter, known for his portraiture during the French 

Revolution and student to Jacque-Louis David; he was also an art dealer.  

  

                                            
297 Getty Research Institute, “Getty Provenance Index, Sales Catalogs,” 

http://piprod.getty.edu/starweb/pi/servlet.starweb?path=pi/pi.web, Accessed October 1, 2010, Sales 
Catalog F-126, Lot 24.  It was bought by Jean-Louis Laneuville for 614 francs on September 24, 1807, its 
present location not noted. 
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Plate 9 - Sebastiano del Piombo, Portrait of a Man (Jacopo Sannazaro?), oil on panel, c. 
1515, Szépmuvészeti Múzeum, Budapest (Cat. 16) 
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Catalog 16 - Sebastiano del Piombo, Portrait of a Man (Jacopo Sannazaro?), oil on panel, 
c. 1515, Szépmuvészeti Múzeum, Budapest 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 10 

Il ritratto dil Sanazaro fu di mano di Sebastiano Venetiano ritratto da un 
altro ritratto298

Comments 

  

Michiel writes that Bembo owned a portrait of the Neapolitan poet Jacopo 

Sannazaro, best known for his Arcadia, a highly influential work in prose and verse first 

published in Venice in 1502. Reinvigorating a style in imitation of ancient writers such as 

Virgil and Theocritus, this pioneering piece of writing set off waves of pastoral poetry in 

Italy and abroad and is credited with influencing the idyllic themes and landscapes 

explored by Venetian artists such as Giorgione, Bellini, and Titian.  

Bembo personally knew Sannazaro. While in Rome as secretary to Leo X, he was 

able to advocate for a woman friend of the poet’s, using the influence of the pope to sway 

an unjust legal decision in Naples. In gratitude for Bembo’s efforts Sannazaro sent him 

numerous gifts: two shirts, two napkins worked in gold, and two boxes of soap.299 Bembo 

a year later asked Sannazaro to advocate for him as he struggled to collect revenue from 

his commenda in Benevenuto.300

                                            
298 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Monika Schmitter generously shared her personal notes from her 
study of the original manuscript with me. She notes in her transcription that the text shown in italics may 
not be in the same ink. See her article on the Paduan section of the manuscript, Schmitter, "The Dating of 
Marcantonio Michiel's 'Notizia' on Works of Art in Padua," 571. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures 
and Works of Art in Italy by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 22, n. 3. “The portrait of 
Sannazaro was painted by Sebastiano Veneziano from another portrait…. The Anonimo is the only person 
who mentions this picture by Sebastiano Veneziano (known as Sebastiano del Piombo).” 

 Over the years their acquaintance endured. Bembo 

299 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:387. 

300 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 199, n. 34. A letter from Sannazaro to Bembo dated December 18, 
1518, alludes to the poet’s efforts in Naples on behalf of Bembo. 
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wrote to A. M. Pietro Lomellino da Campo in Naples, and twice he recommends himself 

to Sannazaro and asks for a letter from him because he “likes him incredibly.”301 Three 

years later, when the poet died in 1530, Bembo wrote an epitaph: Jacopo Syncerus 

Sannazaro, “Syncerus” being the main character of the poet’s Arcadia. In brief words, 

Bembo observes that this contemporary virtuoso of idyllic verse takes his resting place near 

that of the ancient poet of pastoral verse, Virgil: “Why do I hold back? The shade of 

Virgil the Eternal watches over you / And Bestows on you a place near him.”302

His portrait of the deceased poet must have poignantly inspired Bembo while 

composing those lines. Michiel, having seen it a few years earlier, had been made aware 

through correspondence with a friend in Naples that another portrait existed, painted from 

nature by a Venetian artist, Paolo degli Agostino, today identified as one currently in New 

Orleans (

 

Fig. 29).303 To be sure, portraits would have been in demand of this prominent 

writer, who gained such renown at an early age. Titian had included a portrait of 

Sannazaro in the Humiliation of the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa for the Doge’s palace 

in 1522–23.304

Fig. 30

 This was not the first time Titian painted Sannazaro. Dating to a few years 

earlier, c. 1518–22, a half-length portrait survives in the Royal Collection at Hampton 

Court ( ). The identity of the sitter is accepted based on shared attributes with the 

New Orleans picture.305

                                            
301 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:486. 

 The sitter in these images wear a comparable squarely cut doublet 

302 Bembo, Lyric Poetry, Etna, 188-89. “Jacopi Synceri Sannazari epitaphium / Quid moror? 
aeterni te suspicit umbra Maronis, / Et tibi vicinum donat habere locum.” 

303 Fletcher, "Marcantonio Michiel: His Friends and Collection," 455. This piece has been 
identified as the one currently in New Orleans, formerly part of the Kress Foundation, Kress number K-
1268. Shearman is ambivalent on this attribution as the one discussed in the Michiel letter. Shearman, The 
Early Italian Pictures in the Collection of Her Majesty the Queen, 252. Schmitter notes that “ritratto da un 
altro ritratto” is added, possibly in a different ink, so this could be a later note added to Michiel’s original 
entry for the painting.  

304 Peter Humfrey, "Chronology," in Bellini, Giorgione, Titian and the Renaissance of Venetian 
Painting, ed. David Alan Brown and Sylvia Ferino-Pagden (Washington, D.C.: National Gallery of Art, 
2006), 13. 

305 Shearman, The Early Italian Pictures in the Collection of Her Majesty the Queen, 251-53. The 
work has been dated with a large range, c. 1511–1522, for stylistic reasons and for the manner in which the 
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over a crisp white shirt; the hair is straight, severely parted in the middle, surrounding a 

long face with an elegant, arching brow and a long straight nose. These same attributes can 

be found in an engraved image in the 1819 biography of the poet which reproduces a 

work under which is inscribed, “Jaccobus Sannazarius ex Raphaelis tabula in Museo 

Lancellotto museum Neapoli” (Fig. 31).306 In front of a leafy backdrop with a landscape 

over his left shoulder, the sitter wears a cloak over his shoulders and holds a piece of 

paper, on which is written, “Virginei partus 1516,” a reference to his sacred poem of that 

name.307 Fig. 32 And another work in Vienna displays the similarly distinct qualities ( ). 

Shared characteristics of these images may be observed in the Budapest portrait of 

an unidentified sitter by Sebastiano: center-parted, straight hair (softened in appearance by 

a hat), which surrounds a long face with angular nose and arched brow. The sitter too 

wears a white shirt covered with a darkly colored doublet with a squarely cut neckline. 

Like the Titian portrait, both sitters wear a hint of a beard and are clothed in brown, fur-

lined jackets that elegantly decorate the sloping shoulders, providing a monumental 

presence for the sitter. Projecting from the brown and black of this coat, a thin glimpse of 

a white, gathered sleeve stands out and adorns the wrist and hand, which holds a book in 

the Titian and a scroll of paper in the Sebastiano. Like the engraving, the sitter holds a 

scroll and sits in an interior with a landscape seen beyond over his left shoulder. Mauro 

Lucco aptly described the face Sebastiano painted as synthetically moulded. It is beautifully 

rendered but idealized and lacking in specificity as one finds in other portraits by the artist, 

thus betraying that its source was likely not nature. 

                                                                                                                                  
figure is dressed. Shearman also reproduces a portrait of the poet in Liverpool and shares these same 
characteristics. 

306 Francesco Colangelo, Vita di Giacomo Sannazaro, poeta e cavaliere napolitano (Naples:  
Da’Torchi di Angiolo Trani, 1819). The engraving appears on the unpaginated section preceding the title 
page. 

307 Lionello Venturi, "Gian Paolo de Agostini a Napoli," L'Arte 21 (1918): 49-50, n. 6. The 
painting from which this engraving derives is noted as being in the Hermitage, in St. Petersburg, and is 
rejected as a Raphael. It has been suggested to be a copy by Sebastiano. 
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Bembo’s portrait of the poet, deriving from another painting according to Michiel, 

was by the hand of Sebastiano del Piombo. Bembo’s and Sebastiano’s careers overlapped 

in the Eternal City of Leo X. The painting is unanimously dated c. 1515, exactly the time 

that Bembo and the painter would have been in close proximity to each other, and thus a 

logical time for the commission.308 Painter and poet seem to have been acquainted, 

Bembo taking an interest in the artist’s projects and innovations.309

It seems possible to feel that what we have is the portrait that hung in Bembo’s 

home mentioned by Michiel, thus far never identified. Fortunately, we have a partially 

reconstructed provenance for the work that accords with other objects that we can 

connect to the collection. What is known begins in 1808 when it can be attached to 

Abbot Luigi Cerretti, who in his role as President of the Accademia di Belle Arti in 

Modena from 1796–97 managed to acquire a number of works from the d’Este family 

patrimony. Upon his death he bequeathed this work to Antonio Scarpa, the prominent 

collector whose collection was eventually auctioned in Milan in 1895, when it was 

purchased by Károly Pulszky, the director of the Budapest Museum, where it resides 

today. Scarpa’s collection intersects elsewhere with the Bembo collection; he bought from 

 The attributes 

Sebastiano gave the sitter subtly refer to themes affirmed in the sitter’s writing. The paper 

scroll could be seen as a reference to the ancient writers he imitated, such as Virgil, whom 

Bembo recalls in his epitaph. Additionally, Sebastiano gave the landscape particular 

attention, imparting a Giorgionesque palette and pastoral specificity, more so than he does 

in other portraits with similar architectural framing opening onto a landscape. 

                                            
308 Mauro Lucco, "Portrait of a Man," in Sebastiano del Piombo (1485-1547), ed. Claudio Strinati, 

Bernd Wolfgang Lindemann, and Roberto Contini (Milan: F. Motta, 2008), 154. The painting since 1829 
was attributed to Raphael as a portrait of Antonio Tebaldo, evidence of Bembo’s letter of 1516 in which he 
mentions an exceptional portrait by Raphael of the Ferrarese poet. Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: 
collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:371. In 1857 it was attributed to Sebastiano, though the Raphael 
attribution persisted variously up to 1953. In 1895 it was given to Sebastiano and swayed accepted opinion 
of the work’s attribution to him. 

309 Michael Hirst, Sebastiano del Piombo (Oxford:  Clarendon Press, 1980), 124. Hirst cites a letter 
in which Bembo discusses Sebastiano’s innovation of painting on stone supports. 
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the Gradenigo Mantegna’s St. Sebastian (Cat. 10, Pl. 4). The problem is complicated, 

however, because its presence in the d’Este family collections can possibly be established as 

early as 1606.310

                                            
310 Lucco, "Portrait of a Man," 154. Momesso, La collezione di Antonio Scarpa, 1752-1832, 69-74. 

 Although this time period remains somewhat shadowy in the absence of 

documentary evidence, another object from Bembo’s collection can be confidently put in 

this provenance stream: the terrestrial globe bought by Alfonso II d’Este, who in 1561 

purchased the work directly from Torquato. As Torquato was always cash poor, it is not 

out of the question to consider that he managed to sell more works to Alfonso, an 

individual from an illustrious family of collectors. Thus, the work, even in the absence of 

absolute documentary evidence, may plausibly be the one commissioned by Bembo that 

hung in Padua. 
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Figure 29 - Giovanni Paolo d’Agostini, 
Portrait of Jacopo Sannazaro, c. 1520, 
tempera on fruitwood panel, New Orleans 
Museum of Art, New Orleans, LA 

Figure 30 - Titian, Portrait of Jacopo 
Sannazaro, 1518–22, oil on canvas, Royal 
Collection, Hampton Court 

  
Figure 31 - Aloysius Morghen, Portrait of 
Jacopo Sannazaro, engraving from Vita di 
Giacomo Sannazaro: poeta e cavaliere 
napolitano, 1819 

Figure 32 - Anonymous sixteenth-century 
artist, Portrait of Jacopo Sannazaro, from 
the portrait collection of Ferdinand of 
Tirol, paper on cardboard, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna 
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Plate 10 - Titian, copy after, Portrait of Pietro Bembo as a Knight of Malta, late sixteenth 
century or early seventeenth century copy, Museo del Prado, Madrid, original c. 1538, 
original medium unknown and untraced (Cat. 17) 
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Catalog 17 - Titian, copy after, Portrait of Pietro Bembo as a Knight of Malta, late 
sixteenth century or early seventeenth century copy, Museo del Prado, Madrid, original c. 
1538, original medium unknown and untraced  

Evidence 

1540  

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Rome to Girolamo Quirino in Venice, May 30, 1540 

Thank Titian for the gift of my second portrait, which I had intended to 
write you that I had seen, so that it should be properly paid for. Now that 
he is so kind as to wish to do me this favor, let it be so and I will someday 
do something for him in return.311

1568 

 

Vasari, Vite 

Then he [Titian] was invited to Rome by Bembo, whom he had already 
portrayed, and who was at that time Secretary to Pope Leo X, the end that 
he might see Rome, Raffaello da Urbino, and others. […] Tiziano 
portrayed Bembo another time (namely after he became Cardinal). […]312

1648 

  

Ridolfi, Life of Titian 

Then in the year 1511, Venice (as is said) was struck by the Divine Hand 
with a plague, during which Giorgione died, and since Giorgione left some 
unfinished works, they were completed by Titian because he was the best 
suited to work in this style, among them was a large historical scene that he 
amplified with many decorations, including one depicting the Emperor 
Frederick I kissing the foot of Pope Alexander III in the Church of San 
Marco. At the pontiff’s side there is the Doge Sebastiano Ziano, and nearby 
Titian painted the portraits of Pietro Bembo (first the Prior of Hungary, 
later a cardinal), Jacopo Sannazaro, Ludovico Ariosto, Andrea Navagero, 
Agostino Bevazzano.[…] He also painted the portraits of many literary 

                                            
311 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare.4:2191. “[…] Renderete 

parimente grazie a M. Tiziano del dono del mio secondo Ritratto; il qual Ritratto io volea scrivervi, come 
io veduto l’avessi, che gli fosse pagato come era conveniente. Ora che la sua cortesia vuole che io gliene resti 
ubligato, così sarà, e farò un dì alcuna cosa anco io per lui.[…]” Translation from David Alan Brown, 
"Portrait of Cardinal Pietro Bembo," in Titian, Prince of Painters, ed. Susanna Biadene (Munich: Prestel, 
1990), no. 31. 

312 Vasari, Lives of the Most Eminent Painters and Sculptors and Architects, 3:1973, 1984. 
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figures, including among them ... Francesco Filetto, the Venetian jurist, 
along with his son in the same canvas; Torquato Bembo and his wife, a 
painting that can be seen in Padua in their home along with the previously 
mentioned portrait of Cardinal Bembo, and a standing figure of Saint 
Margaret; My Lord Beccatello.[...]313

Comments 

 

Titian’s Portrayal of Bembo and the Evidence 

Any attempt to trace the development of Bembo’s portraiture is vexed by the numerous 

copies and variants that survive.314

 18

 Titian portrayed Bembo two times. Uncertain, 

however, are the dates that these portraits were executed, because only one survives today, 

and a number of copies complicate the issue. The beautifully preserved painting in the 

National Gallery in Washington, D. C., is undoubtedly one of the two (Cat. , Pl. 11). 

This work is dated 1540 from a letter in which Bembo now in Rome asks his friend 

Vincenzo Quirino in Venice to thank Titian for his gift of a second portrait. The 

existence of two Titian portraits is also found in Vasari, who claims that the painter 

portrayed Bembo prior to his becoming secretary to Leo X and later as a cardinal. Ridolfi 

too implies that Titian painted him a number of times. He claims Titian included a 

portrait of Bembo in the now destroyed work The Submission of Frederick Barbarossa 

before the Pope, and in so mentioning he parenthetically describes Bembo, “first the Prior 

of Hungary, later a cardinal.” Further on in the text, he refers back to his mention of 

Titian’s portrayal of Bembo as cardinal, which he claims could still be seen in his house in 

Padua. Thus, if the parenthetical reference describes his manner of portraying Bembo, 

then he also painted him as the Prior of Hungary. Bembo was indeed the Prior of 

                                            
313 Carlo Ridolfi, The Life of Titian, trans. Julia Conaway Bondanella and Peter Bondanella 

(University Park:  Pennsylvania State University Press, 1996), 63-65, 111-12.  Ridolfi, Le maraviglie 
dell'arte, ouero le vite de gli'llustri pittori veneti e dello stato, 1:140, 174. 

314 Giulio Coggiola, "Per l'iconografia di Pietro Bembo," Atti del Reale Instituto Veneto di 
Scienze, Lettere ed Art LXXIV (1914-15). Guido Coggiola’s ambitious contribution remains a valuable 
resource for accessing their copious numbers. 
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Hungary, a title he assumed after he took over a benefice owned by the religious order the 

Knights of St. John, later known as the Knights of Malta. A painting to which Ridolfi 

indirectly refers no longer survives, but a well-preserved copy of a work, which closely 

relates to the Washington painting, is in the collection of the Prado and may give us a clue 

as to the appearance of the lost Titian. 315

Bembo as a Knight of St. John 

 

Before discussing the Madrid and Washington paintings, it is necessary to discuss Bembo’s 

membership in the Knights of St. John, which was intentionally ambiguous on Bembo’s 

part for many years. In 1517 he had been appointed as Prior of Hungary, an office that 

made him head of the Order in that country, although at that point he was not officially a 

member of that Order.316 In 1508 Julius II conveyed the commenda of the Knights of St. 

John of Jerusalem in Bologna to Bembo, with the requirement that he join the Order 

within six months, which he did not until many years later. While secretary to Leo X, 

Bembo continued to amass a considerable income from his inheritance of Church 

benefices, but managed not to join the Order while in his service. When he left this post 

on the grounds of bad health, Leo X wrote to him on April 3, 1521, giving him the right 

to bequeath his ecclesiastical income. Thus Bembo received revenue for fourteen years 

from those benefices, but it was not until December 1522 that he finally fulfilled his 

promise to Julius II and became a Knight of St. John, honoring the 1508 papal bull. He 

was in danger of losing his considerable income under the new pope, Adrian VI, who was 

likely not to overlook Bembo’s vow.317

                                            
315 I would like to thank Tracy Cooper for for bringing this painting to my attention, and Miguel 

Falomir for generously discussing his findings on this painting for his catalog of paintings by Titian in the 
Museo del Prado, while he was in residence at CASVA at the National Gallery of Art. Museo del Prado: 
Inventario general de pinturas., 185, no. 650.  

 In preparation for the ceremony a few months 

316 Caprio, ed., Il ruolo della corte di Leone X (1514-1516), Alessandro Ferrajoli, 315-318, esp. 
317. Ferrajoli provides a chronology of Bembo’s ecclesiastical benefices.  

317 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 197-99. 
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before, in October 1522, he wrote to Elisabetta Gonzaga, Duchess of Urbino, telling her 

that he was taking orders as the Prior of Hungary.318 Bembo never took possession of this 

benefice because of the Turkish invasion of the 1520s, but he used this title throughout his 

life.319

With Ridolfi in mind then, it seems appropriate to date the lost original of this 

work to at least after 1517, but more likely after 1522, when Bembo took orders. It seems 

unlikely he would have wanted to advertise with a portrait his acceptance of benefices 

without officially being part of the order. Although it cannot be proved, it may be 

supported that we see this copy as documenting the first portrait by Titian, because 

chronologically Bembo’s becoming the Prior of Hungary precedes his becoming cardinal, 

which Bembo says in his letter is the second portrait. Bembo would have been available 

for a sitting after mid-1521, when he relocated from Rome to Padua. It has been 

suggested that the original of the work dates c. 1537–39, which is also more favorable.

  

320 

Bembo was living in Venice throughout a good portion of 1538 and would have even 

been in the same city as the artist.321

The Madrid Copy and the Washington Portrait 

 Also, logically, a work dated 1538 is much closer to 

the 1540 letter, in which Bembo refers to the two works. 

Despite the Madrid work’s being a copy, the similarities between this and the Washington 

painting are striking and noteworthy in size and appearance, as a superimposed image of 

                                            
318 Ibid., 199. Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:429. 

319 Bembo sometimes signed his name in letters using this title. For examples, see Bembo, Lettere, 
edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:1139 1691; 4:1869. 

320 Giancarlo G. Alteri, Hoch Renaissance im Vatikan 1503-1534: Kunst und Kultur im Rom der 
Päpste I (Ostfildern-Ruit:  Verlag Gerd Hatje, 1999), 483-84. Here the dates suggested for the original of 
this copy are 1537 to 1539. 

321 From a conversation with Miguel Falomir, he sees this untraced original later, for stylistically it 
does not appear to fit with a commission in the 1520s. From scientific analysis, the Prado piece is a late 
sixteenth century or early seventeenth century copy, not from Titian’s workshop. 
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the two illustrates (Fig. 33).322

 

 The sitter similarly wears a short beard and gazes to the left 

with his right arm bent at the elbow. The long narrow nose and bright eyes are almost 

identically articulated. In the copy, however, the figure is seated with the left hand visible, 

loosely placed on or near the hip, which is obscured by the mass of dark clothing, serving 

as a muted background on which a Maltese cross gleams. Physical evidence supports the 

close relation of the two and explains Bembo’s gratitude for two images, likely composed 

within a few years of each other.  

Figure 33 - Superimposed image of the copy of the Pietro Bembo as a Knight of Malta 
and the Portrait of Cardinal Pietro Bembo, Photo credit Ana Gonzalez Mozo, from the 
Museo del Prado, Madrid. 

                                            
322 I would like to thank Miguel Falomir for allowing me to reproduce this unpublished image 

prepared by staff at the Prado. 
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Plate 11 - Titian, Portrait of Cardinal Pietro Bembo, c. 1540, oil on canvas, National 
Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C. (Cat. 18) 
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Catalog 18 - Titian, Portrait of Cardinal Pietro Bembo, c. 1540, oil on canvas, National 
Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C. 

Evidence 

1540  

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Rome to Girolamo Quirino in Venice, May 30, 1540 

Thank Titian for the gift of my second portrait, which I had intended to 
write you that I had seen, so that it should be properly paid for. Now that 
he is so kind as to wish to do me this favor, let it be so and I will someday 
do something for him in return.323

1568 

 

Vasari, Vite 

Then he [Titian] was invited to Rome by Bembo, whom he had already 
portrayed, and who was at that time Secretary to Pope Leo X, the end that 
he might see Rome, Raffaello da Urbino, and others.[…] Tiziano 
portrayed Bembo another time (namely after he became Cardinal).[…]324

1648 

  

Ridolfi, Life of Titian 

Then in the year 1511, Venice (as is said) was struck by the Divine Hand 
with a plague, during which Giorgione died, and since Giorgione left some 
unfinished works, they were completed by Titian because he was the best 
suited to work in this style, among them was a large historical scene that he 
amplified with many decorations, including one depicting the Emperor 
Frederick I kissing the foot of Pope Alexander III in the Church of San 
Marco. At the pontiff’s side there is the Doge Sebastiano Ziano, and nearby 
Titian painted the portraits of Pietro Bembo (first the Prior of Hungary, 
later a cardinal), Jacopo Sannazaro, Ludovico Ariosto, Andrea Navagero, 
Agostino Bevazzano.[…] He also painted the portraits of many literary 
figures, including among them ... Francesco Filetto, the Venetian jurist, 
along with his son in the same canvas; Torquato Bembo and his wife, a 

                                            
323 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare. 4:2191. “[…] Renderete 

parimente grazie a M. Tiziano del dono del mio secondo Ritratto; il qual Ritratto io volea scrivervi, come 
io veduto l’avessi, che gli fosse pagato come era conveniente. Ora che la sua cortesia vuole che io gliene resti 
ubligato, così sarà, e farò un dì alcuna cosa anco io per lui.[…]” Translation from David Alan Brown, 
"Portrait of Cardinal Pietro Bembo," no. 31. 

324 Vasari, Lives of the Most Eminent Painters and Sculptors and Architects, 3:1973, 1984. 
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painting that can be seen in Padua in their home along with the previously 
mentioned portrait of Cardinal Bembo, and a standing figure of Saint 
Margaret; My Lord Beccatello.[...]325

 

 

1790 

Jacopo Morelli, Preface to Pietro Bembo’s Istoria,  

Presa ora per la prima volta, con somma accuratezza, da una pittura del 
gran Tiziano, la quale, posseduta già da Pier Gradenigo, quello che ebbe a 
moglie l’Elena figliuola del Bembo, presso la N.D. Cornelia Dolfin 
Gradenigo, per eredità fattane, al presente si trova. Essendovi il cardinal 
rappresentato nell’ultima età sua e con aspetto di gentilezza e venustà 
alquanto maggiori di quelle che comunemente nei ritratti di lui posti già in 
pubblico si vegga, avremo così una più somigliante idea del volto di lui326

1815 

 

Gustavo Frizzoni’s notes to Michiel’s Notizia 

[…] sale in Venice at the Palace of the Gradenigo family in the year 
1815.327

1877 

 

Crowe and Cavalcaselle, Titian: His Life and Times 

Description of a portrait of Pietro Bembo, hanging in the Barberini Palace 

The glance is animated, and the eyes look firmly out from a face turned 
three-quarters to the left. The right hand, half pointing, half gesticulating, 
appears to enforce the words that—we might think—had just issued from 
the lips. The high forehead is partly concealed by the red hat, the white 

                                            
325 Ridolfi, The Life of Titian, 63-65, 111-12.  Ridolfi, Le maraviglie dell'arte, ouero le vite de 

gli'llustri pittori veneti e dello stato, 1:140, 174. 

326 Jacopo Morelli, ed., Della istoria vinziana di M. Pietro Bembo, vol. 1 (Venice: A. Zatta, 1790). 
Unpaginated preface. 

327 Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy by an Anonymous Writer 
in the Sixteenth Century, 23. A number of paintings that remained with the Gradenigo were sold in 1815, 
and although not mentioned specifically, because Bembo did not own the piece at the time of Michiel’s 
visit, it may be that this Titian portrait was sold at this time, since it was seen in 1790 by Morelli in the 
possession of this same family. See my discussion below and for those paintings sold at this time (Cat. 3, Cat. 
9, and Cat. 10, Plate 4). 
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beard square-trimmed, and the white collar and sleeve relieved on the red 
silk of the cardinal’s habit.”328

Comments 

  

In 1539 Bembo was raised to the office of Cardinal, and the next year he writes 

from Rome to his friend Girolamo Quirino in Venice, asking his friend to thank Titian 

for his gift of a second portrait. This painting is thus dated around the time of this 1540 

letter. Bembo was in Padua when he was nominated in March of 1539 and later moved to 

Rome that same year in October to receive his consecration. The letter confirms a 

portrait’s completion by May the following year. Bembo, occupied with his new 

responsibilities, had apparently received the work in Rome and had intended to have his 

friend arrange for payment in Venice on his behalf. In the intervening months, Titian 

seems to have given the work to him. That Bembo calls it “my second portrait” implies, 

of course, that there was one previous, which I argue above to be a portrait of him as the 

Prior of Hungary, mentioned by Ridolfi, likely painted in 1538 (Cat. 17, Pl. 10).  

Quintilian Gesture 

Although only surviving as a copy, the Madrid and Washington canvases are closely 

related. Moreover, Bembo’s words reveal that Titian created the work in Bembo’s 

absence, which means he likely built the work from a painted sketch that was probably the 

basis for the original represented in the Madrid copy.329

                                            
328 Giovanni Battista Cavalcaselle and Joseph Archer Crowe, Titian: His Life and Times (London:  

J. Murray, 1877), 28-29. In a note the painting is life size, seen to the elbows, and was said to hang in the 
second room of the palace, no. 35. 

 The pose in which he chose to 

329 NGA, 1952.5.28. Hans Tietze and Erica Tietze-Conrat to National Gallery of Art staff, October 
8, 1946, National Gallery of Art curatorial file, Washington, D.C. “The surface of the painting, though 
loosely sketched, was smoothed at an early time, possibly at the time of its leaving the artist’s studio.”  See 
also Erica Tietze-Conrat, "Titian's Workshop in His Late Years," The Art Bulletin 28, no. 2 (June 1946): 
82-83. Stylistically comparing it with other portraits, Hans Tietze and Erica Tietze-Conrat see this portrait as 
Titian’s first study after nature in which he laid down the essential features, which would be kept in the 
artist’s studio and later used for the official portrait and other variants. This is supported in Titian’s working 
practice in other portraits, such as Philip II in Cincinnati and Paul III with a Cap in the Hermitage. They 
argue that the Bembo portrait is one of these modelli because of the overall lack of finish. Could this work 
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represent his friend is innovative when the sitter’s occupation and activities as a collector 

are considered. The pose is stately but animated, with implied rhetorical gesticulation, 

something about which Quintilian wrote in his De Institutio Oratoria.330

Quintilian offers a catalog of oratorical gesture, codifying hand, head, and body 

movement in a carefully choreographed way so as to achieve a grace and poise of the body 

that parallels the eloquence of the words being spoken: “In continuous and flowing 

passages a most becoming gesture is slightly to extend the arm with shoulders well thrown 

back and the fingers opening as the hand moves forward.”

  

331

One of the commonest of all the gestures consists in placing the middle 
finger against the thumb and extending the remaining three: it is suitable to 
the exordium, the hand being moved forward with an easy motion a little 
distance both to right and left, while the head and shoulders gradually 
follow the direction of the gesture.

 Moreover, he stresses the 

importance of the hand’s motion in relation to the head. 

332

Here and elsewhere he describes specific hand gestures, none of which precisely 

match the configuration of Bembo’s right hand, which seems in the process of 

transmitting meaning through implied movement, which is so beautifully executed by 

Titian’s rendering. This, with the sitter’s turned head, activates an otherwise static pose. 

The artist obscures the left hand entirely; Quintilian advises a limited use of this hand, 

except in conjunction with the right.

 

333

                                                                                                                                  
be something Titian kept in the studio, which he finished later and gave Bembo as a gift? Miguel Falomir 
has insightfully written on Titian’s technique for creating copies. Falomir, "Titian's Replicas and Variants," 
60-69. 

 Titian’s confident handling of the sumptuous 

textiles of the torso presents a dignified presence to the figure and accords with 

330 Miguel Falomir, ed., Tintoretto (Madrid: Museo Nacional del Prado, 2007), 98. 

331 Quintilian, Institutiones oratoriae, trans. H.E. Butler, vol. 4, Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge, 
MA:  Harvard University Press, 1920-22), 288-89.  

332 Ibid., 292-93. 

333 Ibid., 304-05. 
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Quintilian’s quote of Cicero in his De Oratore, wherein it is stressed that the body is more 

expressive than even the hands; neither the chest nor stomach should protrude, “the 

orator should control himself by the poise of the whole trunk.”334

Bembo owned this Quintilian.

  

335 The Aldine Press popularized this classic by 

bringing out a pocket edition in 1514, which was edited by Bembo’s friend Andrea 

Navagero, from a book in the library of another of Bembo’s friends, Giovanni Battista 

Ramusio.336 Bembo also owned Cicero’s De Oratore, among other texts of the classical 

writer, whose Latin style he championed.337 He received a newly printed copy of the text 

from his friend Ramusio.338

 32

 Ramusio’s choice of gift reveals a well-considered 

understanding of his friend’s tastes. The same can be said of Titian’s gift, this portrait. He 

portrays Bembo in a guise reflective of his friend’s opinions regarding literature and the 

visual arts. This image formally shares with sculptural portrait busts, like those Titian had 

likely known from Bembo’s collection. Of particular relevance might have been Bembo’s 

antique portrait of Brutus, a sculpture noted in numerous descriptions for its rhetorical 

quality (Cat. ). Thus, in this image Titian established an iconography that came to typify 

posthumous portraiture of Bembo as a bearded cardinal wearing the red of his office and 

bearing the attributes of a skilled orator and scholar.339

                                            
334 Ibid., 308-09. 

  

335 Danzi, La biblioteca del Cardinal Pietro Bembo, 278-79 and 298. Copies of Quintilian’s 
Institutio Oratoria, (BAV MS. Lat. 1761–1768), and Cicero’s Orationes, (BAV MS Lat. 3231–3232). 

336 Moroni, ed., Corrispondenza Giovanni della Casa, Carlo Gualteruzzi (1525-1549), 65. 

337 BAV MS Lat. 1703; BML MS Addit. 10965. Danzi, La biblioteca del Cardinal Pietro Bembo, 
296 and 324. 

338 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:1658. 

339 The images of Bembo are too numerous to count in this study. A prominent example of this 
image being used as a source is Vasari’s fresco Paul III Distributing Benefices, Sala dei cento giorni, Palazzo 
della Cancelleria, Rome. 
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Current Provenance of the Washington Painting 

The Washington painting possesses a provenance tied to the Barberini.340 Four Barberini 

inventories from the seventeenth century note a seated portrait of Cardinal Bembo.341 

Later a more detailed description appears in a 1730 inventory of Francesco Barberini in 

Rome: “3695 Un Ritratto del Cardle. Bembo a sedere alto pmi 5, largo pmi 4 incirca, 

con barba longa, e libro nella mano manca, con cornice liscia dorata, si dice mano del 

Titiano in cattivo stato [N.B. attribution is crossed out in original doc.] 50.”342

Fig. 7

 This 

description does not accord with the Washington painting: Bembo is not seated, he has a 

short beard, and he does not hold a book in his hand. These details accord with the two 

Bembo portraits from Titian or Titian’s circle, now in the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana 

and in Naples (  and Fig. 8). In 1877 Crowe and Cavalcaselle described a Titian 

portrait of Cardinal Bembo that was hanging in the Barberini palace: 

The glance is animated, and the eyes look firmly out from a face turned 
three-quarters to the left. The right hand, half pointing, half gesticulating, 
appears to enforce the words that—we might think—had just issued from 
the lips. The high forehead is partly concealed by the red hat, the white 
beard square-trimmed, and the white collar and sleeve relieved on the red 
silk of the cardinal’s habit.343

                                            
340 Filippo Pedrocco, Titian, trans. Corrado Federici (New York:  Rizzoli International 

Publications, 2001), 172. A theory that it was sold to the family by Gianlorenzo Bernini persisted in the 
literature but has been dropped as unviable. 

  

341 Fern Rusk Shapley, Catalogue of the Italian paintings, vol. 1 (Washington, D. C.:  National 
Gallery of Art, 1979), 482-83. From Cardinal Antonio Barberini’s inventory of 1644, “Un ritratto del 
Card.le Bembo mezza figura a sedere, di mano di Tiziano”; from the same cardinal’s inventory of 1671, “Un 
ritratto del Cardl Bembo mezza figure a Sedere alto p.mi 5—inc.a Mano di Titiano.” An identical entry 
appears in a 1672 inventory. In 1686 an inventory of Prince Maffeo Barberini: “Un Retratto del Card.o 
Bembo mezza figura à sedere alto p.i 5. Largo p.i 4 ½ in circa…mano di Titiano.”  

342 Getty Research Institute, “Getty Provenance Index, Archival Documents,” 
http://piprod.getty.edu/starweb/pi/servlet.starweb?path=pi/pi.web, Accessed October 1, 2010, I-1 
(Barberini), Item 0218.  The present location is wrongly noted as the Washington, D. C. canvas at the 
National Gallery of Art. 

343 Cavalcaselle and Crowe, Titian: His Life and Times, 28-29. In a note the painting is life size, 
seen to the elbows, and was said to hang in the second room of the palace, no. 35. 
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This correlates to the Washington canvas precisely and gives good reason to 

associate the provenance of this work to the Barberini. The documentary evidence, 

however, should be treated with care. It simply does not support a Barberini provenance 

of this work as far back as the eighteenth century.344

Copies of the Washington Portrait and Related Variants 

 The work can be traced to the 

Barberini but only from the nineteenth century. In order to fill in the shadowy middle 

years for the provenance of the Washington painting, we must first look at prominent 

copies.  

Two paintings that stand out among the many copies of this portrait are examples now in 

Naples and the Vatican (Fig. 34 and Fig. 35). They share with the Washington example in 

that the sitter looks to the left in a three-quarter pose, he bends his proper right arm at the 

elbow, and he wears a cardinal’s red vestments and biretta. They differ from the 

Washington version in two small but important details: Bembo wears a long beard and 

holds a book in his left hand. Moreover, in the Naples example the sitter wears a ring on 

his proper right hand and sits before a window with a landscape beyond. The Vatican 

canvas displays neither of these details. Both works are attributed to the school of Titian, 

although the bad state of conservation of the Naples canvas complicates study of the 

painting, which has often been thought to be an autograph Titian. It is usually dated later 

than the Washington painting, to the time of the artist’s stay in Rome in 1545–46. 

In addition, it has been argued that the Naples canvas is the second painting from 

Bembo’s letter because the sitter wears a long beard and thus appears more aged.345

                                            
344 Inventories, sometimes written by individuals, describing objects with no art historical training, 

and the collectors, looking to up the value of their possessions, contributes to this larger problem of 
attribution and provenance. Linda Borean wisely takes on this problem in her article on this very subject. 
Linda Borean, "Collecting in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century Venice: Originals, Copies, and 'Maniera 
di'," in Titian, Tintoretto, Veronese: Rivals in Renaissance Venice, ed. Frederick Ilchman (Boston: Museum 
of Fine Arts, Boston, 2009), 61-71. 

 

345 Laura Laureati, ed., Lucrezia Borgia (Ferrara: Ferrara Arte Editore, 2002), 124-25. Here the long 
beard is an indication of Bembo’s advanced age and suggests a late date for the painting.  
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Bembo’s facial hair was a point of frustration for Cellini. In a 1537 letter he lamented the 

difficulty of modeling Bembo’s short beard, worn in the Venetian manner, on a portrait 

medal on which he was working. This aspect has received much misguided scholarly 

attention and is open to objection. The growth of facial hair lends a false sense of the 

passing of time. Certainly, a portrait of a man wearing a beard can literally describe the 

sitter, and it may also connote wisdom, a visual conceit sustained since antiquity. It is too 

easy, even inaccurate, to assume that as Bembo aged, his beard became longer, like father 

time. Beards can be trimmed and are not necessarily an indication of age but, rather, more 

of fashion. True, a longer beard does fit with the sage and mature man Cardinal Bembo 

would have been while he was in Rome prior to his death in 1547, but it cannot be an 

identifying feature for dating any painting to this time. We have no evidence saying that 

Bembo grew out his beard when he donned the cardinal’s hat.  

The Naples example does possess a Roman provenance connected to the Farnese 

to around this time. In October of 1545 Titian was welcomed to the papal court of Paul 

III. At the behest of the Farnese, he painted several portraits for the family, Pope Paul III 

and His Grandsons Ottavio and Cardinal Alessandro Farnese and Cardinal Alessandro 

Farnese, both of which are also in Naples. The sitter of these portraits, Alessandro Farnese, 

owned a portrait of Cardinal Bembo by the hand of Titian. A 1653 inventory describes in 

exact detail the example in the Capodimonte, including the window in the background 

and the ring on the sitter’s hand.346

                                            
346 Bertini, La galleria del duca di Parma, storia di una collezione, 84. Inventory, Palazzo Farnese, 

1653, “Un ritratto del Card. le Bembo a sedere con un libro in mano mano di Titiano cornice nera”; “Un 
quadro alto braccia duoi, e oncie una, e mezza, largo braccia uno, oncie nove, e mezza. Rittrato di un 
Cardinale con beretta in capo, et anello nella destra, che poggia sopra il braccio della carega, nella sinistra un 
officio, e paese in lontananza, di Tizziano n. 136.” 

 Alessandro was advised by the antiquarian and librarian 

Fulvio Orsini, who amassed a substantial collection for himself and the Farnese in Rome 

in the late sixteenth century. In fact, Orsini later brokered deals between Alessandro 

Farnese and Torquato Bembo and himself acquired a substantial portion of Bembo’s 

library and significant gems. Orsini had also owned a portrait of Bembo, said to be from 
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the school of Titian, appearing in an inventory of 1600, which was drawn up around his 

death when his substantial collection was gifted to Odoardo Farnese.347 This collection 

then passed to Alessandro, and thus the Naples painting likely came by way of Orsini’s 

collection.348

The Farnese provenance for the Naples painting is widely accepted, but that of the 

image in the Vatican library remains less stable but related. It must be considered if we are 

to understand the provenance of the Washington work. Because provenance on the 

Vatican copy is shadowy, it may remain in the realm of conjecture, but it is plausible that 

the eighteenth-century Barberini description (noted above), which precisely matches the 

Vatican Library example, and not the Washington painting, found its way to that 

institution with a substantial gift of manuscripts from the Barberini family, many of which 

were autograph letters of Cardinal Bembo’s.

  

349

                                            
347 De Nolhac believes that the work certainly passed to Odoardo Farnese, and thus it follows the 

Bembo portraits could be the same, but given the inventory attributions, as by Titian and by the school of 
Titian, this fact remains conjectural. See my earlier discussion on Orsini and the Bembo collection. Nolhac, 
"Les collections d'antiquités de Fulvio Orsini," 175. “52. QVADRO cornicato di pero tinto, col ritratto del 
Cardinal Bembo, di mano d’uno scolare di Titiano ...10.” This value is relatively inexpensive to average in 
comparison with other values assigned to similar paintings on this list, likely because the image is considered 
a copy of a Titian. See also Nolhac, La Bibliothèque de Fulvio Orsini, 31, n.1 & 33, n.1. See also Harold E. 
Wethey, The Paintings of Titian, 3 vols. (London:  Phaidon, 1969-75), 2:83. 

 This may explain why the descriptions of 

the Bembo portrait differ. The seated image of Bembo holding a book could have gone to 

the Vatican library with the letters, and at a later time the Washington painting, a standing 

348 Hochmann, "Les dessins et les peintures de Fulvio Orsini et la collection Farnèse," 81. “4371. 
Un quadro in tela con cornice di legno nero dentro e il ritratto del cardinale Pietro Bembo, mano di 
Titiano.” Hochmann sees this painting from Orsini to be the Naples example. It is possible that the Vatican 
Library example could be the Orsini painting, which may have been gifted along with Orsini’s library, but 
no evidence can support this. See also Coggiola, "Per l'iconografia di Pietro Bembo," 492. Coggiola believes 
the Orsini and Farnese portrait are the same. See also Raffaello in Vaticano,  (Milan:  Electa, 1984), 60-62. 

349 For specific manuscripts see the list of manuscripts in Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: 
collezione di opere inedite o rare. ms. Barberiniano latino, 2157, Bembus-Sadoletus, XVIII, sec. XVIII; 
2158, Corrispondenti latini del Bembo, sec XVI; 5692, Lettere originali del Card. P. Bembo scritte diversi, 
sec. XVI; 5693, Lettere originali del Card. P. Bembo a Carlo Gualteruzzi, sec. XVI. See also Clough’s 
hypothesis that these drafts came initially from Gualteruzzi, Bembo’s literary executor, whose papers 
eventually passed to the Barberini Library and, when that collection was dispersed, to the Vatican Library. It 
is conceivable that Gualteruzzi would have had a portrait of his life-time friend, which went with the letters 
after his death. Clough, Pietro Bembo's Library Represented in the British Museum, 5-6. 
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portrait of Bembo without a book and an autograph Titian, came to the Barberini family 

and was seen in the nineteenth century in that family’s palace because perhaps it had only 

arrived in that collection that century, not in the seventeenth century as previously 

thought.  

Filling in the Timeline for the Washington Painting 

A Titian portrait of Bembo survived in the home of Cornelia Dolfin Gradenigo, who had 

married Vincenzo Gradenigo, the last heir to Elena Bembo and Pietro Gradenigo, and it 

became available upon her death in 1815. An account of its survival appears in Jacopo 

Morelli’s preface to his 1790 publication of Bembo’s Istoria.350

Fig. 36

 The image reproduced is 

an engraving by Francesco Bartolozzi (1725–1815), a profile representation of an 

uncapped figure wearing the vestments of a cardinal with a long beard, holding a book, 

and standing at a table ( ). Morelli claims that the image reproduced for this 

publication was an accurate representation of a large Titian owned by Bembo’s heir. His 

statement on the source of the image, then, prompted scholars to seek, perhaps in vain, for 

a profile portrait of Bembo by Titian.351 When Cornelia Dolfin Gradenigo died the 

collection passed to her servants, and thus it was thought the painting was lost.352

                                            
350 Coggiola, "Per l'iconografia di Pietro Bembo," 500-02. Morelli, ed., Della istoria vinziana di M. 

Pietro Bembo. Unpaginated. 

 Harold 

Wethey attempted to construct a provenance for the lost painting, tracing it to a 

description of a Bembo portrait in the collection of Conte Luigi Sernagiotto, from the 

351 Wethey, The Paintings of Titian, 2:154, X-11. Harold Wethey sought to reconstruct a 
provenance of this “unknown” profile portrait of Cardinal Bembo. He claims that a Titian portrait of 
Bembo was bought in 1830 by Natale Schiavoni in Venice. An inventory of that collection does mention a 
portrait of Pietro Bembo in the manner of Titian but does not specifically note a profile image. Luigi 
Sernagiotto, Natale e Felice Schiavoni, Vita, Opere, Tempi (Venice:  Tip. Municip. di Gaetano Longo, 
1881), 637. 

352 Eiche, "On the Dispersal of Cardinal Bembo's Collection," 358-59.  See also Leopoldo 
Cicognara, Memorie spettanti alla storia della calcografia del Commend (Prato:  Fra. Giachetti, 1831), 84. 
Cicognara quotes Dolfin Gradenigo’s will, “cui poco lusingavano gli antichi fasti della sua benefattrice, e 
d’ogni cosa preziosa dispone secondo le dole speculazioni del suo particolar interesse.” 
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collection of Natale Schiavoni in Venice. Wethey, however, was victim to the difficult 

matter of copy and autograph Bembo portraits by Titian. It is not a simple matter. An 

inventory of the Schiavoni collection claims the painting is in the manner of Titian, rather 

than an autograph work. Moreover, the provenance proposed has the work being in the 

Putnam Foundation in San Diego as late as 1965, but no record exists of such an image in 

this collection.353

These efforts could be misdirected if the Bartolozzi engraving is considered within 

the context of late and/or posthumous images of Bembo, of which there are many. The 

engraving shares with a much earlier print by Giulio Bonasone (c. 1498–1574) in which a 

long-bearded cardinal is framed in profile, wearing the hooded vestment of his office (

 

Fig. 

37). They both share with the medal by Cattaneo: a profile bust following the numismatic 

tradition (Cat. 136, Pl. 23). Superimposed over the lower quarter of the Bonasone 

engraving is an identifying plaque claiming to represent Bembo in the year of his death, at 

the age of 77. Thus, the prints and the medals, each displaying variations of the identifying 

attributes, the long beard and the book, served as models for other media.354 As Davide 

Gasparotto wisely remarked, these profile images derive from the numismatic tradition and 

would have been thought to be unfashionable for an image painted in the Cinquecento.355

This gives good reason to think that the profile portrait by Titian never existed; 

rather, the engraved prints and medals were reproducible and highly portable, images 

available for the printmaker Bartolozzi looking to create a “true” image of Bembo, 

 

These images filled patrons’ demands for images of illustrious men. 

                                            
353 A collection inquiry to the Timken Museum turned up nothing on August 6, 2009. No record 

exists of such a portrait connected to the Putnam Foundation, which later formed the permanent collection 
of the Timken Museum. 

354 Coggiola, "Per l'iconografia di Pietro Bembo," figs. 2-6. These painted profiles survive in the 
Museo Civico di Pavia and the Biblioteca Marciana. See also Wethey’s survey of eight painted variants and 
copies and four prints, documented and described. Wethey, The Paintings of Titian, 2:154, X-11.  

355 Davide Gasparotto, "La barba di Pietro Bembo," Annali della scuola normale superiore di Pisa 4, 
no. 1-2 (1996): 193. Gasparotto’s article is an excellent survey of Bembo’s portraiture, sensitive to the 
reproducibility of images and the influence of those images in various media. 
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fulfilling Morelli’s demand in the nineteenth century. It is unlikely that Titian would have 

produced a profile portrait of Bembo in a format so out of fashion for such a noted 

connoisseur of the visual arts. Titian personally knew the man he portrayed, and profile 

portraiture is almost nonexistent in his oeuvre. If then we regard Morelli’s remarks with 

care, then the image in Padua in the nineteenth century could have been the Washington 

painting, which was sold by Elena’s heir, and found its way to the Barberini collection, 

and shortly after was seen and accurately described by Crowe and Cavalcaselle.  
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Figure 34 - Titian or from the school of, 
Portrait of Pietro Bembo, after 1539, oil 
on canvas, Museo Nazionale di 
Capodimonte, Naples 

Figure 35 - Titian, copy after, Portrait of 
Pietro Bembo, after 1539, oil on linen, 
Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vatican 
City 

  
Figure 36 - Francesco Bartolozzi, Portrait 
of Pietro Bembo, engraving from Jacopo 
Morelli’s preface to his 1790 publication 
of Bembo’s Istoria 

Figure 37 - Giulio di Antonio Bonasone, 
Pietro Bembo, c. 1540–60, engraving, 
The Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, 
England 
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Catalog 19 - Titian, Portrait of Torquato Bembo, unknown date and medium, untraced 

Evidence 

1581 

Letter of Fulvio Orsini to Vincenzo Pinelli, May 6, 1581 

Torquato Bembo brought a portrait of himself to Rome, hoping to sell the 
work.356

c. 1634–36 

 

NRAS MS Hamilton  M4/8, fol. 2 

30. Il Ritratto di Torquato Bembo Poeta celebre, di palmi 6. alto, e 5. 
largo del medesimo [Titiano]. 

fol. 16 

30. A Picture of Torquato Bembo a famous poet Pal 6. & 5. Titian 

c. 1694–98 

NRAS MS Hamilton  M4/10, p. 1 

25. Margin note [A paris] A picture of Torquato Bembo a famous Poet pal. 
6 & 5 Titian…. 60 

1648 

Ridolfi, Life of Titian 

[…]He also painted the portraits of many literary figures, including among 
them ... Francesco Filetto, the Venetian jurist, along with his son in the 
same canvas; Torquato Bembo and his wife, a painting that can be seen in 
Padua in their home along with the previously mentioned portrait of 
Cardinal Bembo, and a standing figure of Saint Margaret; My Lord 
Beccatello.[…]357

                                            
356 Nolhac, La Bibliothèque de Fulvio Orsini, 102, n. 3. This is a paraphrase of de Nolhac’s 

summary of this unpublished letter. 

 

357 Ridolfi, The Life of Titian, 111-12.  
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Comments 

The sources on this untraced painting are conflicting and incomplete. Fulvio 

Orsini mentions a portrait of Torquato being brought by the sitter himself to be sold in 

Rome, along with many other objects from his father’s collection. Much later, in 1634–

36, a confused entry of the inventory of Bartolomeo della Nave’s collection lists a picture 

of Torquato Bembo by Titian, but it describes the sitter as a famous poet, something 

which he surely was not. Precisely where one wants to locate the error determines the 

meaning. If the writer of the list simply omitted an important word, “son,” of a famous 

poet, then of course we may see this as an image of Torquato. On the other hand, it could 

be that the compiler of the list meant to write “Pietro” Bembo, a famous poet. Torquato 

was the individual who sold the work to Bartolomeo della Nave, and thus the seller might 

have been mistaken as the sitter. The compiler of the inventory could have been more 

wildly wrong, meaning instead the famous poet Torquato Tasso. And finally the matter is 

complicated by the fact that Ridolfi’s description is awkwardly phrased and could be read 

that Titian painted two separate portraits of Torquato and his wife or that Titian painted a 

double portrait of Torquato and his wife.358 Without more documentary evidence, a 

greater understanding of this lost painting cannot be compiled.359

                                            
358 Ridolfi, Le maraviglie dell'arte, ouero le vite de gli'llustri pittori veneti e dello stato, 1:174. “[…] 

Torquato Bembo, e la di lui moglie, che si videro in Padoua nel le case loro con quello del detto Cardinale, 
e la figura di Santa Margarita in piedi;[…]” In the 1996 translation, the passage is translated as a double 
portrait. See above. 

 

359 It is worth noting that the 1694–98 version of the Hamilton art collection(M4/10) lists this same 
garbled description preceded with a marginal note “At Paris.” This implies that it had been sold at some 
point to a buyer in France. 
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Catalog 20 - Titian, Saint Margaret, unknown date and medium, untraced 

Evidence 

1648 

Ridolfi, Life of Titian 

He also painted the portraits of many literary figures, including among 
them ... Francesco Filetto, the Venetian jurist, along with his son in the 
same canvas; Torquato Bembo and his wife, a painting that can be seen in 
Padua in their home along with the previously mentioned portrait of 
Cardinal Bembo, and a standing figure of Saint Margaret; My Lord 
Beccatello.[...]360

Comments 

 

Ridolfi attaches a number of Titians to the Bembo collection, still to be seen in the 

Paduan house as late as 1648: the Portrait of Cardinal Bembo (Cat. 18, Pl. 11), a Portrait 

of Torquato Bembo (Cat. 19), and a Saint Margaret, specifically described as a standing 

figure. Three paintings of Saint Margaret by Titian survive today, and none of them can 

be said with any amount of certainty to be the one seen by Ridolfi in Padua. They must 

be excluded for their late dates, all after Pietro’s death. It is not out of the realm of 

possibility that his son Torquato could have bought a version of this subject from Titian, 

but he seemed to be in the business of selling rather than buying. One can merely 

speculate in the absence of documentary evidence to support a purchase by Torquato. 

A late, half-length version of Saint Margaret at the Uffizi can be dismissed, for it 

does not show a standing figure.361

                                            
360 Ridolfi, The Life of Titian, 111-12.   

 Two paintings of the saint portray her standing, 

triumphantly emerging from a vanquished dragon. A version in the Prado must also be 

dismissed because the provenance of the work is solid. Titian sent this work to Philip II in 

1552, and it remained in the Escorial Apartments, eventually coming to the collection at 

361 This work is also much after Bembo’s death in 1547, c. 1565–1570. It certainly derives from the 
earlier images of the standing saint.  
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the Prado (Fig. 38).362

Fig. 39

 Another closely composed version survives in a private collection in 

Switzerland, dating to c. 1560 ( ). The treatment of the subject in both of these 

paintings is remarkably close to Raphael’s much earlier version in Vienna (Fig. 40). Both 

painters stage the scene with a rocky escarpment as a backdrop. The saint stands with eyes 

downcast at the dragon in exaggerated contrapposto, with the figure’s left leg forward and 

with the arms outstretched to the left holding a cross in the left hand. Her hair is light 

reddish, and she wears a clinging garment, true green in Titian and blue/green in 

Raphael, with a red drape caught at the elbow. How these works by different artists relate 

has never been properly addressed. Raphael’s painting was seen in the Venetian collection 

of Giovanantonio Venier by Marcantonio Michiel, and thus Titian may have been able to 

see it here, or later in Michiel Priuli’s house in S. Maria Formosa.363

A consideration of the context in which the now lost Saint Margaret hung might 

further our understanding of all. Bembo owned another image of Saint Margaret, as 

described by Michiel: Petrarch’s Laura Depicted as Saint Margaret, said to derive from a 

wall painting of a church in Avignon (Cat.

  The close 

connection between the two raises some difficult, insolvable, problems. 

 26). Simone Martini had depicted St. George 

and the Dragon with the Princess bearing the face of Petrarch’s love, as local tradition 

upheld. The fresco no longer survives, but a good many descriptions do of literary-minded 

visitors drawn to the site to see an “authentic” image of Laura; one such visitor was 

Bernardo Bembo. Likely during this trip, he bought or commissioned a “souvenir” image 

that quoted the female figure with a dragon. This may be surmised because Michiel sees 

Laura as St. Margaret, the saint who emerged unharmed from the belly of a dragon.  
                                            
362 Francesco Valcanover, "Comparative Chronology," in Titian, Prince of Painters, ed. Susan 

Biadene (Munich: Prestel-Verlag, 1990), 411. 

363 I would like to thank Marcia Hall for pointing this out, a fact conveyed to her in conversation 
with Peter Humfrey.  Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy by an 
Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 112-14.  This painting stayed in Venice, going to the 
collection of Michiel Priuli, from which it was bought by James Hamilton in 1637.  Shakeshaft, "'To Much 
Bewiched with Thoes Intysing Things': The Letters of James, Third Marquis of Hamilton and Basil, 
Viscount Feilding, Concerning Collecting in Venice, 1635-1639," 120, 129.   
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This is precisely how both Raphael and Titian portray their versions of St. 

Margaret. Raphael’s early version is more tranquil: the saint stands with the beast coiled 

around her feet, whereas Titian’s saint literally steps from its insides. Neither Bembo’s 

painting nor the fresco survive to confirm, but one of the many tourists who made 

pilgrimage to Avignon was the Marquis de Sade, who explains that “Laura wears green 

and stands at the foot of St. George.”364 Raphael and Titian’s works depicting St. Margaret 

also stand with a dragon and wear green. This may be accidental, but the presence of a 

Titian painting of this very subject within Bembo’s collection is provocative. 365

                                            
364 See the essay for 

 Could the 

shared characteristics of Raphael’s and Titian’s works be alluding to a common source, the 

one described by Michiel? The lost composition would provide the answer to this 

question, but Titian’s composition hanging next to such a work builds our understanding 

of the influence prominent collections such as Bembo’s or Venier’s could have on artists, 

literally shaping contemporary work in production by artists of that day.  

 26 for my explanation of the appearance of Bembo’s portrait of Laura. 

365 Raphael’s painting stylistically dates to 1518, the time when Bembo and Raphael were together 
in Rome. Bembo’s letters reveal a good deal of interaction between the two, taking a trip to Tivoli in 1516 
and corresponding between the artist and Bernardo Bibbiena, regarding the painting of his stufetta the 
following year into the summer of 1517.  Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o 
rare, 2:368, 371, 372, 377, 384.  There exists in the Louvre a version of Raphael’s painting attributed jointly 
to Raphael and Giulio Romano, and is dated to 1518, and is thought to have been commissioned by the 
Pope Leo X as a diplomatic gift to Francis I. Peter Young and Paul Joannides, "Giulio Romano's Madonna 
at Apsley House," The Burlington Magazine 137 (November, 1995): 733. Bembo accompanied the pope to 
Bologna in December of 1515, and thus a connection between Bembo and this image can be made earlier.  
Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:365.   
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Figure 38 - Titian, Saint Margaret and the 
Dragon, 1540–1550, oil on canvas, Museo 
del Prado, Madrid 

Figure 39 - Titian, Saint Margaret, c. 1560, 
oil on canvas, Private Collection, 
Switzerland 

  
Figure 40 - Raphael and workshop, Saint 
Margaret, 1518, poplar panel, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna 
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Plate 12 - Titian, copy after, Portrait of a Venetian Woman (Elisabetta Quirini Massola?), 
oil on canvas, Musée des Augustins, Toulouse, original painted in 1543, medium 
unknown, untraced (Cat. 21) 
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Catalog 21 - Titian, copy after, Portrait of a Venetian Woman (Elisabetta Quirini 
Massola?), oil on canvas, Musée des Augustins, Toulouse, original painted in 1543, 
medium unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1543 

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Gubbio to Girolamo Quirino, December 24, 1543 

I hold dear Titian who has finished the figure of Madonna Elisabetta. And 
in this respect, he has much served me. He and Madonna Elisabetta have 
generously made this gift about which you write me. And thus in this way 
it was intended to be made.366

1543 

 

Pietro Bembo in Padua to Girolamo Quirino, December 29, 1543 

Signore Legato [Giovanni della Casa] sent me a most beautiful sonnet that 
he made about the portrait by Titian of Madonna Isabetta, and has 
intentional sent it to me first. It was certainly not made in point of this 
need, without too much lightness, but I am cheered that the name of 
Madonna [Isabetta] is celebrated by such a truly great poet. 367

1544 

 

Letter from Pietro Bembo to Girolamo Quirino in Venice, August 3, 1544 

[…] Ma incominciate ora da questo: che avendo egli una belissima casa qui 
per sua stanzia, della quale paga intorno a scudi trecento l’anno d’affitto, a 
me la lascia cortesemente, senza volere che io ne paghi un picciolo, acciò 
che io l’abiti fino al suo ritorno; e lascialami con molti fornimenti e con un 
bellissimo camerino acconcio de’ suoi panni molto ricchi e molto belli, e 
con un letto di velluto, e alquante statue antiche e altre belle pitture: tra le 

                                            
366 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:2403. “[…] Ho molto 

caro che M. Tiziano abbia ben finita la figura de Mad. Isab[etta]. E in questo reputo io esser stato servito da 
lui. Mad. Isab[etta] ha fatto con lui da generosa madonna ad averli fatto il presente che mi scrivete. E in 
queste cose così si vuole fare.[…]” 

367 Ibid., 4:2405. “Il S.r Legato mi mandò un bellissimo suo sonetto fatto sopra il rettratto di Mad. 
Is[abetta] di Tiziano; e ha voluto che io il vegga primo, come mi scrivete. Ma certo non facea punto di ciò 
bisogno, ché è senz’altro molto leggiadro. Mi rallegro che il nome di quella Mad. si celebri da sì gran poeta. 
Le altre cose le arete da altri.” 
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quali è il ritratto della nostra Madonna Lisabetta, che Sua Signoria ha tolto 
a Messer Carlo. […]368

1545 

 

Letter of Giovanni della Casa in Venice to Carlo Gualteruzzi in Rome, May 23, 1545 

When Messer Titian has made the portrait then your Most Reverend 
Lordship will have that which is in the wardrobe and not before and this 
one will be mine: Or else you compose sonnets, you who could make it so 
well when you want it! I thought that Messer Flaminio was my 
competitor, but now I find out that there are quite a few Messer 
Flaminios.369

1568 

 

Vasari, Vite 

And having made for Monsignor Giovanni della Casa, the Florentine, who 
has been illustrious in our times both for nobility of blood and as a man of 
letters, a very beautiful portrait of a gentlewoman whom that lord loved 
while he was in Venice, Tiziano was rewarded by being honored by him 
with the lovely sonnet that begins: Ben vegg’ io, Tiziano, in forme nuove 
/ L’ idolo mio, che i begli occhi apre e gira370

c. 1634–36 

  

NRAS MS Hamilton  M4/8, 

fol. 3 

                                            
368 Ibid., 4:2444. 

369 Moroni, ed., Corrispondenza Giovanni della Casa, Carlo Gualteruzzi (1525-1549), 151. 
“Quando Messer Titiano harà fatto il ritratto, alhora Vostra Signoria Reverendissima haverà quello che è in 
salvaroba, et non prima: et questo sarà il mio: o voi fate i sonetti voi, che gli sapete ben fare quando volete! 
Io credeva che Messer Flaminio fosse mio concorrente et trovo che ci è de Messeri Flaminij assai.” I would 
like to thank Stefano Gulizia for his help on my translation of this letter. Noteworthy is that the painting is 
in Rome, but Titian is making a copy of it in his studio. For Titian’s techniques for making copies, see 
Falomir, "Titian's Replicas and Variants," 60-69. 

370 Vasari, Le vite de’ piu ̀ eccellenti pittori scultori e architettori nelle redazioni del 1550 e 1568 
6:168.A monsignor Giovanni della Casa fiorentino, stato uomo illustre per chiarezza di sanque e per lettere 
a’ tempi nostri, avendo fatto un bellissimo ritratto d’una gentildonna che amò quel signor mentre stette 
inVinezia, meritò da lui essere onorato con quel bellissimo sonetto, che comincia; Ben vegg’io, Tiziano, in 
forme nove/L’idolo mio, che i begl’occhi apre e gira, […]  Vasari, Lives of the Most Eminent Painters and 
Sculptors and Architects, 3:1984. 
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37. Il Ritratto d’una Donna che fù favorite del C.B. quadro alto palmi 4 ½ 
largo 3 ½ del med.ms Titians. 

fol. 20 

37. A picture of a woman who was favored of Cardinal Bimbo pal. 4 ½ & 
3 ½. Titian 

1648 

Ridolfi, Le maraviglie dell’arte overo le vite de gli’llustri pittori veneti e dello stato 

In addition, he [Titian] did the portraits of many famous women: […] and 
to thank My Lord Della Casa, the papal nuncio in Venice who was anxious 
to own something as a remembrance of Titian’s talent, the artist made him 
the image of a very beautiful Venetian lady, which was later praised by that 
sweetest of poets in the following manner: [followed by della Casa’s 
sonnet]371

c. 1694–98 

 

NRAS MS Hamilton  M4/10,  

fol. 3 

31. A picture of a woman who was favored of Cardinal Bembo pal. 4 ½ & 
3 ½. Titian…100 

Comments 

Elisabetta (Lisabetta) Quirini (Quirina), a relation of Bembo’s best friend, 

Girolamo Quirino, became the object of Bembo’s affection and the subject of lyric poetry, 

which he began writing again increasingly in the late 1530s. His common-law wife 

Morosina, mother of his three children, had died in the summer of 1535, and a few years 

later, Lisabetta shows up in his letters starting about 1537, giving him gifts: a medal, for 

which he chastises her for paying too much, and later an antique marble bust with 

                                            
371 Ridolfi, The Life of Titian, 114-15. Ridolfi, Le maraviglie dell'arte, ouero le vite de gli'llustri 

pittori veneti e dello stato, 1:175. “[…] celebrate dalle penne de’più canori cigni di quel secolo: ed in gratia 
di Monsignor dalla Casa Nuntio del Pontefice à Venetia, desideroso d’havere alcuna memoria della sua 
mano, gli fece l’effigie di bellissima Dama Veneta, onde poscia fù da quel dolcissimo Poeta celebrata in 
questa guisa.” 
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pedestal.372 He composed sonnets honoring her; he says that Paris would have ignored 

Venus in favor of Lisabetta, and Petrarch too would have scorned Laura for her (Rime 

CXXXII-VII). In a 1538 letter to Antonio Anselmi, Bembo’s secretary in Venice, she 

protested being presented to Paris along with the three nude goddesses.373 She was well 

schooled in Italian literature and could read Latin; Bembo praises her epistolary style, 

which he receives in his letters, and she was supportive of his work, encouraging him to 

translate his History into Italian. He eventually did, and when it was published 

posthumously by Girolamo Quirino, it was done so with a dedication to her.374

Their contact was relatively brief in 1537–38; their relationship cooled yet endured 

after he was raised to cardinal and relocated to Rome. In a good-bye letter he sent her his 

likeness, and he asks her to caress it, because she has not felt compelled to stroke the real 

thing.

 

375

 136

 It is tempting to think that he sent her a newly minted medal of himself as 

cardinal, recently attributed to Danese Cattaneo (Cat. , Pl. 23). He received word of 

being appointed as cardinal in March 1539 and left for Rome the following October. 

Cattaneo, a student of Bembo’s friend Jacopo Sansovino, was a likely choice for creating a 

portrait medal of him as cardinal, which Bembo could bring with him to Rome, when he 

received his consecration upon his arrival. This attribution is further reinforced by the 

portrait medal of Elisabetta composed by the same artist (Fig. 41).376

                                            
372 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:1846, 1930. 

 The recto of her 

medal portrays her all’antica in Roman dress with tightly bound and braided hair. The 

373 Ibid., 4:1943. 

374 Ibid., 4:2413. 

375 Ibid., 4:2125. 

376 Davide Gasparotto argues that this medal by Cattaneo was posthumously commissioned. In 
absence of documentary evidence, we cannot be sure. Bembo could have sent her another portrait medal, by 
Belli (Cat. 139, Pl. 26), by Tommaso Antonio, known as Il Fagiuolo ( 137, Plate 24), by Leone Leoni, or by 
Alfonso Lombardi (the latter two untraced); Gasparotto, "La barba di Pietro Bembo," 192. See also Philip 
Attwood, Italian Medals c. 1530-1600 in British Public Collections, vol. 1 (London:  British Museum Press, 
2003), 169.  
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verso takes from Bembo’s sonnet. Up to this point it has been interpreted as the Three 

Graces, but it could also be seen as a Judgment of Paris, for one of the three nude 

goddesses holds a sphere or an apple.377

This conceit was borrowed by Giovanni della Casa, then the papal nuncio to 

Venice, who in his series of sonnets praised Lisabetta. In Sonnet 32, he specifically admires 

Titian’s portrait of her, which begins:

  

378

Titian, how well I see in these new forms 

  

My idol, whose lovely eyes open and turn 
On your living canvases, whose sweet members move, 
And who speaks and truly breathes. […]379

Up to this point, it has been thought that della Casa commissioned the original 

painting from Titian, following Ridolfi, who may have followed Vasari’s assumptions in 

his Vite. The painting is lost, but survives in a painted copy in Toulouse.

 

380

                                            
377 John Graham Pollard, Eleonora Luciano, and Maria Pollard, Renaissance Medals, 2 vols. 

(Washington, D. C.:  National Gallery of Art, 2007), 1:483. George Francis Hill, A Guide to the Exhibition 
of Medals of the Renaissance in the British Museum (London:  British Museum, 1923), 45.. 

 But one of 

Bembo’s letters tells us something quite different. In the summer of 1543 Bembo was in 

Venice, staying on the Giudecca, arranging his daughter’s wedding for that fall. Surely he 

was in contact with Lisabetta, which rekindled their relationship. A few months later, after 

Bembo had returned to Gubbio, he receives word via his friend Girolamo Quirino on 

Christmas Eve that Lisabetta has commissioned a portrait of herself from Titian as a gift for 

378 Dionisotti, ed., Prose e Rime di Pietro Bembo, Rime 133. In the note for Rime 133, Dionisotti 
points out della Casa’s borrowing. 

379 Ridolfi reproduces della Casa’s sonnet in its entirety Ridolfi, The Life of Titian, 114-15. 
Wethey, The Paintings of Titian, 1:39-40. For recent example of this misconception, see Peter Humfrey, 
Titian (London:  Phaidon Press, Inc., 2007), 126. Humfrey dates a commission from della Casa to 1544. 

380 Mickaël Szanto, "Portrait d'une Vénitienne (Elisabetta Querini Massola?)," in Splendeur de 
Venise, 1500-1600: Peintures et dessins des collections publiques franc ̧aises (Paris: Somogy éditions d'art, 
2005). Lodovico Scarampi and Cristoforo Geremia, "Notes on Italian Medals XIV," The Burlington 
Magazine 23, no. 121 (April 1913): 21 & Plate II. Scarampi and Geremia reproduce Joseph Canale’s 
engraving of the lost painting of Quirina by Titian. Pollard, Luciano, and Pollard, Renaissance Medals, 
1:483, n. 1. Another painted copy of Titian’s painting is said to be at the the Villa Borghese. 
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Bembo. Five days later, right before New Year’s Eve, Bembo writes his friend Girolamo 

again, telling that he has received a sonnet about the portrait of Lisabetta by Titian from 

his friend Giovanni della Casa, who was in Venice and thus able to see it before Bembo.  

After this point, the whereabouts of this now untraced work become somewhat 

entangled. The work did not immediately go to Bembo in Gubbio. He left there in the 

following spring in 1544, and by the following August he is installed in della Casa’s house 

in Rome, which della Casa offered to Bembo for free until his return. In a letter to 

Quirino, Bembo revels in the luxury of his borrowed accommodations, which were 

adorned with rich and beautiful hangings, with a velvet bed and antique statues and 

beautiful paintings, including the portrait of Madonna Lisabetta, which della Casa took 

from Carlo Gualteruzzi. In return for his generosity, Bembo asked Girolamo Quirino to 

provide della Casa with accommodation in Venice.381

Thus, Bembo must have forwarded his gift from Lisabetta to Rome, first to 

Gualteruzzi, who was in Rome to receive it, after which it was installed in della Casa’s 

house, by August 1544. This is not the end of the poetry by admirers, the giving of favors, 

or the bickering for copies about this famed portrait by Titian. Aretino caught a glimpse of 

it before it left Venice in October 1543 and wrote to Titian, telling him that it was no less 

true than truth itself and that the work portrays her illustrious mind, her regal quality, her 

noble thoughts, her sincere heart, and her divine and irresistible spirit.

  

382

                                            
381 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:2444, 2465. 

 This painting, 

which beguiled these men of letters, served as an appropriate loan from Bembo in 

382 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 325, n. 11. Ridolfi, The Life of Titian, 89. Ridolfi mentions Aretino’s 
poetry about this portrait and reproduces the work. “These were as unique as the portrait of Madonna 
Elisabetta Massola, rendered illustrious by the same Pietro Aretino, who copied the work in writing with his 
learned pen: This is the beautiful, golden, sacred face / Of the sacred, golden, and beautiful Massola; / 
Whoever gazes upon her sees the grace and that which / Heaven has taken from the angels to bestow upon 
her. / Here we see all good sense and every worth gathered together / Between her soul and her serious 
brows where / Her star, among her other stars, resides, / And has returned the world of today to good 
works. / Her illustrious mind and her regal spirit / Her generous thoughts, her sincere heart, and her wit, 
both divine and fatal. / Their semblance in her haughty face / By Titian, the immortal portrayed, Such that 
the painting is nothing less than truth.” 
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gratitude to della Casa for allowing him to stay in his palace. Moreover, it makes sense that 

he should enjoy his gift, commissioned to make his beloved Lisabetta present in her 

absence by having it in Rome. 

Seeing this work in della Casa’s house as a loan, rather than a gift, is confirmed in a 

letter exchange between della Casa and Carlo Gualteruzzi a year and a half later in 1545. 

Della Casa tells Gualteruzzi that when Titian finishes the copy of the painting in the 

wardrobe, then the copy will be della Casa’s. Gualteruzzi must have enjoyed the original 

so much when he held onto the work for Bembo before his arrival in Rome that he must 

have wanted a copy as well. Della Casa possessively tells his friend that he should make 

sonnets himself, implying that della Casa is getting a copy of the portrait for his poetic 

compositions. Moreover, he humorously tempers this unpleasant news by similarly pairing 

Gualteruzzi with Flaminio Tomarozzo, Bembo’s secretary and caretaker of the art 

collection.383

Another reason to see the portrait as a loan is that a work fitting this description 

appears in the inventory of Bartolomeo della Nave’s collection drawn up at its sale to 

Hamilton: “a woman who was favored of Cardinal Bembo” by Titian. To be sure, there 

were many women Bembo favored throughout his life, but one painted by Titian (if we 

trust the inventory) narrows it down likely to this Portrait of Elisabetta Quirina. Possessing 

 Della Casa chides that both were his competitors in his quest to obtain an 

image of Lisabetta: now he has “two Flaminios” with whom he must contend. Flaminio 

seems to have been concerned with the work’s absence from the collection. Bembo’s 

trusted assistant’s worries were quelled by the ordering of a second work, and Gualteruzzi 

seems to have been promised a loan of the original after the copy was installed in della 

Casa’s house. It likely remained there until Bembo’s death in this house, after which the 

original was returned to Padua with other of Bembo’s personal effects and art objects.  

                                            
383 Bembo’s lifetime friend Cola Bruno cared for the collection, but he had died in May 1542. 

Flaminio Tomarozzo assumed this position after his death. A letter of August 1542 has Bembo asking 
Flaminio to pack and ship quite a number of works of art in Padua to send to him in Rome. He is named as 
one of the executors in Bembo’s will. Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 
4:2347. See Appendix B for transcriptions of both pieces of evidence. 
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no attachment to an image of a woman that his father had taken up with just two years 

after his mother’s death, Torquato likely sold it to della Nave for easy profit.384 From the 

painted copy we may reconstruct the appearance of the original Titian. Turned in a 3/4 

pose, she wears her hair tightly braided, dressed in a bodice with puffed sleeves and a lacy 

undergarment caught at the neck with a string of pearls, holding in her right hand a pair of 

gloves.385

                                            
384Catherine Whistler, "Titian's 'Triumph of Love,'" Burlington Magazine 151 (August 2009): 539, 

539. Whistler suggests that this image’s resemblance to a description in a 1602 inventory of Gabriel 
Vendramin’s collection could be a female portrait that the Ashmolean’s “Triumph of Love” served as a 
timpano or cover. The figure is dressed in black with her right hand at her chest. My reconstruction of the 
provenance of the original places the work either in the hands of Pietro Bembo’s heir, Orazio Bembo, or in 
the collection of Bartolomeo della Nave.  Within the year of 1543, Titian provided a copy to Giovanni della 
Casa, which was installed in the Palazzo Baldassini in Rome.  It is possible that this copy came into the 
hands of Vendramin by this time, but without more research into the collection of della Casa, this must 
remain within the realm of conjecture. The portrait’s dimensions in the Vendramin inventory are almost 
square, which does not fit with the Toulouse copy, which is closer to a ¾ standing pose. Noteworthy, is that 
the eighteenth century engraving by Joseph Canale portrays a truncated image closer to a half-length size, 
although still not quite square.  Scarampi and Geremia, "Notes on Italian Medals XIV," 21, no. II. 

 As much as can be observed from a copy and a medal, the figure’s face in each 

shares common attributes: an ample neck with full cheeks. Thus, none of these intellectual 

men were responsible for the creation of a portrait that caused such as stir but, rather, the 

sitter herself started the commotion by simply giving her beloved a Christmas present.  

385 The gloves could carry meaning to the sitter and recipient. Many years earlier in 1500 when 
Bembo was romantically involved with Maria Savorgnan he sent her a pair of gloves along with a message of 
his envy of them in that they could visit and cover her ivory hands in his absence. Could have this been a 
trope he used with Elisabetta? Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:81. 
Translation from Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 33.“[…] I believe that they [the gloves] might come to you, 
desiring to make that trip which I would always like to make. I wanted to beg them that they should hold 
covered from all others, except me alone, that beautiful ivory, to cover which I send them. But I remember 
that they do not have feelings. And perhaps they are happier in this because, if they are without feelings, 
they are also without desire.[…]”  
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Figure 41 - Danese Cattaneo, obverse: Portrait of Elisabetta Quirina, reverse: Three 
Graces (or Judgment of Paris?), sixteenth century, 1540s(?), bronze, National Gallery of 
Art, Washington, D. C. 

Catalog 22 - Giovanni da Udine, Grisaille Ceiling Painting: Figures (mostly female) and 
Cabinets, Painted in Faux Bas-relief, c. 1537–40, in Bembo’s museum, via Altinate 59, 
Padua, fresco, now destroyed 

Evidence 

1749–51 

Charles-Nicolas Cochin 

Voyage d’Italie ou Recueil de notes sur les ouvrages de peinture et de 
sculpture, Qu’on voit dans le principales villes d’Italie. (Traveled in Italy, 
1749–51, published notes in 1758.) 

La Maison du Cardinal Bembe. On y voit un portique dont l’architecture 
est assez belle, surtout pour le temps où elle été faite, une salle et quelques 
cabinets peints par Jean da Udine. Tout est orné d’arabesques d’assez bon 
goût, mais foiblement exécutés. Il y a quelques grandes figures, qui n’ont 
de bon que quelque idée du goût de Raphael, & de petits bas-reliefs en 
peinture, assez passablement touchés, &qui tiennent du goût de l’antique.386

1765 

 

Giovanni Battista Rossetti 

Descrizione delle pitture, sculture, ed architetture di Padova, con alcune 
osservazioni intorno ad esse, ed alter curiose notizie 

                                            
386 Charles-Nicolas Cochin, Voyage d'Italie, ou recueil de notes sur les ouvrages de peinture et de 

sculpture qu'on voit dans les principales villes d'Italie, ed. M. Gault de Saint-German (Geneva:  Minkoff, 
1751; reprint, 1972), 161. 
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In poca distanza dal Santo, sulla strada che conduce a S. Giustina press il 
Ponte del Businello vi è la Casa, che un tempo fu abitata dal Cardinale 
Pietro Bembo. Questa era adorna di statue, di mosaici, di stuchi, e d’altre 
cose degne di que grand’Uomo, le quali sono andate a male, trattene 
alcune Pittura, ed un soffitto della seconda stanza terrena, alla parte destra 
entrando in Casa, che ne’Viaggi d’Italia’dell’altrove mentovato M. Cochin 
ritrovai descritte. Portatomi a vedere questa Casa, che oggi è abitata dal 
Nobile Uomo Signor Filippo Farsetti (a), vidi a chiaro-scuro alcune cose 
sopra le quattro porte, che sono nella sala terrena, e nella mentovata Stanza 
il soffitto diviso in 195 comparti, in ognuno de’ quali vi sono dipinte a 
chiaro-scuro una, or più figure, la maggior parte di donne, da Giovanni da 
Udine, d’un gusto antico, a Raffaellesco. De questa notizia ne son debitore 
al suddetto M Cochin.387

Comments 

 

In the eighteenth century two individuals visited the building that formerly housed 

Bembo’s museum, at the time owned by Filippo Farsetti. These visitors both saw and 

wrote down their impressions of a ceiling in a ground-floor room, painted by Giovanni da 

Udine, though no source is given for this attribution. From the two descriptions the 

ceiling featured an all’antica program “in the taste of Raphael” with 195 faux 

compartments within which were many figures, mostly female, painted in grisaille. 

Cochin adds that although the work was conceived in good taste, it was badly executed, 

but this could be taken to mean the state of conservation rather than the relative quality of 

the composition.  Rossetti specifies the location as the second room to the right when 

entering the house, above the four doors.  

The building is currently the Museum of the Third Army. A conversation with its 

current caretaker confirms that the paintings are now destroyed. No assumption should be 

made regarding the current configuration without more research on the architectural 

history of the building. Currently the ground floor space is split into three narrow 

portega-like spaces that span from the front to the rear of the house. The main entrance 

                                            
387 Giovanni Battista Rossetti, Descrizione delle pitture, sculture, ed architetture di Padova, con 

alcune osservazioni intorno ad esse, ed altre curiose notizie, 2 vols. (Padua:  Stamperia del Seminario, 1765), 
2:327-28. 
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opens onto a wide central hall (Fig. 42). Standing at the entrance looking to the rear of the 

building, the room with the paintings would have been one of those to the right.388

Bembo would have been familiar with the Giovanni da Udine’s work, for he 

collaborated with Raphael while Pietro was secretary to Leo X. The artist was in Venice 

around 1540 accomplishing the stucco decoration in the Palazzo Grimani in S. Maria 

Formosa. Closer to Bembo’s home in Padua, he is accredited, along with Falconetto, with 

the fresco and stucco interior decoration of Cornaro’s Odeon, dated to around 1537.

 The 

present author gained access only briefly, but assuming that the architecture has remained 

the same, the multi-bayed ceiling seen in the photograph below would lend itself easily to 

a compartmentalized composition.  

389

 

 

Bembo was living in Padua at that time until the autumn of 1539. Thus, the artist could 

have taken a commission while in the area.  

Figure 42 - Main entrance hall, museum of Pietro Bembo, bought 1527, via Altinate 59, 
Padua. 

                                            
388 The caretakers of the building, members of the Italian army, would not allow me to photograph 

these rooms, for they currently house their administrative and security offices.  

389 Renzo U. Montini and Riccardo Averini, Palazzo Baldassini e l’arte di Giovanni da Udine 
(Rome:  Istituto di studi romani editore, 1957), 46-47. See also Hetty E. Joyce, "Studies in the Renaissance 
Reception of Ancient Vault Decoration," Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 67 (2004): 215. 
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Catalog 23 - Unknown artist, Portrait of Dante, before 1504, medium unknown, 
untraced 

Evidence 

July 19, 1502 

Letter of Isabella d’Este to Alberto Pio da Carpi 

Don Alberto Pio. Sig.re Alberto. non essendo nui in minore desiderio de 
haver quelli retracti che eravamo quando li vedissimo, prego la S. vra che la 
faci opera col Mag.coms. Carlo Bembo dopo chel se ha offerto, che ne 
sieno mandati fin qua, che subito esemplati che serrano gli remettaremo: et 
quando pur no volessero mandarceli qua siano contenti che mandiamo uno 
pictore di qua a Venetia per retrarli: ma potendoli havere sirra (sic) molto 
più grato ecc.390

August 31,1502 

 

Letter from Carlo Bembo to Isabella d’Este 

Ill.ma Madama—Mando per il presente portator mi familiar a la S.a 
Colend.ma uostra il retratto del Petrarcha quale la S.a uostra uide a Vinetia. 
Quella il potra tenir quanto gli piacera et parendoli usarlo come cosa sua 
che inuero non gli e cosa in casa nostra che non sia al comando de la. S.a 
uostra de le qual la se ne po seruire segondo il piacer di quella: finita che sia 
questa Jostra per la qual aspettemo molti forestieri subito gli inuiaro quelle 
altre poche cosette che habiamo in casa et sio son stato negligente in 
mandarli questo prego quella si degni perdonarmi si come etiam a bocca 
l’altrieri dimandai a quella perdono: mando etiam per el dito portatore ala 
S.a uostra un San Ziouani et una Veronica adinsime (sic) ambi lauor 
oltramontano che credo non spiacera a la S.a uostra di uedere il qual restera 
per pegno apresso a quella infino chio haro ateso a quanto qui sopra il ho 
promesso a la gratia de la quale come bon seruitor mi Raccomando.391

January 5, 1504 

 

Letter of Isabella d’Este to Bernardo Bembo 

Domino Bernardo Bembo, 

                                            
390 Cian, Un decennio della vita di M. Pietro Bembo (1521-1531), doc. XXV. 

391 Cian, "Pietro Bembo ed Isabella d'Este Gonzaga," 85-86. 
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Mag.core: Mandiamo ala M. v. li retracti de dante, petrarcha e bocazo, che 
la ne presto, se siamo stati tardi a restituirli la imputara la lungheza dil 
pitore, et ne excusara noi per non haver mancato di solicitudine. 
Rengraziamo la M.v. de la comodita che la ce ne ha facto. offerendone a 
simili et magiori piaceri di la M.v. sempre disposit.mo et a lei ne 
raccomadamo.392

1525–28 

  

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 10 

Il ritratto di Dante, dil Petrarcha, et dil Boccaccio, furono di mano di…393

Comments 

 

Beguiled by some portraits that she saw during a visit to Venice in the collection 

of the Bembo family, Isabella d’Este returned home and wrote to Alberto Pio da Carpi 

telling him of her desire to borrow them so that she might have copies made. Not wasting 

much time, she wrote to request a loan. Because Bernardo Bembo was away in Verona as 

podestà in 1502–03, Carlo Bembo approved her request for the loan. Although no longer 

surviving, the letter from Isabella must have demanded more, for Carlo mentions a loan 

for a portrait of Petrarch and for the Memling diptych. The works were sent and remained 

there for some time. An exacting and demanding patron, it appears as though Isabella 

borrowed even more works. In 1504 she writes to Bernardo asking for an extension of her 

loan of the portraits of Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio. She was not quite ready to give 

these exceptional works back.394

She eventually saw to their return. Many years later Michiel recorded them as 

hanging in Padua. These untraced portraits of Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio appear 

 

                                            
392 Cian, Un decennio della vita di M. Pietro Bembo (1521-1531), doc. XXIV. 

393 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 
edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 23.“The portraits of Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio are 
by. . . .” 

394 Cian, "Pietro Bembo ed Isabella d'Este Gonzaga," 84-86. See also Cian, Un decennio della vita 
di M. Pietro Bembo (1521-1531), 106, n.1. 
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together in the surviving evidence. It is tempting to think that not only do they share 

similar subjects, but also perhaps similar compositions or styles. Michiel cites them 

together by the hand of an unknown artist, thus they likely were meant to hang together, 

and it was logical that Isabella borrowed all three to re-create this triptych of sorts to adorn 

her own studiolo.   

As podestà in Ravenna in 1482–83, Bernardo refurbished the tomb of Dante to be 

embellished and adorned with sculpture by Pietro Lombardo. Within that tomb is a 

sculpted relief of the poet working at his desk (Fig. 43).395

 

 Bernardo possessed an 

exceptionally wide experience of art at the many courts he visited in his service of the 

republic. It is during his time away from family in which he became increasingly aware of 

the powers of portraiture to make absent persons present in the form of a visual surrogate. 

This same impulse motivated Bernardo to reconstruct the past via the creation of an object 

bearing the likeness of the illustrious personage. It is within this same notion that these 

three portraits of poets should be viewed.  

Figure 43 - Pietro Lombardo, Portrait of Dante, interior of the Tomb of Dante, c. 1482–
83, marble, Ravenna 

                                            
395 Pincus, "A Drawing for the Tomb of Dante Attributed to Tullio Lombardo," 734-46. 
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Catalog 24 - Unknown artist, Portrait of Petrarch, before 1502, medium unknown, 
untraced 

 

Evidence 

July 19, 1502 

Letter of Isabella d’Este to Alberto Pio da Carpi 

Dno Alberto Pio. Sig.re Alberto. non essendo nui in minore desiderio de 
haver quelli retracti che eravamo quando li vedissimo, prego la S. vra che la 
faci opera col Mag.coms. Carlo Bembo dopo chel se ha offerto, che ne 
sieno mandati fin qua, che subito esemplati che serrano gli remettaremo: et 
quando pur no volessero mandarceli qua siano contenti che mandiamo uno 
pictore di qua a Venetia per retrarli: ma potendoli havere sirra (sic) molto 
più grato ecc.396

 

 

August 31,1502 

Letter from Carlo Bembo to Isabella d’Este 

Ill.ma Madama—Mando per il presente portator mi familiar a la S.a 
Colend.ma uostra il retratto del Petrarcha quale la S.a uostra uide a Vinetia. 
Quella il potra tenir quanto gli piacera et parendoli usarlo come cosa sua 
che inuero non gli e cosa in casa nostra che non sia al comando de la. S.a 
uostra de le qual la se ne po seruire segondo il piacer di quella: finita che sia 
questa Jostra per la qual aspettemo molti forestieri subito gli inuiaro quelle 
altre poche cosette che habiamo in casa et sio son stato negligente in 
mandarli questo prego quella si degni perdonarmi si come etiam a bocca 
l’altrieri dimandai a quella perdono: mando etiam per el dito portatore ala 
S.a uostra un San Ziouani et una Veronica adinsime (sic) ambi lauor 
oltramontano che credo non spiacera a la S.a uostra di uedere il qual restera 
per pegno apresso a quella infino chio haro ateso a quanto qui sopra il ho 
promesso a la gratia de la quale come bon seruitor mi Raccomando.397

January 5, 1504 

 

Letter of Isabella d’Este to Bernardo Bembo 

Domino Bernardo Bembo, 

                                            
396 Cian, Un decennio della vita di M. Pietro Bembo (1521-1531), doc. XXV. 

397 Cian, "Pietro Bembo ed Isabella d'Este Gonzaga," 85-86. 
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Mag.core: Mandiamo ala M. v. li retracti de dante, petrarcha e bocazo, che 
la ne presto, se siamo stati tardi a restituirli la imputara la lungheza dil 
pitore, et ne excusara noi per non haver mancato di solicitudine. 
Rengraziamo la M.v. de la comodita che la ce ne ha facto. offerendone a 
simili et magiori piaceri di la M.v. sempre disposit.mo et a lei ne 
raccomadamo.398

 

  

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 10 

Il ritratto di Dante, dil Petrarcha, et dil Boccaccio, furono di mano di...399

Comments 

 

Nowhere is it easier to account for a textual foundation for an art object that 

Bernardo and Pietro collected than are these portraits of Dante, Boccaccio, and Petrarch. 

Bembo particularized the larger enterprise of emulation through his efforts as both a writer 

and linguist and through his collaborations with Aldo Manuzio. In 1501 Bembo worked 

with the Venetian printer to publish a critical edition of Petrarch’s Canzoniere. The 

following year they brought out Dante’s Commedia. Bembo provided critical 

transcription for both editions, his working notes surviving in one bound copy in the 

Vatican Library. In their preparation Bembo became intimately familiar with Petrarch’s 

poetic imagery and vocabulary. It is in Petrarch that Bembo saw the ideal model for 

imitation for poetry in vernacular. 

The basis for his study of Petrarch was an autograph text that was on loan for the 

project with Manuzio but that Pietro eventually bought in 1544.400

                                            
398 Cian, Un decennio della vita di M. Pietro Bembo (1521-1531), doc. XXIV. 

 Bernardo amassed a 

number of works by Petrarch, his De vita solitaria and De remediis, both of which he 

399 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 
edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 23. “The portraits of Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio are 
by. . . .” 

400 Clough, "The Library of Bernardo and of Pietro Bembo," 316-17. 
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wrongly thought were autograph. He also owned Petrarch’s De ignorantia and Bucolicum 

carmen. The Dante that Bembo transcribed was also a work from his family’s library, a 

copy that was understood to have been the very one given to Petrarch from Boccaccio.401

Cat. 155

 

Aldo’s printed texts were part of the new and popular octavo, pocket-sized format, 

inspired by the late antique Virgil ( ), which Bembo owned and which Aldus had 

brought out the same year in 1501.  

This new edition of Virgil Isabella d’Este sought out immediately, dispatching one 

of her many agents. Lorenzo da Pavia now in Venice acquired an elegant edition printed 

on parchment. Always ear to the ground, she writes to Lorenzo hoping also to acquire the 

Petrarch and the Ovid about which she had heard. He writes back that the Petrarch is 

soon to be completed in 10 days’ time. Aldo promised that Lorenzo could hand pick her 

copy leaf by leaf because the edition was a collaborative project with Pietro Bembo, a man 

devoted to her Excellency. Lorenzo tells her that the edition at press comes from a volume 

by Petrarch’s own hand, a work owned by a Paduan, which he reverently held in his own 

hand. Lorenzo was clearly elated at being within the circle of Aldo Manuzio and Bembo, 

men of letters owning rare and authentic artifacts and possessing privileged knowledge.402

                                            
401 Ibid.: 312. 

 

Less than a year later, Isabella toured the Bembo collection in Venice and asked for a loan 

of this Petrarch portrait. The Marchesa should be credited with her foresight as a collector, 

eventually owning a copy of a portrait of Petrarch, owned by Pietro Bembo, whose 

imitation of this fourteenth-century writer’s work inaugurated the Petrarchan movement 

in Italian literature.  

402 Cartwright, Isabella d'Este, Marchioness of Mantua, 1474-1539: A Study of the Renaissance, 21-
23. 
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Catalog 25 - Unknown artist, Portrait of Boccaccio, before 1504, medium unknown, 
untraced 

Evidence 

1502 

Letter of Isabella d’Este to Alberto Pio da Carpi, July 19, 1502 

Don Alberto Pio. Sig.re Alberto. non essendo nui in minore desiderio de 
haver quelli retracti che eravamo quando li vedissimo, prego la S. vra che la 
faci opera col Mag.coms. Carlo Bembo dopo chel se ha offerto, che ne 
sieno mandati fin qua, che subito esemplati che serrano gli remettaremo: et 
quando pur no volessero mandarceli qua siano contenti che mandiamo uno 
pictore di qua a Venetia per retrarli: ma potendoli havere sirra (sic) molto 
più grato ecc.403

 

 

August 31,1502 

Letter from Carlo Bembo to Isabella d’Este 

Ill.ma Madama—Mando per il presente portator mi familiar a la S.a 
Colend.ma uostra il retratto del Petrarcha quale la S.a uostra uide a Vinetia. 
Quella il potra tenir quanto gli piacera et parendoli usarlo come cosa sua 
che inuero non gli e cosa in casa nostra che non sia al comando de la. S.a 
uostra de le qual la se ne po seruire segondo il piacer di quella: finita che sia 
questa Jostra per la qual aspettemo molti forestieri subito gli inuiaro quelle 
altre poche cosette che habiamo in casa et sio son stato negligente in 
mandarli questo prego quella si degni perdonarmi si come etiam a bocca 
l’altrieri dimandai a quella perdono: mando etiam per el dito portatore ala 
S.a uostra un San Ziouani et una Veronica adinsime (sic) ambi lauor 
oltramontano che credo non spiacera a la S.a uostra di uedere il qual restera 
per pegno apresso a quella infino chio haro ateso a quanto qui sopra il ho 
promesso a la gratia de la quale come bon seruitor mi raccomando.404

 

 

January 5, 1504 

Letter of Isabella d’Este to Bernardo Bembo 

Domino Bernardo Bembo, 

                                            
403 Cian, Un decennio della vita di M. Pietro Bembo (1521-1531), doc. XXV. 

404 Cian, "Pietro Bembo ed Isabella d'Este Gonzaga," 85-86. 
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Mag.core: Mandiamo ala M. v. li retracti de dante, petrarcha e bocazo, che 
la ne presto, se siamo stati tardi a restituirli la imputara la lungheza dil 
pitore, et ne excusara noi per non haver mancato di solicitudine. 
Rengraziamo la M.v. de la comodita che la ce ne ha facto. offerendone a 
simili et magiori piaceri di la M.v. sempre disposit.mo et a lei ne 
raccomadamo.405

1525–28 

  

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 10 

Il ritratto di Dante, dil Petrarcha, et dil Boccaccio, furono di mano di…406

Comments 

 

Testament to Bernardo and Pietro’s faith in authenticity, they owned an autograph 

of Boccaccio’s Decameron. Also likely part of the library was a copy of his La Fiammetta, 

heavy with marginalia in Pietro’s own hand.407

Growing up with these images present in his father’s home undoubtedly 

contributed to Pietro’s pioneering notion to consider the three writers as the basis for 

linguistic study and poetic emulation. Tuscan should be the basis for good Italian prose 

 It is from the study of these works that 

Bembo definitively contributed to the question of the vernacular in his Le prose della 

volgar lingua (Vernacular Prose). In this work published in 1524 he championed 

Boccaccio as the ideal purveyor of prose, whose forms should be emulated by writers of 

his day, much as he encouraged writers to emulate Cicero in Latin. Both a grammatical 

handbook and literary work in the form of a dialog, it proved to be enormously 

influential, another edition released just 13 years later, a testament to its usefulness to 

contemporary writers. It placed Bembo in a role of leadership on this debate. 

                                            
405 Cian, Un decennio della vita di M. Pietro Bembo (1521-1531), doc. XXIV. 

406 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 
edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 23. “The portraits of Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio are 
by. . . .”’ 

407 Clough, "The Library of Bernardo and of Pietro Bembo," 317. 
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regardless of one’s region of origin. His ownership of images of the illustrious writers is 

testament to the fact that both he and his father placed linguistic skill on par with the 

powers of observation.  

Catalog 26 - Unknown artist, Portrait of Laura, Petrarch’s Love, Represented as St. 
Margaret, date and medium unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 10  

Il ritratto de Madonna Laura amica dil Petrarcha fu di mano di…tratto da 
vna Santa Margerita che è in Avignon sopra vn muro, sotto la persona della 
qual fu ritratta Madonna Laura.408

Comments 

 

Portraits of Petrarch’s Laura show up in collections of men of letters like Bembo, 

images created as visual evidence for the legendary innamorata. One of the buyers from 

Bembo’s son, Bartolomeo della Nave, owned Giorgione’s “Laura,” so described for the 

laurel behind the sitter’s head. The verso inscription of “Misser Giacomo” on this work 

likely refers to the person who commissioned it and thus excludes it is as a commission by 

Pietro or Bernardo.409

                                            
408 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 23, n. 3. “The portrait of Madonna Laura, Petrarch’s 
lady-love, was painted by . . . , from a picture on a wall in Avignon, representing Ste. Margaret, in which 
Madonna Laura was portrayed.… Nothing is known of these pictures, there is at Avignon, in the cloister of 
the Cathedral, a picture representing the Madonna Laura as a young girl, dressed in green, at the feet of St. 
George, who is liberating her from the dragon. There is an allusion to this picture in the life of Petrarch by 
the Abbé de Sade.” 

 As a bibliophile and buyer of books, manuscripts, and gems, Fulvio 

409 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fol. 4. In the Hamilton manuscript, the original Italian list, the 
painting is “Laura del Petrarca, alto palmi 2, longo 1 ½ del medesimo [Giorgione].”  
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Orsini is a logical buyer. His inventory lists a “ritratto di Laura del Petrarcha.”410 Bembo is 

not specifically named as he is elsewhere in the inventory, thus again we reach the 

proverbial brick wall.411

Another way to approach this object is to follow Michiel more closely. He 

provides no authorship, but he specifies that Bembo’s painting derives from an image on a 

wall of a church in Avignon, which represented Laura in the guise of St. Margaret. In the 

late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries this place became increasingly famous for having 

a true image of Petrarch’s love; for local tradition or otherwise, the identity of Laura had 

been at that point attached to the princess within a composition of St. George Slaying the 

Dragon in a fresco by Simone Martini. Bernardo Bembo was counted among those 

literary-minded tourists who were lured to this pilgrimage site of sorts. He noted in 

marginalia in his codex of Petrarch’s De vita solitaria, “Avinioni. In frontispitio hostii 

ecclesiae maioris Divae Mariae, e regione puelle exposite faucibus draconis, sub facie Do. 

Laure carmina Petrarce Divum Georgium equitem calebrantia.”

 

412

                                            
410 Nolhac, "Les collections d'antiquités de Fulvio Orsini." 109. Un quadro corniciato d’oro, con 

ritratto di Laura del Petrarca, dal medesimo (= da Rocco pittore, from previous record). The documentation 
is unclear regarding Orsini’s designation of painter versus the individual from whom he bought the object. 
Throughout the inventory, the artist is preceded with “di” or “di mano” followed by the artist’s name. The 
seller’s name is usually preceded by “da” or very often, “dal medesimo,” which means from the same above, 
the previous seller from the entry just above the current one. Thus, if we follow the pattern from the object 
above, which is a Cleopatra by the hand of Giulio Romano, from “Rocco pittore,” it would follow then 
that the Laura portrait was not by Giulio Romano, but an unidentified painter, bought from “Rocco 
pittore.” Could it possibly be Rocco Marconi, the student of Giovanni Bellini? It is noteworthy that the 
piece is valued relatively inexpensively or at an average to most of the 113 paintings noted in this section of 
the inventory.  

 From this evidence we 

can logically fix the time of his visit to when he was on ambassadorial mission in 

Burgundy from 1471 to 1474.  

411 Hochmann, "Les dessins et les peintures de Fulvio Orsini et la collection Farnèse," 9, n. 12 & 
54, n. 91. 

412Alessandro Bevilacqua, "Simone Martini, Petrarca, i ritratti di Laura e del poeta," Bollettino del 
museo civico di Padova 68 (1979): 118. Nolhac, La Bibliothèque de Fulvio Orsini, 292-93. BAV MS. Lat. 
3357. See also Fletcher, "Marcantonio Michiel: His Friends and Collection," 462. Rosella Lauber 
investigates the lost fresco in Avignon and also points out that Bernardo would likely have had opportunity 
to see it while on diplomatic mission. She did not locate the evidence of his note, as did de Nolhac. Rosella 
Lauber, "Et è il nudo che ho io in pittura de l'istesso Zorzi". Per Giorgione e Marcantonio Michiel," Arte 
veneta; rivista di storia dell'arte 59 (2002): 104. 
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The many accounts (including Bernardo’s) that survive all seem to delight in the 

image of the illustrious writer’s beloved, rather than the iconography of this now 

destroyed painting. The Marquis de Sade, however, describes the female figure’s 

appearance in composition more precisely: “Wearing green she stands at the foot of St. 

George on a horse.…”413

 20

 Bernardo Bembo likely acquired or commissioned an image 

deriving from the fresco while he was on diplomatic mission in this region, but Michiel 

does not describe a St. George subject, rather a Saint Margaret. The artist who copied the 

fresco must have provided an abbreviated version, depicting only a woman, “Laura,” in 

the same way that the literary tourists describe it. It is Laura who drew them there, not the 

Martini St. George. This lost work in the Bembo collection was a highly personal and 

idiosyncratic choice for a man of letters seeking an authentic image of a woman celebrated 

in Petrarch’s Rime. The problem is, when the artist lifted “Laura” from the St. George 

composition, it would seem that the painter omitted St. George and his horse, but kept 

the princess and dragon. Not privy to the iconography of the original, Michiel saw a 

woman alone with a dragon as St. Margaret, the saint devoured by a dragon, but whose 

cross held in her hand caused the monster’s belly to burst open, allowing the saint to 

emerge unscathed. Thus, following Michiel’s clues, perhaps it is best to consider this 

image more akin to a standing figure of St. Margaret and a dragon, rather than a half-

length seated portrait. Both Raphael and Titian painted similarly composed works with 

standing St. Margaret as their subjects, and Bembo owned a version painted by Titian 

(Cat. ).414

                                            
413 Bevilacqua, "Simone Martini, Petrarca, i ritratti di Laura e del poeta," 117-25. See Bevilacqua 

for these accounts: Luigi Peruzzi (1436–1449), Francesco Galatea (1483), Antonio de Beatis (1517–18), and 
Giovanni Rucellai (1506). This observation the Marquis de Sade published in his Life of Petrarch, published 
in 1764: “On la [Laura] voit habilée de verd aux pieds de St. Georges à cheval.… Une ancienne tradition du 
païs attribue a Simon cette peiture qui fut faite, dit-on par ordre du Cardinal de Ceccano, à qui on donne 
aussi les quatre vers latins qui sont au bas; mais bien de gens croient Pétrarque auteur de ces vers, et cela me 
paraît plus vraisemblable.” Frizzoni mentions this quote in his edition of Michiel. For other accounts, see 
Bevilacqua, "Simone Martini, Petrarca, i ritratti di Laura e del poeta," 118. 

  

414 See my discussion on the reciprocal echoes in Raphael, Titian, and this lost portrait of Laura and 
how we might consider this work as the shared source for these later paintings (Cat. 20). 
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Catalog 27 - Unknown artist, Portrait of Elena Bembo, Pietro Bembo’s Daughter at the 
Age of Twelve, c. 1540, medium unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1540 

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Rome to Cola Bruno in Padua 

Il ritratto della Elena non le somiglia, oltra che la fa di 16 o 18 anni. Né ha 
per niente la sua grazietta.415

Comments 

 

The same month that Bembo received the portrait of himself from Titian, he had 

also been sent from Cola a portrait of his daughter. Commissioned at a point when he had 

recently relocated to Rome as a cardinal, the painting of Elena by an unnamed artist was 

meant to create a surrogate image for Bembo during his absence from his daughter, much 

as Bernardo had sought in his commission of an image of Pietro at about the very same 

age. In Rome he had apparently received the portrait of her, who was at that time living 

in a convent outside Padua. He writes to Cola, his friend and secretary. The portrait 

disappoints for two reasons. His first complaint could be one of any father about his 

daughter who is growing to maturity. Although she is only 12 years old, Bembo objects 

that it makes her look 16 or 18 years old. His second problem is more interesting: it fails 

to capture her grace; it has fallen short of his expectation that her interior quality should 

be conveyed in the exterior appearance in the painted image.416

                                            
415 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:2189. 

 This painting is untraced. 

416 For Pietro and Elena’s relationship, see Sarah Gwyneth Ross, The Birth of Feminism: Woman 
as Intellect in Renaissance Italy and England (Cambridge, MA:  Harvard University Press, 2009), 54-66.   
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Catalog 28 - Unknown artist, Portrait of Vittoria Colonna, c. 1532, medium unknown, 
untraced 

Evidence 

1533 

Letter of Pietro Bembo in Venice to Vittoria Colonna, July 2, 1533 

Mentre che io ho voluto rendervi grazie della vostra imagine, mandatami 
con alcuna più convenevole scrittura che non sono le semplici lettere, 
sopragiunto da noie domestiche assai pungenti, e tratto a pensar di loro, mi 
sono indugiato di far così dovuto ufficio a questo dì. […] vengo ora con 
queste poche righe a ringraziar la cortesia vostra di così raro et caro dono. Il 
quale io serberò per cosa tanto maggior di quello, che non pare che possa 
essere una figura dipinta, quanto la vera, che ella rassembra, è eccellenza di 
più prezzo che non cape il vostro sesso.417

Comments 

 

Bembo’s respect for Vittoria Colonna was longstanding. Aldus’s second edition of 

Dante’s Divine Comedy in 1515 was dedicated to Vittoria Colonna. The first edition was 

based on Pietro’s transcriptions, and he improved the second edition by providing the 

printer with diagrams of the Inferno and Purgatory. 418 Bembo and Colonna’s friendship 

was one steeped in mutual admiration for each other’s work. Years later, in 1530 he writes 

to her directly, praising her for her work devoted to her deceased husband, which he 

discovered when he was in Bologna.419 The following spring, while retiring to his villa for 

the summer, he sends his regards and sweetly composed sentiments through Paolo Giovio 

along with a sonnet (Rime CXXV), in which he asks Apollo to crown her with laurel in 

reward for her literary talent.420

                                            
417 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:1501.  

 This elicited a quick response from Colonna; again 

418 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 17.  

419 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:1044. 

420 Ibid., 3:1094. 
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through Giovio, she writes, “I am being reduced to being totally enamored of him … this 

love without any sensual desire.”421

Some time passed with Bembo being quite ill that summer, and upon his recovery 

in the early fall he writes to her via Giovio,  

  

When she says that she is totally enamored of me I see in this her greatness 
of spirit mixed with the sweetest nature because it is greatness of spirit to 
be enamored of another soul and sweetness to invite the beloved, much 
beneath her, to love so courteously and in such a saintly way.”422

In this long letter he tells her that he wishes he could come to Naples to see her, 

but he cannot travel such distance because of his advanced age.  

  

From this laudatory beginning, their exchanges continued, with him sending her 

two sonnets, again via an intermediary, Vittor Soranzo (Rime CXXVI, CXXVII) in the 

fall of 1531.423

I am guilty, wishing to satisfy in some way your request to have my 
painted image. Therefore I thought to give you finally a medal of my face, 
composed from life, which was already begun, but the artist himself died 
and it was left in his hands unfinished. This medal, for lack of skill, and 
despite taking his time, does not resemble me as much as I would have 
desired. I know well that such a small memorial of me does not convene 
well. But I desire to have your image, hoping, if I give to you one of me, 
then I could have one such of you, which I eagerly welcome.

 In the following summer, Bembo writes to her directly this time: 

424

                                            
421 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 273-74. 

 

422Translation from Ibid., 274. Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 
3:1145. 

423 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:1299, 1301. 

424 Ibid., 3:1399. “In colpa di ciò è stato il volere io sodisfare in alcun modo a quello che egli mi 
disse, che voi gli avevate imposto che procacciasse, e ciò d’aver la mia imagine dipinta. Perciò che pensai di 
far dare finimento ad una medaglia del mio volto già da persona incominciata, che si morì avendo l’opera 
nelle mani. Questa medaglia, per la povertà de’ maestri, m’è fin questo dì stata indugiata a fornirsi, et è poi 
suta fornita non bene: ché non mi rassomiglia quanto potrebbe, e io vorrei, per ubidirvi, compiutamente. So 
io bene che tali memorie al mio picciolo stato non si convengono. Ma il disiderio che io ho d’avere la vostra 
imagine m’ha fatto men guardare alla qualità di me stesso, sperando, se io a voi mi donava tale quale io 
potea, che voi non doveste a me negarvi altresì: di che disiderosissimamente vi priego.” 
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In the spring of 1533 Vittoria honors his request. Bembo tells his friend Carlo 

Gualteruzzi that he has received from a friend (again through an intermediary) the portrait 

of Colonna and some of her writing.425

I thank you for your image, sent to me with some writing.[…] I now 
come with these little lines grateful for your courtesy of this rare and 
beloved gift. I hold greatly each [gift] in equal esteem, that it does not seem 
that it can be a painted figure, how very singular and true, its excellence is 
worth so much more than that of its price.[…]

 He thanks her directly in a letter a few months 

later:  

426

Unlike his gift of a medal, she sent a painted portrait, which beguiled him with its 

verism. The artist is unnamed. Little may be concluded from these sparse details, and thus 

it remains untraced.

 

427

Fig. 

44

 Two works have been identified by Sebastiano del Piombo that 

may depict the poetess. The sitter in the Barcelona painting has been identified as 

Colonna, for the right page of the book she holds once displayed a line of her poetry (

).428 Vasari in the 1568 Vite claims that Sebastiano painted her portrait from life.  He 

also tell us that he painted her friend, Giulia Gonzaga on a trip the artist took in 1532 to 

Fondi, to paint her portrait.429

                                            
425 Ibid., 3:1496.  

 

426 Ibid., 3:1501. This is my translation of the letter cited in the “Evidence” above. 

427 The recent exhibition about this poet approached this problem of portraiture of the poetess, 
concluding that the only image that can be absolutely identified with Colonna as the sitter is a copy of the 
image of Paolo Giovio’s series, now in the Uffizi. Sylvia Ferino-Pagden and Agostino Attanasio, eds., 
Vittoria Colonna: Dichterin und Muse Michelangelos (Vienna: Skira, 1997), 139-41.  

428 Hirst, Sebastiano del Piombo, 117-18. In the nineteenth century this fact was noted in an 
exhibition catalog. The “O” of the first word remains visible today. Hirst disagrees that his could be of 
Colonna but, rather, represents an unidentified dedicatee of the poem. 

429 Vasari, Le vite de’ piu ̀ eccellenti pittori scultori e architettori nelle redazioni del 1550 e 1568 
5:93, 97,.E per vero dire, il ritrarre di naturale era suo proprio, come di può vedere nel ritratto di 
Marc’Antonio Colonna, tanto ben fatto che par vivo; et in quello ancora di Ferdinando marchese di Pescara, 
et in quello della signora Vittoria Colonna, che sono bellissimi. […] E poco appresso, essendo il cardinale 
Ippolito de’ Medici innamorato della signora Giulia Gonzaga, la quale allora si dimorava a Fondi, mandò il 
detto cardinale in quel luogo Sebastiano, accompagnato da quattro cavai leggieri, a ritrarla;” Vasari, Lives of 
the Most Eminent Painters and Sculptors and Architects, 2:1312, 1316.  “To tell the truth, the painting of 
portraits from life was his proper vocation, […] and also from those of Ferdinando, Marquis of Pescara, and 
of Signora Vittoria Colonna, which are very beautiful. […] And a short time after this, Cardinal Ippolito de’ 
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Both canvases identified with Colonna date stylistically between 1530 and 1535, a 

time frame that also coincides with the dates of the letters between Bembo and Colonna. 

Neither of the provenances for the works is developed before the twentieth century, thus 

a better grasp of this evidence could lead to firmer conclusions.430

 16

 Bembo did own a 

portrait of Sannazaro by Sebastiano, thus another poet’s portrait by this artist’s hand is not 

out of the question (Cat. , Pl. 9). The Barcelona picture is favorable for it shares in 

format with the Sannazaro portrait: an interior view of a half-length figure holding 

implements of their scholarship with a landscaped window behind. Advertising herself as a 

poet in a painting by an established artist certainly would have announced Colonna in 

favorable way. Her image in a collection of a prominent writer increased her renown, thus 

the motivations for her gift might be seen in ways other than simple affection. If 

Colonna’s commission came about in the way that is presented here, then the relationship 

of the Barcelona and Leeds paintings might be better explained. Two works could have 

emerged from the sitting in Fondi, one canvas presents her as a poet, literally presenting 

her words to the viewer, which would have been Bembo. The other painting may have 

been kept by the patron for herself.431

                                                                                                                                  
Medici having become enamored of Signora Giulia Gonzaga, who was then living in Fondi, that Cardinal 
sent Sebastiano to that place, accompanied by four light horseman to take her portrait;” 

 

430 Roberto Contini, "Portrait of a Woman (Vittoria Colonna?) and Portrait of a Woman (Vittoria 
Colonna as Artemisia?)," in Sebastiano del Piombo, 1485-1574, ed. Claudio Strinati and Bernd Wolfgang 
Lindemann (Milan: F. Motta, 2008), 192 & 220. 

431 The Leeds painting presents her more conventionally and can be reconciled with the evidence 
we have of her likeness as a veiled widow. For a survey on iconography of her appearance, and other works 
thought to be images of her, see the chapter on this very subject. Ferino-Pagden and Attanasio, eds., Vittoria 
Colonna: Dichterin und Muse Michelangelos, 109-48. 
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Figure 44 - Sebastiano del Piombo, Portrait of a Woman (Vittoria Colonna?), c. 1530–35, 
oil on panel, Museo Nacional d’Arte de Catalunya, Barcelona 

Catalog 29 - Jacometto Veneziano, Profile Portrait of Pietro Bembo at Eleven Years Old, 
1481, medium unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 10 

Il ritratto de listessa allhora che l’era de anni undici fu di mano di Jacometto 
in profilo.432

Comments 

 

This image of Pietro at the age of 11 by Jacometto likely served the same purpose 

as the one painted a few years earlier by the same artist of Pietro’s younger brother, Carlo, 

when he was an infant. His father Bernardo likely commissioned the image of Carlo to 

capture the likeness of his son while he was away on ambassadorial mission in 1472 at the 

                                            
432 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 22, n. 4. “The portrait, in profile, of the same, when he 
was eleven years of age, is by Giacometto.… Nothing was known of these two portraits of Bembo before 
the manuscript of the Anonimo was found by Morelli. Giacometto was a painter, chiefly of miniatures, 
whose works have never been mentioned by anybody except the Anonimo. Bembo was painted several 
times, and by Titian and Raphael amongst others. Titian represented him as a cardinal.” 
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Burgundian court. A decade later, he may have wanted an image of his eldest son to take 

with him to Ravenna, when he was appointed podestà, from 1482 to 1483.  

Small-scale portraits, similar to the portrait of his father, which Bernardo likely 

commissioned in Burgundy from Memling, were jewel-like with miniature detail. This 

image of Pietro as a boy is thought to be lost, but a description of a painting resembling 

this work came up at an auction of miniatures owned by Luigi Celotti in Paris in 1807. 

Attributed to Giorgione, the work’s catalog entry reads: “Bust of a young man in three-

quarter, nude head with hair turned under on the forehead. A well-preserved piece, with 

precise execution.” This stands out, because other works traced with certainty to Bembo’s 

collection were also put up for sale at this time: two works by Memling, the portrait of 

Bernardo Bembo and his St. John the Baptist, as well as the portrait of Andrea Navagero 

and Agostino Beazzano, thus sharing a common provenance is suggestive (Cat. 11, Pl. 7 

Cat. 13, Pl. 5, and Cat. 15, Pl. 8).433

Michiel claims the work to be a profile, but given the surviving examples, 

Jacometto seems not to have preferred painting sitters in pure side-view. It may have been 

a lost profile, closer to a 3/8 pose rather than a 7/8, like the Portrait of Alvise Contarini at 

the Metropolitan Museum of Art (

  

Fig. 45). The tightly composed miniature portrait as 

described by the auction house shares also with the Portrait of a Young Man at the 

National Gallery in London (Fig. 46). The work, however, remains untraced at the 

present. 

                                            
433 Getty Research Institute, “Getty Provenance Index, Sales Catalogs,” 

http://piprod.getty.edu/starweb/pi/servlet.starweb?path=pi/pi.web, Accessed October 1, 2010, Sales 
Catalog F-126, Lot 25.  It measured 12 x 8 p. and was on wood.  It was bought by Pierre-Joseph Lafontaine 
(the Belgian painter?) for 95 francs on September 24, 1807, its present location not noted. It is described as: 
“Buste d’un jeune Homme vu de trois quarts, la tête nue et les cheveux rabattus sur le front. Morceau de la 
plus forte carnation, et d’une exécution précieuse”   
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Figure 45 – Jacometto Veneziano, Portrait 
of Alvise Contarini, c. 1485–95, oil on 
wood, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New 
York 

Figure 46 – Jacometto Veneziano, Portrait 
of a Boy, c. 1475–98, tempera and oil on 
wood, National Gallery of Art, London 

Catalog 30 - Jacometto Veneziano, Subdivided Picture with Several Compartments 
Representing the Life of an Unknown Saint, unknown date and medium, untraced 

Evidence 
1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 10v 

Il quadretto picolo in piu capitoli che contiene la vita di ... fu di mano di 
Jacometto 434

Comments 

 

Not only is little known of Jacometto Veneziano, the scant information given by 

Michiel about this work provides little of note. All three works by this artist owned by the 

Bembo family would likely have been commissioned by Bernardo and later inherited by 

                                            
434 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31.  Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in 
Italy by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 24-25. “The small picture divided into several 
compartments, representing the life of . . ., is by Giacometto.” 
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Pietro. As described, the work takes the format of compartmentalized images depicting the 

life of a saint, usually representing crucial moments leading to his or her martyrdom. 

Stylistically, it might have been quite adeptly accomplished within these small pictorial 

fields, perhaps with jewel-like landscapes, akin to Northern works and those of Antonella. 

Jacometto seems to have excelled in miniature painting. His tightly composed portraits 

that do survive give us some sense of how this painting may have looked. The evidence of 

the painter’s oeuvre comes almost exclusively from Michiel. 

This work should be seen within the context of the two small paintings on vellum 

by Giulio Campagnola (Cat. 5 and Cat. 6) and the Dead Christ Supported by Two Angels 

(Cat. 7), also part of the Bembo collection, which in scale places them somewhere 

between painting for display and paintings to be held and studied. All of these fit well with 

the tastes of Bernardo, who extensively patronized the manuscript illuminator 

Bartolommeo Sanvito and acquired three small-scale works by Memling. 

Catalog 31 - Jacometto Veneziano, Portrait of Carlo Bembo as an Infant, c. 1472, 
medium unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1525–28 (italics, 1537) 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 10v 

Il ritratto di M. Carlo Bembo puttino fu di mano di Jacometto, fatto 
allhora chel nacque essendo M. Bernardo ambassator al Duca Carlo circha 
el .1472435

                                            
435 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31.  Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in 
Italy by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 25, n. 1. “The portrait of Messer Carlo Bembo, as 
a baby, was made by Giacometto at the birth of the former, Messer Bernardo being then an ambassador at 
the Court of the Duke Charles, about the year 1472…. Messer Bernardo was the father of Pietro and Carlo 
Bembo and in 1472 was ambassador from the Republic of Venice at the court of the Duke Charles of 
Burgundy. Nothing is known about these pictures.” 
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Comments 

Michiel notes that this painting was executed at the birth of Carlo Bembo (Pietro’s 

brother) when their father Bernardo was the ambassador in Burgundy, from 1471 to 1474. 

Carlo was Pietro’s younger brother, as Bembo says about him immediately after his death 

in late December 1503 in a letter to Lucrezia Borgia.436 Thus, if he was younger, he was 

born after 1470, Pietro’s birth year, and could not logically be born later than 1472, given 

that his father relocated to the Burgundian court late in 1471. In his letter to Lucrezia, he 

writes, “Carlo, my only dear brother, the unique supporter and consolation of my life, has 

gone to heaven with the greater part of my heart.…” Pietro processed his grief through 

his work, writing a Latin epitaph (Carmina, xxix) and a sonnet (Rime, CXLII) for 

Carlo.437

Michiel’s approximation of the time of the infant’s sitting for the portrait appears 

quite accurate, adding this detail in 1537, which given the personal nature of such 

information, seems likely conveyed to Michiel by Pietro himself. As an image of his little 

brother painted some 60 years earlier, it must have been a deeply personal object for him 

to behold and cherish, providing a memory of Carlo at a time that he himself could not 

recall, likely being 2 years old at the time of its execution. The small-scale works at which 

Jacometto excelled would have been valued for their verisimilitude, certainly a 

requirement when trying to capture the likeness of a child for a father who might not 

have yet set eyes on his own son.  

 

                                            
436 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:192. 

437 Bembo, Lyric Poetry, Etna, 97. Dionisotti, ed., Prose e Rime di Pietro Bembo, 623-30. 
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SCULPTURE 

Historic Portraits 

Catalog 32 - Brutus in the Act of Delivering a Speech, Head, described as marble and 
ancient, untraced 

Evidence  

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 11 

La testa di marmo di Bruto che ora et parla è opera anticha438

1603 

 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Brutto che amazzò Cesare imperatore belissima testa439

Catalog 33 - Consul Marcellus, Head, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 11 

La testa del Caracalla, de Aureliano, de Antinoo, de Marcellino, de Julio 
Cesare, de Domitiano marmoree sono opere antiche.440

                                            
438 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 25. “The marble head of Brutus in the act of delivering 
a speech is antique.”  

 

439 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507 Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 
carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), doc. 648.  
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1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] M. Marcellino consule441

1615 

 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.442

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Un Console Romans […] A Roman Consul443

                                                                                                                                  
440 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 26. “The heads of Caracalla, Aurelianus, Antinous, 
Marcellus, Julius Caesar and Domitian, all in marble, are antique.” 

 

441ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507 Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 
carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), doc. 648.  

442 Vincenzo Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura (Venice:  Presso Lavtore, 1615), Bk. III, Chapt. 
XVIII, p. 306. 

443 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 14 & 25. 
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Catalog 34 - Cicero, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

Evidence 

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.444

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Cicerone […] Cicero445

Catalog 35 - Consul Cassius Dio, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.446

                                            
444 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

 

445 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 13 & 24. 

446 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 
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c. 1634–36 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Cassio … Cassio447

Catalog 36 - Emperor Julius Caesar, Head, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 11 

La testa del Caracalla, de Aureliano, de Antinoo, de Marcellino, de Julio 
Cesare, de Domitiano marmoree sono opere antiche.448

Catalog 37 - Octavius Augustus, Very Naturalistic, described as marble and ancient, 
untraced 

 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Ottavio Augusto imperatore, molto natural449

                                            
447 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 13 & 24. 

 

448 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 
edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 26. “The heads of Caracalla, Aurelianus, Antinous, 
Marcellus, Julius Caesar and Domitian, all in marble, are antique.”  

449ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507 Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 
carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49.  
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Catalog 38 - Emperor Octavius (Augustus), Small Torso, date and medium unknown, 
untraced 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Un torsetto di Ottavio imperatore450

Catalog 39 - Marc Anthony, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.451

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Marc’Antonio […] MarcAnt.º452

                                            
450 Ibid.  

 

451 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

452 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 13 & 24. 
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Catalog 40 - Cleopatra, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

Evidence 

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.453

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Cleopatra […] Cleopatra454

Catalog 41 - Emperor Nero, Larger than Life Head, date and medium unknown, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Nerone imperatore più che del natura455

                                            
453 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

 

454 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 13 & 24. 

455 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507 Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 
carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49.  
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Catalog 42 - Agrippina, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

Evidence 

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo456

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Agrippina […] Agrippina457

Catalog 43 - Emperor Otho, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.458

                                            
456 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

 

457 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 13 & 24. 

458 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 
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c. 1634–36 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Ottone […] Ottone459

Catalog 44 - Flavia Julia Titi, Bust, date and medium unknown, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Julia di Titto460

Catalog 45 - Emperor Domitian, Head, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 11 

La testa del Caracalla, de Aureliano, de Antinoo, de Marcellino, de Julio 
Cesare, de Domitiano marmoree sono opere antiche. 461

                                            
459 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 13 & 24. 

 

460 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507 Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 
carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49.  

461 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 
edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 26. “The heads of Caracalla, Aurelianus, Antinous, 
Marcellus, Julius Caesar and Domitian, all in marble, are antique.”  
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Catalog 46 - Emperor Trajan, Bust, date and medium unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Triano imperatore462

Catalog 47 - Emperor Hadrian, described as marble, date unknown, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1581 

Letter from Fulvio Orsini to Vincenzo Pinelli, March 10, 1581 

Dal Bembo hebbi, oltre li tre libri del Petrarca, tutti li papiri Aegyptii che 
sono 4 et la medaglia d’argento ΑΡΤΕΜΙΑΔΟΣ ΗΕΡΓΑΙΑΣ, che altre 
volte V.S. mi mandò in nota. Ho gli donato all’incontro una bellissima 
testa di marmo di Hadriano giovine, che assomiglia a quella sua medaglia 
d’oro.463

Comments 

 

This marble head of Hadrian technically was acquired by Torquato, not Pietro. Its 

inclusion in the Catalog represents one piece of evidence that Torquato did not entirely 

see the collection as a source for profit. Orsini traded this head to complement Torquato’s 

gold coin of the emperor in exchange for three books of Petrarch, all of the Egyptian 

papyrus, and four silver medals.  

                                            
462 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507 Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 

carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49.  

463 Nolhac, La Bibliothèque de Fulvio Orsini, 417-18, doc. XV. 
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Catalog 48 - Sabina with Clay Bust, date and medium unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Sabina con petto di creta464

                                            
464 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 

carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49.  
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Plate 13 - Antinous, Head, 2nd century CE, marble, Museo Archeologico Nazionale, 
Naples (Cat. 49) 
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Catalog 49 - Antinous, Head, 2nd century CE, marble, Museo Archeologico Nazionale, 
Naples 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 11 

La testa del Caracalla, de Aureliano, de Antinoo, de Marcellino, de Julio 
Cesare, de Domitiano marmoree sono opere antiche.465

1581 

 

Letter from Giovanni Battista Teobaldi to Francesco I de’Medici, April 2, 1581 

Sappia dunque che Torquato Bembo ha condotte in Roma le belle reliquie 
di suo padre [Pietro Bembo] per farne esito, non essendo cose da lui, tra le 
quali, sono medaglie, teste, pitture, libri, etc….Il Cardinal Farnese 
[Alessandro Farnese] ne ha haute da 30 medaglie che li mancavano con una 
testa d’Antino [Antinous] et altre cose per 600 scudi.466

1581 

 

Letter from Fulvio Orsini to Antonio Agustin, July 24, 1581 

Venne qua questa primavera il figliolo del Bembo et vende tutto il studio 
del padre, il Cardinale Farnese comprò medaglie et marmi.467

1591 

 

Letter from Mario Bevilacqua to Vincenzo Gonzaga, June 24, 1591 

[…] io non posso tenere memoria se non di quello che ivi era stimato raro 
et buona, il che era oltre le medaglie che mi parvero bellissime, la testa di 

                                            
465 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 26. “The heads of Caracalla, Aurelianus, Antinous, 
Marcellus, Julius Caesar and Domitian, all in marble, are antique.”  

466 Nolhac, La Bibliothèque de Fulvio Orsini, 418-19. “Torquato Bembo has come to Rome to sell 
the beautiful reliquaries of his father, among which are medals, heads, paintings, books, etc.… Cardinal 
Farnese has bought 30 medals, a head of Antinous and other things for 600 scudi.” 

467 Christina Riebesell, Die Sammlung des Kardinal Alessandro Farnese: Ein 'studio' für Künstler 
und Gelehrte (Weinheim:  VCA, Acta Humaniora, 1989), 64, n. 390. “This past spring Bembo’s son was 
selling all of the studio of his father; Cardinal [Alessandro] Farnese bought medals and marbles.” 
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Antinoo che già sette anni viddi in Roma nelle antichità del Cardinale 
Farnese […]468

Comments 

 

The documentary evidence is quite solid on this antique head depicting Antinous, 

the young love of Hadrian. Michiel had seen it during his visit. From a number of sources 

it may be surmised that Cardinal Alessandro Farnese had bought a marble head of 

Antinous from Torquato Bembo when he was in Rome in the spring of 1581 to sell 

objects from his father’s collection. Orsini himself and Cardinal Farnese had bought works 

from the collection, confirmed in Orsini’s correspondence. And two later accounts 

confirm that a head of this subject went to the Cardinal, along with other unnamed 

objects.  

The bulk of the Farnese collection eventually went to Naples, the antiquities 

finding their way to the Museo Archeologico Nazionale. Today, this beautifully preserved 

head of Antinous resides there, attached to a Doryphoros type figure.469

                                            
468 ASM AG, MS b. 1523, f. IV, fol. 602-603. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 

carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), doc. 111. Mario Bevilacqua had spoken to Signore Conte 
Hirolamo Canossa regarding the Bembo studio, which Canossa had seen years earlier, and said that he 
remembered the head of Antinous had already been sold in Rome to Cardinal Farnese. 

 The crack 

between the head and the neck is not seamless and is filled with stucco, suggesting that 

they are not a match. Christina Riebesell has quite convincingly argued that the sculpture 

as it exists today is a product of sixteenth-century restoration undertaken at precisely the 

time when the work came into the Farnese collection in 1581. She supports this claim 

with a letter of the same year between Cardinal Granvelle and Fulvio Orsini wherein 

Granvelle praises a restoration project involving an Antinous head, which is excellently 

accommodated on the bust of a figure, thus rendering a statue more beautiful than another 

of Adonis (likely the Farnese-Meleager also in Naples). The likely restorer, Riebesell 

469 Carlo Gasparri, La collezione Farnese (Milan:  Electa, 2009), no. 8. 
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argues, is Giovanni Battista di Bianchi, whom Orsini praised for his talents for sculptural 

restoration in a letter to Cardinal Odoardo Farnese.470

Catalog 50 - Antinous, Entire Figure, date and medium unknown, untraced 

  

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Uno Antinoo belissimo tutto intero costò Roma moli [sic] 
scudi471

Catalog 51 - Emperor Antoninus Pius, Head, described as copper and ancient, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 11 

La testa de Antonino de rame, è opera anticha 472

                                            
470 Riebesell, Die Sammlung des Kardinal Alessandro Farnese: Ein 'studio' für Künstler und 

Gelehrte, 62-64. “Quanto alla testa di Antinoo, mi piace sommamente che si sia accomodata al busto, et che 
la statua sia riuscita piu bella che quella dell’Adone et che l’abbia et goda il nostra comune padrone.” For the 
letter between Odoardo Farnese and Orsini, see n. 373. The figure is an assembly of antique fragments 
owned by Farnese with Renaissance additions. The head is a definite antique; see n. 383.  

 

471 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 
carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49.  

472 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 
edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 26. “The head of Antoninus, in copper, is antique.” 
Carlo Gasparri recently published a bronze head identified as Servilius Ahala that came to the Farnese 
collection via an acquisition of works from the Palazzo Medici, the collection of which was formerly part of 
Lorenzo de’ Medici’s, which, he asserts, contained works of the Bembo collection. No documentation is 
provided for this assertion. 
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Catalog 52 - Faustina, the Elder, Head with Neck, described as marble and ancient, 
untraced 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Faustina vecchia ma col collo antique473

1615 

 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.474

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Faustina sua Moglie […] Faustina his wife [Marcus Aurelius]475

                                            
473 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 

carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49. 

 

474 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

475 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 13 & 24. 
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Catalog 53 - Faustina, the Younger, Bust, date and medium unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Faustina la giovane476

  

 

                                            
476 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 

carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49. 
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Plate 14 - Lucius Verus, Bust, c. 160 CE, marble, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna 
(Cat. 54)  
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Catalog 54 - Lucius Verus, Bust, c. 160 CE, marble, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna 

Evidence 

1567 

Letter from Nicolo Stoppio to Hans Jacob Fugger 

[…] two old, beautiful marble heads depicting Apollo and Juno stand in the 
Bembo garden in Padua … a Philosopher Marc Aurelius, which is more 
beautiful than the one in Padua […]477

1615 

 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.478

                                            
477 Stockbauer, Die kunstbestrebungen am Bayerischen Hofe unter Herzog Albert V. und Seinem 

Nachfolger Wilhelm V, 55-57. See also Ellen Weski and Heike Frosien-Leinz, Das Antiquarium der 
Mu ̈nchner Residenz: Katalog der Skulpturen, vol. 1, Kataloge der Kunstsammlungen (Munich:  Hirmer 
Verlag, 1987), 1:460. In this letter of August 1, 1567, Stoppio reports his progress primarily on acquiring 
objects from the Loredan collection but in the process mentions that he saw Bembo’s collection and later 
compares the portrait of Marcus Aurelius to the one owned by Loredan. He writes that he saw the heads 
standing in Bembo’s garden and that Loredan’s objects with Jacopo Strada present were becoming more 
expensive so Stoppio is waiting for him to leave to be in a better position to bid. He lists objects from the 
Loredan collection that he has received and praises the quality of his acquisitions for Fugger, specifically “a 
Philosopher Marc Aurelius, which is more beautiful than the one in Padua.” This comes from Stockbauer’s 
summary of the original: “In einem anderen Briefe berichtet er an Fugger, dass er zwei schöne alte Kopf von 
Marmor Apollonis und Junonis bekommen, so zu Padua in des Bembi Garten gestanden, dass Strada mit 
dem Loredano hart zu handeln kam und dessen Handel mit demselben Vieles vertheuert habe; sobald aber 
Strada hinwegzieht, hofft er besser wieder einkaufen zu können. Das vorhin berührte Verzeichnis der 
Kunstwerke, welche er von dem Edelmanne bereits erworben, umfasste folgende Stücke: […] einer gleichen 
Grösse und ein Philosophus Marc Aurelius, der is hübscher den einer so zu Padua gewesen.…” I would like 
to thank Dirk Petry and Imke Wien for their assistance with translation.  

 

478 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 
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c. 1634–36 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Marc Aurelio tutto d’un bello, e molto grande […] Marcus Aurelius all of a 
piece very large”479

1643 

 

Inventory with case lists of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

12 cases with 28 of the best statues480

1659 

 

Inventory of Archduke Leopold Wilhelm 

69. Ein marmelsteines Brustbilt desz römischen/443. Kaysers Marci Aurely 
mit kurcz gekraussten Haaren vnd wenig Barth, in einem Cürasz, 
darüruber ein Mantl./Alles aus einem stuck gemacht, antic, hoch 4 span 6 
Finger481

                                            
479 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 13 & 24. 

 

480 NRAS Ham. MS M4/21, fol. 17. 

481 Berger, "Inventar der Kunstsammlung des Erzherzogs Leopold Wilhelm von Österreich," 
unpaginated. I would like to thank Alfred Bernhard-Walcher at the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna 
who generously gave his time sorting through lists of objects in hopes of identifying pieces, resulting in one 
that we both agree was likely owned by Bembo. There likely could be others from Bembo’s collection in 
Vienna, but the generalized descriptions of the inventories make certain identification nearly impossible. See 
my discussion on this collector in Chapter Two. 
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Catalog 55 - Galeria Lucilla, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

Evidence 

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.482

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Gallicilla sua figlia […] Gallicilla his Daughter [Marcus Aurelius]483

Catalog 56 - Emperor Caracalla, Bust, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

 

Evidence  

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Teste con il petto […] Antonino Caracalla484

                                            
482 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

 

483 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 13 & 24. 

484 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 
carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49. 
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1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.485

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Antonio Caracalla […] Ant.º Caracalla.486

Catalog 57 - Emperor Caracalla, Head, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 11 

La testa del Caracalla, de Aureliano, de Antinoo, de Marcellino, de Julio 
Cesare, de Domitiano marmoree sono opere antiche.487

1591 

 

Mario Bevilacqua in Verona to Vincenzo I Gonzaga in Mantua, June 24, 1591 

[…] io non posso tenere memoria se non di quello che ivi era stimato raro 
et buona, il che era oltre le medaglie che mi parvero bellissime, la testa di 
Antinoo che già sette anni viddi in Roma nelle antichità del Cardinale 

                                            
485 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

486 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 13 & 24.  

487 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 
edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 26. “The heads of Caracalla, Aurelianus, Antinous, 
Marcellus, Julius Caesar and Domitian, all in marble, are antique.” 
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Farnese, quella del Caracalla che mi fu mostrata dal signor Giovan Giorgio 
Cesarini et quella di Nerone ch mi parve vedere ne’marmi del Signor 
Giacomo Buoncompagni. Quelle tre test mi sono restate nella memoria 
come il meglio di quel studio, et quelle che perché ricevino riputatione; 
del resto certo non ne tengo memoria et poso credere che vi sii puoco di 
buono fuori che la tavola di bronzo, qual certo è rarissima et unica.[…]488

Comments 

 

Taking all of the evidence in hand, it would seem that Bembo may have owned 

two heads of Caracalla, one that was bought in the 1570s by Giovan Giorgio Cesarini, 

according to an account of Count Hirolamo Canossa, who claims to have seen Bembo’s 

studio at that time and reported that a Caracalla had been sold. This account comes down 

to us second hand from a letter of Mario Bevilacqua, the famed collector of antiquities in 

Verona, who served as a broker in 1591 for Vincenzo Gonzaga, acquiring the Mensa 

Isiaca for the duke at that time. Complicating this narrative is the fact that the Cesarini 

collection was subsumed into the collection of the Farnese in 1593.489 Following that 

provenance line to the archaeology museum in Naples, this collection does have a bust of 

Caracalla, but, this work does not seem to be either one of the busts we seek to find. This 

example is understood to have been recovered in the Baths of Caracalla when this 

property was owned by Mario Macaroni, not from Cesarini.490

Years later in 1603, however, a bust of Caracalla (not a head, as Michiel describes) 

shows up in an inventory of the studio in Padua, drawn up for Vincenzo, who was then 

looking to acquire more antiquities from Pietro’s heirs. It does not, however, appear 

Vincenzo bought that work in particular, for another description of a Caracalla shows up 

later in the collection of Bartolomeo della Nave, when that collection came up for sale 

after his death.  

 

                                            
488 ASM AG, MS b. 1523, f. IV, fol. 602-603. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 

carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), doc. 111. 

489 Gasparri, La collezione Farnese, no. 36, no.50. 

490 Ibid., no. 36. 
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We are playing the proverbial shell game, a game that may not be won given the 

available evidence. Literally following the descriptions, we may safely conclude that 

Bembo most certainly owned a sculptural portrait of the Emperor Caracalla, but he may 

have owned a head and a head with bust, neither of which may be traced with 

confidence. 

Catalog 58 - Emperor Geta, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

Evidence 

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.491

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Il Giovinetto Getta […] The young man Gata492

                                            
491 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

 

492 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 13 & 24. 
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Catalog 59 - Julia Mamea, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

Evidence 

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.493

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Giulia Mamea […] Giulia Mammea494

Catalog 60 - Emperor Gordian I, Head, date and medium unknown, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Giordiano Africo il vecchio, molto rara testa”495

                                            
493 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

 

494 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 13 & 24. 

495 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 
carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49.  
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Catalog 61 - Emperor Marcus Clodius Pupienus Maximus, with antique bust and pedestal, 
date and medium unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Puppieno con il petto et peduzzo antique496

1615 

 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.497

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Pupiena … Pupien[?s]498

                                            
496 Ibid.,  Given that this list was prepared with great care, in consultation with Silvio Doni on-site 

in Padua, it seems safe to assume that this is of the Emperor Puppienus, despite a similar entry appearing in 
the della Nave/Hamilton list. Here the name ends in an “a,” which may be a mistake of the individual 
drawing up the list. It might also be possible that they could be two different busts, one of the Emperor 
Pupienus or his daughter, Pupiena Sextia Paulina Cethegilla. 

 

497 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

498 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 13 & 24. The last letter of the name could be a transcription 
error, mistaking the “o” for an “a.” 
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Catalog 62 - Emperor Philip the Arab, Bust, date and medium unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Filippo imperatore il giovane499

Catalog 63 - Emperor Aemilian, Head, date and medium unknown, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Emiliano imperatore500

Catalog 64 - Emperor Aurelian the Younger, Bust, described as marble and ancient, 
untraced 

 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 11 

La testa del Caracalla, de Aureliano, de Antinoo, de Marcellino, de Julio 
Cesare, de Domitiano marmoree sono opere antiche.501

                                            
499 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 

carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49.  

 

500 Ibid. 
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1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Aurelio il giovane imperatore502

Catalog 65 - Queen Filistide, Head, date and medium unknown, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Filistide grecca503

1615 

 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.504

                                                                                                                                  
501 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 26. “The heads of Caracalla, Aurelianus, Antinous, 
Marcellus, Julius Caesar and Domitian, all in marble, are antique.” 

 

 
502 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 

carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49.  

503 Ibid. 

504 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 
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c. 1634–36 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Filistide … Filistide505

Catalog 66 - Alexander the Great, restored with a stucco bust, date and medium 
unknown, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Alessandro Magno restaurato con petto di stucho506

                                            
505 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 13 & 24. The last letter of the name could be a transcription 

error, mistaking the “o” for an “a.” 

 

506 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 
carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49. Given that this list was prepared with great care, in 
consultation with Silvio Doni on-site in Padua, it seems safe to assume that this is of the Emerpor 
Puppienus, despite a similar entry appearing in the della Nave/Hamilton list. Here the name ends in an “a,” 
which may be a mistake of the individual drawing up the list. It might also be possible that they could be 
two different busts, one of the Emperor Pupienus or his daughter, Pupiena Sextia Paulina Cethegilla. 
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Antique Subjects 

Catalog 67 - Small Seated Jupiter, described as bronze and ancient, untraced  

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 10v 

Il Giove picolo di bronzo che siede è opera anticha. 507

1542 

 

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Rome to his secretary, Falminio Tomarozzo in Padua, 

August 23, 1542 

[…] All the gold medals; all the silver, including those outside in the last 
larger bowl of Indian cane, which are more numerous than the others; the 
bronze ones from the first four bowls of that sort, and more if you think 
you ought to bring them; the bronze Jupiter, Mercury and Diana […]508

                                            
507 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 25. “The small Jupiter, in bronze, seated, is an 
antique.” 

 

508 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:2347. Translation from, 
Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 371-72. 
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Catalog 68, Small Seated Mercury, on a Mountain with a Tortoise (or Lyre?) at His Feet, 
described as bronze and ancient, untraced 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 10v 

Il Mercurio picolo di bronzo è opera anticha che senta sopra el monte cun 
la testudine a piede509

1542 

 

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Rome to his secretary, Falminio Tomarozzo in Padua, 

August 23, 1542 

[…] All the gold medals; all the silver, including those outside in the last 
larger bowl of Indian cane, which are more numerous than the others; the 
bronze ones from the first four bowls of that sort, and more if you think 
you ought to bring them; the bronze Jupiter, Mercury and Diana […]510

Catalog 69 - Small Moon [Diana?] Reclining on a Chariot, described as bronze and 
ancient, untraced  

 

Evidence 

1506? 

Pietro Bembo, Rime, XCI 

   Mentre ‘l fero destin mi toglie e vieta 
Veder Madonna e tiemmi in altra parte, 
la bella imagin sua veduta in parte 
il digiun pasce e i miei sospiri acqueta. 

                                            
509 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 25. “The small Mercury, in bronze, seated on the 
mountain with the tortoise at his feet, is also antique. All these, together with the Mercury, belong to 
Messer Bartolommeo.” 

510 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:2347. Translation from 
Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 371-72. 
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   Però s’a l’apparir del bel pianeta, 
che tal non torna mai, qual si diparte, 
ebbi conforto a l’alma dentro, e parte 
ristetti in vista desiosa e lieta, 
   fu, perch’io ‘l miro in vece et in sembianza 
de la mia donna, che men fredda o ria 
o fugace di lui non mi si mostra; 
   e più ne avrò, se piacer vostra fia, 
che ‘l sonno de la vita, che gli avanza, 
si tenga Endimion la luna vostra511

1520 

 

Will of Bernardo Bibbiena, November 8, 1520 

Item reliquit rev. P. Bembo S. Domini Nostri secretario quandam parvam 
lunam aeream512

1525–28 

 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 10v 

La Luna picola di bronzo che stava sopra el carro è opera anticha.513

1542 

 

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Rome to his secretary, Falminio Tomarozzo in Padua,  

August 23, 1542 

[…] All the gold medals; all the silver, including those outside in the last 
larger bowl of Indian cane, which are more numerous than the others; the 
bronze ones from the first four bowls of that sort, and more if you think 
you ought to bring them; the bronze Jupiter, Mercury and Diana […]514

                                            
511 Dionisotti, ed., Prose e Rime di Pietro Bembo, 581-82, XCI. Dionisotti dates this sonnet to 

1506, based on a reference to a sonnet that Bembo sent to Bernardo Bibbiena. Bembo, Lettere, edizione 
critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:226.  

 

512 Dionisotti, ed., Prose e Rime di Pietro Bembo, 582. 

513 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 
edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 25. “The little Moon, in bronze, which was on the 
cart, is antique.” 

514 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:2347. Translation from 
Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 371-72. 
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1565 

Lodovico Dolce, Dialogo nel quale si ragiona della qualità, diversità, e proprietà, de i 

color … 

V’era un Cardinale, o Ridolfo, o Bibbiena che tra molte anticaglie aveva 
una luna antichissima di bronzo e bella tanto che’ el Bembo a cui tali cose 
molto piacevano se ne innamorò e desideroso di haverla mandò questo 
sonetto al Cardinale e l’hebbe.515

Undated 

 

Epigram by Antonio Tebaldeo 

Ad Bembum 

Quid mirum tibi si lunam Bibiena negavit? 

Hoc tu, Bembe, ardes sidere at ille furit516

Comments 

 

A sculpture representing a moon, a Diana, shows up in the evidence in a number 

of ways. Pietro wrote a sonnet in which he refers to an image of Diana, implied by its 

reference to Endymion, that reminds him of a woman he loved. Carlo Dionisotti dates 

this work to 1506, from a letter in which Bembo writes from Castel Durante to Bibbiena 

in Rome, in which he responds that he is pleased that Bibbiena likes his sonnet.517

                                            
515 Lodovico Dolce, Dialogo nel quale si ragiona della qualità, diversità, e proprietà, de i color... 

(Venice:  Appresso Gio. Battista, Marchio Sessa et fratelli, 1565), 69. 

 This is 

confirmed a few years later by Lodovico Dolce. Based on this time frame, Dionisotti 

suggests that the woman in the sonnet could have been Lucrezia Borgia. This may be the 

516 This undated epigram is quoted by Ferrajoli, from a manuscript now in the Vatican Library, 
BAV (ms. Lat. 3353, c. 203). Caprio, ed., Il ruolo della corte di Leone X (1514-1516), Alessandro Ferrajoli, 
313. 

517 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:226. “[…] Il mio Sonetto, 
che vi piaccia, m’è caro, e più ancora m’è caro ciò: che io veggo che voi con diligenza notate le cose 
mie.[…]” 
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case, for her secretary Antonio Teobaldo wrote an epigram that refers to Bembo’s 

reverence of a statue of Luna owned by Bibbiena. 

When Bibbiena died, he left a “lunam aeream” to Bembo, a moon or Diana, likely 

the subject of Bembo’s poetic work and, thus, a fitting work to bequeath to his friend. 

Michiel describes an antique small moon on a chariot, a peculiar description, likely a type 

of Diana, whose chariot is drawn across the sky in her association with the moon, much 

like Apollo’s association with the sun. It was a work that was highly valued by Bembo, for 

it was one of the statuettes that he asked his secretary to bring to him in Rome 20 years 

later after he inherited it from his friend. 
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Plate 15 - Eros Sleeping, Roman copy of a Greek original, marble, The Ashmolean 
Museum of Art and Archaeology, Oxford (Cat. 70) 
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Catalog 70 - Eros Sleeping, Roman copy of a Greek original, marble, The Ashmolean 
Museum of Art and Archaeology, Oxford 

Evidence 

March 8, 1535 Letter from Pietro Bembo in Padua to Carlo Gualteruzzi in Rome 

[…] Io ho aspettato dapoi che ebbi quelli marmi Napoletani in qua, M. 
Jacopo Sansovino, gran pittore e scultore, et molto aveduto nel conoscer 
bene le antiche imagini, acciò che egli mi dicesse il suo giudizio sopra il 
Cupidino e le due teste di Satiri mandatemi da M. Apollonio. E perciò che 
esso è in Venezia molto occupato, io non l’ho potuto aver qui prima d’ieri. 
Ora costui, vedute molto bene quelle figure, e da ogni lor parte 
considerate, pregato da me di dirmi quello che egli estimava che elle 
valessero, pensatovi ben sopra mi disse che a lui pareva che il Cupidine 
fosse pagato per 25 o 30 ducati e le due teste di Satiri per 6 ducati 
l’una.[…]518

1537 

  

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia 

El cupidine che dorme strauacato, marmoreo, è opera anticha, de man de 
Samos, et ha vna lacerta scolpita / et è in diuersa foggia da quel de Madama 
de Mantoa 519

                                            
518 Ibid., 3:1668. “I have had Jacopo Sansovino, who knows much about antique images, take a 

look at the Cupid and two satyr heads sent to me by Apollonio. I estimate that I could pay 25 or 30 ducats 
for the Cupid and 6 ducats each for the satyr heads.” 

  

519 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 
edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 26, n.1. “The marble Cupid, lying down asleep, with a 
sculpted lizard, is an antique work by a sculptor of Samos, and is different from the one in the possession of 
Madam of Mantua…. The Cupid belonging to Isabella d’Este Gonzaga, Marchioness of Mantua, was 
ascribed to Praxiteles and was celebrated both in Greek and Latin verses by several contemporaries, who 
described it as “the Praxitelean Cupid sleeping in the skin on the Nemean lion, with his torch extinguished, 
and his bow and quiver and Hercules’s club placed behind his back, etc.” A Cupid with the same attributes 
is to be seen in the Museum of Antiquities of the Academy of Sciences in Turin, which, according to Dr. 
Carrado Lange of Leipsig, is an early work of Michelangelo Buonaroti from an antique which is still 
preserved in the Castle of Cataio, near Padua. As to Bembo’s Cupid, the Abate Morelli remarks that the 
lizard is not an attribute of the god of Love, but of the god of Sleep, which was often represented as a child 
sleeping on a lion’s skin, with poppies, a lizard crawling by, and other accessories, but not those of Love. 
Both Isabella d’Este’s and Bembo’s Cupids are lost, as well as all the other works of art above-mentioned by 
the Anonimo.”  
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1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Un cupidetto, che dorme coricato molto bello520

Comments 

 

Bembo’s ownership of an antique marble sculpture of a sleeping Cupid shows up 

in documentary evidence a number of times. In a 1535 letter to his friend Carlo 

Gualteruzzi, Bembo mentions his desire to purchase some antique sculptures, one of 

which is a Cupid. Bembo had asked for advice from Jacopo Sansovino on the works, 

describing him as a great painter and sculptor who has much knowledge about antique 

images. He offers little else by way of a description of this work, and we do have evidence 

that he owned another sculpture of a Cupid (Cat. 87). Two years later, Michiel emended 

his account of Bembo’s collection, adding a description of an antique sleeping Cupid. This 

implies that the work may not have been present in the collection during his prior visit, 

which was likely around 1525–28. Here Michiel is quite specific. Cupid is sprawled and 

sleeping with a lizard included within the composition, and it is specifically a different 

style from that owned by Isabella d’Este. Thus, this work is both like and unlike one in 

Mantua. Complicating the issue, Isabella owned two copies of a sleeping Cupid, one 

thought to be by Praxiteles and the other by Michelangelo.521

Years later in 1603, a “very beautiful sculpture of a little Cupid lying down and 

sleeping” appears on a list prepared at the time Bembo’s heirs were looking to sell works 

from the collection to Duke Vincenzo I Gonzaga; thus we have another, later intersection 

  

                                            
520 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 

carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49.  

521 Clifford Malcom Brown, "The Erstwhile Michelangelo Sleeping Cupid in the Turin Museo di 
Antichità," Journal of the History of Collections 5, no. 1 (1993): 59-63. 
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between the Bembo and Gonzaga collections. The sleeping Cupid noted on the 1603 list 

does not appear in the1634–36 inventory of Bartolomeo della Nave’s collection. Thus, it 

seems not to have gone to England via Hamilton’s purchase of this collection. What 

happens to Bembo’s sleeping Cupid after this point remains shadowy, but a possible 

solution may be explored via another English collector. 

Vincenzo I might likely have bought it first; he certainly purchased the Mensa 

Isiaca (Cat. 112, Pl. 17) from Torquato. Negotiations seemed protracted, and his agent 

seemed frustrated in later correspondence.522

A small Amor who sleeps on a lion skin, estimated eight scudi 

 Although evidence does not survive that 

specifically documents Vincenzo’s purchase of works from the inventory he ordered, his 

purchase of some of these sculptures may not be ruled out, however, for 25 years later, 

Vincenzo I’s heirs had by that time collected four sleeping Cupids, documented in a 

1627/28 inventory made for the sale of the property of the Duke Ferdinando Gonzaga, 

who died a year prior: 

A small Amor who sleeps on a rock, with two poppy pods in his hand, / 
estimated five scudi 
A small Amor who sleeps on a rock, estimated 20 scudi (=120 lire) 
Another small Amor who sleeps on a lion skin, with a torch in his hand, 
estimated 25 scudi (=150 lire) 523

His brother Vincenzo II died in 1628, and in the following year the agent Daniel 

Nys, frequently acting on the behalf of English patrons, notably King Charles I, purchased 

a set of marble statues from the estate in May 1629.

 

524

                                            
522 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 528-529. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 

carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 349-50. 

 It seems payment was not 

forthcoming, however, and many missing pieces from this purchase were found in the 

523 Laurie Fusco and Gino Corti, Lorenzo de'Medici, Collector and Antiquarian (Cambridge:  
Cambridge University Press, 2004), 45. 

524 Scamozzi, The Idea of a Universal Architecture, Villas and Country Estates, Book 3, 181. Nys’s 
collection was sizable and noteworthy enough to be mentioned in 1615 by Vincenzo Scamozzi, in the 
paragraph following his description of Bartolomeo della Nave, which contained “40 statues of various sizes 
and almost 80 carved heads.” 
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possession of Nys early the next year in 1631, among them were three “children,” by 

Praxiteles, Sansovino, and Michelangelo. Nys described them as being “above price, and 

the rarest things which the Duke possessed.” He merited them important enough to send 

drawings to the prospective buyer he had in England, Charles I. Images of these Cupids 

were recorded in a folio now in Windsor Castle (Fig. 47). Paul Norton has argued 

convincingly that this folio illustrates the “Praxiteles” in the upper right corner, and the 

Michelangelo in the lower right.525

What happened to the fourth sculpture described by Nys, but left out of the 

drawing? The 1627/28 Gonzaga inventory listed four sculptures of this subject: two 

modestly valued, 5 and 8 scudi, presumably for sixteenth-century examples, and two more 

expensive versions for 20 and 25 scudi, presumably for antiquities, which tended to fetch 

higher prices. The five-scudi Cupid holds poppies, as does the drawing identified as the 

Michelangelo. The eight-scudi Cupid sleeps on a lion skin, as does the Sansovino. The 

25-scudi Cupid sleeps on a lion skin and holds a torch, as does the “Praxiteles” in the 

upper right. Why is the 20-scudi Cupid sleeping on a rock missing from this drawing? 

Daniel Nys was privy to all four; on his list they appear, “quattro puttini chi dormono,” 

but he seems to be holding one back.

 I would also reason that the upper left image represents 

the appearance of the Sansovino version of the subject, which Nys described to his client.  

526

Assuming he acquired all four from Vincenzo, Nys may have held one back for 

another buyer, and this explains why he excluded it from the drawing for King Charles I. 

Nys held out as late as 1632 to send the sculptures to the king, but this appears not to have 

 Although we crave missing documentary 

evidence that Vincenzo I bought Bembo’s Cupid with absolute certainty, it is tempting to 

think that the 20-scudi Cupid missing from the drawing could be the one originally 

owned by Bembo.  

                                            
525 Paul F. Norton, "The Lost Sleeping Cupid of Michelangelo," The Art Bulletin 39, no. 4 

(December 1957): 253-55. 

526 Scott-Elliot, "The Statues from Mantua in the Collection of King Charles I," 220.  
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completely put him out of business. He found another buyer in the English collector 

Thomas Howard, the 21st Earl of Arundel, to whom he sold a vast collection of cameos 

and intaglios a few years later in 1638 for ₤10,000. It is conceivable that the fourth 

Gonzaga sleeping Cupid (originally Bembo’s) could have been part of this sale or later 

sales; Nys is documented as bringing works to Arundel a year later.527 The Arundel 

collection was the first of its kind in England in the early seventeenth century.528 At the 

time of this collection’s dispersal, in 1678 many of the antiquities were removed, but a 

good many were in the garden, whereupon a colonnade collapsed during a major 

renovation, badly damaging the statues. Sir William Fermor bought these works in 1691, 

where they stayed until 1755, when the Countess of Pomfret gave them to the University 

of Oxford, where they were put with the Arundel marbles previously given, and all 

eventually were transferred to the Ashmolean Museum. The same year, James Nixon 

published an essay dedicated entirely to this work’s provenance to Arundel and its 

iconography, including the meaning of the lizard’s presence in the composition. 529 This 

unusual detail helps distinguish it from the many examples of this sculptural subject found 

in collections throughout the world.530

                                            
527 Michael Vickers, The Arundel and Pomfret Marbles in Oxford (Oxford:  Ashmolean Museum, 

2006), 26, 44, 50, 52. All or part of this large sale may have contained works from Gonzaga, which Nys was 
attempting to sell to Charles I. The evidence of this large deal that Nys brokered comes by way of John 
Evelyn writing to Samuel Pepys in 1689, “that great lover of antiquity, Thomas, Earl of Arundel, had a very 
rich cabinet of medals as well as other intaglio belonging to the cabinet he purchased of Daniel Nice at the 
cost of ₤10,000.” Michaelis, Ancient Marbles in Great Britain, 26-28; 550-51.  

  

528 Elizabeth Angelicoussis, "The Collection of Classical Sculptures of the Earl of Arundel, 'Father 
of Vertu in England'," Journal of the History of Collections 16, no. 2 (2004): esp. n. 1. 

529 William Sydney Gibson, "Some Notes on Arundel House, Strand and on the Dispersion of 
Sculptures Formerly Part of the Arundelian Collection," Notes and Queries 6, no. 106 (1851): 363. Gibson 
publishes a letter, May 10, 1757, from James Theobald to Lord Willoughby de Parham that outlines the 
grim demise of the Arundel collection. James Nixon, An Essay on a Sleeping Cupid Being One of the 
Arundelian Marbles in the Collection of the (Late) Right Honorable The Earl of Pomfret (London:  R. 
Marby, 1755).  

530 For surveys of this subject type and the relative rarity of the lizard’s presence, see Phyllis Pray 
Bober and Ruth Rubinstein, Renaissance Artists and Antique Sculpture: A Handbook of Sources (London:  
H. Miller, 1986), 89. See also Fusco and Corti, Lorenzo de'Medici, Collector and Antiquarian, 45-48. 
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The proposed path described above hypothesizes how this work might be traced 

back to Bembo’s collection. The interested parties were many, and competition was 

heated among Hamilton, Arundel, and Charles I, and the correspondence among agents 

was often deliberately covert and deceiving. Lord Arundel did have one advantage, in that 

he had studied in Padua in 1612 and thus may have had first-hand knowledge of the 

Bembo and della Nave collections.531

A final note should be made about this sculpture. Michiel’s confused entry may in 

fact be a wrongly transcribed conversation with Bembo, who could have said it was from 

the hand of the ancient Greek sculptor, Saurus , not Samos, the Greek island. This comes 

by way of the lizard’s presence within the composition, which as Pliny describes is a 

covert technique for signing his name.

 Thus, the work may have come into his possession 

via another path, but his knowledge of Italian collections in the Veneto may have fueled 

his interest in this work in particular. 

532

                                            
531 Howarth, Lord Arundel and His Circle, 134-43. See also Chapter Two for a discussion of the 

collectors and buyers of Bembo’s collection. 

 Bembo had just come from a visit to Isabella’s 

collection in 1537, which contained a Sleeping Cupid by Praxiteles, and Michiel was 

taking down Bembo’s impressions, comparing her sculpture by an antique artist to his. 

Thus, they are of a different style, noted as a competing collector would have seen it. 

532 Pliny, Natural History, trans. Harris Rackham, vol. 10, Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge, MA:  
Harvard University Press, 1940-63), 32-33.See also Gibson, "Some Notes on Arundel House, Strand and on 
the Dispersion of Sculptures Formerly Part of the Arundelian Collection," 363. 
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Figure 47 – Unknown seventeenth-century artist, Sleeping Cupids and a Putto, drawing, 
early seventeenth century, Royal Library, Windsor Castle 

Catalog 71 - Venus Standing, Playing with Cupid, described as marble and ancient, 
untraced 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Una Venerina con un Amorino rampante, di un braccio in 
circa533

1615 

 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.534

                                            
533 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 

carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49.  

 

534 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 
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c. 1634–36 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Venere in piedi, che scherzo [ink smudged] con Cupido […] Venus 
Standing playing with Cupid535

Catalog 72 - A Muse, date and medium unknown, untraced 

 

Evidence 

c. 1567–68 

Letter from Jacopo Strada to Albert V of Bavaria 

Things from Bembo as follows 
1 statue of a muse   v. 100 
1 statue of Pluto   v. 100 
1 female portrait bust   v. 100 
1 stele of black stone, carved 
   with Arabic writing   v. 100536

Catalog 73 - Pluto, date and medium unknown, untraced 

 

Evidence 

c. 1567–68 

Letter from Jacopo Strada to Albert V of Bavaria 

Things from Bembo as follows 
                                            
535 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 14 & 24. 

536 Stockbauer, Die kunstbestrebungen am Bayerischen Hofe unter Herzog Albert V. und Seinem 
Nachfolger Wilhelm V, 32. “Dem Bembo um seine Sachen wie folgt / 1 Statua einer Musa … 100v. / 1 
Statua Plutonis … 100v. / 1 Brust eines Frauenbildes … 100v. / 1 Gräbniss mit arabischen Buchstaben … 
100v.” See also Weski and Frosien-Leinz, Das Antiquarium der Mu ̈nchner Residenz: Katalog der 
Skulpturen, 1:464. Stockbauer does not note the final line in the list above, “Um die Schrift in einem 
schwarzen Stein zu hauen,” which likely describes the line above that lists the stele.  
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1 statue of a muse   v. 100 
1 statue of Pluto   v. 100 
1 female portrait bust   v. 100 
1 stele of black stone, carved 
   with Arabic writing   v. 100537

Catalog 74 - Young Apollo, Bust, described as “old” and marble, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1567 

Letter from Nicolo Stoppio to Hans Jacob Fugger 

[…] two old, beautiful marble heads depicting Apollo and Juno stand in the 
Bembo garden in Padua… a Philosopher Marc Aurelius, which is more 
beautiful than the one in Padua […] 538

                                            
537 Stockbauer, Die kunstbestrebungen am Bayerischen Hofe unter Herzog Albert V. und Seinem 

Nachfolger Wilhelm V, 32. “Dem Bembo um seine Sachen wie folgt / 1 Statua einer Musa … 100v. / 1 
Statua Plutonis … 100v. / 1 Brust eines Frauenbildes … 100v. / 1 Gräbniss mit arabischen Buchstaben … 
100v.” See also Weski and Frosien-Leinz, Das Antiquarium der Mu ̈nchner Residenz: Katalog der 
Skulpturen, 1:464. Stockbauer does not note the final line in the list above, “Um die Schrift in einem 
schwarzen Stein zu hauen,” which likely describes the line above that lists the stele.  

 

538 Stockbauer, Die kunstbestrebungen am Bayerischen Hofe unter Herzog Albert V. und Seinem 
Nachfolger Wilhelm V, 55-57. See also Weski and Frosien-Leinz, Das Antiquarium der Mu ̈nchner 
Residenz: Katalog der Skulpturen, 1:460. In this letter of August 1, 1567, Stoppio reports his progress 
primarily on acquiring objects from the Loredan collection but in the process mentions that he saw Bembo’s 
collection and later compares the portrait of Marcus Aurelius to the one owned by Loredan. He writes that 
he saw the heads standing in Bembo’s garden and that Loredan’s objects with Jacopo Strada present were 
becoming more expensive so Stoppio is waiting for him to leave to be in a better position to bid. He lists 
objects from the Loredan collection that he has received and praises the quality of his acquisitions for 
Fugger, specifically “a Philosopher Marc Aurelius, which is more beautiful than the one in Padua.” This 
comes from Stockbauer’s summary of the original: “In einem anderen Briefe berichtet er an Fugger, dass er 
zwei schöne alte Kopf von Marmor Apollonis und Junonis bekommen, so zu Padua in des Bembi Garten 
gestanden, dass Strada mit dem Loredano hart zu handeln kam und dessen Handel mit demselben Vieles 
vertheuert habe; sobald aber Strada hinwegzieht, hofft er besser wieder einkaufen zu können. Das vorhin 
berührte Verzeichnisse der Kunstwerke, welche er von dem Edelmanne bereits erworben, umfasste folgende 
Stücke: […] einer gleichen Grösse und ein Philosophus Marc Aurelius, der is hübscher den einer so zu 
Padua gewesen.…” I would like to thank Dirk Petry and Imke Wien for their assistance with translation.  
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1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Apollo giovane539

Catalog 75 - Head of Juno, described as “old” and marble, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1567 

Letter from Nicolo Stoppio to Hans Jacob Fugger 

[…] two old, beautiful marble heads depicting Apollo and Juno stand in the 
Bembo garden in Padua… a Philosopher Marc Aurelius, which is more 
beautiful than the one in Padua […]540

                                            
539 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 

carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49.  

 

540 Stockbauer, Die kunstbestrebungen am Bayerischen Hofe unter Herzog Albert V. und Seinem 
Nachfolger Wilhelm V, 55-57. See also Weski and Frosien-Leinz, Das Antiquarium der Mu ̈nchner 
Residenz: Katalog der Skulpturen, 1:460. In this letter of August 1, 1567, Stoppio reports his progress 
primarily on acquiring objects from the Loredan collection but in the process mentions that he saw Bembo’s 
collection and later compares the portrait of Marcus Aurelius to the one owned by Loredan. He writes that 
he saw the heads standing in Bembo’s garden and that Loredan’s objects with Jacopo Strada present were 
becoming more expensive so Stoppio is waiting for him to leave to be in a better position to bid. He lists 
objects from the Loredan collection that he has received and praises the quality of his acquisitions for 
Fugger, specifically “a Philosopher Marc Aurelius, which is more beautiful than the one in Padua.” This 
comes from Stockbauer’s summary of the original: “In einem anderen Briefe berichtet er an Fugger, dass er 
zwei schöne alte Kopf von Marmor Apollonis und Junonis bekommen, so zu Padua in des Bembi Garten 
gestanden, dass Strada mit dem Loredano hart zu handeln kam und dessen Handel mit demselben Vieles 
vertheuert habe; sobald aber Strada hinwegzieht, hofft er besser wieder einkaufen zu können. Das vorhin 
berührte Verzeichnisse der Kunstwerke, welche er von dem Edelmanne bereits erworben, umfasste folgende 
Stücke: […] einer gleichen Grösse und ein Philosophus Marc Aurelius, der is hübscher den einer so zu 
Padua gewesen.…” I would like to thank Dirk Petry and Imke Wien for their assistance with translation.  
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Catalog 76 - Male satyr laughing, described as very rare, date and medium unknown, 
untraced 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Due Matte, o Bacche che ridono, molto rare541

1615 

 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.542

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Un Fauno maschio ridente […] A Male Satir laughing543

                                            
541 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 

carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49.  

 

542 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

543 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 13 & 24. 
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Catalog 77 - A female [satyr] laughing, described as very rare, date and medium unknown, 
untraced 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Due Matte, o Bacche che ridono, molto rare544

1615 

 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.545

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Un altro femina ridente […] A Female laughing546

                                            
544 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 

carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49.  

 

545 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

546 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 13 & 24. 
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Catalog 78 - Cybele, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

Evidence  

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.547

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

La Dea Cibale […] A Goddess Cibale548

                                            
547 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

 

548 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 13 & 24. In the later copy of this list, this entry is wrongly 
transcribed as “A Goddess Sibilla,” NRAS, Ham. MS. M4/10, fol. 6. 
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Catalog 79 - Priapus, date and medium unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

Poem of Celio Calcagnini Priapi admonito in horto Bembi (The Exhortation of 

Priapus in Bembo’s Garden).549

Catalog 80 - Young Hercules with a Club on His Shoulder, described as marble and 
ancient, untraced 

  

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Uno Herculetto con la clava550

1615 

 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.551

                                            
549 Fiorenza, "Dosso Dossi and Celio Calcagnini at the Court of Ferrara," 184. See my discussion of 

this poem in Chapter Three. 

 

550 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 
carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49.  

551 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 
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c. 1634–36 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Ercole bambino, con la clava su la spalla […] Hercules a Child wth (sic) the 
clubb (sic) on his shoulder552

Catalog 81 - Hercules Wrestling with the Snakes, described as marble and ancient, 
untraced 

 

Evidence 

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.553

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Ercole scherzante con serpi [...] Hercules playing with the Serpents554

                                            
552 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 14 & 254. 

 

553 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

554 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 14 & 25. 
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Catalog 82 - Hercules with Deianeira, in One Piece, described as marble and ancient, 
untraced 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Ercole et Deanira d’un pezzo555

1615 

 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo556

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Un Ercole con Deianira [...] a Ercole wth Dianira557

                                            
555 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 

carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49.  

 

556 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

557 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 14 & 25. 
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Catalog 83 - King Midas, Bust, date and medium unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Re Milda558

Catalog 84 - Laughing Satyr, date and medium unknown, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Un satire che anco esso ride559

                                            
558 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 

carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49.  

 

559 Ibid.  
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Catalog 85 - Two torsos of Fauns, described as hard stone, very valuable, date unknown, 
untraced 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Due torsi di doi Fauni di pietra near durissima, molto stimati560

Catalog 86 - Two Laughing Bacchantes or Maenads, described as very rare, date and 
medium unknown 

 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Due Matte, o Bacche che ridono, molto rare561

                                            
560 Ibid.  

 

561 Ibid.  
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Catalog 87 - Cupid, Smaller than Life Size, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Un simile o poco meno di Cupido562

1615 

 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.563

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Un Cupido […]a Cupid-564

                                            
562 Ibid.  

 

563 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

564 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 13 & 24. 
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Catalog 88 - Bacchant [Little Bacchus?] Holding a Bunch of Grapes, date and medium 
unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Un Bacetto [sic] con un grapo di uva in mano565

Catalog 89 - Mercury with a Bird [Rooster?], Life Size Figure, date and medium 
unknown, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Una figura del natural di un Mercurio con le alle566

                                            
565 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 

carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49. 

 

566 Ibid.   
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Catalog 90 - Artemesia, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] Artemesia grecca567

1615 

 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.568

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Artemisia569

                                            
567 Ibid.  

 

568 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

569 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 13 & 24. 
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Figures with No Assigned Subject 

Catalog 91 - Statuette of a Draped Woman, described as bronze and ancient, untraced 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 11 

La figuretta di bronzo duno piede de vna donna vestita è opera anticha570

Catalog 92 - Statuette of a Nude Man Holding a Spear in His Left Hand, described as 
bronze and ancient, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 11 

La figuretta del nudo in piede che teneva la lanza in la man manca de 
bronzo è opera anticha6571

                                            
570 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 32. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 27. “The bronze statuette, one foot high, representing a 
draped woman, is antique.”  

 

 
571 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 32. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 28. “The bronze statuette representing a man, nude, 
standing and holding a spear with his left hand, is antique.”  
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Catalog 93 - Statuette that is one hand span high, described as bronze and ancient, 
untraced 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 11 

La figuretta di bronzo dun palmo cun un panno auuolto alla persona è 
opera anticha572

Catalog 94 - Nude Statuette, described as bronze and ancient, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 11 

La figuretta del nudetto è opera anticha de bronzo573

Catalog 95 - Nude Figure in Short Dress, described as bronze and ancient, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 11 

L’altro nudetto cun el vestito curto, pur de bronzo è opera anticha. Queste 
sono di M. Bartolomeo insieme el Mercurio574

                                            
572 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 32. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century.“The bronze statuette, one span high, wrapped in a 
cloth, is antique. All these, together with the Mercury, belong to Messer Bartolommeo.”  

 

573 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 
edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 32. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century.“The bronze statuette, one span high, wrapped in a 
cloth, is antique. All these, together with the Mercury, belong to Messer Bartolommeo.” 
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Plate 16 - Sculptural fragment of a foot, attached to the left foot of the Adorante, 
Staatliche Museen, Antikensammlung, Berlin, described as bronze and ancient (Cat. 96) 

  

                                                                                                                                  
574 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 32. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century.  
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Catalog 96 – Sculptural fragment of a foot, attached to the left foot of the Adorante, 
Staatliche Museen, Antikensammlung, Berlin, described as bronze and ancient 

Evidence 

1555 

E. Vico, Discorsi di m. Enea Vico Parmigiano sopra le medaglie de gli antichi  

The statue, they say, was found during excavations around the walls of the 
city of Rhodes. When Martini showed it to Monsignor Reverendissimo 
Bembo, he observed that it lacked the forepart of one foot and sent to his 
house in Padua for another half-foot of antique bronze which has similarly 
been found in Paduan excavations and had come into his possession. When 
this piece of foot was joined to the broken foot of the statue, it fit as if it 
were its very own. Whereupon Bembo made a gift of it to Martini, and so 
today it is still attached.575

Comments 

 

Accounts of Bembo’s collection mention the presence of fragments and pieces of 

antique sculpture.576

                                            
575 “Ella[la statua] come dicono, cavandosi intorno alle mura della città di Rhodi fu trovata: e 

essendo la medesima dal Martini dimostrata a Mons. Reverendiss. Bembo, veggendo egli, che le mancava la 
parte dinanzi di un piede, mandò a Padova alla casa sua per un’ altro mezzo piede di bronzo antico, che 
cavandosi su’l Padovano era stato medesimamente trovato, e venuto in poter suo: e congiunta la parte del 
detto piede con quella, che alla statua mancava, si conobbe quella esser propria sua. La onde il Bembo al 
Martini ne fece dono; e così hoggi ancor vi stà congiunto.” Translation from Marilyn Perry, "A Greek 
Bronze in Renaissance Venice," The Burlington Magazine 117, no. 865 (April, 1975): 207.  Perry quotes 
the 1558 edition. 

 One fragment of a bronze foot plays a prominent role in a story that 

Enea Vico tells of an antique bronze statue that was excavated in Rhodes and sent to 

Venice for the collection of Andrea Martini, a Knight of Rhodes. It was shipped from the 

possession of this religious brotherhood to Martini in 1503, and so noteworthy was the 

work that Isabella arranged to have it sent to her for short-term loan for a private viewing 

all her own. The work was almost entirely intact, except for the figure’s left foot, which 

was missing. According to Vico, Bembo contributed a bronze fragment of a foot, said to 

have been excavated in Padua, in order to restore the sculpture. The work is currently in 

Berlin, and evidence of this appended section on the figure’s left foot remains today. 

576 See Appendix B, as in Michiel and the 1603 inventory prepared for Vincenzo I Gonzaga. 
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If we follow Vico literally, then, we must see the gift of this foot fragment as 

coming a bit later after its arrival to Venice. Vico specifically states that Bembo sent to his 

house in Padua for the fragment. This may be an embellishment on Vico’s part, or it may 

help us date the time of the donation. He had not located to the university town until 

after 1521, where he maintained rented accommodations. This coincides with a time in 

which Bembo was actively acquiring benefices and offices in the Church. In 1508 he was 

given the Benefice of Bologna by Julius II, thus requiring him to take vows in the Knights 

of St. John. He did not actually take vows until much later, continuing to enjoy the 

benefits of membership nonetheless. In 1517 he took possession of the title of the Prior of 

Hungary, the title formerly held from 1503 by the owner of the Adorante, Andrea 

Martini, who willed his benefices to his nephew upon his death in 1510. It is perhaps 

around this time that Bembo’s donation of the foot fragment occurred, not to Martini but 

his nephew, Benedetto Martini. Francesco Sansovino and Aretino both tell stories of the 

offers of lucrative benefices that were made to the owner of the work, and these stories, 

whether they are entirely accurate, illustrates the economy of obligations that occurred in 

Early Modern Italy and how art could play a part in the exchange of assets.577

Despite a good deal of effort Bembo never gained access to the benefice in 

Hungary because of the Turkish invasion, but he often used this title and even had his 

portrait painted as such by Titian (Cat.

 

 17, Pl. 10). Maybe the gifted fragment was enough 

for Martini to release this benefice, because income was not forthcoming anyway, and the 

foot fragment was an ample payment for a venerable title for Bembo. 

                                            
577 Perry, "A Greek Bronze in Renaissance Venice," 205-08. 
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Catalog 97 - Egyptian Female Figure, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

Evidence 

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.578

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Una Donna Egittia [….] An Egyptian Woman579

Catalog 98 - Egyptian Torso, described as white stone, date unknown, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.580

                                            
578 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

 

579 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 14 & 24. 

580 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 
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c. 1634–36 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Un altro [Egyptian] Torso bianco delicatissimo […] Another Delicat trunck 
of a body581

Catalog 99 - Female Head, described as porphyry and ancient, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.582

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Una Testa di Donna di porfido […] A woman’s head in porfido.583

                                            
581 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 14 & 24. 

 

582 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

583 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 14 & 24. 
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Catalog 100 - Idol, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

Evidence 

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.584

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Un Idolo […] An Idoll.585

Catalog 101 - Clothed Young Female Figure, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.586

                                            
584 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

 

585 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 14 & 24. 

586 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 
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c. 1634–36 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Una Donnina in tiera vestita […] A Woman at Large clothed.587

Catalog 102 - Small Torso, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.588

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Un Torsetto bellissimo […] A trunk of a body589

                                            
587 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 14 & 25. 

 

588 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

589 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 14 & 25. 
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Catalog 103 - Wagon with Two Galloping Horses, described as marble and ancient, 
untraced 

Evidence 

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.590

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Una Castra con due Cavalli, che galoppano […] a wagon with 2 horses 
galloping591

Catalog 104 - A Youth, Head, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.592

                                            
590 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

 

591 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 14 & 25. 

592 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 
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c. 1634–36 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Una testa d’un Giovine.…. a head of a young woman [sic]593

Catalog 105 - Youth, Head in Profile, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.594

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Un’altra in profilo […] another in profilo595

                                            
593 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 14 & 25. 

 

594 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

595 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 14 & 25. 
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Catalog 106 - Small Female Head,, described as marble and ancient, untraced 

Evidence 

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.596

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Una Testina di Donna […] a head of a young woman597

Catalog 107 - Torso, described as Egyptian stone, date unknown, untraced 

 

Evidence  

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.598

                                            
596 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

 

597 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 14 & 25. 

598 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 
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c. 1634–36 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Due Torsi di pietra Egittia [….] 2 Trunks of Egyptian Stone599

Catalog 108 - Torso, described as Egyptian stone, date unknown, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1615 

V. Scamozzi, L’Idea della Architettura 

Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa Città hà posto 
insieme presso, che 30. Statuette e Petti; parte de quali furono già del 
Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo.600

c. 1634–36 

 

List of works probably belonging to Bartolomeo della Nave collection offered for sale 

to Basil, Viscount Feilding, acting on behalf of James 3rd Marquis, 1st Duke of Hamilton 

and intended for selection by Charles I 

Due Torsi di pietra Egittia [….] 2 Trunks of Egyptian Stone601

                                            
599 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 14 & 25. 

 

600 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, Bk. III, Chapt. XVIII, p. 306. 

601 NRAS Ham. MS. M4/8, fols. 14 & 25. 
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Catalog 109 - Fragment of Tablet with figures in low relief, described as ancient, medium 
unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1507 

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Urbino to Bernardo Dovizi da Bibbiena in Rome 

Because Angolo will return behind me with a mule, send to me those 
antique pieces that I left with you; they are a tablet broken off with figures 
in low relief, and a little male head of alabaster, one [head] of Taurian 
marble, and a little bronze statuette of a figure602

Catalog 110 - Head, described as ancient and Taurian marble, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1507 

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Urbino to Bernardo Dovizi da Bibbiena in Rome 

Because Angolo will return behind me with a mule, send to me those 
antique pieces that I left with you; they are a tablet broken off with figures 
in low relief, and a little male head of alabaster, one [head] of Taurian 
marble, and a little bronze statuette of a figure603

                                            
602 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:268. Bembo writes to his 

friend in Rome on December 8, 1507, asking him to send with one of his servants or a messenger some 
works that he likely had bought in Rome and had left with Bibbiena when he was there in the previous 
summer. “Perché Angolo tornerà indietro con un Mulo, mandatemi quelli pezzi antichi che io vi lasciai: che 
sono una tavoletta rotta con figure di basso rilievo, e una testolina d’allabastro, d’uomo, e una di marmo di 
Tauro, e una figurina di bronzo.” 

 

603 Ibid. Bembo writes to his friend in Rome on December 8, 1507, asking him to send with one 
of his servants or a messenger some works that he likely had bought in Rome and had left with Bibbiena 
when he was there in the previous summer. “Perché Angolo tornerà indietro con un Mulo, mandatemi 
quelli pezzi antichi che io vi lasciai: che sono una tavoletta rotta con figure di basso rilievo, e una testolina 
d’allabastro, d’uomo, e una di marmo di Tauro, e una figurina di bronzo.” 
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Catalog 111 - Small Male Head, described as alabaster and ancient, untraced 

Evidence 

1507 

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Urbino to Bernardo Dovizi da Bibbiena in Rome 

Because Angolo will return behind me with a mule, send to me those 
antique pieces that I left with you; they are a tablet broken off with figures 
in low relief, and a little male head of alabaster, one [head] of Taurian 
marble, and a little bronze statuette of a figure604

  

 

                                            
604 Ibid. “Perché Angolo tornerà indietro con un Mulo, mandatemi quelli pezzi antichi che io vi 

lasciai: che sono una tavoletta rotta con figure di basso rilievo, e una testolina d’allabastro, d’uomo, e una di 
marmo di Tauro, e una figurina di bronzo.” 
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Plate 17 - Mensa Isiaca, mid-to-late first century CE, bronze inlaid in other metals, Museo 
Egizio, Turin (Cat. 112) 
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EPIGRAPHY AND MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS 

Catalog 112 - Mensa Isiaca, mid-to-late first century CE, bronze inlaid in other metals, 
Museo Egizio, Turin 

Evidence 

1591 

Aurelio Pomponazzi in Venice to Tullio Petrozzani (advisor to Vincenzo I Gonzaga) in 

Mantua, June 8, 1591 

[…] ho data un’occhiata al studio del già cardinale Bembo et non solo non 
ritrovo tanti miracoli quanti essi proponevano et quella tavola così stupenda 
mi riesce puoco vistosa et honorevole. Con tutto ciò ho detto al cavaglier 
che tratta di venderla ch’egli metta in scritto I capitoli dell’ultimo prezzo, 
che poi darò la risposta. Monsignor Pozzo, col mezzo del quale hebbi 
l’inventario del sudetto studio, hora mi porta l’annessa dechiaratione della 
tavola egita et mi dice che’l cavaglier Bembo [Torquato] si risolve di non 
voler manco di 3.000 ducati in danari, o la pensione a raggion di dieci per 
cento assicurata in Vinegia, affermandomi che la maggiore et miglior parte 
delle statue si trova in Padova […]605

1591 

 

Mario Bevilacqua in Verona to Vincenzo I Gonzaga in Mantua, June 24, 1591 

[…] con questo hora le diciamo che molte già habbiano veduto il studio 
d’antichità del cardinal Bembo quando era intatto et veramente oltre le 
medaglie in esso vi si trovavano pitture et marmi di moltà bontà, desiderati 
molto da quelli che n’erano intelligenti. Quando già sei anni noi fossimo in 
Roma ivi vedessimo con nostro molto discernimento tutto il buono di 
detto studio alienato dallo herede per molto minor pretio di quello che 
senza sua spesa in nome nostro li fu offerto in casa sua. Dal che hora a 
vostra altezza serenissima possiamo affermare al detto herede non esser 
restato altro di buono che la tavola famosa di bronzo […]606

                                            
605 ASM AG, MS b. 1523, f. I, fol. 122-123. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 

carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 124-25, no. 104. 

 

606 ASM AG, MS b. 1523, f. IV, fol. 583-584. Published in Ibid., 125-26, no. 106. 
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1591 

Aurelio Pomponazzi in Venice to Tullio Petrozzani (advisor to Vincenzo I Gonzaga) in 

Mantua, July 7, 1591 

[…] Il Morino [Simone Colorni] hebreo ha veduto le statue del statue del 
signor cavaglier Bembo, et la tavola che stimano tanto […]607

1591 

 

Mario Bevilacqua in Verona to Vincenzo I Gonzaga in Mantua, July 10, 1591 

[…] in somma estando i detti marmi più moderni che antichi et non degni 
d’esser veduti in quelli dell’altezza vostra non vi e altro che la tavola egitta 
della quale non si può dubitare che non sia meritevole d’essere posta in 
ogni honoratissimo studio […]608

1592 

 

Mario Bevilacqua in Verona to Vincenzo I Gonzaga in Mantua, January 13, 1592 

Raccordevole del desiderio di vostra altezza serenissima et del suo 
comandamento, con questa hora le do avviso come sotto il mio nome in 
Venetia in questi giorni passati è stato concluso il mercato della tavola egitta 
di bronzo che fu del studio del cardinale Bembo di felice memoria in scudi 
di sette troni l’uno quattrocento ottantasette, quali subito ho sborsati al 
venditore, da esso fattomene molta instanza per non lasciarmi fuggire 
l’occasione del suo molto bisogno, senza il quale non s’havria potuto 
ottenere per tal pretio. […]609

Comments 

 

This ancient bronze table top was thought to be an authentic Egyptian work for its 

Egyptianizing figures, an enthroned Isis in silver around which figures of priests and other 

gods cover the surface with hieroglyphic inscriptions. Study of the object today reveals 

that they are accurate in appearance but meaningless, deployed for ornamental effect. It is 

                                            
607 ASM AG, MS b. 1523, f. I, fol. 155-156. Published in Ibid., 129-30, no. 115. 

608 ASM AG, MS b. 1523, f. Published in Ibid., 131, no. 117. 

609 Ibid., 139, no. 140. 
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now thought that it is in fact Roman, dating to the mid-to-late first century CE. Lorenzo 

Pignoria published an engraving of it after studying the work in Mantua in 1605. By 1630 

it had been traced to a Carlo Emanuele I di Savoy in Turin, and in 1832 it was acquired 

by the Museo Egizio in Turin, where it is today.610

Catalog 113 - Stele with Arabic writing, described as black stone, date unknown, untraced 

 

Evidence 

c. 1567–1568 

Letter from Jacopo Strada to Albert V of Bavaria 

Things from Bembo as follows 
1 statue of a muse   v. 100 
1 statue of Pluto   v. 100 
1 female portrait bust  v. 100 
1 stele of black stone, carved 
   with Arabic writing  v. 100611

  

 

                                            
610 Brian Curran, The Egyptian Renaissance: The Afterlife of Ancient Egypt in Early Modern Italy 

(Chicago:  University of Chicago Press, 2007), 231-34. 

611 Stockbauer, Die kunstbestrebungen am Bayerischen Hofe unter Herzog Albert V. und Seinem 
Nachfolger Wilhelm V, 32. “Dem Bembo um seine Sachen wie folgt/1 Statua einer Musa … 100v. / 1 
Statua Plutonis … 100v. / 1 Brust eines Frauenbildes … 100v. / 1 Gräbniss mit arabischen Buchstaben … 
100v.” See also Weski and Frosien-Leinz, Das Antiquarium der Mu ̈nchner Residenz: Katalog der 
Skulpturen, 1:464. Stockbauer does not note the final line in the list above, “Um die Schrift in einem 
schwarzen Stein zu hauen,” which likely describes the line above that lists the stele.  
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Plate 18 - Tabula Bembina, 111 B.C.E/123/122 B.C.E, bronze, Museo Archeologico 
Nazionale, Naples (Cat. 114) 
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Catalog 114 - Tabula Bembina, 111 B.C.E/123/122 B.C.E, bronze, Museo Archeologico 
Nazionale, Naples 

Evidence 

1601  

Inventory of the collection of Fulvio Orsini 

Nota d’inscrittioni antiche in bronzo et in marmo […] 3.) Qvadretto 
corniciato di noce, con un pezzo di tauola di bronzo delle legge Iudiciaria 
et nel rouerso della legge Agraria...50 [fiorini]612

Comments 

 

This inscription was recomposed from seven bronze fragments; the large piece was 

found in Rome in 1521, with other pieces dispersed around Europe. On the one side is a 

lex agraria, agrarian law, of 111 B.C.E., and on the reverse is the lex Acilia pecuniarum 

repetendarum of 110 or c. 123–22 B.C.E., judicial law.613 Although elsewhere in his 

inventory does Fulvio Orsini note the collection from which he bought a work, he does 

not specifically mention this as a purchase from Bembo, but one description very closely 

matches the fragments presently in Naples. Fulvio Orsini’s collection was absorbed into 

the Farnese collection when he willed it to Odoardo Farnese upon his death. That 

collection eventually came to reside in the National Archaeology Museum in Naples. The 

Roman bronze tablet, so named the Tabula Bembina after its previous owner, Cardinal 

Bembo, has been the subject of much scholarly inquiry, valued for its evidence of Roman 

law and its political implications.614

                                            
612 Nolhac, "Les collections d'antiquités de Fulvio Orsini," 179-80. 

 

613 Stefano de Caro, Il museo archeologico nazionale di Napoli (Naples:  Electa Napoli, 1994), 356. 

614 Harold B. Mattingly, "The Two Republican Laws of the Tabula Bembina," The Journal of 
Roman Studies 59, no. 1/2 (1969): 129-43. 
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Plate 19 - Sketch of an urn by Enea Vico, mid-sixteenth-century, Biblioteca Estense 
Universitaria, Modena (MS L.55, c. 203r) (Cat. 115) 
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Catalog 115 - Sketch of an urn by Enea Vico, mid-sixteenth-century, Biblioteca Estense 
Universitaria, Modena (MS L.55, c. 203r) 

Evidence  

Enea Vico drew an image of a stele that he saw, with a caption stating that is was from 

the house of Torquato Bembo, son of Pietro  

ista superius vetusta inscriptio marmorea atque cippus inferius est in 
Musaeo Torquati Petri filii Bembo Patavio615

Catalog 116 - Psyche Discovering Cupid (“The Bed of Polyclitus” or Letto di Policleto), 
replica of a Roman relief with Hellenistic figure types, described as bronze, date 
unknown, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1553 

Pirro Ligorio, Antichità di Roma, Book XV 

Policleto [...] sculpì Venere lusingante Volcano su un letto riposantesi, della 
cui opera di mezzo rilievo se ne trovano memorie di picciola forma, l’una 
delle quali fu trovata in Roma nella Regione del Tempio della Pace, la 
quale ebbe monsignor Pietro Bembo cardinale di Padua; l’altra tabola simile 
fu trovata circa alle Terme Traiane, in la parte dove fu la vigna di 
monsignore Giovan Gadi chierico della camera Apostolica, la quale doppo 
la morte d’esso signore l’ebbe monsignor Rodolfo Pio cardinale carpense, 
poscia è stata presentata dal suo fratello all’altezza del signor duca di Ferrara 
Alfonso sicundo e l’ha locata tra l’altre sue bellissime antichità, in cui si 
trova scritto nella lingua greca questa sentenza, la quale intitulazione 
compose messer Agnelo Laschari figliuolo di Constantino Lascare, ove si 
significa, come è veramente e senza dubbio alcuno, essere opera del studio 
di Polycleto Thasio [...]616

                                            
615 Bodon, Veranda Antiquitas: Studi sull'eredità dell'antico nella Rinascenza veneta, 53, fig. 12. 

 

616 Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa,. “Pirro Ligorio a la storia cristiana di Roma.” 
http://pico.sns.it/ligorio2/ligorio.php?tipo=home,  Antichità di Roma, AST (ms. a.II.1 (vol.14). Accessed 
October 1, 2010 
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Comments 

Numerous copies of this ancient composition existed in the fifteenth and sixteenth 

centuries. The original was owned by Lorenzo Ghiberti but is now lost. Alfonso d’Este 

attempted to acquire it with Raphael acting as his broker but was unsuccessful in wresting 

it from the sculptor’s heirs. Giovanni Gaddi in Rome may have owned the original or a 

copy, which later went to Cardinal Ridolfo Pio da Carpi and then passed to Cardinal 

Ippolito II d’Este in Ferrara. Bembo owned a bronze copy, and Cardinal de Granvelle 

owned a marble copy. 

The poses of these figures were adapted by some of the most well-established 

painters of the day. Among others, Bellini used the pose for his Orpheus in Washington, 

Raphael reversed the pose for one of the Three Graces at the Villa Farnesina, and Titian 

used the pose in his Venus and Adonis.617

 

 

Figure 48 - Letto di Policleto, sixteenth-century replica, stone, Palazzo Mattei, Rome 

                                            
617 Bober and Rubinstein, Renaissance Artists and Antique Sculpture: A Handbook of Sources, 

127. See also Francis Ames-Lewis, The Intellectual Life of the Early Renaissance Artist (New Haven:  Yale 
University Press, 2000), 82-83. 
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Catalog 117 - Small Head of Leonardo Bruni, described as encased with modern 
decoration, fifteenth or sixteenth century(?), medium unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1603  

Letter from Alvise Cornaro Giacomo to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects from Bembo’s heirs 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
bembo […] Diversi epitaffi, urne et altre testine...Una testa di Leonardo 
Aretino incasata con adornamenti moderni.618

Comments 

 

The subheading of the section of a list drawn up for Vincenzo I is a mixed bag of 

small items: vases, fragments of hands, small busts, and antique fragments (see Appendix 

B). Within this section we find “a head of Leonardo Aretino [Bruni] incased, with 

modern decoration.” Definitions both in the Venetian dialect and our modern 

understanding for “incasata” can be taken to mean “to be set in a case” or “to be 

encased.” It could also be construed as being mounted, as in a stone set in a metal fitting. 

This portrait of the humanist, historian, and statesman Leonardo Bruni is listed first among 

other small works, suggesting pride of place. The form this unusual object took could be 

any number of things. Could it have been a crystal engraving? Equally possible, the work 

could have been a small marble relief, a bronze plaquette, or even a small painting. 

Another equally plausible explanation is that it could have been a death-mask 

provided with a box or setting. A Florentine inventory from 1504 of Cosimo di Lorenzo 

Bartolini lists a sculpted portrait of Lorenzo de’Medici that was kept in a box, “La testa di 

Lorenzo de’Medici in Ia cassetta,” which could have been possibly a life- or death-mask.619

                                            
618 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507 Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 

carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49. 

 

619 Alison Luchs, "Lorenzo from Life? Renaissance Portrait Busts of Lorenzo de' Medici," The 
Sculpture Journal 4 (2000): 7. n. 9.  
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A work in the Palazzo Pitti provides an example of the type of object that this Bruni head 

could have been (Fig. 49). This head is set in a wooden panel with painted inscription and 

ornament. 

If the portrait head was set in a box of some sort, it calls to mind a fragile medium, 

such as plaster, which would need to be protected with a more durable container, and if 

framed or boxed, it implies an image in relief rather than a three-dimensional sculpture. 

Portrait heads were known to have been carved by sculptors in preparation for making 

medals, as did Cellini of Bembo, using a plaster form. In this case the artist sculpted from 

life, and it was this prototype that would have served as the basis for making a steel die for 

a medal.620

Fig. 50

 This one-of-a-kind work would have been a rare and important object to 

protect. This example no longer survives, likely a result of its fragile medium, but there 

survives a portrait of the Florentine orator Girolamo Savonarola, in the form of a relief 

medallion of polychrome plaster set in a maple box ( ).621 Attributed to Francesco 

della Robbia, this work shares with terracotta molds that Vasari describes as being made by 

Luca della Robbia, “portraying him [Savonarola] in that manner which is still seen today 

in the medals.”622

Certainly fitting within the collection as an object type, this work also logically fits 

in terms of subject, which could conceivably be a purchase by or gift to Bernardo or 

Pietro. Depicting a Florentine writer, this head could be seen as something acquired by 

Bernardo in Florence during one of his two diplomatic missions. Their library contained 

at least three works by Bruni: his Latin translation of Plato’s Phaedo and an Isagogicon 

with the Preface and Book I of Bruni’s Latin translation of the pseudo-Aristotle’s 

 

                                            
620 Hope and Nova, eds., The Autobiography of Benvenuto Cellini, 93. 

621 Annamaria Giusti and Cristina Acidini Luchinat, Masters of Florence: Glory and Genius at the 
Court of the Medici (Memphis, TN:  Wonders, 2004), 90. I would like to generously thank Alison Luchs 
for sharing this reference and her article cited above. The great attention she gave to this object description 
has determined the many forms this work could have taken that I present, and thus this essay is greatly 
indebted to her good counsel.  

622 Vasari, Lives of the Most Eminent Painters and Sculptors and Architects, 1:338. 
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Oeconomica, both copied out by Bernardo himself. They also owned Bruni’s Lives of 

Cicero and Demosthenes, copied out by a Paduan scribe.623

 

 Bruni’s work, History of the 

Florentine People, would have been of interest to Pietro as he took up history writing for 

the Venetian Republic late in his life. Thus, the work would have been valued by father 

and son, perhaps inherited by Pietro, who refurbished it “con adornamenti moderni,” 

having it re-set with an adequately fashionable frame or protective box. In any case, both 

in subject, a portrait of a writer, of which there were many in the collection—and in 

object type, a small-scale object, this work seems an appropriate object to be found in the 

Bembo family’s collection. 

Figure 49 - O. Benintendi (attrib. to) and G.A. Sogliani (attrib. to), Death Mask of 
Lorenzo de’ Medici, c. 1512–15, patinated plaster on painted and gilded wood panel, 
Palazzo Pitti, Museo degli Argenti, Florence 

                                            
623 Clough, "The Library of Bernardo and of Pietro Bembo," 308. Clough thinks that the Phaedo 

was copied out by Bernardo when he was a student at the University of Padua (BNT MS. E. VI. 10). The 
Isagogicon bears the date of 1453 (BCT MS. 630). The Lives of Cicero and Demosthenes is also thought to 
have been acquired by Bernardo in the 1450s (NL MS 97.3.). 
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Figure 50 - Francesco della Robbia, Portrait of Girolamo Savonarola, 1498-1502, relief 
medallion of colored plaster in painted maple wood box, Museo di San Marco, Florence 
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Plate 20 - Pietro Lombardo, Madonna and Child, early 1480s, soft stone, Private 
Collection, Padua (Cat. 118) 
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Catalog 118 - Pietro Lombardo, Madonna and Child, early 1480s, soft stone, Private 
Collection, Padua 

Evidence 

Visual and location upon discovery (see comments below) 

Comments 

Published by Raimondo Callegari, this low-relief sculpture was discovered in a 

deserted villa near Santa Maria di Non, a village a few kilometers north of Padua, the site 

of the Bembo family villa, known as the Villa Bozza in a region known as the Nonianum. 

Pietro Bembo inherited the villa at his father’s death, and in 1543 it was given to his 

daughter Elena at the time of her marriage to Pietro Gradenigo as part of her dowry. 

According to regional lore it was attached to a “capitello” (wayward shrine) at the 

crossroads near the still operational Bembo mill (now called Agugiaro) until the 1920s. At 

this time it was replaced with a plaster cast, which remains still in situ. 

Raimondo Callegari, the first to publish this relief now in a private collection, 

links it to Bernardo Bembo visually, for on the parapet below the Virgin is the family coat 

of arms in the manner of Bernardo’s impresa, encircled with a wreath of bay and palm. 

Callegari attributes the work to Pietro Lombardo for elements that accord to Lombardo’s 

style found on the Dante tomb and the Three Maries on the Mocenigo tomb in SS. 

Giovanni e Paolo in Venice, as well as the Madonna and Child in the Metropolitan 

Museum, New York. He dates the work stylistically with Bernardo’s ambassadorial 

missions. He had returned from his second visit to Florence in the 1480s; Pietro 

Lombardo completed his work on the Mocenigo tomb in 1481, and the Dante 

mausoleum in 1482–83. Bembo returned briefly to Venice before he departed for 

Ravenna in 1481. Callegari argues that it was at this time an encounter between artist and 
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patron may have occurred at the Nonianum. Then, pleased with the relief, Bernardo 

commissioned Lombardo for the Dante tomb.624

Catalog 119 - Equestrian Statue of Marcus Aurelius, similar to the one in Rome on the 
Campidoglio, Renaissance replica (?), date and medium unknown, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1603 

Letter from Giacomo Alvise Cornaro to Vincenzo I Gonzaga seeking to purchase 

objects in Padua 

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal 
Bembo […] M. Aurelio con cavallo, simile a quelo di Roma in 
Campidoglio625

MEDALS 

 

Catalog 120 - Medal of Claudius, date and medium unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

c. 1553 

Pirro Ligorio, Antiquità di Roma 

Questo rivercio con questi quattro cavalli che ‘l tirano, con una imagine 
d’una Vittoria che guida un’altra quadriga sopraposta al carro sul 
frontespizio celindrato, si trova assai volte d’oro, e la più bella che ho 
veduta è quella del signor Torquato Bembo. Dalla banda della testa di 
Claudio è questa intitulazione DIVUS CLAUDIUS AUGUSTUS, la quale 

                                            
624 Raimondo Callegari, "Bernardo Bembo and Pietro Lombardo; News from the 'Nonianum'," 

Burlington Magazine 139, no. 1137 (December 1997): 862-66. See also Raimondo Callegari, "Sculture 'in 
horto Bembi'," Nuovi studi, no. 4 (1997): 41-62. 

625 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 
carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-49.  
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ne dimostra esser fatta ad onor di Claudio dopo la morte sua, il quale fu 
consacrato da Nerone suo figliuolo adottivo e dal Senato [...]626

Catalog 121 - Sestertius of Hadrian, described as gold, date unknown, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1575 

Letter from Vincenzo Pinelli in Padua to Fulvio Orsini in Rome, August 21, 1575 

[…] Ancora un poco di questo prefato monsignore, il quale m’ha monstrata 
la medaglia d’oro che si chiama Aurelio, la quale ha per riverso una figura 
che siede con una vittoria in man et lettere IOVI. VICTORI ma il diritto 
ha il volto d’Hadriano et le lettere che dicono HADRIANVS.AVG. COS. 
III. P. P. […]627

1581 

 

Letter from Fulvio Orsini to Vincenzo Pinelli, March 10, 1581 

Dal Bembo hebbi, oltre li tre libri del Petrarca, tutti li papiri Aegyptii che 
sono 4 et la medaglia d’argento ΑΡΤΕΜΙΑΔΟΣ ΗΕΡΓΑΙΑΣ, che altre 
volte V.S. mi mandò in nota. Ho gli donato all’incontro una bellissima 
testa di marmo di Hadriano giovine, che assomiglia a quella sua medaglia 
d’oro.628

Comments 

 

From Padua, Pinelli writes to Orsini one of many letters in which he tells the 

prospective buyer in Rome of the works available for sale from Torquato Bembo. One 

work he mentions is one in which Torquato was mistaken, taking it to be a coin of 

Aurelius, but Pinelli points out that he is wrong, pointing out it was a coin of Hadrian. It 

is a gold coin with a Victory on the back, and he imparts the inscribed text (see above). It 

                                            
626 BNN MS XIII. B.6, fol. 72.  Published Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa,. “Pirro Ligorio a la 

storia cristiana di Roma.” http://pico.sns.it/ligorio2/ligorio.php?tipo=home, Antichità di Roma, BNN, (). 
Accessed October 1, 2010. 

627 Nolhac, La Bibliothèque de Fulvio Orsini, 410-12, doc. X. 

628 Ibid., 417-18, doc. XV. 
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does not appear that Orsini bought it, because he mentions it again in 1581 in a letter to 

Pinelli. He tells his friend that he had swapped some books, some Egyptian papyrus, and a 

medal of Artemis for a marble head of a young Hadrian, which would match the gold 

medal of Hadrian. This must be the same antique coin.  
 

Catalog 122 - Medals of Julius Caesar, described as ancient, medium unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1562 

Enea Vico, Ex Libris XXIII Commentariorum in Vetera Imperatorum Numismata 

p. 105 
IN CAESARIS IMAGINIS, 
IN TABVLA CAPITVM 
NXMMO X.XI.XII 
ET 
VENERIS GENETRICIS NOTAS 
IN TABVLAE POSTER PARTIUM 
NVMMO XXXXIX. XL.XLI. 
COMMENTARIUX 
p. 107 
TI.SEMPRONIVS GRACCVS 
p. 117 
VOCONIVS ROMAVS. 
PATRI. OPTIMO 
ex alio ibidem, 
C. VOCONIO C.F. GAL. 
PLACIDO.AED.II.VIRO II. 
FLAMINI. II.QVAESTORI. 
SALIORVM MAGISTRO. 
p. 118 
POMPILIAE L. F. RECTINAE 
AN. XVIII. C. LIGIINVS C.F. 
GAL. MARTIVS VOCONIVS 
ROMANVS VXORI629

                                            
629 Enea Vico, Ex libris XXIII commentariorum in vetera imperatorum Romanorum numismata 

(Venice:  Aldus Manutius, 1562), 105, 107, 117, 118. 
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Catalog 123 - Medal of Brutus, described as silver, date unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1538 

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Venice to Cola Bruno in Villanova, June 7,1538 

[…] Dunque vi mando la testa e le Medaglie per Mad. Cecilia, si che 
domattina ne truovi in barca. Fate che Zuan Matteo, il qual vi mando 
questa sera, sia in Por(tici) al passar di lei, e pigli e la testa e una casettina di 
cipresso nella qual fieno le medaglie d’argento e quelle di rame. In quelle di 
rame vi trovarete uno Antonino Pio, che ha per rovescio Enea con Enea 
con Anchise in spalla, con li dei penati in una cassettina, e con Ascanio in 
mano. In quelle d’argento, nelle Romane, trovarte un Bruto e un Cassio e 
un Mario, le quali non avete più vedute. Il Mario ha per rovescio una 
vittoria che dice: Vic. Cim., ciò e victoria Cimbrorum: che sono assai rare 
medaglie. Arete ancor quelle d’oro nella loro cassetta, e li piattelletti in un 
tovagliolo.[…]630

Catalog 124 - Medal of Cassius, described as silver, date unknown, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1538 

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Venice to Cola Bruno in Villanova, June 7,1538 

[…] Dunque vi mando la testa e le Medaglie per Mad. Cecilia, si che 
domattina ne truovi in barca. Fate che Zuan Matteo, il qual vi mando 
questa sera, sia in Por(tici) al passar di lei, e pigli e la testa e una casettina di 
cipresso nella qual fieno le medaglie d’argento e quelle di rame. In quelle di 
rame vi trovarete uno Antonino Pio, che ha per rovescio Enea con Enea 
con Anchise in spalla, con li dei penati in una cassettina, e con Ascanio in 
mano. In quelle d’argento, nelle Romane, trovarte un Bruto e un Cassio e 
un Mario, le quali non avete più vedute. Il Mario ha per rovescio una 
vittoria che dice: Vic. Cim., ciò e victoria Cimbrorum: che sono assai rare 
medaglie. Arete ancor quelle d’oro nella loro cassetta, e li piattelletti in un 
tovagliolo.[…]631

                                            
630 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:1935. 

 

631 Ibid. 
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Catalog 125 - Medal of Mars (recto); Victory (verso), described as silver, date unknown, 
untraced 

Evidence 

1538 

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Venice to Cola Bruno in Villanova, June 7,1538 

[…] Dunque vi mando la testa e le Medaglie per Mad. Cecilia, si che 
domattina ne truovi in barca. Fate che Zuan Matteo, il qual vi mando 
questa sera, sia in Por(tici) al passar di lei, e pigli e la testa e una casettina di 
cipresso nella qual fieno le medaglie d’argento e quelle di rame. In quelle di 
rame vi trovarete uno Antonino Pio, che ha per rovescio Enea con Enea 
con Anchise in spalla, con li dei penati in una cassettina, e con Ascanio in 
mano. In quelle d’argento, nelle Romane, trovarte un Bruto e un Cassio e 
un Mario, le quali non avete più vedute. Il Mario ha per rovescio una 
vittoria che dice: Vic. Cim., ciò e victoria Cimbrorum: che sono assai rare 
medaglie. Arete ancor quelle d’oro nella loro cassetta, e li piattelletti in un 
tovagliolo.[…]632

Catalog 126 - Medal of “Salute Augusta,” date and medium unknown, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1537 

Letter from Pietro Bembo from Padua to Elisabetta Quirina, June 6, 1537 

Ho due graziosi doni da voi ad un tempo, valorosa Mad. Isabetta, non 
meno di carissima sorella da me onorata e amata, né io per me so dire quale 
di loro mi giunga più caro; l’uno e la medaglietta della salute Augusta, la 
quale io assai disiderai d’avere, che è bella quanto veruna altra che io di 
quella immagine veduto abbia giamai; […]633

                                            
632 Ibid. 

 

633 Ibid., 4:1846. 
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Catalog 127 - Medal of Artemisia, described as silver, date unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1581 

Letter from Fulvio Orsini to Vincenzo Pinelli, March 10, 1581 

Dal Bembo hebbi, oltre li tre libri del Petrarca, tutti li papiri Aegyptii che 
sono 4 et la medaglia d’argento ΑΡΤΕΜΙΑΔΟΣ ΗΕΡΓΑΙΑΣ, che altre 
volte V.S. mi mandò in nota. Ho gli donato all’incontro una bellissima 
testa di marmo di Hadriano giovine, che assomiglia a quella sua medaglia 
d’oro.634

Comments 

 

From Rome, Fulvio Orsini writes to Pinelli in Padua of works that he had 

acquired from Torquato Bembo, who was in town selling antiquities from his father’s 

library and art collection. Orsini delights in telling his friend that he bought three books 

by Petrarch, four pieces of Egyptian papyrus, and a silver medal of Artemisia, inscribed 

with Greek letters (see above). He negotiated the deal with a swap of these items for a 

marble head of Hadrian, said to match a gold coin of Hadrian owned by Torquato, likely 

referring to a bronze sestertius about which Pinelli told him in a previous letter of 1575 

(Cat. 121). 

The coin Orsini acquired is not specifically described as an antique and therefore 

possibly could be a medal by Valerio Belli of Queen Artemisia (Fig. 51). The Greek 

lettering does not precisely match that of surviving examples, but a good case can be made 

for this medal mentioned by Orsini as being the Belli example.635

                                            
634 Nolhac, La Bibliothèque de Fulvio Orsini, 417-18, doc. XV. 

 Davide Gasparotto 

points out that the letters on the coin are misspelled, ΑΡΤΕΜΙΣΙΑ ΒΑΣΙΛΙΣ and thus 

Orsini may have corrected the error.  Bembo enjoyed a long friendship with the artist, 

both sharing an obsessive preoccupation for antiquities collecting. Moreover, Bembo 

635 Davide Gasparotto, "Catalogo delle opere," in Valerio Belli Vicentino, 1468c.-1546, ed. 
Howard Burns, Marco Collareta, and Davide Gasparotto (Vicenza: Neri Pozza Editore, 2000), 372, no. 203.  
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owned a portrait bust of Queen Artemisia and thus may have been interested in owning a 

conio of that historic individual (Cat. 90). Unfortunately we have no documents that may 

attach Bembo to this coin’s design, but one can speculate about a conversation the two 

friends might have had regarding the subject. 

 
Figure 51 - Valerio Belli, Artemisia, sixteenth-century, silver, Cabinet of Medals, Paris 

Catalog 128 - Medal of Antoninus Pius (recto); Aeneas with Anchises on his back and 
Ascanius in his hand (verso), described as bronze, date unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1538 

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Venice to Cola Bruno in Villanova, June 7,1538 

[…] Dunque vi mando la testa e le Medaglie per Mad. Cecilia, si che 
domattina ne truovi in barca. Fate che Zuan Matteo, il qual vi mando 
questa sera, sia in Por(tici) al passar di lei, e pigli e la testa e una casettina di 
cipresso nella qual fieno le medaglie d’argento e quelle di rame. In quelle di 
rame vi trovarete uno Antonino Pio, che ha per rovescio Enea con Enea 
con Anchise in spalla, con li dei penati in una cassettina, e con Ascanio in 
mano. In quelle d’argento, nelle Romane, trovarte un Bruto e un Cassio e 
un Mario, le quali non avete più vedute. Il Mario ha per rovescio una 
vittoria che dice: Vic. Cim., ciò e victoria Cimbrorum: che sono assai rare 
medaglie. Arete ancor quelle d’oro nella loro cassetta, e li piattelletti in un 
tovagliolo.[…]636

                                            
636 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:1935. 
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Catalog 129 - Medal of Geta with three figures on horseback, described as ancient, 
medium unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1558 

Enea Vico, Discorsi di sopra le medaglie de gli antichi 

[…] Fra le medaglie […] Di Geta con tre figure a cavallo, e lettere. 
PRINC. I V = VENT. Questa fra le antichità de Reverendiss. Bembo; 
[…]637

Catalog 130 - Medal of Francesco il Vecchio da Carrara (recto); wagon (verso), described 
as struck bronze and dated to 1355, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1870 

Domenico Promis, Sigilli Italiani 

Ora questa che conservasi nella collezioni di S.M. [Sua Maestà in Torino] e 
proviene da quella antica del conte Pietro Gradenigo di Venezia, è di 
bronzo, di ottima conservazione, del peso di grammi 17 e del diametro di 
millimetri 35. Totalmente lavorata a cesello e di basso rilievo, presenta la 
figura d’un uomo sui cinquant’anni colla faccia oblunga, con naso adunco, 
e col capo coperto da cappuccio damascato e della stessa forma di quello 
che vedesi aver usato il Petrarca secondo il ritratto fattogli da Simon 
Memmi, e Can Signorio della Scala suo coetaneo, stando al monumento 
allora erettogli in Verona. La legenda del suo diritto è Franciscus 
Carrigenus heros Patavinus, e nel rovescio attorno al solito caro Hac alma 
in urbe moderantur imperium. […] Questa rarissima e preziosa medaglia, 
che agli occhi di qualunque esperto numismatico offre tutti i caratteri 
d’autenticità pel genere d’intaglio, […] facilmente si riconosce per lavoro 
dell’epoca in cui viveva quegli che si volle rappresentare, cioè Francesco il 
Vecchio ch successe al padre nel 1355 […] 638

                                            
637 Vico, Discorsi di sopra le medaglie de gli antichi, 32. 

 

638 Domenico Promis, Sigilli italiani illustrati, vol. 4, Miscellanea di storia italiana (Turin:  Stamperia 
Reale, 1870), 27-28. 
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Catalog 131 - Medal of Emperor Pupienus Maxiumus, sixteenth century, medium 
unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

c. 1553 

Pirro Ligorio, Antiquità di Roma, Book XIX  

[...] Ma nelle medaglie d’argento e di oro Pompeio non è sumigliante a 
Giove, ma un vecchietto raso con capelli alquanto piani e non crespi, e 
Pompeio suo figliuolo è un bellissimo giovane che incomincia a negriggiar 
le guancie di pochissimi peli, e Pompeio Iuniore, secondo suo figliuolo, è 
molto più giovene, poco più che d’uno adolescente di diciotto anni, e se 
questi sono presso l’antichità di simile effigie, come può essere che un 
bruttissimo sia Pompeio, come nella medaglia moderna si vede, che ha un 
grugnito di bestia più che d’uomo, e così anche la effigie de’ figliuoli? e 
costoro non si sono fatta conscienzia di fare una medaglia di bronzo di 
Pompeio, e venderla poi cento ducati di oro a monsignor Bembo uomo 
santissimo. Et appena di argento si trova Pompeio, e d’oro l’hanno 
contrafatto in tutti i metalli, e queste belle cose hanno rappresentate con 
gran preggio valendosi dell’antico nome, le quali non solo al detto cardinal 
han fatto oltrangio con altri ritratti degli antichi capitani e de’ Greci e de’ 
Latini, et ancor non senza molte altre burle che ellino hanno piantate ad 
altri signori e de’ medaglie e de’ pesi e figure di diverse cose, le quali burle 
non sono state di poca importanzia, come non di poco rispetto sono stati 
quei principi che comprate l’hanno secondo il grado loro. I quali, 
trovandosi molti da costoro ingannati, si sono più tosto beuto [sic]tal 
inganno che fattone degna dimostrazione come doveano fare e come la 
signoria l’obliga a por mano alla giustizia e dar castigo ai meritevoli. […]639

c. 1553 

 

Pirro Ligorio, Antiquità di Roma, Book XXII 

[…] ho saputo che monsigno[r] reverendissimo Bembo, mentre fu privato, 
comperò una medaglia che per riverso tiene una decursione e di Nerone, 
vinti ducati di camera d’oro. Un’altra volta comperò una medaglia non 
sapendo che fusse finta col viso del Magno Pompeio, cento ducati. […]640

                                            
639 BNN MS XIII. B.4, fol. 10r. Published in Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa,. “Pirro Ligorio a la 

storia cristiana di Roma.” http://pico.sns.it/ligorio2/ligorio.php?tipo=home,  Antichità di Roma, Accessed 
October 1, 2010. 

 

640 BNN MS XIII. B.6, fol. 284v. Published in Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa,. “Pirro Ligorio a 
la storia cristiana di Roma.” http://pico.sns.it/ligorio2/ligorio.php?tipo=home,  Antichità di Roma, 
Accessed October 1, 2010. 
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Plate 21 – Sestertius of Nero, CE 64, struck bronze, British Museum, London (Cat. 132) 
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Catalog 132 - Sestertius of Nero, CE 64, struck bronze, British Museum, London 

Evidence  

1525 

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Padua to Valerio Belli in Venice, January 2, 1525 

Vi rimando la vostra medaglietta del Neroncino insieme con due fiorini e 
mezzo, che è il prezzo che ella v’è costa, si come mi diceste; e vi priego 
che, quando l’arete usata e tenuta per lo bisogno, al quale la richiedete, 
siate contento, ritenendovene il detto prezzo, remandarla a star con altre 
mie, e con quel bello Neron grande, che io ho. Io credetti che voi me 
l’aveste data a fine che io la tenessi e fosse mia, e ciò credetti ricordandomi 
che io pure avea fatte delle cose a beneficio vostro, e tra l’altre alcuna che 
vi fu di più utilità che se io v’avessi donato cento medaglie tali, quale è la 
vostra lasciando star da parte gli cotanti uffici fatti da me per voi in cotanti 
anni, chi io amico vostro sono 641

Visual Evidence in Portrait of Bernardo Bembo by Hans Memling (Cat.

 

 13, Pl. 7) 

Comments 

In a letter to Valerio Belli, Pietro Bembo refers to one of the artist’s works, a 

“medaglietta del Neroncino.” Belli seems to have borrowed a “beautiful large Nero,” 

(“bello Neron grande, che io ho”) owned by the collector, and Bembo is asking for its 

return. This likely was the sestertius portrayed by Memling in his Portrait of Bernardo 

Bembo (Cat. 13, Pl. 7).642 This painting provides visual evidence of the type owned by 

Bembo, a sestertius that was struck in Lyon, the capital of the Roman province of Gallia 

Lugdunensis, one of which can be found in the British Museum, illustrated above.643

                                            
641 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:509.  

 This 

example might have been deemed exceptional in the Renaissance. Enea Vico in his 

Discorsi wrote that the Nero coins were among the most beautiful of all of those minted 

642 Vos, Hans Memling: The Complete Works, 190. 

643 Borchert, Memling and the Art of Portraiture, 160. See also Luke Syson, "Sestertius of Nero," in 
El retrato del Renacimiento, ed. Miguel Falomir (Madrid: Museo nacional del Prado, Ediciones el viso, 
2008), 467. 
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during the duration of the Roman Empire.644

Later in the letter Bembo underscores that he values Belli as a friend and that he 

wants him to be happy; he thus paid the artist the agreed-upon price of two and half 

fiorini. Bembo paid a greater sum for another coin of Nero, a description of which comes 

by way of Pirro Ligorio, in his Le antiquità romane. He tells us that Bembo unwittingly 

paid 20 ducats for a coin with an image of Nero. Ligorio’s passage falls within a larger 

discussion of fake coins depicting Caesar and other emperors, wherein he states that 

Bembo had unknowingly paid the steep sum of 100 ducats for a “false” coin of Pompeo 

Magno (Cat.

 Pietro likely inherited it from his father 

Bernardo, who had served as ambassador at the Burgundian court from 1471 to 1473 and 

likely acquired the coin in this northerly region, where examples may have been more 

plentiful. Its rarity, especially to an Italian who would have had easier access to antiquities 

deriving from the city of Rome, may attest to the motivation of depicting himself with 

such a find. The unusual quality of this provincially minted coin may have been why Belli 

found the work of such interest. The communication between Belli and Bembo reveals a 

misunderstanding that the artist was giving Bembo his little medal of Nero but was, in 

fact, asking for payment. Since the artist may have borrowed the antique work to serve as 

a model, perhaps Bembo thought himself deserving of a gift.  

 131).645 Ligorio’s mention of an astute collector such as Bembo being duped 

by forgers is revealing of the conditions of the market for coins. Ligorio did in fact profit 

from the production and selling of modern coins, which may have been presented as 

authentic antique medals.646

                                            
644 Vico, Discorsi di sopra le medaglie de gli antichi, 53. 

  

645 Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa,. “Pirro Ligorio a la storia cristiana di Roma.” 
http://pico.sns.it/ligorio2/ligorio.php?tipo=home,  Antichità di Roma, BNN,( ms. XIII. B. 6, c. 284v). 
Accessed October 1, 2010. “dell’antichità raccolte da Pyrrho Ligorio Napolitano Romano nel quale si 
contengono i danari stampati [sotto] di Cesare e de li imperatori augusti. a ho saputo che monsigno[r] 
reverendissimo Bembo, mentre fu privato, comperò una medaglia che per riverso tiene una decursione e di 
Nerone, vinti ducati di camera d’oro. Un’altra volta comperò una medaglia non sapendo che fusse finta col 
viso del Magno Pompeio, cento ducati.”  

646 Heinrich Dressel, "Pirro Ligorio als Müntzfälscher," Zeitschrift für Numismatik  (1900): 206-07. 
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The perception of these coins in the Renaissance is not a simple matter. These 

imitation coins might have been sold dishonestly as antiques to profit from unschooled 

collectors, or they were bought as contemporary objects in their own right as acceptable 

post-antique substitutes that might have been desirable to collectors hoping to fill in sets of 

antique coins.647 Belli in particular catered to a scholarly audience, especially prevalent in 

Padua, which sought to acquire images that would provide visual examples of the 

personages and deities of antiquity. Belli was not the only one supplying products for this 

demand. Benvenuto Cellini, Camelio Cesati, and Leone Leoni created similar imitations, 

as mentioned by Enea Vico in his Discorsi…sopra le medaglie de gli antichi.648

Another artist mentioned by Vico who excelled in these “modern antiquities” was 

the Paduan Giovanni da Cavino. In particular Cavino created a Renaissance version of 

this specific sestertius of Nero from Lyon, like the one painted by Memling in his portrait 

of Bembo’s father (

  

Fig. 52). Certainly collectors had an appetite for small antiquities, but 

just the same, collectors may have desired objects of a true form, an accurate image of a 

known antique original. Although Ligorio gives no artist for Bembo’s 20-ducat purchase 

of a Nero coin, it is tempting to think it could have been from Cavino. This artist worked 

in the university ambient of Padua, and thus likely was sensitive to the antiquarian tastes of 

this place. His works are not always exact copies; rather, they exhibit minute changes from 

an original. These tiny alterations seem to be cleverly hidden clues, playful hints that only 

the erudite, someone like Bembo, might delight in their detection. Similarly, Cavino 

would bring together elements from different ancient coins, as is the case with his Nero 

coin.649

                                            
647 Andrew Burnett, "Coin Faking in the Renaissance," in Why Fakes Matter: Essays on Problems 

of Authenticity, ed. Mark Jones (London: British Museum Press, 1992), 15-22. 

 In this particular example, Bembo’s motivation for buying a modern invention 

648 Vico, Discorsi di sopra le medaglie de gli antichi, 67. 

649 Syson, "Sestertius of Nero," 467. Cavino’s version takes from different coins of Nero. The 
reverse illustrating Ostia copies an issue slightly different from the one pictured in the Memling painting. 
The portrait is from another coin, one that does not display the Ostia reverse, with the head turned right, 
with a small face decorating the base of his neck, a reference to the aegis of Minerva, an iconography 
associated with Jupiter, but that sometimes appears in the iconography of other Roman imperial images. 
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such as this might have been his interest in the imitative talents of contemporary artists and 

comparing those to the ancient engravers. Cavino traveled in circles of antiquarians, even 

portraying himself on a coin along with the antiquarian Alessandro Maggi da Bassano, a 

younger pupil of Bembo’s who studied his collection in Padua.  

 
Figure 52 - Giovanni da Cavino, Copy of sestertius of Nero, before 1539, bronze, British 
Museum, London 

Catalog 133 - Medal with Virgil, sixteenth century, medium unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1531 

Letter from Bembo to A. M. Bernardino Sandri, secretary to Cardinal Grimmano 

I have seen a small silver medal that has on one side Maecenas and on the 
other Virgil, with letters describing such. It could be that it was this head, 
and that the example of your Cardinal [Marino] Grimani is the same. This, 
which I have, is a modern example, a newly minted coin, but not stamped. 
The numerous falcons and similar birds of prey: this use of such a symbol is 
a modern thing that the ancients would not have manufactured, nor used 
these symbols as we do.650

                                            
650 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:1190. “I ho veduto una 

medaglietta d’argento che ha dall’una parte Mecenate, dall’altra Virgilio, con quelle lettere che dite. 
Potrebbe essere che fosse questa testa, e quella di Mons. vostro R.mo, una stessa. Questa, chi io ho, è cosa 
moderna, ben che di conio, e non getto. Quanto alli falconi, e simili uccelli di preda, questo uso è cosa 
moderna, ché gli antichi non gli aveano mansuefatti, né gli usavano come gli usiam noi.” 
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Comments 

In this letter to the secretary of Cardinal Marino Grimani, Bembo responds to a 

letter that must have been an inquiry for assistance on a coin depicting Virgil. His reply 

betrays his keen interest and vast experience. Here, he speaks of one coin that he has seen 

before, which depicts Virgil on one side, and on the other, apparently his patron, the 

Roman statesman Gaius Maecenas. He contrasts this with a modern example, which he 

owns and presumably depicts Virgil as well.  

It is tempting to think the conio that he mentions is Belli’s coin of Virgil, given 

Bembo’s friendship with the artist, but in the absence of more description, we cannot be 

precisely sure (Fig. 53).651

 

 His short discourse on ancient and modern styles and techniques 

combines a learned understanding with an acceptance of their differences and similarities. 

What is most interesting about this letter is its hint of Bembo’s skill at weaving networks, 

with visual art serving as the catalyst for cementing relationships.  

Figure 53 - Valerio Belli, Virgil, sixteenth-century, silver, Kunsthistorisches Museum, 
Vienna 

                                            
651 Gasparotto, "Catalogo delle opere," 374, no. 208. 
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Catalog 134 - Medal of Lucrezia Borgia, sixteenth century, medium unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1503 

Letter from Lucrezia Borgia in Ferrara to Pietro Bembo in Ostellato, June 1503 

Trusting in your skills, which I appreciated these past days when 
considering certain designs for medallions, and having decided to have one 
made according to that most subtle and most apt suggestion you gave me, I 
thought I would send it to you with this letter, and lest it be mixed with 
some other element that could detract from its value I thought also to ask 
you herewith kindly to take the trouble for love of me to think what text 
should be put upon it.[…]652

1503 

 

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Ostellato to Lucrezia Borgia in Ferrara, June 8, 1503 

[…] As for the fire in the gold, which Your Ladyship has sent to me to 
make you some motto above it … I cannot think of giving it a better place 
than in the spirit. Therefore you can inscribe it thus, EST ANIMUM (It 
consumes the spirit).[…]653

Comments 

 

Starting in the autumn of 1502 Bembo spent a good deal of time near Ferrara, at 

the villa of his friend Ercole Strozzi at Ostellata, at which time a romantic attachment 

developed between him and Lucrezia Borgia. The relationship endured strongly until the 

winter of 1503, when Bembo returned to Venice upon the death of his brother Carlo. 

They maintained affection for each other even after his departure, with Bembo dedicating 

Gli Asolani to her in 1505.654

                                            
652 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 78. 

 In surviving correspondence during their affair, Lucrezia asks 

653 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:153.Translation from 
Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 78-79. “[…] Al fuoco, nell’oro che V.S. m’ha mandato da farvi alcun motto sopra, 
da portar per impresa, non ho saputo dar miglior luogo che l’anima. Perciò potrete inscriverlo così: Est 
animum.[…]” 

654 There is some debate regarding the publication of the work in 1505 with the dedication letter. 
For details on the issues of this dating, see Cecil Clough, "Pietro Bembo's Gli Asolani of 1505," Modern 
Language Notes 84, no. 1 (January 1969): 16-45. 
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Pietro in a letter of June 1503 about his earlier suggestion of a pictorial device for a medal 

she was having made.655

No medal of Lucrezia’s survives bearing any such design, and thus perhaps it was 

never created. That same month, however, she concludes in one of her letters that FF will 

be her name, which she uses in her later correspondence with Bembo. These initials 

appear in an inscription, FPHFF, on the verso of one her medals, along with an image of a 

blindfolded Cupid tied to a tree, from which hangs his quiver and bow along with some 

musical instruments (

 He responds immediately honoring her request. He had 

apparently suggested a device of “fire in the gold,” to which he added a motto to encircle 

the impresa. His pairing of words and image: fire, a symbol of a test of faith or innocence, 

and the soul sings a theme of Platonism espoused in Gli Asolani. Lucrezia had enclosed the 

work in the letter requesting his motto, likely a plaster or lead prototype of the unfinished 

work. 

Fig. 54). What these letters could mean remains a mystery: it has 

been suggested to mean in the Italian fidelis firma or in Latin firmitas fidelis, meaning 

“faithful steadfastness.” It has also been thought to mean fiat, a mark of papal approval, 

something perhaps known to Lucrezia from her days in Rome with her father.656 It has 

been suggested that this work was commissioned in celebration of the publication of Gli 

Asolani, but without documentary evidence, this must remain within the realm of 

conjecture.657

                                            
655 On correspondence between Bembo and Borgia, see Hugh Shankland, ed., The Prettiest Love 

Letters in the World (Boston: David R. Godine Publisher, Inc., 1985; reprint, 2001).  

 Kari Lawe summarizes the literature on this medal. The impresa of a bound 

Cupid is not unique and appears in a similar form on the verso of a medal of Jacopa 

Corregia. Could Bembo have helped design this image with Lucrezia and it was later 

copied for Jacopa, or did Lucrezia subsume this already formed design and append it with 

the inscription and musical instruments to personalize it? No other mention of a medal is 

656 Ibid., 25-28. 

657 Kari Lawe, "La medaglia dell Amorino benadato," in La corte di Ferrara & il suo mecenatismo 
1441-1598, ed. Marianne Pade, Lene Waage Petersen, and Daniela Quarta (Modena: Edizioni Panini, 
1990), 233-45.  
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to be found in correspondence between Lucrezia and Pietro to help pinpoint the origins 

of this image. 

 
Figure 54 - Unknown sixteenth-century artist, Bound Cupid, reverse of portrait medal of 
Lucrezia Borgia, unknown medium, South Kensington Museum, London 
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Plate 22 - Valerio Belli, Medal of Sappho, sixteenth century, bronze, Bode Museum, 
Münzsammlung (Cat. 135) 
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Catalog 135 - Valerio Belli, Medal of Sappho, sixteenth century, bronze, Bode Museum, 
Münzsammlung 

Evidence 

c. 1553 

Pirro Ligorio, Antichità di Roma, Libro XIX, 14r 

Di Sappho poetessa.[...] Questa tal medaglia non solamente si sa esser stata 
fatta da Valerio Vicentino, ma si sa ancora che fu così ordinata da 
monsignor Pietro Bembo.[...]658

Comments 

 

Pirro Ligorio mentions in a number of instances that Bembo either designed or 

commissioned medals created by Valerio Belli. Although Ligorio should always be used 

with caution, we have reason to assume that he may be accurate in this case. Bembo and 

Belli enjoyed a friendship based on their love of antiquities for many years, and they 

worked together to create a verso design deriving from a sestertius of Nero, portraying the 

poet all’antica on the portrait medal Belli created for Bembo (Cat. 139, Pl. 26). The 

reverse of this medal of Sappho by Belli portrays Apollo, the god of poetry, holding a lyre 

in a pose that resonates with that of Bembo’s classicizing portrait, a reclining figure with 

upright torso, partially draped. It accords with Greek coins from the Imperial epoch and 

closely resembles the figure on the verso of the Nero sestertius, the one Belli may have 

borrowed from Bembo (Cat. 132, Pl. 21).659

Fig. 56

 This may not be accidental, for Belli reuses 

this pose for a female figure on the verso of his coin of Polyxena as well ( ). Thus 

these verso images might allude to this common source, an antique coin in Bembo’s 

collection. 
  

                                            
658 BNN MS XIII. B.4, fol. 14r. Published in Davide Gasparotto, "Appendici," in Valerio Belli 

Vicentino, 1468c.-1546, ed. Howard Burns, Marco Collareta, and Davide Gasparotto (Vicenza: Neri Pozza 
Editore, 2000), 458. 

659 Gasparotto, "Catalogo delle opere," 380, no. 229. See also Attwood, Italian Medals c. 1530-
1600 in British Public Collections, 220, no. 371.  
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Plate 23 - Danese Cattaneo (attrib. to), Portrait of Cardinal Pietro Bembo, after 1539, 
bronze, National Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C. (Cat. 136) 
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Catalog 136 - Danese Cattaneo (attrib. to), Portrait of Cardinal Pietro Bembo, after 1539, 
bronze, National Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C. 

Evidence 

Visual evidence: Obverse: PETRI BEMBI CAR 

Comments 

This medal was long attributed to Benevenuto Cellini, but the attribution has 

recently become a point of debate.660 Because such good documentation survives related 

to a commission from Bembo to Cellini, the attribution to this artist has been 

longstanding, but nowhere is it absolutely certain that the work was completed. Neither 

can it be proved that this is the particular image resulting in the long negotiations for a 

medal. The commission began in July 1535 with correspondence between Bembo and 

Cellini mediated by Benedetto Varchi, who was in Florence with the artist. That same 

month, Bembo wrote to Varchi, saying that he had received the seven lead coins, 

presumably prototypes, from Cellini. He was pleased and thought them beautiful.661 Two 

days later, he responds to a letter from the artist, who must have suggested he come to 

Padua to make the portrait, but Bembo suggests that he himself should come to Cellini in 

Florence.662 This would not come to pass for two reasons. A few weeks later, Bembo’s 

common law wife and mother of his children, Morosina, died, and thus Bembo’s personal 

life became complicated in ways he had not previously experienced. The following 

winter, Cellini became ill but recovered by early January 1536.663

                                            
660 Pollard, Luciano, and Pollard, Renaissance Medals, 1:565, no. 562. In the systematic catalog of 

the National Gallery, this attribution is unattributed.  

 In September 1536 

Cellini writes via Varchi, suggesting that the work be postponed, since Bembo was 

661 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:1701-02. 

662 Ibid., 3:1708. 

663 Ibid., 3:1740. 
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growing his beard and the portrait would be more representative if he were to wait.664 In 

the following spring after Easter Cellini traveled to Padua, which he describes in detail in 

his biography. Here he stresses the graciousness of his host and his own frustration with 

trying to please his patron deriving both from Bembo’s alleged lack of understanding for 

his craft and for the manner in which he wears his beard, short in the Venetian manner.665

Correspondence ends after this visit. This medal is associated with Cellini because 

the artist mentions that he modeled a Pegasus for the verso design while he was in Padua. 

Attwood points out reasons to exclude this work as the one resulting from the Paduan 

sitting. The Pegasus is not encircled with a wreath of myrtle, as the artist describes. 

Bembo’s beard is short, whereas in this medal, it is long. It portrays the sitter as a cardinal, 

which he was not until March 1539, almost two years after Cellini’s visit. Finally, 

technically it does not follow how changes would have been made on such a large cast 

example.

  

666 Cellini specifically describes his preparing dies for a struck medal, not a cast 

medal as this example is.667

Stylistically Rizzoli gives this work to Danese Cattaneo for its resemblance to the 

portrait bust by Cattaneo of Bembo in the Santo in Padua.

 

668

                                            
664 Gasparotto, "La barba di Pietro Bembo," 189. 

 Attwood accepts this 

665 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 301-02. Kidwell dates Cellini’s visit to April of 1536, following the 
inscription on the building formerly Bembo’s museum in Padua. Attwood and Gasparotto follow the 
accounts in Cellini’s autobiography, who was supposed to have left Rome in April 1537. This contradiction 
is confusing, because it would make more sense following the letter dated September 9, 1536, in which the 
beard is mentioned, Cellini would like to defer the making of the medal. This postponement could have 
been a way of excusing himself from the commission altogether. Or, perhaps, Bembo’s beard is mentioned 
by the artist, noting that it was his understanding the beard would have been longer and easier to model. 

666 Attwood, Italian Medals c. 1530-1600 in British Public Collections, 168-70, n. 217. See also 
Philip Attwood, "Pietro Bembo," in The Currency of Fame: Portrait Medals of the Renaissance, ed. 
Stephen K. Scher (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc. Publishers, 1994), 173-74, no. 64. Regarding the 
technique, Attwood points out that it is improbable Cellini would have gone back at a later stage, 
lengthened the beard, altered the legend, and removed the wreath from the reverse. “Moreover, the 
possibility of his using a wax as large as that from which the present medal was cast as a model for a struck 
medal does not accord with what we know of Italian practice at this time.” 

667 Hill, A Guide to the Exhibition of Medals of the Renaissance in the British Museum, 37. 

668 Luigi Rizzoli, "Una medaglia del Bembo che non e opera di Benvenuto Cellini," Arte 8 (1905): 
279. 
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attribution for the work’s consistency with other examples of this artist, both in the 

modeling of the bust and the widely spaced lettering on the obverse. The absence of a 

motto on the reverse is also typical, and the modeling of the horse and the spring are 

treated similarly on other medals by Cattaneo.669 Davide Gasparotto very ably outlines the 

issues surrounding the author of this medal and places the work within the larger corpus of 

extant and untraced portraits of Bembo. Cleverly titled “Pietro Bembo’s Beard,” his 

thorough article on Bembo portraiture encapsulates the prevailing narrative surrounding 

this medal in particular and how it has in some cases been wrongly related to other 

portraits. Scholarship stagnated around the length of Bembo’s beard, as evidenced in 

Cellini’s biography, and becomes an identifying attribute for other portraits of him, as in 

the image by Titian, which was wrongly thought to be a profile. Gasparotto argues that 

this medal was commissioned posthumously.670 This is certainly quite plausible, but in 

absence of documentary evidence it cannot be confirmed. Cattaneo trained under Jacopo 

Sansovino in Rome and after the Sack in 1527 relocated with him to Venice, where he 

worked on sculptural elements for the library of San Marco, to whose design Bembo 

actively contributed while he was librarian to the Republic.671

Fig. 41

 Cattaneo made a medal of 

Bembo’s innamorata, Elisabetta Quirina ( ), and of Cecilia Vitalis and Paolo 

Ramusio, the son of Giovanni Battista Ramusio who was Bembo’s deputy in the library 

and close friend. These connections place Cattaneo closely to Bembo prior to his 

becoming cardinal. Cattaneo possessed other interests. He is known to have composed 

poems and plays, and thus would have likely been favored as a candidate to create a medal 

of this writer and humanist before his departure for Rome to receive his consecration as 

                                            
669 Attwood, Italian Medals c. 1530-1600 in British Public Collections, 169. 

670 Gasparotto, "La barba di Pietro Bembo," 188-92. 

671 As librarian, Bembo was involved with the design of the building, contributing sketches to 
Sansovino. “[…] Et il Cardinal Bembo di felice memoria, amando sommamente tutti gli artefici di fama, e 
affaticandosi volentieri, come desideroso che quella opera riuscisse perfetta, per l’amore intenso ch’esso 
portava alla patria, mandò al Sansovino diversi schizzi di cose fatte da gli intendenti di Roma.[…]” Francesco 
Sansovino, Venetia, citta ̀ nobilissima, et singolare (Bergamo:  Leading Edizioni, 1581; reprint, 2002), 113. 
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cardinal.672

  

 If the medal was commissioned by Bembo, then this gives good reason why 

Cattaneo was chosen to sculpt a posthumous portrait bust because he was the last to create 

a portrait of Bembo from life. 

                                            
672 See my discussion of the Quirina medal in my essay on the Titian painting (Cat. 21, Pl. 12). For 

the Ramusio medal, see Attwood, Italian Medals c. 1530-1600 in British Public Collections, 171-72, no. 
225. For Cattaneo as a writer, see Pollard, Luciano, and Pollard, Renaissance Medals, 481. 
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Plate 24 - T. P. (Tommaso Perugino?), Portrait of Cardinal Pietro Bembo, after 1539, cast 
lead, British Museum, London (Cat. 137) 
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Catalog 137 - T. P. (Tommaso Perugino?), Portrait of Cardinal Pietro Bembo, after 1539, 
cast lead, British Museum, London 

Evidence 

Visual evidence: PETRI BEMBI CAR 

Comments 

Consensus on the attribution of this one-sided medal remains problematic. Most 

recently, it has been given to T. P. for a monogram incised signature on the truncation. 

From this, Attwood suggests the artist to be the engraver at the papal mint, Tommaso 

d’Antonio Perugino, called Il Fagiuolo. The work of this artist, of which little is known, 

has been wrongly identified with the work of Pastorino, from a reading of the monogram 

as PSTR.673

In either case, attribution to either artist is plausible, in terms of Bembo’s 

proximity to these sculptors. Replacing Cellini at the papal mint in the summer of 1533, Il 

Fagiuolo was active in the late 1530s and early 1540s, creating cast medals right around the 

time Bembo relocated there after becoming cardinal in 1539. In 1538 Pastorino can be 

traced to Rome, making medals for the Pope. It was likely at this time, in the mid- to 

late-1540s, that he made medals for Alessandro Farnese and Titian, both in the orbit of 

Paul III when Bembo was living in Rome.

  

674

                                            
673 Attwood, Italian Medals c. 1530-1600 in British Public Collections, 377-78, no. 934. Attwood 

points to the different treatment of linear borders of Pastorino and T. P. 

 Pastorino created more than 200 one-sided 

portrait medals, casting rather than striking, which was faster and less expensive. In 

absence of documentary evidence neither artist may be favored over the other. Bembo 

would have likely had access to the papal resources in Rome and could conceivably have 

commissioned an inexpensive medal to keep up with demand for images in his new 

position and role in the church. Thus, following stylistic considerations, Il Fagiuolo may 

well have served the new cardinal in Rome. 

674 Ibid., 242-48, nos. 469 & 471. 
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Plate 25 - Carlo Kunz, 1870 engraving of a seal, Baptism of Christ with the Bembo Coat 
of Arms, seal created after 1539 (Cat. 138) 
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Catalog 138 - Carlo Kunz, 1870 engraving of a seal, Baptism of Christ with the Bembo 
Coat of Arms, seal created after 1539 

Evidence 

Physical evidence: PETRVS BEMBVS TITVLIS S. CIRACI IN THERMIS 

S.R.E. PRESBITER CARDINALIS and stemma of Bembo 

Comments 

The engraving above reproduces an almond-shaped relief representing St. John 

baptizing Christ with God the Father and heralds of angels in attendance within a stylized 

landscape under which more angels support the Bembo crest with the cardinal’s hat above. 

At present, this medal, or more likely a seal, is untraced, but it was reproduced first in 

1775 by Domenico Maria Manni in his multi-volume work on reliefs and coins.675

 136

 The 

engraving caption reads, “Apresso il Sig. Pietro di Giacomo Gradenigo Gentil huomo 

Veneziano,” a reference to its whereabouts in the eighteenth century, in the possession of 

the Gradenigo family, heirs of Pietro’s daughter, Elena, who married into this family. It 

was reproduced as an engraving by Carlo Kunz in 1870 by Domenico Promis (see image 

above). Promis dedicates a number of pages describing this work and comparing it to the 

medal now attributed to Danese Cattaneo (Cat. , Pl. 23). Promis uncovered an 

example in the “medagliere di Sua Maestà in Torino,” and he commissioned Carlo Kunz 

to engrave a new image of this relief.676

                                            
675 Domenico Maria Manni, Osservazioni istoriche di Domenico Maria Manni ... sopra i sigilli 

antichi de'secoli bassi, vol. 24 (Florence:  Stamperia d'A.M. Albizzini, 1775), 47.  

 Two years later, Giovanni Battista Rossi-Scotti 

followed up on Promis’s comparison of this example, finding close examples in the seals of 

Cardinals Giulio and Ippolito de’Medici, attributed to Lautizio da Perugia. He published 

676 Promis, Sigilli italiani illustrati, 5-9 & 54, no. 1. In the Correr Library, in the Gradenigo-Dolfin 
archives, a leaf reproducing this image with a caption, “Ex Museo Petri Gradonici Confinio S. Iustinae 
Venetijs,” is to be found with a note from this author inquiring about this relief, BMC (ms. Gradenigo-
Dolfin, 200, III, c. 199). Inquiry to the Palazzo Madama- Museo Civico d’Arte Antica garnered no results, 
but the curator in charge of medals suggested the Palazzo Reale may possess this work. My inquiries to this 
collection have been left unanswered thus far. 
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this artist’s will in which it is noted that he was owed money by Giulio de’Medici (at that 

time Pope Clement VII) for his design of a seal.677 A model for this seal and another for 

Andrea dalle Valle exist in the Ashmolean Museum. Closely composed to the engraving of 

the Bembo seal, they both are almond shaped, both with God the Father above, a sacred 

scene in the middle zone, with the cardinal’s coat of arms beneath.678

Given the closeness to these works, this relief would best be seen as a seal, 

commissioned by new cardinals to mark their elevations. The trouble with an attribution 

to Lautizio da Perugia for this example stems from the artist’s active dates, typically given 

as 1511–27, which precedes by 12 years Bembo’s elevation to cardinal, after which this 

seal would have to have been fabricated. Logic would have another artist working in 

Rome, perhaps closely aligned with the papal mint. Leone Leoni created a work for 

Bembo, correspondence of which dates to around 1537, thus also too early a date. The 

artist took private commissions after he became employed at the mint in Milan, and he is 

known to have visited Venice in the 1540s.

  

679

 137

 Other candidates for this work could be Il 

Fagiuolo, the artist connected to the papal mint, who has been attributed to a portrait 

medal of Bembo (Cat. , Pl. 24). The subject taken for the seal is appropriate to 

Bembo, who joined the order of the Knights of St. John in 1522, an order devoted to St. 

John the Baptist. This seal, then, announces Bembo both as a cardinal and a member of 

this powerful order within the Church. 

                                            
677 Giovanni Battista Rossi-Scotti, "Manico del sigillo di Pietro Bembo e testamento inedito del M. 

Lautizio da Perugia," Giornale di erudizione artistica 1 (1872): 358-59. 

678 Jeremy Warren, Renaissance Master Bronzes from the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford: The 
Fortnum Collection (Oxford:  Daniel Katz and the Ashmolean Museum, 1999), 72-75. 

679 Attwood, Italian Medals c. 1530-1600 in British Public Collections, 85-87, esp. n. 7 & 21. 
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Plate 26 - Valerio Belli, Portrait of Pietro Bembo, c. 1532, bronze, British Museum, 
London (Cat. 139) 
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Catalog 139 - Valerio Belli, Portrait of Pietro Bembo, c. 1532, bronze, British Museum, 
London 

Evidence 

1532 

Letter from Bembo in Venice to Valerio Belli, February 1, 1532 

As for the little figure on my die, whether I want it clothed or nude, I 
would say to you that you should make it as would seem to you best, 
However, I would think that it would be well if it had a little drapery. I 
thank you, and I wait with eagerness to see the lead of it. Be well, my dear 
Valerio.680

1532 

 

Letter from Bembo in Venice to Valerio Belli, March 12, 1532 

I have had the plaster of the figure of my reverse, which has seemed to me 
very fine and excellent, as indeed it is. For it I thank you as much as I can. 
It is true that I did not wish you to place that branch in the hand. 
However, as it is done, it does not matter. I would wish only that you 
make some change to that rock, and give it more height and more depth, 
so that it is not so smooth and looks more stone-like. I think that you will 
understand me. I would like you to make the letters on the obverse in the 
way that I have written to you. Having done this, could you send me an 
impression of the obverse, and I will send you the silver to make four or 
six medals. I have a male dog here, a pup from a beautiful mother. His tail 
is whole, not yet docked, but if you want him, I will send him to you if 
you write telling you would like him. I am so pleased that you have 
applied such diligence in your work on the casket, which will certainly be 
most beautiful […].681

                                            
680 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:1334. “Quanto alla 

figuretta del mio conio, se la voglio vestita o nuda, vi dissi che la faceste come meglio vi pareva di fare. Pur 
crederia che fosse bene ch’ella avesse un poco di vestimento. Vi ringrazio, e ne aspetto vedere il piombo con 
disiderio. State sano, il mio caro M. Valerio.” Translation from Attwood, Italian Medals c. 1530-1600 in 
British Public Collections, 210-11. 

 

681 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:1339. “Ho avuto il gesso 
della figura del mio rovescio; la quale m’è paruta, sì come è, bellissima et eccellente. Di che vi ringrazio 
quanto posso. È vero che non vorrei le aveste messo quel ramo in mano. Pur, poi che fatto è, non importa. 
Vorrei solamente che faceste che quel sasso avesse, qualche botta, sì come di più e più basso, acciò non fosse 
così liscio, e paresse più sasso. Credo mi intenderete. Vorrei faceste le lettere alla testa, del che vi scrissi. 
Potrete, fatto questo mandarmi la impronta della testa, e io vi manderò l’ariento da far quattro o sei 
medaglie. Io ho qui il cagnuol maschio, figliuol di quella bella cagna, il qual non ha la coda mozza, ma 
integra. Se volete che io vel mandi, scrivetemi che vel manderò. Mi piace che abbiate forniti i lavori della 
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Comments 

Beyond his talent for rock crystal engraving, Valerio Belli is well known for his 

series of medals of ancient personalities, both historical and mythological. They reflect an 

intimate understanding of ancient prototypes on the artist’s part, which would have been 

immediately recognized and appreciated by an antiquarian audience. Belli employed a 

style that was intended to look authentically antique for the only image of a contemporary 

that we can connect with certainty to him, this portrait medal of Pietro Bembo.682 The 

artist knew the sitter personally for many years, and they both shared an appetite for 

collecting antiquities. Vasari describes Belli’s house in Vicenza as a marvel, abundantly 

adorned with “antiquities in marble, impressions in gesso of works both ancient and 

modern, and drawings and pictures by rare masters.”683 Upon his death Belli’s will lists 

marble statues and heads, both ancient and modern.684 Bembo and Belli’s relationship was 

first one of mutual friendship, grounded in their shared love of antiquities and, of all 

things, their love of dogs. As early as 1505, Valerio seemed to be sharing tips on desirable 

antiques with Bembo. He got in the middle of a heated exchange about a coin between 

Pietro and Giangiorgio Trissino.685

                                                                                                                                  
Casseta; i quali son certo siano bellissimi. Mi doglio di questi tempi che per aventura vi faranno più difficoltà 
che non bisogneria ad averne buono e giusto premio.” My translation, partially from Attwood, Italian 
Medals c. 1530-1600 in British Public Collections, 210-11. 

 Writing many years later in 1524, to Francesco 

Montanaro Vicario, the podestà in Vicenza, Bembo exclaims that he greatly loves Valerio 

682 The artist may also have composed a medal of Vettor Grimani. Attwood, Italian Medals c. 1530-
1600 in British Public Collections, 206. 

683 Vasari, Lives of the Most Eminent Painters and Sculptors and Architects, 2:1232. See also 
Gasparotto’s discussion of the artist’s collection. Davide Gasparotto, "'Ha fatto con l'occhio e con la mano 
miracoli stupendissimi': Il percorso di Valerio Belli," in Valerio Belli Vicentino, 1468c.-1546, ed. Howard 
Burns, Marco Collareta, and Davide Gasparotto (Vicenza: Neri Pozza Editore, 2000), 61-63.  See also 
Bertrand Jestaz, "La raccolta di Valerio Belli e il collezionismo veneto contemporaneo," in Valerio Belli 
Vicentino, 1468c.-1546, ed. Howard Burns, Marco Collareta, and Davide Gasparotto (Vicenza: Neri Pozza 
Editore, 2000), 161-67. 

684 Attwood, Italian Medals c. 1530-1600 in British Public Collections, 209. 

685 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:202. See my discussion 
about this disagreement in Chapter Three. 
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Belli, whom Vicario is lucky to have in beautiful Vicenza.686

 132

 In 1525 he lent his large coin 

of Nero to Belli (Cat. , Pl. 21), and in the 1530s they exchanged letters about dogs 

that Bembo was sending him.687 Bembo and Belli likely became quite friendly when they 

were both in Rome together when the artist received commissions from Leo X, probably 

introduced by Bembo, who was then secretary to the Pope.688

Correspondence regarding this portrait medal survives. The obverse depicts 

Bembo in traditional Augustan profile with lettering specifically delineated by the patron’s 

precise instructions. The reverse shows Bembo, partially draped, reclining under a tree 

beside a stream, and was a subject of discussion between artist and patron. In a short letter 

to Belli, Pietro revisits an earlier agreement to leave all decisions regarding the verso image 

up to Valerio. He writes that he would like his nudity to be decorously hidden under a 

little drapery. Bembo always concludes his letters to the artist urging him to take care of 

his health, calling him his dear Valerio. Bembo writes a few weeks later after receiving a 

plaster cast of the reverse design. He is pleased but asks for adjustments to the rock upon 

which the figure reclines and shows displeasure only at the branch held in the figure’s 

hand. Belli later adjusted its design, removing this detail, rare examples of which survive 

(

 Belli made this portrait 

medal in 1532 while he was simultaneously working on the large silver casket for Clement 

VII, a commission also made through Bembo as his papal connection.  

Fig. 55).  

In the same letter he mentions a dog that he would like to send him, and he 

thanks him for his hard work on the casket, presumably the one that Belli made for 

Clement VII now in the Museo degli Argenti in Florence. Bembo helped Valerio with 

this major commission, for which according to Vasari the artist received 2000 scudi upon 

                                            
686 Ibid., 3:1025. “[…] io amo grandemente dalla mia giovanezza in qua Valerio de’ Belli 

vicentino.[…]” 

687 Ibid., 3:1175 & 1183. 

688 Attwood, Italian Medals c. 1530-1600 in British Public Collections, 206. It is thought that 
Raphael may have painted Belli’s portrait at this time.  
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its completion.689 In 1530 Pietro twice wrote to the pope telling him of the excellent 

work Belli was accomplishing on the casket.690 In one letter he asks on the artist’s behalf 

for a portrait of the pope after which Belli could model an image in engraved rock 

crystal.691

The verso design, then, can be seen as a collaboration. It is a deliberate 

transformation of Bembo’s image, aligning him with the ancients both in form and 

content. The bucolic subject of a figure in repose near a river should be seen as a visual 

analog of ancient idylls. The image has been connected to Horace’s Odes (iv, 3 lines 10–

12) and his Epodes (ii, 23–25), in which poetic contemplation takes place on the banks of 

a stream or river.

 Thus, Belli trying his hand on a portrait medal of a friend was motivated at least 

in part for his gratitude to Pietro for his efforts with the pope.  

692

 157

 To be sure, Bembo knew Horace well and owned two manuscripts of 

this author’s work by Sanvito (Cat. , Pl. 38). Davide Gasparotto sees the scene as 

representing Bembo in a melancholic disposition, connecting it to Campagnola’s print of 

Saturn, in which the god reclines on a hill behind which is a river. Bembo owned two 

paintings by Giulio Campagnola, and Gasparotto cites Bembo’s relationship with this 

artist, who might have seen this print as a source.693

The print caters to the same audience seeking images imitative of the ancients, but 

a closer source is to be found right in Bembo’s collection, his sestertius of Nero, the one 

Memling portrayed Bernardo Bembo holding and likely the very same one that Belli 

  

                                            
689 Vasari, Lives of the Most Eminent Painters and Sculptors and Architects, 2:1230. 

690 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:1056. 

691 It was commissioned in 1525 but carried out years later. See Atwood for a translation of this 
letter. Attwood, Italian Medals c. 1530-1600 in British Public Collections, 206. Bembo, Lettere, edizione 
critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:1076. 

692 Pollard, Luciano, and Pollard, Renaissance Medals, 450, no. 441. 

693 Gasparotto, "La barba di Pietro Bembo," 187. 
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borrowed seven years earlier (Cat. 13, Pl. 7 and Cat. 132, Pl. 21).694

Fig. 56

 The verso of this coin 

bears the image of a reclining figure, a representation of the port of Ostia antica. 

According to Bembo in his letter, the ancient coin may have served as the basis of a medal 

of “Neroncino.” This may have been part of the series of Twelve Caesars Belli created, or 

it could be his medal of Polyxena ( ). Pirro Ligorio claims that a medal of Nero was 

the basis for the seated figure on the reverse of Belli’s coin.695 Although the figure is male 

on the sestertius and the figure female on the conio, both figures are seated on the ground, 

bent legs and upright torso, with outstretched arm, the same treatment we see in Bembo’s 

verso portrait. Belli originally composed Bembo’s arm as similarly outstretched holding a 

branch, some rare examples of which survive. Following Bembo’s displeasing comments 

on this detail, Belli removed the branch and placed the hand on the left knee, and thus 

this blank field, likely displeasing from a design standpoint to the artist, was favored by the 

patron.696

 135

 Additionally, Ligorio tells us that Bembo commissioned Belli’s medal of Sappho, 

which has a comparable draped and reclining figure of Apollo on its verso, although in this 

case the figure is seated on a chair (Cat. , Pl. 22). Given these similarities, perhaps 

originally Bembo felt comfortable with Belli composing his portrait as a reclining figure 

because he had seen it achieved in these other coins. But upon further consideration, he 

underscored to the artist that he be portrayed decorously with drapery concealing his 

nudity. 

As for a textual basis for the work, this conceit appears in the written works of 

Bembo, a seeker of the pastoral poets. In his lyric poem “From Bembo” he describes a 

place pictured on his medal, “And now on the warm hillside, now by the speaking waters 

                                            
694 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:509. Gasparotto looks to 

medals as sources as well. He also points out that medals of Jacopo Sadoletto and Giovanni Salviati display 
similar personifications of rivers. Gasparotto, "La barba di Pietro Bembo," 199-200, n. 37. 

695 Gasparotto, "Catalogo delle opere," 376, no. 216. 

696 Attwood, Italian Medals c. 1530-1600 in British Public Collections, 210-11, nos. 324 & 325. 
The rare examples with reverse figure holding a branch represent a half-way stage in the middle of design 
negotiations between patron and artist. See also Gasparotto, "Catalogo delle opere," 366-68, nos. 189-91. 
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/ Of the clear stream” (IV, lines 5–6).697

By chance the Father, in his cool grove and forest fresh 

 In circulation in the years just preceding the 

commission of this medal was his Sarca, a reworking of a shorter poem, Benacus, in which 

he describes the wedding of river deities Sarca, a robust alpine river, to Garda, a small 

stream, the union of which formed Lake Garda. In these works Bembo delights in 

ekphrasis, which betrays his knowledge of ancient sculpture, describing Benacus, the river 

god:  

With springs and rivulets, leaning upon his elbow,  
Was giving laws from his urn; for him his daughters painted with dye.698

In Sarca, the narrator tells the story of Lake Garda, “On Benacus’ bank we will 

seek sweet shade, / While I tell the story of the long-ago passion of Sarca.” Thus Bembo’s 

verso portrait takes on new meaning, as a poet finds comfort on a river bank. This pastoral 

conceit pops up in his letters as well, as he writes of times of rest from toil, throughout his 

life, especially at the family villa, which was located at the confluence of the river Brenta 

with the Piovego.

 

699 Writing in 1525 around the time Benacus was circulating, Bembo 

put down carefully modulated expressions in a letter to Agostin Foglietta of both the 

rapidly flowing Brenta and the smaller stream combining to wash his fields to grow the 

produce which he picks with his own hands.700 In the same year he writes to his secretary 

Cola Bruno while en route to Padua from Rome; he had stopped in Ferrara, at which 

place he was heavy with sleep from drink and food, on the banks of the River Po.701

                                            
697 Bembo, Lyric Poetry, Etna, 179. 

 

698 Ibid., xvii & 67 & 125. See also Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 274-76. Sarca is dated to the time 
Bembo was writing the History of the Republic, because of the title used in the original manuscript now in 
Vienna, beginning in 1530, two years prior to his commissioning the medal. Bembo had given Benacus to 
Giberti in 1524, which was subsequently published in Verona in a small volume, and it was this work that 
formed the basis of his Sarca, an homage to Catullus 64.  

699 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:29. In a letter to Alberto 
Pio Carpi, he writes of being under the shade of poplars and the river near the family villa. Bembo, Lettere, 
edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:528. 

700 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:528. 

701 Ibid., 2:525. 
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Thus, Bembo borrows from Horace and Virgil and himself as he guides the creation of his 

image for a coin that would announce and promote him in his absence. It is likely this was 

the work he sent to Vittoria Colonna, Carlo Gualteruzzi, Cardinal Andrea Matteo 

Palmerio, and Seripando.702

 

 And thus this work announced him beyond his own walls to 

regions remote geographically. He intended a few mintings to be done in silver or gold, 

which he may have reserved for special recipients. 

 
Figure 55 - Valerio Belli, Portrait of 
Pietro Bembo, verso, mid-way state of 
design with figure holding a branch 
later removed, c. 1532, bronze, 
National Gallery of Art, Washington 
D. C. 

Figure 56 - Valerio Belli, Polyxena (recto), 
seated female figure holding a branch held in a 
vase (verso), sixteenth-century, silver, Bode 
Museum, Münzsammlung 

  

                                            
702 In none of these letters does Bembo name the artist of medals he is sending, but he appears not 

entirely satisfied by its resemblance to him in his letters to Colonna and Girolamo Seripando. Ibid., 3:1399, 
1667, 1707. 
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Plate 27 - Valerio Belli, Medal of Themistocle, sixteenth-century, gold, Cabinet of 
Medals, Paris(Cat. 140) 
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Catalog 140 - Valerio Belli, Medal of Themistocle, sixteenth-century, gold, Cabinet of 
Medals, Paris 

Evidence 

c. 1553 

Pirro Ligorio, Antichità di Roma, Book XIX 

Di Themistocle [...]. Questa non meno che l’altre è invenzione del Bembo, 
dove per rovescio l’han fatta una Vittoria su una nave con una corona in 
mano e con la palma con questo motto KATA ∏EP∑ΩN, per che con 
poche navi a Salamina ruinò l’armata con molte migliaia di huomini 
persiani, per la cui vittoria nella sua patria s’acquistò infiniti honori di statue 
e d’altre pubbliche dimostrazioni; [...]703

Comments 

 

Pirro Ligorio tells us that the reverse of this medal was designed by Bembo as an 

illustration of this Athenian statesman’s naval victory over the Persians in the Battle of 

Salamis in 480. A personification of Victory stands on the prow of a ship with a wreath 

and palm in her hand. The intent of the image’s message is reinforced by the Greek 

inscription, KATA ∏EP∑ΩN, which translates to “Over the Persians.”704

 146

 Bembo would 

have known of Themistocles not only from his study of Greek literature, but also his 

proficiency with the language to supply the artist with an appropriate and grammatically 

correct text for the motto accompanying the image. Image and text ingeniously combine 

to convey a complex message about the person portrayed on the recto: Naval victory over 

the Persians. Additionally, Bembo owned a gem thought to represent the ancient Greek 

soldier (Cat. , Pl. 32). Although the gem remains untraced, its appearance can be 

surmised through an engraving of Fulvio Orsini’s Imagines. The appearance of the profile 

head by Belli and the engraving of the gem do not share any visual characteristics, thus 

likely this work played no part in the design of the recto.  

                                            
703 BNN MS XIII. B.4, fol. 14r. Published in Gasparotto, "Appendici," 458.  

704 Attwood, Italian Medals c. 1530-1600 in British Public Collections, 211, no. 326. See also 
Gasparotto, "Catalogo delle opere," 373-74, no. 207. 
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Plate 28 - Valerio Belli, Medal of Aristotle, sixteenth century, gold, Cabinet of Medals, 
Paris (Cat. 141) 
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Catalog 141 - Valerio Belli, Medal of Aristotle, sixteenth century, gold, Cabinet of 
Medals, Paris 

Evidence 

c. 1553 

Pirro Ligorio, Antichità di Roma, Book XIX 

Di Aristotle capo LII […] con questo rovescio ritrovato per monsignor 
Pietro Bembo, che è d’una dea della natura a guisa della Diana Ephesia, col 
capo velato con molte mammelle con [15r] frutti in mano, et col capo 
fasciato delle cose della natura, con queste parole ΦϒΣΙΣ ΠΑΝΔΙΟΛΟΣ.705

Comments 

 

Ligorio wrote that the verso of this medal was “recovered” for Bembo. The verb 

Ligorio chooses is curious, implying that the verso was made by Belli for Bembo, rather 

than designed by Bembo as he states regarding the verso of Belli’s medals of Themistocles 

and Plato (Cat. 140, Pl. 27 and Cat. 142, Pl. 29). This may be confirmed by an error that 

Belli made in the Greek lettering. On the verso the letters literally read “The nature of 

Pandion,” which is illogical for a medal representing Aristotle, the Greek philosopher. A 

reference to the legendary king of Athens has a connection neither to Diana of Ephesus 

nor to Aristotle. The text likely was intended to be to ΦϒΣΙΣ ΠΑΝΙΑ, meaning “All-

divine Nature,” an appropriate reference to an image of Diana of Ephesus, a symbol of 

nature.706 Moreover, it more appropriately relates to the recto portrait of Aristotle, who 

was an advocate for the study of the natural world.707

                                            
705 BNN MS XIII. B.4, fol. 14r. Published in Gasparotto, "Appendici," 458.  

 It has been observed that the reverse 

may be borrowed from a cistophori of Claudius that was minted in Ephesus. No example 

can be traced to Bembo’s collection, but perhaps Belli owned an example and created the 

work for Bembo based on this example. Thus here we see that the artist got the image 

706 Attwood, Italian Medals c. 1530-1600 in British Public Collections, 212, no. 330.  

707 Gasparotto, "Catalogo delle opere," 370, no. 196. 
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right but the text wrong. If Bembo had been involved early on in the design, the writer 

and linguist may have caught this mistake. 
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Plate 29 – Valerio Belli, Medal of Plato, sixteenth century, gold, Cabinet of Medals, Paris 
(Cat. 142) 
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Catalog 142 - Valerio Belli, Medal of Plato, sixteenth century, gold, Cabinet of Medals, 
Paris 

Evidence 

c. 1553 

Pirro Ligorio, Antichità di Roma, Book XIX 

Di Platone capo LVII Qualunque volta sia veduta medaglia di Platone, 
senza altro può giudicare che sia novitia, perché gli antichi non fecero 
medaglie con lo ritratto di Platone, perché l’honorarono in marmo et in 
altra materia lo sculpirono; tanto più è moderna quella che non ha dubbio 
alcuno, che è fatta ai nostri giorni da Valerio Vicentino di suo capo e 
secondo il consiglio di monsignor Bembo, dove è scritto ΠΛΑΤΩΝΟΣ 
ΤΟϒ ΑΠΟΣΤΩΝΟΣ posto così d’intorno d’una effigie di un vecchio 
capigliato et barbato, con una veste addosso con una di queste cappe da 
cavalcare con una rovescia di dietro; nel cui rovescio è la invention del 
detto Bembo, cioè una donna vestita di sottilissimi veli, che tiene il destro 
piede sul mondo, a guisa d’una palla formato, et col sinistro più lasso 
indietro come fa chi cammina, et con ambe le mani con un vaglio cribra le 
lettere, cioè l’alphabeto, et cernele secondo di Platone sopra di ciò si 
ragione, dove è si ragione, dove è questo motto 
ΣΟΦΙΑΕΝΤΕΛΕΧΕΙΑ[...].708

Comments 

 

Ligorio tells us that Bembo helped Belli with the recto inscription of this conio 

representing Plato, which reads: “Of Plato, son of Ariston.” Additionally, he attributes the 

design of the verso to Bembo entirely, including the text: “Wisdom, perfection.”709

This reverse design is playful, yet awkwardly conceived, and betrays more Bembo’s 

humanist learning than his talent for image-making. An image of Plato would have had 

 Other 

Greek letters are on the verso, but they form part of the image rather than the inscription. 

Letters of the Greek alphabet fall through a sieve held by a female figure that stands with 

one foot firmly planted on the ground and the other stepping onto a sphere.  

                                            
708 BNN MS XIII. B.4, fol. 14r. Published in Gasparotto, "Appendici," 458.  

709 Attwood, Italian Medals c. 1530-1600 in British Public Collections, 212, no. 329. 
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special significance to Bembo. He was entranced with Platonic doctrine, particularly how 

it applies to love, most eloquently conveyed in the discourses of his Gli Asolani.  

The female figure, beautifully achieved by Belli, elegantly stands poised with a 

lightness reinforced by the billowing drapery of her vestment and veil. Standing on a ball, 

she shares iconography with images typically associated with Nemesis or Fortune, who 

stand on a terrestrial globe, over which each deity held sway. The uncertainty of her 

stance on her round attribute alludes to the instability of her dominion over fate. The 

letters of an ancient culture slip through her fingers. Could Bembo have conceived the 

letters as a symbol of learning, and that wisdom and perfection were not fixed but, rather, 

carefully achieved and swayed by uncontrollable forces?710 He had a great interest in the 

languages of other cultures, evidenced in the works he owned.711

 140

 Little else can be teased 

from the image, but the interplay of word and image lacks the hieroglyphic precision we 

see in the Themistocles verso (Cat. , Pl. 27). Here, Bembo might have done better to 

leave image-making to Belli.  
  

                                            
710 Gasparotto, "Catalogo delle opere," 370, no. 196. Gasparotto does not go so far as to take 

Ligorio’s statement as fact but suggests that the verso image could be a result of humanist input. To be sure, 
letters do not survive in which Bembo conveys instructions to Belli.  

711 See my brief comments on this point in Chapter Four. 
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Plate 30 - Gem with Augustus and Livia, Imagines et elogia virorum illustrium, engraving 
in the 1606 edition, original described as prasma, date unknown, untraced (Cat. 143) 
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GEMS 

Catalog 143 - Gem with Augustus and Livia, Imagines et elogia virorum illustrium, 
engraving in the 1606 edition, original described as prasma, date unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1555 

Discorsi sopra le medaglie de gli antichi712

[…] Peggiormente quella di Livia Drusilla moglie del Divo Augusto; 
perché ella si vede al naturale insieme con quella del suo marito, e col suo 
nome in lettere scritto, fra le cose rare e preciose della Grotta 
dell’Eccellentissimo Signore Duca di Mantova scolpita in uno bellissimo, e 
gran cameo d’inestimabile pregio […] alla cui similitudine ne ha una in 
corgniuola intagliata Monsignore Bembo non dissimile a quel volto […] 

 

1598 

Imagines et elogia virorum illustrium, by Fulvio Orsini with engraving in the 1598 

edition713

Augustus et Livia. Apud Fulvium Ursinum. 

 

1601  

Inventory of the collection of Fulvio Orsini714

23.) PRASMA ouata con lettere d’Augusto et Liuia, ligata in anello, dal 
Bembo ... 100 [fiorini] 

 

                                            
712 Vico, Discorsi di sopra le medaglie de gli antichi, 92-93. 

713 Manfred Kätzlmeier-Frank, Theodor Galles Zeichnungen zu Fulvio Orsinis Imagines: der 
Codex Capponianus 228, vol. 34 (Westfalen, Germany:  Uni Press Hochschulschriften, 1993), 141. This 
image and description appear as figure no. 39 in the 1598 edition. 

714 Nolhac, "Les collections d'antiquités de Fulvio Orsini," 154. 
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1606 

Imagines et elogia virorum illustrium, 1606 edition 

Caput Augusti senilem aetatem repraesentans & Liuiae uxoris eius, ex 
gemma anulari, ovalis formae, vulgari idomate prasma dicitur, Dioscorides 
sculpisse creditur … fuitque olim Petri Bembi Cardinals715

Comments 

 

The first we hear of this gem is in Enea Vico’s Discorsi, in which he states that this 

carnelian resembles a large cameo in the collection of Isabella d’Este. We next encounter it 

in Orsini’s inventory, where it is noted that he paid a steep sum of 100 fiorini for this 

work, four times what he paid for most of the works noted in this section. In fact, out of 

404 descriptions, only 10 other gems were valued this high. A visual record comes down 

to us in the 1598 edition of Orsini’s Imagines, and the drawing from which the engraving 

was made survives in the Vatican Library. It was also reproduced in the 1606 edition with 

an additional description (see above).716

Before moving on, it is prudent to examine the language of these descriptions. 

Although the subjects are the same, Vico calls Isabella’s example a “cameo” and calls 

Bembo’s an engraved gem, “corgniuola intagliata.” First, this should alert us that the two 

were different object types. A cameo is a positive relief image, whereas an intaglio is a 

negative image. Second, both the Orsini inventory and the 1606 edition of the Imagines 

note the gem as a prasma. Orsini’s inventory is exceptionally specific, using precise words 

that often identify the stone from which it is carved, such as aquamarine or amethyst, etc. 

Nine other works are described elsewhere as prasma, but none fetches such a high price, 

 

                                            
715 Kätzlmeier-Frank, Theodor Galles Zeichnungen zu Fulvio Orsinis Imagines: der Codex 

Capponianus 228, 141.This image and description appear on page 22 of the 1606 edition. This description 
has the work attributed to the famous gem engraver Dioskourides, which must have been added by Johann 
Faber. There is discrepancy with the 1600 inventory, which claims that the work has the letters Augusto et 
Liuia, but the image does not show this, nor does this expanded description mention any inscription. 

716 BAV (Codex Capponianus, 228, fol. 208). Brown, "Isabella d'Este Gonzaga's Augustus and Livia 
Cameo and the 'Alexander and Olympias' Gems in Vienna and Saint Petersburg," 94. Brown reproduces this 
drawing, fig. 11. 
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thus indicating its worth came not from the preciousness of the stone. A prasma, known 

today as plasma, is a leek-green translucent chalcedony with a waxy luster. The word 

plasma is called by the Italians plasma di smeraldo or prasma.717

In a hitherto unconnected letter of Bembo to Isabella d’Este we may find the 

origin of the knowledge Vico had about Isabella’s cameo. In a 1508 letter to Isabella 

d’Este Bembo praises her collection, which included a rare, excellent vase, a work by Gian 

Cristoforo Romano (presumably the portrait medal of c. 1505), and rare precious 

“intagli,” engraved gems. Because he hoped to show an imprint of the cameo that he saw 

to a dear friend, he asks if the duchess would be content to send him a plaster cast of the 

cameo, for which he would be infinitely obliged to her Excellency.

 Finally, we have 

contradictory evidence regarding inscriptions. Although Orsini notes that the work is 

inscribed with the letters “Augusto e Liuia,” neither the drawing nor the engraving shows 

this inscription. Thus, to summarize, Bembo’s gem is an oval intaglio of leek-green 

translucent chalcedony with a waxy luster, possibly with an inscription of the sitters’ 

identities.  

718

                                            
717 Hodder Michael Westropp, A Manual of Precious Stones and Antique Gems, Elibron Classics 

Replica Editions (London:  Sampson Low, Marston, Low & Searle, 1874; reprint, 2006), 47. The stone is 
not to be confounded with prase, a dull-green vitreous quartz. It is important to note that following the 
word prasma is “ouata,” not easily translated, which was wrongly translated by Brown as agate, a kind of 
quartz. Brown, "Isabella d'Este Gonzaga's Augustus and Livia Cameo and the 'Alexander and Olympias' 
Gems in Vienna and Saint Petersburg," 94. This term is used at least six other times, in one instance with the 
stone type as agate. Nolhac, "Les collections d'antiquités de Fulvio Orsini," 153. Ovate more likely refers to 
the shape, “ovale,” not the stone type, as it is described in the 1606 edition as “ovalis.” See also John Florio, 
Florio's 1611 Italian/English Dictionary: Queen Anna's New World of Words (London:  Melch Bradwood, 
1611). “Prasino” is defined as “a kinde of yellowish green, or leeke-color” and a “Prasoide” as a “stone of 
the color of leekes.” 

 Bembo’s description 

accords remarkably with the manner in which these two works were displayed with vases 

on the back wall of Isabella’s grotto. Nowhere does he give the subject, but it is tempting 

to think it was the cameo of Augustus and Livia, given the prominence of both these 

718 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:281. “[…] perché io 
disidero grandemente poter mostrare lo impronto del cameo ad un mio carissimo amico, che me ne ha 
richiesto credendo che’l ditto cameo fusse ancora qui, supplico. V.Ec.a sia contenta farmi grazia di un 
impronto di gesso, che ne averò infinita obbligazione a V.S. […]” 
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works in her collection.719

Now, to move on to attempts to find this example extant today. The most logical 

place would be in Naples, following the other Orsini/Farnese items, but alas it is not.

 Moving forward to 1555, then, Bembo likely owned a cast of 

it, which would have been accessible for comparison to his own by Vico, who studied this 

collection extensively and reported on it in his Discorsi.  

720 

Oleg Neverov published an impression of a work that is in the Museo Archeologico 

Firenze, described as a “prasio,” which seems remarkably close to our example, which he 

identifies with the engraving from the Imagines.721 Clifford Malcolm Brown bravely and 

thoroughly took on this problem to uncover the cameo owned by Isabella d’Este. In so 

doing, he followed Vico’s lead to come to a better understanding of Bembo’s work, 

rightly concluding that the two were closely related. He dutifully followed Neverov’s 

notes he found no example in Florence.722

                                            
719 Brown, "Isabella d'Este Gonzaga's Augustus and Livia Cameo and the 'Alexander and Olympias' 

Gems in Vienna and Saint Petersburg," 87-88. The cameo was treated with an elaborate gold mount and 
seems to have been displayed as a pendant to the Romano medal, now in the Kunsthistorisches Museum, 
Vienna.  

 Brown reproduces a painting by Rubens that 

shares the same qualities as the Orsini drawing and engraving: both figures are crowned 

almost exactly the same: the male figure with a crown of leaves and the female with a 

headdress that adorns her head with a vertical decorative pendant. This work may broadly 

point to the provenance of this gem but at present must remain untraced. 

720 Carlo Gasparri, Le gemme Farnese (Naples:  Electa, 1994). No gem matching this description 
can be found in this recent publication on gems with Farnese provenance in the Archaeology Museum in 
Naples. 

721 Oleg Neverov, "Gemme dalle collezioni Medici e Orsini," Prospettiva 29 (1982): fig. 75. 

722 Brown, "Isabella d'Este Gonzaga's Augustus and Livia Cameo and the 'Alexander and Olympias' 
Gems in Vienna and Saint Petersburg," 105-06, n. 32. He points out that in Gori’s Museum Florentinum, 
plates 71 and 74 (99/1 99/2) (Claudius and Agrippina) and the emerald (Claudius and Antonia) are similar to 
the Orsini engraving. He dismisses Nemerov’s argument that it passed through Medici hands into the Museo 
Archeologico of Florence, yet according to the Soprintendente, the data is not sufficient. A photograph was 
provided by Francesco Nicosia of a cast of a gem, inv. no. 14920, which is more similar than the one 
published by Neverov but not the same. 
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Plate 31 - Hyllus, Gem with a Head of Apollo Palatine, 1st century BCE–1st century 
BCE, carnelian, The State Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg (Cat. 144) 
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Catalog 144 - Hyllus (signature), Gem with a Head of Apollo Palatine, 1st century BCE–
1st century BCE, carnelian, The State Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg 

Evidence 

1598 

Imagines et elogia virorum illustrium, by Fulvio Orsini, engraving in the 1598 edition 

Hylas. Apud Fulvium Ursinum in gemma723

1601 

 

Inventory of the collection of Fulvio Orsini 

24. Corniola con testa de Hyla et lettere greche che dicono ϒΛΛϒ ligata 
in anello, dal medemo [Bembo] ... 30 [fiorini]724

1606 

 

Imagines et elogia virorum illustrium, 1606 edition 

Hylas. Apud Fulvium Ursinum in gemma725

Comments 

 

The likeness of this image labeled in Fulvio Orsini’s Imagines et elogia comes 

down to us first in the 1598 edition. Originally published in 1570, this study of portraits of 

persons from antiquity brought together verifiable images for the purpose of comparison. 

This iconographic project expanded in years to follow. Approached by the Flemish artist 

Dirk Galle, Orsini provided objects from both his collection and that of the Farnese from 

which drawings were made. These sketches formed the basis for engravings that were 

                                            
723 Kätzlmeier-Frank, Theodor Galles Zeichnungen zu Fulvio Orsinis Imagines: der Codex 

Capponianus 228, 182. This image is number 75 in the 1598 edition. 

724 Nolhac, "Les collections d'antiquités de Fulvio Orsini," 154. 

725 Kätzlmeier-Frank, Theodor Galles Zeichnungen zu Fulvio Orsinis Imagines: der Codex 
Capponianus 228, 182. This image appears on page 47 of the 1606 edition. 
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published in the 1598 edition.726

Fig. 57

 It was brought out in another edition in 1606, with 

engravings and additional accompanying text on certain works ( ). 

Although Orsini delighted in iconographic puzzles, he got the subject of his image 

wrong, evidenced by his inventory and published in his Imagines. The gem has Greek 

letters that serve to distinguish not the sitter of the portrait (Hylas, Hercules’s youthful 

companion from the Argonaut) but, rather, the artist, Hyllus. The letters are a signature, 

not a label of the subject. A gem engraver from the end of the first century BC, Hyllus 

was the son of Dioskourides, the Greek artist who created the gem of Mars, which Bembo 

had owned and Orsini had also acquired for a steep sum (Cat. 147, Pl. 33).  

This example survives in the collection of The State Hermitage Museum in St. 

Petersburg.727 It came into to this museum via the collection of Louis Phillipe Joseph, 

Duke of Orleans. He owned an enormous assembly of gems numbering up to 1500, 

which had been acquired by Catherine the Great in 1787. Within this collection is a 

portrait gem of the English King Charles I, a clue that points to part of this hoard as 

coming from England, either from the king’s collection or that of Thomas Howard, Earl 

of Arundel, both buyers directly or indirectly via the Gonzaga collection from Bembo’s 

heir.728

Another inscription exists near the artist’s signature, “LAUR. MED.” From this it 

has been concluded that the work came originally from Lorenzo de’Medici.

  

729

                                            
726 Haskell, History and Its Images: Art and the Interpretation of the Past, 39-41. 

 This 

implication may point to a deeper understanding of the provenance of this gem, that 

727 Oleg Neverov, Antique Intaglios in the Hermitage Collection (Leningrad:  Aurora Art 
Publishers, 1976), 73, n. 113. 

728 Also deriving from the Duke of Orleans collection is a beautiful double layer onyx of a Dolphin 
Twining Itself Around an Anchor, the insignia adopted by Aldus Manutius, from the gift of a coin said to 
possess this image from Bembo. By subject, it is tantalizing to connect this gem to him, but alas without 
additional cross-reference it must remain in the realm of coincidence. 

729 S. M. Spink, "Biographical Notices of Medalists, Coin, Gem and Seal Engravers, Ancient and 
Modern with References to their Works," Monthly Numismatic Circular 138 (1904): 7567-69. 
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Bernardo Bembo may have either received as a gift or bought this work from Lorenzo 

de’Medici during his ambassadorial missions to Florence.730

 

 

Figure 57 - Gem with a Head of Apollo Palatine by Hyllus, Imagines et elogia virorum 
illustrium, engraving in the 1606 edition 

Catalog 145 - Gem fragment with the figure of Apollo, described as carnelian, date 
unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1601 

Inventory of the collection of Fulvio Orsini 

25) CORNIOLA fragmentata con figura d’Appolline ligata in anello, dal 
medemo [Bembo] ... 25731

                                            
730 Gasparotto, "'Ha fatto con l'occhio e con la mano miracoli stupendissimi': Il percorso di Valerio 

Belli," 146. Gasparotto accepts this provenance. The caption of no. 21 (from which the illustrated cast 
comes) gives the provenance to Lorenzo the Magnificent, then to Pietro Bembo, and then to Fulvio Orsini. 

 

731 Nolhac, "Les collections d'antiquités de Fulvio Orsini," 154. 
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Plate 32 - Gem with the Head of Themistocles, Imagines et elogia virorum illustrium, 
engraving in the 1606 edition, original described as carnelian, date unknown, untraced 
(Cat. 146) 
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Catalog 146 - Gem with the Head of Themistocles, Imagines et elogia virorum illustrium, 
engraving in the 1606 edition, original described as carnelian, date unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1598 

Imagines et elogia virorum illustrium, by Fulvio Orsini 

Apud Fulvium Ursinum in gemma.732

1601  

 

Inventory of the collection of Fulvio Orsini733

26) CORNIOLA con la testa di Themistocle ligata in anello con lettere 
greche ΘΕΜΙCΤΟΚΛΗC dal medemo [Bembo] ... 25 [fiorini] 

 

1606 

Imagines et elogia virorum illustrium, by Fulvio Orsini, engraving in the 1606 

edition734

Imago Themistocle…Est autem imberbis, sicut & illa Solonis pro 
consuetudine saeculi. Similis eiusdem effigies, in Cameo anulari gemma 
caelata, apud Fulvium specatur. Itemque statua in Herme forma, qua ipsi 
Athenienses statuerunt, quod classe apud Salaminem victor Graeciam a 
Persarum servitude liberasset, sed temporum iniuria capite trunctata 
est…Alteram Themistocles in Foro Magnetium statuam habuit, ubi etiam 
mortuus ac sepultus fuisse legitur. 

 

Comments 

This work remains untraced, despite the uniqueness of the description and image 

provided by Orsini when it was in his ownership. The 1598 edition of the Imagines 

reproduces the image of this gem as a portrait of Themistocles, following the inscription. 

                                            
732 Kätzlmeier-Frank, Theodor Galles Zeichnungen zu Fulvio Orsinis Imagines: der Codex 

Capponianus 228, 245. This image and description appears as image no. 141. 

733 Nolhac, "Les collections d'antiquités de Fulvio Orsini," 155.  

734 Kätzlmeier-Frank, Theodor Galles Zeichnungen zu Fulvio Orsinis Imagines: der Codex 
Capponianus 228, 245. 
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Orsini’s original project in the first edition sought to illustrate portraits of the same person 

in different media, so as to introduce the issue of authentic likenesses of an illustrious 

person from antiquity. The 1598 edition posed a different approach, much to the alarm of 

Orsini. Theodore Galle only included one image of a sitter, arguing that vastly different 

likenesses would undermine the mission of the publication. After Orsini’s death Faber 

sought to reconcile this issue in the 1606 edition by appending portraits with descriptions 

of other images of that sitter, as was the case with Themistocles. To Orsini’s credit, his 

original conception of the project sought to encourage discussion surrounding the larger 

notion of authentic images of illustrious persons, elucidating the fact that sculptural heads 

were often mismatched to figures to create “complete” bodies.735

In the background of Orsini’s esteemed mission to use antiquities as a new basis for 

communication is the less edifying practice to forge names onto antique works so as to 

fetch a higher price. The practice of interpolating names of illustrious persons to purport a 

genuine portrait on gems seems commonplace at the time Bembo was buying.

  

736 

Antiquarian studies influenced the relative desirability of portraits, dependent upon the 

texts being studied and published at that time. The life of Themistocles, the Athenian 

politician and general who fought at the Battle of Marathon, is well attested in ancient 

sources, such as Plutarch’s Lives and Herodotus’s Histories. Bembo’s library contained 

both of these literary works, and thus he would have been beguiled by the opportunity to 

own a rare and precious portrait of this important historic figure.737

Just as humanist tastes influenced merchants’ spurious inscriptions, so too did they 

determine the subjects that artists such as Valerio Belli chose to portray in medals and 

engravings. They appealed to the privileged knowledge of men of letters, who were also 

  

                                            
735 Haskell, History and Its Images: Art and the Interpretation of the Past, 39-41. 

736 William Smith, William Wayte, and G.E. Marindin, A Dictionary of Greek and Roman 
Antiquities, 3rd ed., vol. 2 (London:  John Murray, 1891), 610. This portrait of Themistocles is cited as an 
example of this type of forging that went undetected by antiquarians at the time. 

737 Clough, "The Library of Bernardo and of Pietro Bembo," 311; 315. 
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collectors. In fact, Belli is said to have collaborated on the design with Bembo for his coin 

of Themistocles (Cat. 140, Pl. 27). Belli seems in many ways one with the circle of 

Bembo, who hoped to expand and refine the array of objects that may be used for 

scholarly erudition.  
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Plate 33 - Dioskourides (signature), Gem with Mars, carnelian, late 1st century BCE, 
Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Naples(Cat. 147) 
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Catalog 147 - Dioskourides (signature), Gem with Mars, carnelian, late 1st century BCE, 
Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Naples 

Evidence 

1601  

Inventory of the collection of Fulvio Orsini 

27) CORNIOLA ovata con figura di Marte o vero di Augusto et lettere 
greche ΔΙΟΚΟϒΡΙΔΟϒ ligata in oro, dal medemo...50 (fiorini) 738

1606 

 

Letter from Lelio Pasqualini to Nicolas-Claude Fabri de Peiresc 

Corniola in mano del Card. Farnese laquale è rotta quanto tiene il braccio 
dritto. La gamba sinistra è intera nell’intaglio ma nel solfo havuto è rotta. 
Sopra il quale solfo si è fatto questo altro: onde non ha potuto venir bene. 
Le lettere e il nome di DIOSCORIDE sono nel vano sotto il posamento 
de’piedi. La figura tiene un’hasta. Et inanzi vi è uno scudo grande con certe 
armi sotto come trophaeo. nel’altra mano tiene il Parazonio et certo 
vestito.739

Comments 

 

The price that Orsini paid was about twice as much for this work in comparison 

with the other prices he paid noted on his inventory of numerous gems. This is possibly 

due to the fact that this example was thought to bear the signature of Dioskourides, a gem 

engraver mentioned by ancient authorities such as Suetonius and Pliny.740

 146

 As in the 

discussion of forged names of sitters (Cat. , Pl. 32), signatures could also be 

“rehabilitated” by unscrupulous dealers to up the price for a potential sale.  
                                            
738 Nolhac, "Les collections d'antiquités de Fulvio Orsini," 155. 

739 David Jaffé, "Aspects of Gem Collecting in the Early Seventeenth Century, Nicolas-Claude 
Peiresc and Lelio Pasqualini," The Burlington Magazine 135, no. 1079 (1993): 117-18. 

740 Suetonius, The Life and Works of Suetonius. The Lives of the Caesars, Books I-IV, trans. J. C. 
Rolfe, vol. 1, Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge, MA:  Harvard University Press, 1979), 204-05. “In 
passports, dispatches, and private letters he used as his seal first a sphinx, later an image of Alexander the 
Great, and finally his own, carved by the hand of Dioscorides.” Pliny, Natural History, 168-71.[…] and the 
man who made the excellent likeness of Augustus of Reverend Memory which his successors have used as 
their seal, namely Dioscorides.”  
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It is just this wooly problem of forged signatures that sparked a discussion about 

this very gem, between Nicolas-Claude Fabri de Peiresc, the French lawyer and 

antiquarian, and Lelio Pasqualini, the Roman antiquarian. In Rome, Pasqualini had seen 

the gem in the collection of Cardinal Alessandro Farnese in 1606 (to whom it had passed 

after Orsini’s death) and cites it as a genuine work by the artist for the signature’s delicate 

scale in comparison to the composed image. He sent a cast of a cast, which he had taken 

when he examined the work in the Farnese collection to reinforce to Peiresc how an 

authentic Dioskourides would appear. This work passed with the rest of the Farnese 

collection, eventually ending up in the Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Naples, where it 

resides today.741

Catalog 148 - Valerio Belli, Gem with Laomedon, sixteenth century, medium unknown, 
untraced 

 

Evidence 

c. 1553 

Pirro Ligorio, Antichità di Roma, Book XIX  

Di Laomedonte. Capo LXXIIII. Grandissimo guadagno era quello di 
Giovan da Castel Bolognese intagliator di gemme [...] il quale avendosi 
imaginata la effigie di Laomedonte, l’avea venduta cento ducati di camera a 
monsignor Bembo, ma essendo scoperta la cosa da Valerio Vicentino, fu 
costretto ritornar il danaro.[...]742

Comments 

 

Ligorio tells a story in which Bembo, an erudite collector, was duped by his 

impulse to acquire works for his prominent collection. Like the one Ligorio imparts about 

                                            
741 Gasparri, Le gemme Farnese, 141, no. 57. 

742 Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa,. “Pirro Ligorio a la storia cristiana di Roma.” 
http://pico.sns.it/ligorio2/ligorio.php?tipo=home,  Antichità di Roma, BNN (ms. XIII. B.4, fol. 22v).  
Accessed October 1, 2010. 
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Bembo’s purchase of a “false” coin of Nero (Cat. 132, Pl. 21), this tale should be taken 

with caution too. The story might not have any truth whatsoever but, rather, was 

contrived to illustrate the competition between Giovanni Bernardi, a rock crystal 

engraver, and Valerio Belli, an artist known for his medals but who also was famed for his 

engraved gems. The medium for the object here is not specified, but the high cost of 100 

ducats (even imagined) implies it to be a unique work. 

The subject certainly seems an appropriate one for either artist to depict: 

Laomedon, the King of Troy whose daughter was saved from a sea monster by Hercules. 

Both artists catered to collectors who delighted in the larger enterprise of imitation 

through their choice of commissions for classical subjects executed in a manner of the 

ancients. The desire to create images fitted to the obsessive preoccupation of someone like 

Bembo and other antiquarians may have fueled Ligorio to portray Bembo in this way. 

Bembo enjoyed the reputation as a passionate collector and purveyor of learned 

acquisitions, and thus his playing in the story a prototypical character to typify the 

humanist ambient of men of letters and their demand for post-antique images with 

classical content. Ligorio’s story alludes to this susceptibility of buyers seeking authentic 

attribution of a work and warns us to be alert to the real problem of forgery, even in 

contemporary art.  
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DOMESTIC MATERIAL CULTURE 

Catalog 149 - Candelabra with female figure and kneeling attendant carrying a basket on 
head, sixteenth century, bronze, untraced 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 11 

La figurette de bronzo della fante che tiene inzenochioni sopra la testa la 
cesta che scusa candellier è opera moderna de mano de…743

                                            
743 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 27. “The bronze candlestick, with kneeling maidens 
carrying baskets upon their heads, is a modern work by. . . .”  
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Plate 34 - Pietro Bembo’s Sketch of a Bed Canopy (sparvier da letto), commissioned 
1513, original described as silk, twill and velvet, untraced (Cat. 150)  
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Catalog 150 - Pietro Bembo’s Sketch of a Bed Canopy (sparvier da letto), commissioned 
1513, original described as silk, twill and velvet, untraced 

Evidence 

1513 

Letter of Pietro Bembo in Rome to Bartolomeo Bembo (Pietro’s half-brother), 

undated letter 

Brother. I need a canopy or sparvier da letto, like this: that is, of silk twill, 
the finest that can be obtained; and if it were of that double twill of 
Flanders, provided that the piece were not much, much dearer than ours, it 
would be better. And the one stripe should be peacock blue and the other 
green.... And I would like it to have a strip of black velvet at every seam, 
two fingers wide, or thereabouts, cut with foliage or knots, whichever 
looks better. But I believe that it would be better with foliage, judging by 
the work of the two bonnets which my dear little girl, Marcella, made for 
me and sent recently, which pleased me so much, for which I thank her. 
And I want two others made this way: that they should have, this time, the 
two round pieces that go, one in the front and the other at the nape of the 
neck, worked in the same way with those thick cords which form the 
bands. Now, returning to the canopy with the bands, work, as it seems 
right to you, through the hand of our Rev. Father Don Salvator Bembo, 
with the two other bands at the opening of the canopy a good hand span 
wide, the one, however, worked and with open embroidery, as seems right 
to you, and with a round piece on top of the said bands, however worked 
in the same way.  

[Drawing, Plate 34] 

the design and the proportion may be your work, provided that it is 
generous and not mean. 

At the bottom it will need a band of the width of those of the opening and 
of the same work.... I want the velvet sewn on the twill without cords on 
the edges, just simply; and, because the little bands will eventually cover 
the seams ... they can be made on the outside of the canopy so that the 
inside appears to be right side out. And the bands should go right under the 
fringes of the little hat which covers the whole top.... The canopy must not 
be narrow from the head from which it hangs, only to the extent that it 
may enter the wood which suspends it; but it should be wide so that ... it 
fills all the circumference with its skirts. And so, then, the hat. This hat 
should be of green and peacock blue velvet depending upon the livery of 
the canopy. This is the gist. And above all I would like it to be made ... as 
soon as possible, so that, in any case, I have it here for Christmas, because 
on that day the pope, and all the cardinals and all the court, come to my 
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rooms from which, on Christmas day, the benediction is given to the 
people. 

Because of this I pray you, as much as I can, that you call Don Salvatore as 
soon as you have this and give the whole order. I pray His Reverence ... 
that in this he serves me well and early, leaving every other thing aside. 
The little hat will need fringes above and below, green and peacock blue ... 
and the fringes above should be a hand span long. The others not so much, 
and of twisted silk. Then I will do Don Salvatore a service in some other 
matter of greater importance…. 

In conclusion, I would like the canopy to be absolutely beautiful.... You 
will have with this twenty ducats ... the rest I will send you at each request. 
If you need some ducats suddenly, so as not to have to delay until they 
come from here, get them, if you do not have them, from Messer Gio. 
Ant. Morsesino, because, by the first courier after your report, you will 
have them without fail. All the velvet, see that it is new. It will be 
necessary that Antonio and those girls get to work on this. And so I pray 
that it may be furnished on time ... it will take at least fifteen days for the 
trip.744

Comments 

 

Writing from Rome to his half brother, Bartolomeo, Pietro asks that he see to 

ordering a bed canopy for him. This commission was for his private rooms in the Vatican 

palace, in a privileged place in close proximity to the pope.745

                                            
744 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:332. Translation from 

Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 168-71. This letter is undated, but based on the content, Travi sees it likely in early 
fall, perhaps September of 1513. The girl to whom he refers, Marcella, is likely his sister’s daughter Marcella 
Marcello, who eventually married Zuan Matteo Bembo.  

 He insists that it must be 

delivered by Christmas, when the Pope, all of the cardinals, and the entire court were to 

appear as the benediction was given to the people. This domestic item appears anything 

but mundane if Bembo’s urgent tone and meticulous instructions are any indication. He 

emphasizes good design and quality materials because he sees the canopy not merely as a 

household item, but as a striking backdrop for a religious rite attended by the politically 

influential. What is quite interesting here is that Bembo references the taste of his young 

745 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:330. “Io sto bene, e fra 
due dì uscirò al Papa. I miei, che di dodici che erano, gli undeci quasi tutti ad un tempo sono di febbre 
malati statti, vanno guarendo, dal povero Giovan Francesco in fuori.[…]” 
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niece Marcella, the daughter of his sister Antonia. She had apparently sent him two caps, 

which she had sewed from cut velvet, a choice of material that pleased Bembo greatly and 

hoped to reproduce the richness of this fabric in his canopy. 

The type of bed covering Bembo describes is specifically a “sparvier,” a padiglione 

that when tied back to hooks in the wall makes the hanging resemble the outspread wings 

of a bird of prey (a sparrow hawk), the curtains of which hung from a circular “hat,”.  We 

see one reproduced in the background of a painting by an unknown Venetian artist of a 

gentleman working at a desk with his secretary (Fig. 58 and Fig. 59).746

  

 The whole affair 

was meant to be hung from a cord affixed to a hook in the ceiling. This work was not 

only sumptuous to adorn his audience chamber, but it was also likely created as a portable 

piece of grandeur, which could be disassembled and moved when his term concluded as 

papal secretary, and thus was practical for this mobile humanist’s lifestyle.  

Figure 58 - Unknown Venetian artist, 
Portrait of a Gentleman with His Secretary, 
mid-sixteenth century, unknown medium, 
Private Collection 

 
Figure 59 - Unknown Venetian artist, 
Portrait of a Gentleman with His Secretary, 
detail, mid-sixteenth century, unknown 
medium, Private Collection 

 

  

                                            
746 Peter Thornton, The Italian Renaissance Interior, 1400-1600 (New York:  Harry N. Abrams, 

1991), 125-29. 
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Plate 35 - Painter of the Coal-Mine Service, Plate with Scene from Michelangelo’s Battle 
of Cascina Cartoon, c. 1543–44, tin-glazed ceramic (maiolica), The British Museum, 
London (Cat. 151) 
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Catalog 151 - Painter of the Coal-Mine Service, Plate with Scene from Michelangelo’s 
Battle of Cascina Cartoon, c. 1543–44, tin-glazed ceramic (maiolica), The British 
Museum, London 

Evidence 

Visual evidence: Bembo stemma and Cardinal’s hat 

Comments 

The provenance for this maiolica plate can be traced only as far back as the mid-

nineteenth century. Bearing Bembo’s coat of arms topped with a cardinal’s hat, the work 

can date to no earlier than 1539, when Pietro was elevated as cardinal.747 Stylistically, 

Mallet dates the plate within the artist’s oeuvre to 1542–43, a period when Bembo was 

living as bishop in Gubbio.748 He replaced his lifelong friend Federico Fregoso as bishop 

upon his death. In 1534 Fregoso had sent him a “beautiful gift of a chest of Urbino 

plates,” very likely maiolica, examples of the ceramic production of this place, one of the 

other centers for tin-glazed pottery within the Duchy of Urbino.749

Pietro’s decision to relocate to Gubbio was fueled by his acute economic distress at 

this time. Writing to his friend Carlo Gualteruzzi in Rome from Padua, Bembo tells of 

the marriage of his daughter, which had set him back financially. He planned not to return 

to Rome because it simply was too expensive.

  

750

                                            
747 Dora Thornton and Timothy Wilson, Italian Renaissance Ceramics: A Catalogue of the British 

Museum Collection (London:  British Museum Press, 2009), 321-22. 

 His journey from Padua after marrying 

his daughter is well traced in his letters, and he returned to Gubbio via Pesaro, stopping to 

see the renovated palace of the Duke and Duchess of Urbino, the Villa Imperiale. Bembo 

had sent inscriptions for the courtyard designed by Girolamo Genga, and he stopped to see 

748 John V. G. Mallet, "Michelangelo on Maiolica: An istoriato dish at Waddeson," Apollo 139 
(1994): 50-52, fig. 1. 

749 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:1624. “belissimo dono 
della cassa de’ piattelletti Urbinati.” 

750 Ibid., 4:2380. 
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them for the first time, a decade after their composition.751 Bembo wrote a warm letter to 

the Duchess Eleonora telling her of his joy of seeing the beautifully realized renovation 

that she had directed in Pesaro.752 She had traveled to Gubbio to graciously receive him 

upon his arrival.753 Long-time patron of the writer now Cardinal Bembo, the duchess 

invited him and his staff to move into the ducal palace in Gubbio, despite his having made 

arrangements to rent a whole house.754

Pietro’s modest circumstances argue against the idea that he commissioned this 

plate, which may have been a gift from his generous hostess and patron: an istoriato plate 

that quotes a figure group of Michelangelo’s famed cartoons for the never-executed fresco 

of the Battle of Cascina, which highlights the earthenware manufacture of local artisans. 

No evidence supports this supposition, but the subject does reflect Bembo’s love for visual 

arts: an image that imitates a modern master’s style, something surely the duchess was 

aware that Bembo favored. 

  

Catalog 152 - Astrolabe, described as Damascene, date and medium unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1531? 

Undated letter from Pietro in Padua to Giovan Matteo Bembo in Venice 

Vi mando Gio. Maria a posta acciò vediate alla bottega del Libraro, che 
tien il Libro per insegna in Marzaria, a mezzo della strada del Reloio, a 
man stanca, se egli ha più in bottega uno Astrolabio lavorato alla 
Damaschina, del quale il mastro domanda ducati 40. Se egli l’ha, li lasciate 
queste sei monete ch vi mando, che vagliono ducati d’oro in oro larghi 40, 
                                            
751 Ibid., 3:1506. 

752 Ibid., 4:2400. 

753 Ibid., 4:2383. 

754 Ibid., 4:2384. Bembo writes to Gualteruzzi asking that he see to renting his rooms in the palace 
in Rome to someone who would defend them and vacate them upon his return and that he should lend his 
tapestries and other materials that could be moth eaten to friends for safe keeping. 
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in pegno, togliendolo per mandarmelo tanto che solamente il possa vedere. 
E se vi paresse darli a M. Vincenzo voi li 40 ducati che ‘l M. domanda e 
tener voi queste monete, acciò non portino pericolo di perdersi, o di esser 
tosate, forse sarà meglio.[…]755

1533? 

 

Undated letter from Pietro in Padua to Giovan Matteo Bembo in Venice 

Ho avuto l’Astrolabio e le mie monete; ve lo rimanderò fra due o tre dì. In 
questo mezzo, ciò è domani, fate che ‘l Rammusio vada a quella bottega 
dove egli era, e dica, “lasciatemi vedere quell’Astrolabio lavorato alla 
Damaschina che avete.” Essi gli risponderanno che l’hanno prestato ad un 
ch ‘l vuol vedere per comprarlo, o simil cosa. Poi potrà dire il Rammusio 
“pazienza, il volevo vederlo, e forse l’averia comprato,” e partasi.[…]756

1533 

  

Letter from Pietro in Padua to Giovan Matteo Bembo in Venice 

[…] Se fosse possibile, espedirò la compra de l’Astrolabio fin che Gio 
Antonio sta a Venezia. Il che sarà possibile facendoli domane andar il 
Rammusio, e concludere e torlo. Mi sarà caro; […]757

Catalog 153 - Terrestrial Globe, described as metal, date unknown, untraced 

 

Evidence 

1543 

Cosmographia by Francesco Maurolico 

In the “studiolo” of Bembo, Maurolico accounts that he saw: 

books, medals, statues, fragments of a variety of antiquities, scientific and 
astronomical instruments, spheres, globes and world maps.758

                                            
755 Ibid., 3:1227. This letter is undated, but Travi places it in April or May 1531. From the context 

this does not follow, however. The letters from this time period fall within the time Bembo was in Venice. 
It does not seem likely that Bembo would have been asking his nephew to purchase an astrolabe in the same 
city. This may be more confidently attached to the letters that follow asking him to make the purchase 
because he is in Padua (see below). 

 

756 Ibid., 3:1476. This letter is undated, but from the context, Travi places it in March 1533. 

757 Ibid., 3:1477. 
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1561 

Letter of Giacomo Faletti in Venice to Alfonso II d’Este, June 3, 1561 

I have bought the globe of Cardinal Bembo, for fifteen scudi which is the 
price of the metal composing it, and I have given it out to be decorated 
hoping to make of it the most beautiful globe which is possessed by any 
Prince in the world. It will cost altogether 25 scudi.759

Comments 

  

The evidence for Bembo’s ownership of a metal terrestrial globe comes by way of 

correspondence between Alfonso II d’Este and his agent in Venice, Giacomo Faletti, who 

purchased the work likely from Torquato. He seems to have struck a bargain and arranged 

for its “decoration,” likely a form of renovation of the surface of the globe. This item 

supports Francesco Maurolico’s account in his Cosmographia, in which he wrote that 

within the studio of Pietro Bembo he saw displayed spheres and globes and world maps. 

Although the author of this particular work is unnamed, it has been suggested to be the 

work of Euphrosynus Ulpius or Francesco dai Libri, who were working on terrestrial 

globes in Italy around this time. A surviving example of a work by Ulpius gives us some 

sense of the one owned by Bembo (Fig. 60). 

                                                                                                                                  
758 Summarized in Danzi, La biblioteca del Cardinal Pietro Bembo, 19. Francesco Maurolico, 

Cosmographia (Venice:  Eredi di Luc'Antonio Giunta, 1543), 4r. 

759 Quoted in Matteo Fiorini, Sfere terrestri e celesti di autore italiano oppure fatte o conservate in 
italia (Rome:  Società geografica italiana, 1899), 116-17. “Il Globo del cardinale Bembo ho comperato per 
XV scudi che tanto vale il metallo che v’è attorno et l’ho dato a miniare con l’animo di farlo uscire il più 
bello che abbi Principe al Mondo ne costerà in tutto scudi 25.” Translation from Edward Luther Stevenson, 
Terrestrial and Celestial Globes: Their History and Construction (New Haven:  Yale University Press, 
1921), 120-21. 
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Figure 60 - Euphrosynus Ulpius, Terrestrial Globe, copper, 1542, New York Historical 
Society, New York 

Catalog 154 - Two trays, described as alabaster and ancient, untraced 

Evidence 

1507 

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Urbino to Bernardo Dovizi da Bibbiena in Rome 

Because Angolo will return behind me with a mule, send to me those 
antique pieces that I left with you; they are a tablet broken off with figures 
in low relief, and a little male head of alabaster, one [head] of Taurian 
marble, and a little bronze statuette of a figure760

 

 

                                            
760 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:268. Bembo writes to his 

friend in Rome on December 8, 1507, asking him to send with one of his servants or a messenger some 
works that he likely had bought in Rome and had left with Bibbiena when he was there in the previous 
summer. “Perché Angolo tornerà indietro con un Mulo, mandatemi quelli pezzi antichi che io vi lasciai: che 
sono una tavoletta rotta con figure di basso rilievo, e una testolina d’allabastro, d’uomo, e una di marmo di 
Tauro, e una figurina di bronzo.” 
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Plate 36 - Vatican Virgil, fourth or fifth century, parchment codex, Biblioteca Apostolica 
Vaticana, Vatican City (MS Lat. 3225) (Cat. 155) 
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MANUSCRIPTS AND SCRIBAL MATERIAL 

Catalog 155 - Vatican Virgil, fourth or fifth century, parchment codex, Biblioteca 
Apostolica Vaticana, Vatican City (MS Lat. 3225) 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 11 

El virgilio similmente scripto in carta buona in forma quadra, cun li 
argomenti delli libbri dipinti nel principo di ciascuno è libbro anticho et le 
pitture sono vestite alantica 761

1600 

 

Inventory of Fulvio Orsini 

2.Virgilio di maiuscole fragmentato, che fù del Potano et poi del Bembo, 
in pergamena, con miniature diligente, ligato nel medmo modo, et posto in 
un cassettino di cedro, intarsiato col Terentio, in 4°762

Comments 

 

This work is a rare surviving example of an ancient illuminated book of classical 

literature, dating to around the fourth or fifth century. Significant is the shape that the 

work takes: a codex form, the format from which Aldus Manutius modeled his pocket 

editions of the classics.763

                                            
761 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 27, n. 2. “The Virgil also, written on good square-
shaped paper, with the arguments of the books painted at the heading of each of them, is an ancient book, 
and the pictures represent ancient costumes…. This important and wonderful manuscript also passed with 
the Terrence into the hands of Fulvio Orsini, and was by him left to the Vatican Library.” 

 The leaves of this book (part of a larger whole) contain portions 

 
762 Nolhac, La Bibliothèque de Fulvio Orsini, 412–14, no. XI and XII. See also Danzi, La 

biblioteca del Cardinal Pietro Bembo, 46-48. 

763 Christie's, A Fine Collection of Books Printed by Aldus Manutius and His Successors at Venice, 
a Sales Catalog, May 6, 1995 (London:  Christie, Manson & Woods, 1995), 100. In his dedication to Pietro 
Bembo in his 1514 edition of Virgil, states that the small octavo format for his portable books derives from 
some in Bembo’s library. 
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of the Georgics (III, IV) and Aeneid (I–XI), with fifty miniature paintings, excellent 

examples of illusionistic late antique painting.764

  

 In 1578–79 Fulvio Orsini bought the 

book from Torquato, Bembo’s son, after which it was bequeathed to the Biblioteca 

Vaticana, where it resides today. 

                                            
764 Thomas B. Stevenson, Miniature Decoration in the Vatican Virgil: A Study of Late Antique 

Iconography (Tübingen:  Verlag Ernst Wasmuth, 1983), 1-2. 
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Plate 37 - Terence, Book of the Comedies, fourth to sixth century with eighth-century 
glosses, parchment codex, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vatican City (MS lat. 3226) 
(Cat. 156) 
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Catalog 156 - Terence, Book of the Comedies, fourth to sixth century with eighth-
century glosses, parchment codex, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vatican City (MS lat. 
3226) 

Evidence 

1525–28 

Marcantonio Michiel, Notizia, 11 

Le Commedie di Terentio scripte in carta buona in forma quadra, sono 
libro anticho765

1600 

 

Inventory of the library of Fulvio Orsini 

1.Terentio di lettere maiuscole, con scholij in letter longobarda, fù del 
Bembo, ligato in cedro, coperto di sagrino , con serrami d’argento, in 
pergamena, in-4°.766

Comments 

 

One of the oldest surviving manuscripts of Terence, this jewel of Bembo’s library 

dates from the fourth to the sixth century. Now in the Vatican library, the manuscript 

contains all or portions of the six comedies or Fabulae of Terence and is noted for its 

illustrations.767 Pietro inherited it from his father, who acquired the book in 1457 from 

Porcellio Pandoni.768

                                            
765 BNM, MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–11r. Published in Michiel, Notizia d’opere del disegno, 

edition of Theodor Frimmel, 1896, 31. Michiel, The Anonimo: Notes on Pictures and Works of Art in Italy 
by an Anonymous Writer in the Sixteenth Century, 27, n. 1. “The Book of the Comedies of Terence, 
written on good square-shaped paper, is an ancient book…. This precious Codex of Terence came to 
Bembo from his father, who owned it in 1457. It passed later on into the possession of Torquato Bembo, 
who sold it to Fulvio Orsini, by whom it was left to the Vatican Library. It was constantly used by learned 
scholars, and more than once reproduced, but in 1799 it was, we are told by a French officer, destroyed by 
some French soldiers in their efforts to obtain the gold with which it was ornamented.”  

 This particular volume served as the basis for his study while 

 
766 Nolhac, La Bibliothèque de Fulvio Orsini, 358. 

767 Leslie Webber Jones, "The Archetypes of the Terence Miniatures," Art Bulletin 10, no. 1 
(September 1927): 102-20. 

768 Clough, "The Library of Bernardo and of Pietro Bembo," 309. See also Nolhac, La 
Bibliothèque de Fulvio Orsini, 236-37. 
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composing his work De Virgili Culice et Terentii fabulis, published in Venice in 1530. He 

composed the work while living in Padua, around the time that Michiel may have visited 

for the first time, and thus would have likely figured prominently in a tour given by 

Bembo. After Pietro’s death, his son Torquato eventually sold a large portion of the library 

to Fulvio Orsini in Rome, with Vincenzo Pinelli serving as an intermediary for the sale in 

1578–79, at which time he acquired this work along with the famous Virgil of the Bembo 

library.769

  
 

                                            
769 Nolhac, La Bibliothèque de Fulvio Orsini, 412-14, no. XI and XII. See also Danzi, La 

biblioteca del Cardinal Pietro Bembo, 46-48. 
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Plate 38 - Bartolomeo Sanvito, Quintus Horatius Flaccus, Opera, mid-1480s, parchment 
codex, King’s College, Cambridge (MS 34) (Cat. 157)  
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Catalog 157 - Bartolomeo Sanvito, Quintus Horatius Flaccus, Opera, mid-1480s, 
parchment codex, King’s College, Cambridge (MS 34) 

Evidence  

Bembo’s arms, Pegasus device and motto “Virtus et Honor,” Fol. 1 (see above) 

with annotations by Pietro and Bernardo Bembo770

Comments 

 

It is thought that this pocket-sized manuscript of Horace was commissioned from 

Sanvito by Bernardo Bembo when he was serving as ambassador to Rome in 1485. This 

comes by way of the all’antica style decorations and the inhabited initials with two white 

winged horses, Bernardo’s impresa, and the Bembo arms and his motto on fol. 1. 

Bernardo owned an earlier version of Horace penned by Sanvito that dates to 1477. This 

version is void of any decorative details but bears a number of annotations and corrections 

in Bernardo’s hand, one of which notes one of his trips as envoy for the Republic in 1477 

(hence the date of this earlier version).771 This new portable version incorporates changes 

in the text, which may have been improved and taken from the printed version published 

by Antonius Zarotus in Milan. One of the notes on fol. 159 lists the names of Venetian 

ambassadors dispatched to the new pope Alexander VI, with all of their dates for 

departure. This kind of note-taking aptly shows the manner in which Bernardo’s study of 

classic authors was combined with the realities of his profession. Pietro also diligently 

examined and studied this work, making his own later annotations on quite a number of 

the pages as well.772

  
  

                                            
770 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 286, no. 82. 

771 Ibid., 240, no. 64. 

772 Albinia Catherine de la Mare and Laura Nuvoloni, Bartolomeo Sanvito: The Life and Work of a 
Renaissance Scribe, ed. Anthony Hobson and Christopher de Hamel, vol. 2, The Handwriting of the Italian 
Humanists (Paris:  Association internationale de bibliophile, 2009), 286, n. 14, 15. 
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Plate 39 - Bartolomeo Sanvito and Gaspare da Padova, Eusebius of Caesarea/Jerome, 
Chronici canones, c. 1488, British Library, London, (MS Royal 14. C. III) (Cat. 158) 
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Catalog 158 - Bartolomeo Sanvito and Gaspare da Padova, Eusebius of Caesarea/Jerome, 
Chronici canones, c. 1488, British Library, London, (MS Royal 14. C. III) 

Evidence 

Bembo coat-of-arms on column base (see above) and notes in Bernardo’s hand on 

fol. 54773

Comments 

 

It is thought that this manuscript was prepared for Bernardo by Sanvito during 

both of their sojourns in Rome in 1487–88. Gaspare da Padova illuminated the 

monumental title page, which refers to a number of antique and contemporary works. 

The spiraling columns refer to Trajan’s column. The three putti who play with a mask in 

the bas-de-page is a motif taken from his master, Andrea Mantegna, evidenced by a 

drawing by his hand now in the Louvre (Fig. 61). These figures appear also in the 

Suetonius in Paris at the National Library, which has been convincingly associated with 

Bernardo Bembo (Cat. 161, Pl. 42). The Nativity on fol. 119v is inspired by Jacopo 

Bellini. The illuminations appear to have been executed first, with the text inserted after, 

for the script overlaps some of the miniatures.774 With this evidence observed, this 

manuscript shows itself to be an exceptional example in collaboration. The image of St. 

Jerome cleverly displays the “E” (for Eusebius) as a three-dimensional object as suspended 

over the saint’s altar. Patricia Fortini Brown aptly describes this manuscript seen within a 

collector’s library as a classic text turned into a work of art in itself.775

                                            
773 Ibid., 294, no. 87. 

  

774 Ibid., 294. See also Jonathan J. G. Alexander, The Painted Page: Italian Renaissance Book 
Illumination 1450-1550 (Munich:  Prestel, 1994), no. 73. 

775 Brown, Private Lives in Renaissance Venice, 128. 
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Figure 61 - Andrea Mantegna, Children Playing with Masks, drawing, c. 1495, Louvre, 
Paris 
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Plate 40 - Bartolomeo Sanvito, Gaius Sallustius Crispus, Opera, 1487–89, parchment 
codex, Harvard University, Houghton Library (MS Richardson 17) (Cat. 159) 
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Catalog 159 - Bartolomeo Sanvito, Gaius Sallustius Crispus, Opera, 1487–89, parchment 
codex, Harvard University, Houghton Library (MS Richardson 17) 

Evidence 

Bembo’s arms, Pegasus device and motto “Virtus et Honor,” fol. 1 (see above) 

with annotations by Pietro and Bernardo Bembo776

Comments 

 

Stylistically, this small pocket-sized work dates toward the end of the 1480s, and 

within the scribe’s oeuvre precedes a number of small manuscripts that he produced when 

he was in Rome between 1494 and 1501, making it an earlier version of these portable 

texts. The decoration in this is similar to Bernardo’s Horace (Cat. 157, Pl. 38) and close to 

his Eusebius (Cat. 158, Pl. 39) but is perhaps somewhat earlier from the appearance of the 

script. De la Mare argues that Bernardo may have commissioned this work in 1485 and 

the Horace and Eusebius later when he was in Rome with Sanvito between 1487 and 

1488. Like other manuscripts in the Bembo library, this work is heavily annotated both by 

father and son and stands as a wonderful and portable monument of a son’s literally 

following his father’s learning. The work must have been significant to Pietro, for he took 

it from Padua to Rome, where he kept it in his library until his death.777

  
 

                                            
776 Mare and Nuvoloni, Bartolomeo Sanvito: The Life and Work of a Renaissance Scribe, 292, no. 

86. 

777 Danzi, La biblioteca del Cardinal Pietro Bembo, 306. It was inventoried by Jean Matal. 
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Plate 41 - Bartolomeo Sanvito, Marcus Tullius Cicero, De officiis, 1497, parchment 
codex, Eton College, Windsor (MS 149) (Cat. 160) 
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Catalog 160 - Bartolomeo Sanvito, Marcus Tullius Cicero, De officiis, 1497, parchment 
codex, Eton College, Windsor (MS 149) 

Evidence 

Marginal sigla written in blackish ink in the hand of Bernardo Bembo778

Comments 

 

This is one of Sanvito’s pocket-sized volumes dated on fol. 126 to February 14, 

1497, created in Rome. The space for the coat-of-arms is blank, implying that the work 

was created for a market, rather than commissioned by a specific patron. Marginal sigla by 

Bernardo’s hand identify this work as deriving from his library. By this evidence de la 

Mare sees early collaboration between Bernardo and Sanvito, because Sanvito’s sigla were 

very similar to Bembo’s, suggesting that Bernardo could have influenced the scribe in the 

early years of their friendship. The historiated initial with Cicero teaching his son and the 

four conversing men in the bas-de-page of the title page is by an unknown illuminator.779

  
  

                                            
778 Mare and Nuvoloni, Bartolomeo Sanvito: The Life and Work of a Renaissance Scribe, 328, no. 

102. 

779 Ibid., 328, esp. n. 6. Bernardo’s authorship of this marginalia has been questioned, most recently 
by Danzi, but de la Mare accepts this attribution and assigns Bernardo in her provenance of the piece. 
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Plate 42 - Bartolomeo Sanvito and Gaspare da Padova, Caius Suetonius Tranquillus, Vitae 
Imperatorum, c. 1474, parchment codex, National Library, Paris (MS lat. 5814) (Cat. 161) 
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Catalog 161 - Bartolomeo Sanvito and Gaspare da Padova, Caius Suetonius Tranquillus, 
Vitae Imperatorum, c. 1474, parchment codex, National Library, Paris (MS lat. 5814) 

Evidence 

Bernardo’s devices on fol. 1, Pegasus (see above) and on fol. 22v, palm and 

laurels780

Comments 

 

Sanvito penned five versions of the Vitae imperatorum between c. 1461 and 1483. 

This is thought to be the second version and one of the most sumptuous and elaborate 

treatments of all. The patron for the present manuscript cannot be absolutely ascertained, 

given that the coat-of-arms that appeared on the title page has been erased. It has been 

suggested to have been Bernardo, because a winged Pegasus, Bernardo’s insignia, appears 

prominently holding a silver coin of Caesar at the top of the monumental title page. 

Another of the five versions (now in Göttingen, the Netherlands) has been associated with 

Bernardo, for his device of the Pegasus (much like the faceted letter M in Sanvito’s 

Horace also made for Bembo) appears on fol. 139 of that manuscript (Cat. 157, Pl. 38).781

This manuscript appears to be the result of a collaboration of Sanvito with the 

illuminator Gaspare da Padova and perhaps two other hands. The fighting putti, the one 

frightening another by pushing his hand through the mouth of a mask, is a motif Gaspare 

used in another collaboration with Sanvito, the Eusebius, also a commission from Bembo 

(Cat.

  

 158, Pl. 39), which derives from a Mantegna drawing (Fig. 61).  

                                            
780 Ibid., 226, no. 57. For the first to identify this with Bernardo Bembo see Ellen Cooper Edreich, 

"Illumination Associated with Bartolomeo Sanvito (1435-1512)" (Ph. D. diss. Johns Hopkins University, 
1993), 208-12, 386. For others seeing this as a commission from Bernardo Bembo, see Alexander, The 
Painted Page: Italian Renaissance Book Illumination 1450-1550, no. 74. See also David Banzato, Alberta De 
Nicolo Salmazo, and Anna Maria Spiazzi, eds., Mantegna e Padova (Milan: Skira, 2006), 200-01. See also 
Giovanni Agosti and Dominique Thiébaut, Mantegna 1431-1506 (Paris:  Hazan, 2008), 204. 

781 Mare and Nuvoloni, Bartolomeo Sanvito: The Life and Work of a Renaissance Scribe, 252. no. 
69. 
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The motifs of trophies, shields, and armor, along with winged victories of the 

faceted “A” on the title page, are all details made for the delight of an antiquarian. The 

iconographic program too appeals to a humanist’s understanding not only of the classical 

text, but also of antique numismatics. Within the text, each emperor is introduced with 

elaborate all’antica borders with portrait medallions and Roman coins in gold. It has been 

suggested that these medals and coins are evidence of Cardinal Francesco Gonzaga, a 

patron of Gaspare da Padova’s.782 The collecting of antique coins was a passionate activity 

for humanists like Gonzaga and Bernardo. The Bembo collection was rich with examples 

of antique coins, as noted by Enea Vico, Pirro Ligorio, and Maggi da Bassano, the latter 

noting in particular its strength in ancient coins of the twelve Caesars.783

 13

 To be sure, 

Bernardo sought out antique coins for his collection, because he had himself portrayed a 

year later by Memling holding a sestertius of Nero, a rare, provincial example he likely 

acquired while on diplomatic mission in Burgundy (Cat. , Pl. 7). Thus, a sumptuously 

illuminated classical text organized to follow antique items from his own collection makes 

it quite probable that Bernardo was the patron of this manuscript.784

 
  

                                            
782 Ibid., 226, n. 6. 

783 See Appendix B. 

784 Perhaps Bernardo commissioned the Netherlands version, evidenced by a faceted initial “M” 
bearing a Pegasus, three years later, possibly as a gift. He likely commissioned from Sanvito two versions of 
his Oratorio Gratulatoria, one for himself (evidenced by notes of his hand) and one for presentation to 
Cardinal Ludovico Trevisan. Mare and Nuvoloni, Bartolomeo Sanvito: The Life and Work of a Renaissance 
Scribe, 116, 154. 
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Catalog 162 - Egyptian papyrus, date and medium unknown, untraced 

Evidence 

1581 

Letter from Fulvio Orsini to Vincenzo Pinelli, March 10, 1581 

Dal Bembo hebbi, oltre li tre libri del Petrarca, tutti li papiri Aegyptii che 
sono 4 et la medaglia d’argento ΑΡΤΕΜΙΑΔΟΣ ΗΕΡΓΑΙΑΣ che altre 
volte V.S. mi mandò in nota. Ho gli donato all’incontro una bellissima 
testa di marmo di Hadriano giovine, che assomiglia a quella sua medaglia 
d’oro.785

  

 

                                            
785 Nolhac, La Bibliothèque de Fulvio Orsini, 417-18, doc. XV. 
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APPENDIX A: TIMELINE FOR PIETRO BEMBO 

1470  
May 20 Birth of Pietro Bembo in Venice786

 
 

 
1471  

 Election of Bernardo Bembo as ambassador to Burgundy, 
until 1474787

 
 

 
1475  

 Election of Bernardo Bembo as ambassador to Florence, until 
1476788

 
 

 
1476  

 Election of Bernardo Bembo as ambassador to Ferrara, until 
1477789

 
 

 
1478  
July Election of Bernardo Bembo as ambassador to Florence, until 

May, 1480 (brought Pietro with him)790

 
 

 
1482  

 Appointment of Bernardo Bembo as podestà of Ravenna; 
Pietro Lombardo undertakes restoration of Dante’s tomb in 
Ravenna for Bernardo, until 1483791

 
 

 
1487  

November Election of Bernardo Bembo as ambassador to Rome 
(brought Pietro with him), until October, 1488792

                                            
786 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo.  Kidwell’s recent biography is an excellent source for events in his life 

and his whereabouts, using extensively his letters as evidence for her work on him. Many of the items of 
biographical significance in this timeline come from Kidwell. Dionisotti, "Pietro Bembo," 133-51.  
Dionosotti’s biography remains an excellent source. Two contemporary biographies were written by 
Bembo’s long-time friends, Giovanni della Casa and Ludovico Beccadelli. Both are published in the 1718 
edition of Bembo’s Historiae venetae. Casa, "Petri Bembi vita," 1-31. Beccadelli, "Vita di Pietro Bembo 
Cardinale," 32-51. See also Casa, Vita di Pietro Bembo. 

 

787 Nella Giannetto, Bernardo Bembo, umanista e politico veneziano (Florence:  Olschi, 1985), 25. 

788 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 6-7. 

789 Margaret King, Venetian Humanism in an Age of Patrician Dominance (Princeton:  Princeton 
University Press, 1986), 336. 

790 Dionisotti, "Pietro Bembo," 133. 

791 Giannetto, Bernardo Bembo, umanista e politico veneziano, 156-57. 
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1489  

 Appointment of Bernardo Bembo as podestà of Bergamo 
(brought Pietro with him), until 1490793

 
 

 
1491  

 Poliziano and Giovanni Pico della Mirandola visit Bernardo 
Bembo in Venice to study the Terence codex794

 
 

 
1492  

 Pietro Bembo goes to Messina with Angelo Gabriele to study 
Greek with Costantino Lacaris, and meets his life-long friend 
and secretary, Cola Bruno, until 1494795

 
 

 
1494  

 Pietro studies philosophy in Padua796

 
 

 
1496  

 Aldus Manutius publishes De Aetna (On Etna)797

 
 

 
1497  

 Appointment of Bernardo Bembo as, visdomino, co-ruler 
post to Ferrara (brought Pietro, who studied Latin with 
Nicolò Leonico Tomeo)798

 
 

 
1498  

 Duke Ercole d’Este invites Pietro to stay in his country 
palace, Belriguardo at Voghiera, outside of Ferrara, until 
1499799

                                                                                                                                  
792 Ibid., 192.  See also Dionisotti, "Pietro Bembo," 133. 

 

793 Giannetto, Bernardo Bembo, umanista e politico veneziano, 48 & 198-200.  See also Dionisotti, 
"Pietro Bembo," 133. 

794 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 10.  See also Dionisotti, "Pietro Bembo," 133. 

795 Dionisotti, "Pietro Bembo," 133-34.  For an excellent study of Bembo’s and Cola Bruno’s 
relationship see.  Cian, Un medaglione del rinascimento: Cola Bruno messinese e le sue relazioni con Pietro 
Bembo (1480 c.-1542): con appendice di documenti inediti. 

796 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 12.  Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 
1:7 , 1:10. 

797 Dionisotti, ed., Prose e Rime di Pietro Bembo, 57. 

798 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 18.  Bembo remained loyal to Tomeo for the rest of his life, writing his 
epitaph.  Bembo, Lyric Poetry, Etna, viii. 

799 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 19.  
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August Pietro visits the family villa outside Padua800

 
 

 
1499  

August Pietro stays in Venice, until November, 1499801

 
 

 
1500  

 Pietro returns to Venice and begins a love affair with Maria 
Savorgnan, until 1501802

 
 

Bembo family rents a home, likely near San Trovaso803

 
 

Bembo family moves to house owned by the Marcello family 
on the Giudecca804

 
 

 
1501  

February Pietro stays in family villa outside Padua805

July 
 

Aldus Manutius publishes Le Cose Volgari of Petrarch, edited 
by Pietro806

Summer 
 

Pietro stays in Ferrara807

Fall 
 

Pietro stays in Venice808

 
 

 
1502  

August Aldus Manutius’ publishes Dante’s La Divina Commedia, 
edited by Pietro809

October 
 

Ercole Strozzi invites Pietro to his villa at Ostellata near 
Ferrara, where Pietro begins a love affair with Lucrezia 
Borgia, until October 1503 810

 
 

Election of Bernardo Bembo as podestà in Verona, until 
1503811

                                            
800 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:29. 

 

801 Ibid., 1:45-46. 

802Ibid., 1:104. Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 24-70.  Kidwell quotes extensively from Bembo’s letters to 
reconstruct this relationship. 

803 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 29-30.  Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o 
rare, 1:99 & 111. 

804 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:99. 

805 Ibid., 1:125. 

806 Dionisotti, ed., Prose e Rime di Pietro Bembo, 57. 

807 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 67. 

808 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:127. 

809 Dionisotti, ed., Prose e Rime di Pietro Bembo, 57. 

810 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:141. 
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1503  
December Carlo Bembo (Pietro’s brother) dies in Venice812

 
 

 
1504  

October Pietro goes to Verona813

 
 

Pietro returns to live in Venice, until 1505 
  

1505  
April Pietro and Bernardo travel to Rome to congratulate Julius II 

upon his elevation as Pope, until May 1505814

June 
 

Pietro returns to Venice from Rome, via Urbino. Ferrara, 
and Mantua, where he visits Isabella d’Este815

 
 

Aldus Manutius publishes Gli Asolani816

 
 

 
1506  

February Pietro stays at Castel Durante817

March 
 

Pietro returns to Venice818

Summer 
 

Pietro visits Rome819

Fall 
 

Pietro moves to Urbino, hosted by Guidobaldo da 
Montefeltro, until 1511 

  
1507  

Summer Pietro visits Rome820

 
 

 

                                                                                                                                  
811 King, Venetian Humanism in an Age of Patrician Dominance, 336. 

812 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 86. 

813 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:195. 

814 Ibid., 1:205. 

815Dionisotti, "Pietro Bembo," 137-38. Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 14.  Bembo, Lettere, edizione 
critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:146; 1:209, 219, 225, 234.  For Isabella d’Este and Pietro’s 
correspondence, see also, Cian, "Pietro Bembo ed Isabella d'Este Gonzaga." 

816 Dionisotti, ed., Prose e Rime di Pietro Bembo, 58. 

817 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:226. 

818 Ibid., 1:227. 

819 Ibid., 1:237.  

820 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 136.  This visit is largely undocumented, but in a letter to Bernardo 
Bibiena, Bembo asks him to send antiquities he had bought during his visit there. Bembo, Lettere, edizione 
critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:268. 
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1508  
January 14 Pope Julius II issues bull granting Pietro the commenda of 

Bologna, a magione, belonging to the Knights of St. John of 
Jerusalem, thus requiring him to take orders within six 
months821

 
 

 
January 21 Pietro visits Rome822

April 11 
 

Duke of Urbino dies, succeeded by Francesco Maria della 
Rovere 

  
1509  

November Pietro’s mother dies823

 
 

 
1510  
April Pietro goes to Rome with the duke and duchess and the 

whole Urbino court824

 
 

Sebastiano del Piombo moves to Rome825

 
 

 
1511  
July Pietro moves to Rome, hosted by Federico Fregoso, staying 

in the Borgo826

 
 

 
1513  

 Leo X appoints Pietro as papal secretary and lives with 
Federico Fregoso in the beginning of his term827

 
 

Pietro moves into rooms in the Vatican palace.828

Fall 
 

Pietro Bembo invites Titian to Rome but the artist declines829

 
 

De Imitatione (On Imitation) is published in Rome, 1513 
  

1514  
December 4 Pietro’s election for a diplomatic mission to Venice; stays at 

                                            
821 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 140. 

822 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:273. 

823 Ibid., 2:293. 

824 Ibid., 2:297. 

825 Valcanover, "Comparative Chronology," 403. 

826 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:310; 2:311. 

827 Ibid., 2:324. 

828 Ibid., 2:332. 

829 Valcanover, "Comparative Chronology," 404. 
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Cà Corner-Contarini dei Cavalli on the Grand Canal at San 
Benedetto, until December 28, 1514830

 
 

 
1515  

December Pietro goes with Leo X and the papal court to Bologna to 
receive Francis I831

 
 

 
1516  

March 15 Pietro goes to Ravenna as a mediator for Leo X832

April 4 
 

Bembo, Navagero, Beazzano, Castiglione, and Raphael visit 
Tivoli833

 
 

 
1517  

 Pietro appointed as Prior of Hungary.834

 
 

 
1518  

August Pietro is documented in Rome, staying in residential quarters 
at Sant’Apostoli835

 
 

 
1519  

April 25 Pietro writes to Bernardo Bibbiena of his plans to go to 
Venice, via Bologna836

May 28 
 

Bernardo Bembo dies837

June 2 
 

Pietro goes to Venice 
November Pietro goes to Padua to consult doctors about his health838

 
 

 
1520  
May Pietro returns to Rome839

                                            
830 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:347, 349, 350, 355, 356.  

Marin Sanudo, I diarii di Marino Sanuto, 58 vols. (Bologna:  Forni Editore, 1496-1533; reprint, 1969-79), 
19:316. 

 

831 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:365. 

832 Ibid., 2:366. 

833 Ibid., 2:368. 

834 Caprio, ed., Il ruolo della corte di Leone X (1514-1516), Alessandro Ferrajoli, 257. 

835 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:388. 

836 Ibid., 2:389. 

837 King, Venetian Humanism in an Age of Patrician Dominance, 336. 

838 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:395. 

839 Ibid., 2:398. 
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Summer Pietro stays in residential quarters at Sant’Apostoli840

 
 

 
1521  
July Pietro goes to family villa with Morosina841

December 
 

Leo X dies 
  

1522  
 Elevation of Adrian VI, until death in September, 1523 

December Pietro takes vows to become a Knight of St. John842

 
 

 
1523  

 Birth of Lucilio Bembo (Pietro’s first son)843

 
 

Elevation of Clement VII, until 1534 
  

1524  
October  Pietro goes to Rome via Ferrara, offers his Le prose delle 

volgar lingua to Clement VII, until April 1525844

 
 

 
1525  
April Pietro returns to Padua, via Pesaro. Earliest possible 

timeframe for Michiel’s first visit to Bembo’s collection in 
Padua (estimated no later than April 1529)845

April, 25 
 

Pietro goes to family villa, until September846

September 
 

 
Publication of Le Prose di M. Pietro Bembo nelle quali si 
ragiona della vulgar lingua. (Vernacular Prose) in Venice by 
G. Taccuino with a dedication to Clement VII847

 
 

Birth of Torquato Bembo (Pietro’s second son)848

 
 

 
                                            
840 Ibid., 2:403. 

841 Ibid., 2:417. 

842 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 198.  See also, Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere 
inedite o rare, 2:429. 

843 Dionisotti, ed., Prose e Rime di Pietro Bembo, 58. 

844 Ibid. 

845 See my discussion of this timeframe for the visit in Chapter Two.  See also Schmitter, "The 
Dating of Marcantonio Michiel's 'Notizia' on Works of Art in Padua," 571.  Fletcher, "Marcantonio 
Michiel: His Friends and Collection," 461.  Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o 
rare, 2:522, 523, 524. 

846 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:526, 601. 

847 Dionisotti, ed., Prose e Rime di Pietro Bembo, 58. 

848 Ibid. 
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1526  
March Pietro goes to the family villa, until October, with a short trip 

in to Venice in April849

October 18 
 

Pietro writes to Marcantonio Michiel, thanking him for 
sending him a copy of Jacopo Sannazaro’s del parto della 
Virgine850

October 
 

Pietro rents space in the Palazzo Foscari, near Scrovegni 
chapel, but finds the accommodations inadequate851

 
 

 
1527  
June Pietro goes to the family villa, until possibly November852

July 18 
 

Pietro writes to Mafeo Bernardo inquiring about the Padua 
townhouse for purchase853

August 
 

Pietro buys house in Padua854

 
 

Birth of Elena Bembo, Pietro’s daughter (possibly in 1528) 
  

1528  
April Pietro goes to family villa, likely through July 

 Publication of Castiglione’s The Courtier855

 
 

 
1529  

May 12 Pietro writes to his nephew Giovan Matteo Bembo that 
Marcantonio Michiel is welcome to come any time to his 
house.856

May 29 
 

Pietro goes to the villa, until end of August857

September 30 
 

Pietro goes to Venice until October 10, then to the villa until 
he returns to Padua in November 858

                                            
849 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:653, 656, 658, 667, 702. 

 

850 Ibid., 2:712. 

851 Ibid., 2:713. 

852 Ibid., 2:777-838. This broad range of letters reflect Bembo’s travel back and forth to the villa 
and town throughout the summer to around November, when the letters seem to again be signed 
consistently from Padua.  It could be that Bembo interchanges Padua for villa when writing more official 
letters, but signs from the villa to family and close friends, and he stayed at the villa the entire time. 

853 Ibid., 2:787. 

854 Ibid., 2:813, 814. 

855Ibid., 2:851-52. 

856 Ibid., 3:966. 

857 Ibid., 3:975-1003. 

858 Ibid., 1020-1025. 
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December Pietro goes to Bologna for imperial coronation, until January 
1530; Latest possible timeframe for Michiel’s first visit859

 
 

 
1530  

January1 Clement VII legitimizes by papal brief Pietro’s eldest son 
Lucilio with the promise to legitimize Torquato860

January 
 

Pietro returns to Padua from Bologna 
March Publication of second edition of Gli Asolani (Venice, da 

Sabbio) and first edition Publication of Rime di M. Pietro 
Bembo (Rhymes) 861

September 26 
 

Nomination of Pietro as historian to the Venetian Republic 
and librarian of the Libreria Nicena di Vinezia. Sanuto notes 
on September 26, 1530 that Bembo will receive 60 ducats 
annually to pay for renting a house in Venice.862

November 30 
 

Pietro in Venice until February 1531863

 
 

Publication of De Virgili Culice et Terentii fabulis (On Virgil 
and Terence) 

 Publication of De Guido Ubaldo Feretrio deque Elisabetha 
Gonzaga Urbini ducibus (On the Duke and Duchess of 
Urbino) 

  
1531  

February Bembo returns home to Padua from Venice864

 
 

 
1532  

January 19 Pietro writes to Clement VII reminding him of his promise 
to legitimize Torquato865

April 10 
 

Sanuto notes in his Diaries that Pietro is renting a house of 
Carlo Valier’s in order to write the Istoria866

                                            
859 Dionisotti, ed., Prose e Rime di Pietro Bembo, 58. 

 

860 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 257. 

861 Dionisotti, ed., Prose e Rime di Pietro Bembo, 59. 

862 Sanudo, I diarii di Marino Sanuto, 53:568.“A di 26 (settembre 1530). Item presono (i 
Consiglieri dei Dieci) una parte che il reverendo Pietro Bembo, è a padoa, sia quello scrivi latino la isstoria 
veneta in locho del Navaier che morse; tirò 3000 ducati di provision et nulle scrisse, Et al ditto domino 
Pietro se li paga una caxa, zoè il fito dove l’habiti da ducati 60 a l’anno, nè habbi altra provision.  On June 
21, 1529, Bembo wrote to Giovanni Battista Rammusio that he was need of housing in Venice because he 
had no home in Venice.  Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:988. 

863 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:1178. 

864 Ibid., 3:1192.  Writing from Padua Pietro writes to Flavio Crysolino in Rome on February 3, 
1531 telling him that he had been in Venice for a little less than two months.   

865 Ibid., 3:1322. 
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June Pietro gains possession of Paduan town house (bought in 
August 1527)867

August 
 

Death of Lucilio Bembo, Pietro’s eldest son868

September 
 

Trip to Venice, until mid-October869

October 
 

Cola Bruno moves the contents of Bembo’s studio from 
other house in Padua to the house he bought.870

 
 

 
1533  

July 23 Pietro sends inscriptions for the Villa Imperiale near Pesaro871

 
 

 
1534  

 Elevation of Paul III as pope, until 1549 
  

1535  
June Publication of Brevi Scritti a nome di Leone X (Papal Briefs 

Written on Behalf of Leo X) 
August 6 Death of Pietro’s common-law wife, Morosina872

 
 

Pietro writes his first will 
  

1537  
June Pietro goes to Mantua and visits Isabella d’Este’s collection873

July 
 

Pietro takes Torquato to Mantua to study with Benedetto 
Lampridio874

 
 

Michiel’s second visit to Bembo’s museum in Padua875

                                                                                                                                  
866 Sanudo, I diarii di Marino Sanuto, 56:35.“Vene in questi zorni in questa terra el reverendo 

domino Petro Bembo, stà a Padoa, al qual fu dato el cargo de iscriver la historia veneta, et ha tolto affitto la 
caxa fo di sier Carlo Valier.”  See also Pietro’s two letters to Zuan Matteo of May 3 and May 13, 1532.  
Pietro tells his nephew that he intends to stay “nella casa Valiera”.  Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: 
collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:1359, 1362.  I would like to thank Giada Damen for her insights into 
Bembo’s presence in Venice at this time.  From archival documents, she found that in 1527 Carlo Valier was 
living in a “casa da stazio in contra’ di Santa Trinita” and he was renting out his mezzado of the house at 
that time. 

 

867 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:1005, 1391. 

868 Dionisotti, ed., Prose e Rime di Pietro Bembo, 59. 

869 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 3:1411-1417. On September 
16, 1532 he writes to Cardinal Marino Grimmano and all letters in between are from Venice, the last being 
on October 11, 1532 he writes to Gualteruzzi from Venice. 

870 Ibid., 3:1417. 

871 Ibid., 3:1506. 

872 Ibid., 3:1708. 

873 Ibid., 4:1855. 

874 Ibid., 4:1858. 
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1538  

January Pietro goes to Venice with short stays in Padua and the villa, 
until October, 1539876

July 
 

Publication of the second edition, Prose della volgar lingua877

 
 

 
  

1539  
March Nomination of Pietro as cardinal878

October 
 

Pietro moves to Rome, staying in the Vatican palace879

December 
 

Pietro receives his consecration as cardinal880

 
 

 
1540  

May 30 Pietro writes to Girolamo Quirino in Venice, and asks him to 
thank Titian for him for the second portrait881

Summer 
 

Pietro stays in the residential quarters at Sant’Apostoli 882

 
 

 
1541  

July 29 Nomination of Pietro as vescovo of Gubbio883

 
 

 
1542  
May Death of Cola Bruno, Pietro’s lifetime friend and secretary884

Summer 
 

Pietro stays in the residential quarters at Sant’Apostoli885

 
 

 
1543  

Summer Pietro goes to Venice to make arrangements for the marriage 

                                                                                                                                  
875 See Chapter Two for details of both of Michiel’s visits. 

876 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, IV:1912-2072. 

877 Dionisotti, ed., Prose e Rime di Pietro Bembo, 59. 

878 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:2029, 2037. 

879 Ibid., 2103, 2130, 2132, 2133, 2139.  Bembo had wrote to Cardinal Alessandro Farnese asking 
him to stay in the rooms he previously lived in during the time of Leo X, which were currently inhabited 
by Cardinal Campeggio.  When he arrived, he stayed in the rooms of Jacopo Simonetta. 

880 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 327.  See also Dionisotti, ed., Prose e Rime di Pietro Bembo, 59. 

881 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:2191. 

882 Ibid., 4:2190. 

883 Ibid., 4:2264. 

884 Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 344.  See also Dionisotti, ed., Prose e Rime di Pietro Bembo, 59. 

885 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:2337. 
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of his daughter, Elena. He stays in Cà Marcello on the 
Giudecca.886

October 
 

Wedding of Elena Bembo to Pietro Gradenigo887

November 
 

Pietro moves to Gubbio (possibly staying in the ducal 
palace)888 via Pesaro889 (arriving at the ducal palace November 
14)890

 
 

 
1544  

February 18 Nomination of Pietro as vescovo of Bergamo (designating 
Vettor Soranzo as his procurator)891

March 1 
 

Pietro relocates to Rome(arriving March15) in the Palazzo 
Baldassini, lent to him by Giovanni della Casa, until his 
death892

 
 

 
1545  

October, 9 Titian arrives in Rome via Pesaro and Urbino, until March 
19, 1546893

 
 

 
1547  

January 19 Death of Pietro in Rome 
 

  

                                            
886 C. Castellani, "Pietro Bembo bibliotecario della libreria di S. Marco in Venezia (1530-1543)," 

Atti del Reale Instituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti 7, no. 54 (1895-96): 894-96. Castellani publishes 
a letter from Giambattista Ramusio to Benedetto Ramberti of August 21, 1543.  Ramberti noted at the 
bottom of this letter that an inventory and the keys to the library are with Cardinal Bembo “in la Zudeca in 
ca Marcello.” 

887 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:2380. 

888 Ibid., 2:2380. 

889 Ibid., 4:2400. 

890 Ibid., 4:2383. 

891 Ibid., 4:2425. 

892 Ibid., 4:2424. 

893 Valcanover, "Comparative Chronology." 
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APPENDIX B: ACCOUNTS OF THE COLLECTION 

1507 

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Urbino to Bernardo Dovizi da Bibbiena in Rome 

Because Angolo will return behind me with a mule, send to me those 
antique pieces that I left with you; they are a tablet broken off with figures 
in low relief, and a little male head of alabaster, one [head] of Taurian 
marble, and a little bronze statuette of a figure894

1525–28 with 1537 additions (as noted in footnotes) 

 

Marcantonio Michiel 

Notizia d’opera del Disegno895

[p. 9v] 

 

In Casa di Messer Pietro Bembo 
El quadretto in due portelle del S. Zuan baptista vestito cun lagnello che 
siede in un paese da una parte, et la nostra donna cun el puttino dalatra in 
un altro paese, furono de man de Zuan Memglino, lanno 1470/ in salvo al 
vero896

[p. 10]  

 

In Casa di Messer Pietro Bembo 
Il quadro in tauola picola della Nostra Donna che presenta il puttino alla 
circuncisione, fu di mano dil Mantegna, et è a mezze figure 

Il quadro in tauola delli ritratti dil Nauagiero et Beazzano fu di mano di 
Rafael d’Urbino. 

                                            
894 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 1:268. Bembo writes to his 

friend in Rome on December 8, 1507, asking him to send with one of his servants or a messenger some 
works that he likely had bought in Rome and had left with Bibbiena when he was there in the previous 
summer. “Perché Angolo tornerà indietro con un Mulo, mandatemi quelli pezzi antichi che io vi lasciai: che 
sono una tavoletta rotta con figure di basso rilievo, e una testolina d’allabastro, d’uomo, e una di marmo di 
Tauro, e una figurina di bronzo.” 

895 This transcription follows the most recently published 2000 version, which is a reprint of 
Frimmel’s 1888 edition, without his annotations regarding the original manuscript. My transcriptions in the 
Catalog follow Monika Schmitter’s notes on the original manuscript BNM MS Ital. XI 67 [=7351], pp. 9v–
11r.), which she generously shared with me. Her study of Michiel’s use of different inks and how passages 
may be dated from these changes is published: Schmitter, "The Dating of Marcantonio Michiel's 'Notizia' on 
Works of Art in Padua." See here her comments regarding the numerous editions and their relative 
reliability in her introduction preceding footnote 1. 

896 This whole page is written in a different ink, which Schmitter dates to 1537. 
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Il ritratto dil Sanazaro fu di mano di Sebastiano Venetiano ritratto da un 
altro ritratto. 

Il ritratto picolo di esso M. Pietro Bembo allhora de giouine staua in corte 
dil Duca d’Urbino, fu di mano de Rafael dUrbino, in m[inia]ta.897

Il ritratto de listessa allhora che l’era de anni undici fu di mano di Jacometto 
in profilo. 

 

Il ritratto in profilo de Gentil da Fabriano fu di mano di Jacomo Bellino 

Il ritratto di Bertoldo salvo el uero di Marchesi898

Il ritratto di Dante, dil Petrarcha, et dil Boccaccio, furono di mano di 
…….. 

 signor di Ferrara fu di 
mano di Jacomo Bellino. 

Il ritratto de Madonna Laura amica dil Petrarcha fu di mano 
di……….tratto da vna Santa Margerita che è in Avignon sopra vn muro, 
sotto la persona della qual fu ritratta Madonna Laura. 

[p. 10v] 
Nella detta casa di M. Pietro Bembo 
Il S. Sebastiano saettato alla colonna grande piu chel natural, sopra una tela, 
fu di mano dil Mantegna  

Li dui quadretti di capretto imminiati furono di mano di Julio Campagnola; 
luno è vna nuda tratta da Zorzi, stesa et volta, et laltro una nuda che da 
acqua ad uno albero tratta dal Diana cun dui puttini che zappano. 

Il quadretto picolo in piu capitoli che contiene la vita di ... fu di mano di 
Jacometto / 

Il quadretto picolo dil Christo morto sostenuto da dui angioletti fu di mano 
di … gargion di Julio Campagnola et aiutato da esso Julio in quella. 

Il ritratto di M. Carlo Bembo puttino fu di mano di Jacometto, fatto 
allhora chel nacque essendo M. Bernardo ambassator al Duca Carlo circha 
el .1472.899

Il Giove picolo di bronzo che siede è opera anticha. 

 

                                            
897 The transcription of this passage “in miniata” or “in maesta” is greatly contested; see my 

discussion on this passage ( 14). 

898 Monika Schmitter dates the sitter’s identification to 1537 (Catalog 4).  

899 Schmitter observes that the date “circha el 1472” was added in a different ink in 1537. 
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Il Mercurio picolo di bronzo è opera anticha che senta sopra el monte cun 
la testudine a piede 

La Luna picola di bronzo che stava sopra el carro è opera anticha. 

Le Teste di marmo li vasi di terra, le medaglie d’oro d’argento di rame, li 
vasi di vetro, sono antichi. 

[p. 11] 
Nella detta casa di M. Pietro Bembo 

Le gemme scolpite et legate in anella sono antichi. 

La testa di marmo di Bruto che ora et parla è opera anticha 

La testa del Caracalla, de Aureliano, de Antinoo, de Marcellino, de Julio 
Cesare, de Domitiano marmoree sono opere antiche. 

La testa de Antonino de rame, è opera anticha 

El cupidine che dorme strauacato, marmoreo, è opera anticha, de man de 
Samos, et ha vna lacerta scolpita / et è in diuersa foggia da quel de Madama 
de Mantoa900

Le Commedie di Terentio scripte in carta buona in forma quadra, sono 
libro anticho, 

 

El virgilio similmente scripto in carta buona in forma quadra, cun li 
argomenti delli libbri dipinti nel principo di ciascuno è libbro anticho et le 
pitture sono vestite alantica / 

La figurette de bronzo della fante che tiene inzenochioni sopra la testa la 
cesta che scusa candellier è opera moderna de mano de… 

La figuretta di bronzo duno piede de vna donna vestita è opera anticha 

La figuretta del nudo in piede che teneva la lanza in la man manca de 
bronzo è opera anticha 

La figuretta di bronzo dun Palmo cun un panno auuolto alla persona è 
opera anticha 

La figuretta del nudetto è opera anticha de bronzo 

Laltro nudetto cun el vestito curto pur de bronzo è opera anticha 

                                            
900 This entry is in the same ink as the other additions, which has been dated to 1537. 
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queste sono di Misser Bartolomeo insieme el Mercurio 
1542 

Pietro Bembo  

Letter from Pietro Bembo in Rome to his secretary, Falminio Tomarozzo in Padua, 

August 23, 1542 

All the gold medals; all the silver, including those outside in the last larger 
bowl of Indian cane, which are more numerous than the others; the bronze 
ones from the first four bowls of that sort, and more if you think you ought 
to bring them; the bronze Jupiter, Mercury and Diana, and whatever in 
addition to this you choose to bring me. You will find in the Spanish 
medal room four or five mats of crimson silk which separate the shelves of 
the little chest where the gold medals are. These are put across the said 
shelves so that, when you carry the case, they do not escape from their 
slots. And the little velvet box goes into another box, covered in leather, 
which I keep on the floor under the wooden cupboards on the side of the 
said Spanish study. And so both the medals and the velvet box can be 
carried and sound. Put the other seventy-two gold medals in a little bag, 
those of each separate bowl in separate bags. And bring me also their little 
bowls … and that damascene pot where the seventy-two gold medals are. 
Bring me also that bowl with the rings and the carnelians and the other 
little things.… And of the other things of little weight all that you can 
think that you can bring me. And … do not tell anyone about this, because 
I do not want this to be known.901

1544 

  

Pasquinata (message posted on the statue Pasquino near Piazza Navona, Rome) 

Lettera della padrona di Roma a Papa Paulo III 

If Bembo were made legate of Rome, “he would steal all the medals there 
are in Rome to furnish his studio in Padua, and other things besides 
medals, to enrich that putative bastard, the son of his beloved, whom he 
loves so much, but I believe that he is rather the son of some gondolier, he 
is so ugly.”902

                                            
901 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 4:2347. Translation from, 

Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 371-72. 

 

902 Caprio, ed., Il ruolo della corte di Leone X (1514-1516), Alessandro Ferrajoli, 298. This quote is 
from an untitled series, “Libro dei Pasquilli volgari italiani nuovi et vecchi in prosa de l’anno MDXLIII” in 
the Vatican library. “Bembo prima lasciarebbe andare sottosopra tutto il mondo che privarsi di componere 
tutto il dì qualche c …: et robbarebbe quante medaglie sono in Roma per fornirne bene quel suo studio di 
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1544 

Pietro Bembo 

Last will and testament, September 5, 1544, written while he was living in Rome 

[…]Et lascio il detto Torquato mio figliuolo herede mio universale con 
questa altra conditione che se io non haverò dato a M. Piero Gradenico 
mio genero li ducati duo mila et 500 per riscuotere da lui la mia casa da 
San Bartolomeo in Padova, egli sia ubligato dargli dell’entrate della badia di 
Villanova in veronese, et del Priorato di Coniolo nel Bresciano ducati 200 
l’anno infino a compito pagamento. Et se egli cosi non farà cada dalle 
ragioni tutte della mia heredità, né possa haver parte alcuna di lei. Et voglio 
oltr’acio che egli sia ubligato di non vendere, ne impegnare, ne donare per 
nessun caso alcuna delle mie cose antique o di pietra o di rame, o 
d’argento, o d’oro, o de altro che elle siano o fossero, ma di tenerle care et 
in guardia, si come l’ho tenute io, et parimente sia tenuto di fare così de i 
libri et delle pitture, che sono nel mio studio et casa in Padova, et che io 
ho qui meco tenendo tutto a d uso et commodità et honor suo et 
memoria. mia. Oltr’accio ordine et costituisco miei commissarij, i quali 
siano tenuti per l’amore, che io porto loro a fare dare exequtione a tutte le 
parte di questo mio testamento, il mag.co m. Hier.mo Quirino fu del 
mag.co m. Sauerio, et m. Flaminio Tomarozzo gentiluomo romano mio 
secretario, et m. Carlo da fano mio compare, con conditione, che non 
potendo alcun di loro trovarsi dove bisognerebbe per la detta 
exesequutione, possa colui cedere le sue ragioni et darle agli altri o ad uno 
degli altri, che vi potesse essere, et ch’a fare per se et per loro avessi. Agli 
quali do liberta, che donare possano a quei miei servitori che non avranno 
da me avuto benfitij o pensioni tanto degli miei cavalli, o altre robbe 
quanto ad essi parerà che si convenga e così li priego che facciano 
raccomando ancora a i detti miei commissarij i miei scritti et 
componimenti, et volgari, et latini, et greci, dando lor piena libertà di 
pubblicar quelli di loro, che ad essi parerà che da pubblicar siano, 
pregandoli ad haver cura, che emendati escano[…]903

                                                                                                                                  
Padua, et altro che medaglie, per arricchire un suo bastardo putativo, figliuolo di quella suo innamorata, che 
tanto ama, ma io piuttosto credo che sia figliuolo di qualche barcharolo, tanto è mal creato.” Translation 
from, Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 331-32. 

 

903 BNM, It. XI, 25 (= 667), 1r-8v. A copy exists at BMC, (Codice Cicogna 3115/XL). See my 
partial translation in Chapter Three. Bembo drafted his first will on November 25, 1535, after his life’s 
companion and mother of his children, Morosina, died. In 1532 his eldest son Lucilio died at the age of 
nine, thus the estate went to his only living son, Torquato. On September 5, 1544, he edited the first will, 
incorporating new language while letting other parts of the first stand. I reproduce only the section relevant 
to property dispersal. Both parts are in the Marciana Library, Venice; Cian published both parts in their 
entirety. Cian, Un decennio della vita di M. Pietro Bembo (1521-1531), Appenices VI and VII, 201-03. 
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1546 

Letter of Juan Paez de Castro to Geronimo Zurita 

[…]La Historia de Bembo no ay memoria que se estampe; sé dezir a v.m. 
que tiene in Padua una cosa muy buena, en que tiene su libreria muy 
copiosa v de muchas antiguallas de estatuas y tablas, principalmente una 
Tabla de bronce con ciertas pinturas de animales, que dizen fer de letras 
hieroglyphycas. Tiene tambien un huerto con muchas herbas y arboles 
exquistos, a imitacion del que la Señoria de Venecia haze agora una en 
Padua para la Universidad, que dizen sera la major cosa del mundo.[…]904

1547 

 

Benedetto Varchi 

Orazione funebre sopra la morte del reverendissimo cardinal Bembo 

He took the greatest delight in all of the ingenious arts, and above all 
architecture, sculpture and painting, and things, I believe that were never 
before seen in his study in Padua […], within this place, (other great 
quantities of every sort of the most noble books, antique and modern, and 
in all languages and properties, often written in the author’s own hand as it 
was composed) were many perfect statues and many noble, richly adorned 
paintings, and an infinite amount of various medals, vases, stones, jewels 
and several other most precious things, in part artificial, in part antique, in 
part bizarre and extravagant, which he said were all the same, of which one 
may go to see the grandness of Venice and of Padua. “I myself would 
rather want half of the study of Monsignor Bembo, than the entire Arsenal 
of Venice.” He also worked, most universal man […] toward an 
understanding of simples [medicinal plants], waves of which could be seen 
in his most beautiful garden in Padua […] infinite herbs, native and exotic, 
which have been deservedly praised by those who have noted such things 
[…]905

                                            
904 Quoted in Nolhac, La Bibliothèque de Fulvio Orsini, 105, n.2. 

 

905 Varchi, Orazione funebre sopra la morte del reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo, B3. “Dilettavasi 
sommissimamente di tutti l’arti ingegnose, et sopra tutte dell’Architettura, della scultura & della pittura, & 
chiunque vide mai lo studio suo di Padova il mi crederà senza altra testimonianza volerne, con ciò sia, che 
(oltra la gran quantità d’ogni sorte di nobilissimi libri antichi & moderni in tutte le lingue & facultà, scritti di 
mano propria molte volte dagli Autori medesimi, che gli composero) era di tante statue et così perfette, di 
tante pitture & così nobili ricco et adorno, senza l’infinita moltitudine di diverse medaglie, vasi, pietre, gioie 
& altre varie cose preziosissime, parte per l’artifizio, parte per l’antichità, parte per la stravaganza & bizzarria 
loro riguardevoli, che a lui stesso fu detto da uno, il quale era andato in quelle parti solo per vedere la 
grandezza di Vinegia et di Padova: ‘Io per me vorrei piu tosto la metà dello studio di Monsignor Bembo, 
che tutto intero l’Arzanale de’Viniziani.’ Diede ancora opera questo huomo universalissmo nato a tutte le 
cose, o belle, buone, alla cognizione de’ semplici, non meno utile che gioconda, onde pure in Padova nel 
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1549 

Pietro Aretino, letter to Torquato Bembo 

It certainly appears that Rome itself has been transferred to Padua, the 
Roman world, eagerly transported, to view miraculously made marble 
works, themselves divine examples of figures.906

1556 

 

Alessandro Maggi da Bassano 

Dichiarazione dell’arco fatto in Padova nella venuta della Serenissima Reina Bona di 

Polonia 

I hope very well (if it pleases God) to show to the world in Latin as 
faithfully as can be done, the reverses, with interpretations of the first 
twelve Emperors of Rome, more than two hundred in number, and with 
this end in view, with exhortation and reverence to the learned Bembo 
who for many years I offered myself, with all my effort study in order to 
reach his level of expertise, neither a lot has to pass but perhaps it will 
come to me all which I design to achieve […]907

Mid-sixteenth century 

 

Alessandro Maggi da Bassano, undated letter  

[…] in the time of happiest memory of the most illustrious and reverend 
Cardinal Bembo, who in these matters I am in debt, truly a patron of his 
museum in Padua; and also after his death, for the graciousness of reverend 
monsignor Torquato, his son, who like his father loved me, I honorably 
                                                                                                                                  

suo bellissimo giardino si potevano vedere da chiunche voleva infinite herbe così nostrali come straniere, la 
qual cosa tanto merita lode maggiori quanto allora si trovavano più radi coloro i quali di simili studi 
havessero alcuna cura o notizia.” 

906 Camesaca and Pertile, eds., Pietro Aretino, Lettere sull'arte, 2:392-93. “Certo parrà che Roma 
propria sia trasferita in Padova, con l’ansia che il mondo di trasferisce in Roma per vedere sì fatti miracoli nei 
marmi e sì divini esempi in figure.” 

907 Alessandro Maggi da Bassano, Dichiarazione dell'arco fatto in Padova nella venuta della 
Serenissima Reina Bona di Polonia (Padua:  Grazioso Percacino, 1556). Bodon twice quotes this text in his 
study of the collector, but does not note the page number. Bodon, Veranda Antiquitas: Studi sull'eredità 
dell'antico nella Rinascenza veneta, 56, 83, n. 57. “Spero ben (se a Dio piacerà) di mostrare al mondo un dì 
in latino piano, et così fedelmente come dire se ne possa, et i riversi, et le interpretazioni de primi dodici 
Imperatori di Roma, che saranno più duecento in numero, et a questo fine, al quale per essortatione del 
Reverendissimo et doctissimo Bembo già molt’anni mi disposi, con ogni mio sforzo studio di pervenir, ne 
molto ha da passare che forse mi verrà fornito tutto quello che io dissegno di fare.”  
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observe […] the cardinal’s happy memory encouraged me to diligently 
work on the reverses of the ancient medals of the first twelve Caesars, me 
as second to Suetonius Tranquillo; in order to find these much interpreted 
reverses with the authority of several and many histories, because I do not 
want to make claims without foundation and worthy authority […]908

Mid-sixteenth century 

 

Alessandro Maggi da Bassano, page from his numismatic treaty on the Twelve Caesars, 

Interpretatio historiarum ac signorum in numismatibus  

Quum in Humanis iam illustrissimus foret Bembus Cardinalis; isque una 
cum caeteris eiusdem ordinis sanctissimis viris administrationi Naviculae 
Petri praeesset, orthodoxaeque fidei fautor ac Protector videretur, interea 
bonarum literarum Parens, omnisque antiquitatis Inquisitor praedicatus; is 
igitur Petrus Bembus quum bibliothecam, sive ut expressius dicam, 
Musaeum Patavij haberet; non librorum modo, verum etiam omnis generis 
antiquitatis refertum; in primis illustrium antiquorum pario ex marmore 
caelatas effigies, seu imagines; subindeque imagunculas corinthio ex aere; 
tertio Numismata incredibili fere copia, Aurea, Argentea, Aerea, retineret; 
et haec omnia rellaxandi animi causa, quum a literarum studijs interdum se 
abdicaret, ut ad illud item postmodum vegetiori redirect ingenio, ut in 
adagio fertur, sicilicet, Virtus interdum rellaxata augeri solet; quamobrem 
sunt enim adhuc omnia, diligentissimeque asservantur apud filium 
Torquatum Bembum, ut fortunarum, ac monumentorum Patris legitimum 
heredem. 909

                                            
908 BAV MS Lat. 5249, fol. 41v. Quoted in Bodon, Veranda Antiquitas: Studi sull'eredità dell'antico 

nella Rinascenza veneta, 81, n. 50. The letter in Bodon’s study of Maggi da Bassano highlights Bembo’s 
collection as a source for study. Citing the above undated letter he mentions the studio, which he visited 
both during Bembo’s life and after his death. “Nel tempo viveva la felicissima memoria dell’illustrissimo et 
reverendissimo Bembo cardinale, et facendogli io servitù mentre che stete in Padova, io per dire il vero ne 
ero patrone dil suo museo; et anco doppo la morte, mercè dil reverendissimo monsignor Torquato suo 
figliuolo, il quale à guisa di suo padre mi ama, honora et osserva […] il cardinale felice memoria mi essortoe 
et spinsemi à far fatica intorno alli riverisci delle medaglie antiche delli primi dodeci Cesari secondo l’ordine 
di Svetonio Tranquillo; laonde trovomi aver interpretato riversci assai con l’authoritadi di vari et molti 
historici perché non voglio dir cosa alcuna senza fondamento et authorità degna.” 

 

909 BSV MS 662, fol. 91r–91v. Bodon quotes Maggi da Bassano’s Interpretatio historiarum ac 
signorum in numismatibus, which survives as a manuscript in Padua at the Biblioteca del Seminario 
Vescovile. Published in Ibid., 56. 
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1552 

Giovanni della Casa 

Petri Bembi vita, in Pietro Bembo, Degli’istorici delle cose veneziane i quali hanno 

scritto per pubblico decreto 

Bembo nourished, moreover, a great passion for ancient statues and other 
such objects; I believe for their beauty, the order, the correspondence of 
parts, each more adorned than the other; in writing, he discerned with his 
mind and soul, and was still more fascinated when the less liberal arts were 
reconciled [with writing]. It is said that this rests on the fact that the art of 
carving and painting, like a verse, corresponds to the poetic arts: the 
ultimate fact is that she is master of the soul, who quells, teaches and 
soothes the senses. But, those who in our times passionately exalt these 
things, to such point of losing good judgment and blame, for this, they are 
in deficit, deprived of the faculty for learning as they are, to adduce this 
reason for the talent and the principle, they see reason to adduce this as 
disease and madness. In fact, those who internalize a coarse and shapeless 
soul into their nature are ugly and wrong, the envy, the perfidy for only 
possession, the house and the garden and the villas adorned with expensive 
marble and bronze statues, procured at prices amounting to many debts, 
swindling and tricking the creditors? And how, not having ever seen, not 
even in a dream, “the honest image,” neither with learning, neither with 
facts can they truly love the honor and the beauty in the bronze and 
stones? Certainly, I will not say never, not only adorned, but not even 
worlds, neither house, neither villa nor castle where these people inhabit in 
company of that indecency and filth of mind. In fact, if there are some that 
add gracefulness and elegance to the cognition of these things, how much 
more substantial in their life, a corollary to the fine arts of which they are 
masters, as was happened to Bembo, with these people we do not only 
have to be affronted, but we must even be in their debt.910

                                            
910 Casa, "Petri Bembi vita," 1-31. The Italian version of Bembo’s History, on which he was 

working at his death, was brought out in 1552 by his friends Girolamo Quirino and Carlo Gualteruzzi, and 
dedicated to Lisabetta Quirina, who had encouraged Bembo to compose this work in the vernacular. Della 
Casa’s biography is published in Latin. For Bembo’s contemporary biographers, Giovanni Della Casa and 
Ludovico Beccadelli, and Bembo’s posthumous publications, see Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 378-83. Della 
Casa’s biography of Bembo was first published in Latin. Antonino Sole has recently published the Latin with 
an Italian translation. I translated into English Sole’s Italian version.  Casa, Vita di Pietro Bembo, 60 & 125. 
“Il Bembo nutriva, inoltre, una grande passione per le statue antiche e per altri oggetti siffatti; io credo 
perché quella bellezza, quell’ordine, quella corrispondenza di parti che più di ogni altro, nello scrivere, egli 
discerneva con la mente e con l’animo suo, ancor più lo affascinavano quando li ravvisava anche nelle arti 
meno liberali. Del resto, dicono che l’arte dello scolpire e del dipingere, per un verso corrisponda all’arte 
poetica: questa’ultima infatti, è maestra dell’animo, quelle insegnano ad ammansire is sensi. Ma, coloro che, 
ai tempi nostri, si esaltano per la passione di queste cose, a tal punto perdono il senno da addossarsi, per 
questo, molti debiti; né potendo essi, privi d’ingegno e di lettere come sono, addurre questo motivo 
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1552 

Ludovico Beccadelli, 

“Vita del Cardinale” in Pietro Bembo, Degli’istorici delle cose veneziane i quali hanno 

scritto per pubblico decreto 

In Padua he provided an honorable house with a beautiful garden, and 
other conveniences which were for his friends who visited from Venice 
and from many parts of Italy, making the place crowded at times. And 
well-ordered Villabozza near Padua, an ancient property with a house 
where a large part of [Bembo’s] studies took place in his youth during the 
summer, and in the winter he dwelled in Padua, a city in which surely one 
main ornament was his study, to which many gentleman of Italy and 
outside went to this place to become more acquainted with Messer Pietro; 
who by account, kindly with the most beautiful ways, entertained, not 
only by letters but with wisdom of other genteel things. He knew well of 
medals and sculpture and painting, modern and ancient; of which he had in 
a study and thus was highly instructive, things with perhaps little equal in 
Italy: among others was a very large copper table worked with silver 
Egyptian figures, a wonder to see. He had many beautiful antiquities, 
among which were books. I saw a Terrence, which it is said with certainty 
and believed to have been written during Cicero’s times, a masterpiece of 
antique letters, and I was shown some miniature books of Virgil, which in 
several places illustrate figures, which showed things made by the ancients 
in another style from ours. Additionally he had several sheets of the very 
hand of the Petrarch, rhymes with various corrections, made also by the 
author’s own hand. He left Provençal books which Messer Pietro searched 
for and studied from with diligence and many other books and writings, 
because here I do not mean to index an inventory of his things.911

                                                                                                                                  
dell’ingegno e della dottrina, vedano loro quale ragione addurre di questo morbo e di questa follia. Che, 
importa, infatti, avendo l’animo informe e rozzo per sua intima natura e, per di più bruttato dalla cattiveria, 
dall’invidia e dalla perfidia, avere solo la casa e i giardini e le ville ornate di statue di marmo o di bronzo di 
egregia fattura, che siano procurate a prezzo di tanti debiti e col raggirare e ingannare i creditori? E come, 
non avendo visto mai, neppure in sogno, ‘l’effigie dell’onestà, né a parole, né coi fatti amare poi tanto il 
decoro e la bellezza nel bronzo e nelle pietre? Di certo, io non dirò mai, non solo ornati, ma neppure 
mondi, né casa, né villa o castello dove costoro abitino in compagnia di quella sconcezza e sozzura d’animo. 
Infatti, se vi sono alcuni che aggiungono a mo’di leggiadria e di eleganza, la cognizione di queste cose e 
quanto è piu sostanziale nella loro vita, ovvero a mo’di corollario alle buone arti di cui sono maestri, come 
era accaduto al Bembo, con costoro non solo non dobbiamo irritarci, ma dobbiamo perfino ringraziarli.[…]” 

 

911 Beccadelli, "Vita di Pietro Bembo Cardinale," 39-40. “[…] In Padoa si provide d’una casa 
honorevole con un bellissimo giardino, & altre commodità and per se, & per gli amici, che da Vinetia, and 
di molte parti d’Italia lo visitavano spesse volte. & rassettata Villabozza presso a Padoa, possessione antica di 
casa ove gran parte delli suoi studi in gioventù havea fatto, in quella l’estate, et il verno dimorava a Padoa, 
nella qual città era certamente il principale ornamento del studio, al quale molti signori d’Italia et fuori 
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c. 1553 

Pirro Ligorio,  

Antichità di Roma, Book 19  

Del nummo d’oro. Capo CXXII.[...] E molti nummi d’oro di diversi 
imperadori sono nel studio del signo[r] Torquato Bembo, che furono 
raccolti dal cardinal suo padre, ove sono nelli più le effigie dell’imperadori, 
et hanno cose che si trovano nelle medaglie di bronzo. Dopo nelli secoli 
dell’imperadori bassi fu mutato e guastato quel primo ordine, sì come anco 
ne guastarono la monarchia e grandezza loro.[...]912

1555 

 

Enea Vico, Discorsi sopra le medaglie de gli antichi 

[…] Ma se coloro che delle cose antiche pigliarono cura di scrivere, fossero 
stati cosi diligenti investigatori, & osservatori di ogni cosa anticha, come fu 
il Reverendissimo Monsignor Pietro Bembo Cardinale, honore di Vinegia 
sua patria, e splendore d’Italia, haverebbono con assai maggior chiarezza, di 
quel che fecero, mandate alla posterità le fatiche loro. Quest’uno (certo 
primo in dar lume delle medaglie) oltre alle altre cose dignissime di 
memoria, havendo accumulate molte preciosissime anticaglie, tra il gran 
numero di belle, e scielte; conserva hoggi il suo degno figliuolo, & herede 
Mons Torquato […]913

                                                                                                                                  
andavano aposta più per conoscere M. Pietro che per altro; et esso cortesemente con bellissimi modi gli 
intratteneva, perché non solo di lettere et in più maniere di quelle saviamente ragionava, ma d’altre cose 
gentili sapeva benissimo render conto, come di medaglie & scolture et pitture antiche et moderne; delle 
quali cose havea un studio così ben instrutto, ch’in Italia forse pochi pari havea: fra l’altre teneva una Tavola 
di rame assai ben grande lavorato d’argento a figure Egittie, cosa meravigliosa a vedere. Havea di molti bei 
libri antichi, fra’quali io ho veduto un Terentio, che diceva esso credere certo, esser scritto sino alli tempi di 
Cicerone, tanta maestà di lettere et di antichità mostrava. Et alcuni libri di Virgilio miniati in varii luoghi 
con figure, che mostravano cose fatte dagli antichi in altra maniera dalle nostre. Oltra questi havea parecchi 
fogli di mano istessa del Petrarca delle sue rime con diversi concieri pur di mano dell’autore. Lascio li libri 
Provenzali da M. Pietro cercati & studiati con diligenza et molti altri libri et scritture, perche qui non 
intendo riportar l’indice delle sue belle cose.[…]” 

 

912 BNN MS XIII. B.4, fol. 47r. Published in Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa,. “Pirro Ligorio a la 
storia cristiana di Roma.” http://pico.sns.it/ligorio2/ligorio.php?tipo=home, Antichità di Roma, Accessed 
October 1, 2010.   

913 Vico, Discorsi di sopra le medaglie de gli antichi, 87. 
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1560 

Francesco Sansovino 

Vita di M. Pietro Bembo Cardinale,in De lle lettere da diversi re, et principi, et 

cardinali et altri huomini dotti a Mons. Pietro Bembo 

[…] per laquel cosa tolta licenza dal Papa dopo l’ambasceria di Vinegia ove 
fu per nome del Papa ridusse a Padova sua gratissima et amata dimora, nella 
qual Città menando egli una felicissima et tranquilla vita, fu da tutte le 
gente d’ogni natione vicitato, […]914

Mid-sixteenth century to early seventeenth century 

 

John Bauhin, Historia plantarum universalis 

Plant species seen in the garden of Torquato Bembo in Padua915

Il Ginepro volgare con bacche piccole rosse

: 

916

La Barba di Giove, vagamente lucida
 

917

Il Piso Americano, ossia l’Abro coccineo maggiore, compresso, macchiato e 
non macchiato

 

918

Il Cicoreo spinoso

 

919

L’Ipericoide, ossia Coride legittima Cretica
 

920

                                            
914 Francesco Sansovino, "Vita di M. Pietro Bembo Cardinale," in Delle lettere da diversi re, et 

principi, et cardinali et altri huomini dotti a Mons. Pietro Bembo, ed. Francesco Sansovino (Venice: 1560), 
4. 

 

915 John Bauhin (1541–1613) traveled extensively in France and Italy collecting material for his 
three-volume set of the history of plant life. This work is thought to be his life’s work and was not printed 
until nearly forty years after his death. Given his life dates, he likely visited the garden in Padua after Pietro’s 
death, thus after Torquato’s inheritance of the Paduan townhouse, or as late as Orazio’s ownership of the 
house. For biographies on him and his brother Kaspar Bauhin, see John Aikin, General Biography or Lives 
Critical and Historical, vol. 2 (London:  GG. and J. Robinson, 1801), 49-50. See also Penny Cyclopaedia of 
the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, vol. 4 (London:  C. Knight, 1835), 47. 

916 Bauhin, Historia plantarum universalis, 1:295. 

917 Ibid., 1:385. 

918 Ibid., 2:265. 

919 Ibid., 2:1014. 

920 Ibid., 3:386. 
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1596 

Kaspar Bauhin, Phytopinax 

Plant species seen in the garden of Torquato Bembo in Padua921

La Menta Cataria minore

: 

922

Il Centaurio alpino giallo
 

923

Il Garofolo angustifolio, simile alla Gramigna florida
 

924

c. 1567–1568 

 

Letter from Jacopo Strada to Albert V of Bavaria 

Things from Bembo as follows 

1 statue of a muse   v. 100 
1 statue of Pluto   v. 100 
1 female portrait bust   v. 100 
1 stele of black stone, carved 
   with Arabic writing   v. 100925

1567 

 

Letter from Nicolo Stoppio to Hans Jacob Fugger 

… two old, beautiful marble heads depicting Apollo and Juno stand in the 
Bembo garden in Padua… a Philosopher Marc Aurelius, which is more 
beautiful than the one in Padua926

                                            
921 Bauhin, Phytopinax. 

 

922 Ibid., 354. This species also appears in Kaspar Bauhin’s later publication, Bauhin, Prodromos 
theatri botanici, 110. 

923 Bauhin, Phytopinax, 189. 

924 Ibid., 396. 

925 Stockbauer, Die kunstbestrebungen am Bayerischen Hofe unter Herzog Albert V. und Seinem 
Nachfolger Wilhelm V, 32. “Dem Bembo um seine Sachen wie folgt / 1 Statua einer Musa … 100v. / 1 
Statua Plutonis … 100v. / 1 Brust eines Frauenbildes … 100v. / 1 Gräbniss mit arabischen Buchstaben … 
100v.” See also, Weski and Frosien-Leinz, Das Antiquarium der Mu ̈nchner Residenz: Katalog der 
Skulpturen, 1:464. Stockbauer does not note the final line in the list above, “Um die Schrift in einem 
schwarzen Stein zu hauen,” which likely describes the line above that lists the stele.  
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1581  

Letter from G. B. Teobaldi to the Grand Duke Francesco I de’Medici 

Torquato Bembo has brought to Rome beautiful reliquaries of his father 
[Peter Bembo] in order to sell, medals, heads, paintings, books, etc. Among 
these is an ancient bronze table more than three thousand years carved in 
the Egyptian style […]Cardinal [Guglielmo] Sirleto has offered in the name 
of the Pope for this table 200 scudi.[…] Moreover, please know that he has 
from Tuscany a Petrarch written by the author’s own hand on sheep skin 
with ornamentation and annotations which has been already noted by 
Fulvio Orsini along with a work by Angelo Politiano directed to 
[Magnifico] Lorenzo [de’Medici], of other things at the price of 200 scudi, 
which he cannot offer. Cardinal Farnese [Alexander Farnese] has bought 
more than 30 medals and a head d’ Antino [Antinous] and other things for 
600 scudi.[…]927

                                                                                                                                  
926 Stockbauer, Die kunstbestrebungen am Bayerischen Hofe unter Herzog Albert V. und Seinem 

Nachfolger Wilhelm V, 55-57. See also Weski and Frosien-Leinz, Das Antiquarium der Mu ̈nchner 
Residenz: Katalog der Skulpturen, 1:460. In this letter of August 1, 1567, Stoppio reports his progress 
primarily on acquiring objects from the Loredan collection but in the process mentions that he saw Bembo’s 
collection and later compares the portrait of Marcus Aurelius to the one owned by Loredan. He writes that 
he saw the heads standing in Bembo’s garden and that Loredan’s objects with Jacopo Strada present were 
becoming more expensive so Stoppio is waiting for him to leave to be in a better position to bid. He lists 
objects from the Loredan collection that he has received and praises the quality of his acquisitions for 
Fugger, specifically “a Philosopher Marc Aurelius, which is more beautiful than the one in Padua.” This 
comes from Stockbauer’s summary of the original: “In einem anderen Briefe berichtet er an Fugger, dass er 
zwei schöne alte Kopf von Marmor Apollonis und Junonis bekommen, so zu Padua in des Bembi Garten 
gestanden, dass Strada mit dem Loredano hart zu handeln kam und dessen Handel mit demselben Vieles 
vertheuert habe; sobald aber Strada hinwegzieht, hofft er besser wieder einkaufen zu können. Das vorhin 
berührte Verzeichniss der Kunstwerke, welche er von dem Edelmanne bereits erworben, umfasste folgende 
Stücke: […] einer gleichen Grösse und ein Philosophus Marc Aurelius, der is hübscher den einer so zu 
Padua gewesen.…” I would like to thank Dirk Petry and Imke Wien for their assistance with translation.  

 

927 Archivio di Stato, Florence. “The Medici Archive Project.” http://www.medici.org, Document 
ID 14176, Accessed October 1, 2010.  The letter is dated April 2, 1581. The Medici Archive Project, 
http://www.medici.org/,  “Sappia dunque che Torquato Bembo ha condotte in Roma le belle reliquie di 
suo padre [Pietro Bembo] per farne esito, non essendo cose da lui, tra le quali, sono medaglie, teste, pitture, 
libri, etc. Tra queste è una tavola di bronzo antichissima di più di tre mila annj intagliata al usanza degli 
egittj, […] Il Cardinal [Guglielmo] Sirleto ha offerto in nome del papa per questa tavola 200 scudi di 
pensione […] In oltre sappia che tutte l’opre toscane del Petrarca scritte di propria mano in carta pecora con 
le acconciature de versi e postille erano tra queste cose, e di già il S. Fulvio Orsino che ne haveva notitia l’ha 
haute per se con un opra del [Angelo] Politiano diretta al Mag.co [Magnifico] Lorenzo [de’ Medici], per 
ricompensa di altre cose che al prezzo di 200 scudi non giungono. Il Cardinal Farnese [Alessandro Farnese] 
ne ha haute da 30 medaglie che li mancavano con una testa d’Antino [Antinous] et altre cose per 600 scudi.” 
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1583 

Letter from Ercole Basso and sig. Niccolo Gaddi 

Monsignor Bembo is here in Rome, where it has come with a large part of 
his study. Of all, the rarest is a beautiful bronze table, covered with 
hieroglyphic letters and figures outlined in silver […]928

1598 

 

Letter from Alessandro Crispo Francesco Maria II della Rovere, the Duke of Urbino 

I saw these past days the study that was Cardinal Bembo’s, with statues, 
singular paintings, medals, but among other things some most outstanding 
books; in many respects, the best are annotated by the hand of the learned 
man himself. The books, I judge worthy of a Prince, at least partly, some 
seemed to me worthy to write to your Excellency, because the Duke of 
Mantua is negotiating to buy statues, I would believe, that the descendant 
of the Cardinal, that my friend might divest himself of the books also; he 
says that he would consider an offer. The remaining pictures are mostly 
portraits, also worthy of a prince, for the hands of excellent masters and for 
the persons portrayed. There is still a history painting for you.929

1603 

 

Letter from Cornaro Giacomo Alvise in Padua to Vincenzo I Gonzaga in Mantua930

Inventario del studio fu della bona memoria de l’illustrissimo cardinal Bembo 

 

Teste senza petto 
Faustina vecchia ma col collo antiquo 
Filistide grecca 
Emiliano imperatore 
                                            
928 Giovanni Gaetano Bottari and Stefano Ticozzi, Raccolta di lettere sulla pittura, scultura ed 

architettura, vol. 3 (Milan:  Giovanni Silvestri, 1822), 291-92. “Monsign. Bembo è qua in Roma, dove ha 
fatto esito d’una gran parte del suo studio. Gli resta quella bella a rarissima tavola di bronzo, tutta piena di 
figure e lettere geroglifiche rimesse d’argento.[…]” 

929 Eiche, "On the Dispersal of Cardinal Bembo's Collection," 356. “Fui à veder un di questi giorni 
lo studio che fu del Cardinal Bembo di Statoe Pitture singolari, Medaglie, ma tra l’altre cose alcuni libri 
singolarissimi, per molti rispetti, et massime per esser postillati alcuni dalle mani di quel Dottissim’ huomo. 
Et per che i libri giudicai degni di Principe, almen parte, m’è parso di scriverne à V A, per che trattand’il 
Duca di Mantova di comprar le statue, crederei, ch’il Pronepote del Cardinale ch’è mio amico si disfarebb’ 
anco dei libri, se ben egli dice di voler far tutt un colpo. Le Pittur’ ancora se ben la maggior parte son ritratti, 
son degne di Principe, et per le mani di maestri Eccellenti et per le persone che son ritratte. V’è anco qual 
che Quadro d’Historia.” ASF, Urbino, CL. I, Div. G, Filza 219, c. 103. 

930 ASM AG, MS b. 1535, f. III, fol. 506-507. Published in Sermidi, ed., Le collezioni Gonzaga: Il 
carteggio tra Venezia e Mantova (1588-1612), 348-9.  
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Nerone imperatore più che del naturale 
Brutto che amazzò Cesare imperatore belissima testa 
M. Marcellino consule 
Giordiano Africo il vecchio, molto rara testa 
Ottavio Augusto imperatore 
Ottavio Augusto imperatore, molto naturale 

Teste con il petto 
Filippo imperatore il giovane 
Aurelio il giovane imperatore 
Puppieno con il petto et peduzzo antiquo 
Antonino Caracalla 
Alessandro Magno restaurato con petto di stucho 
Re Mida 
Apollo giovane 
Traiano imperatore 
Ercole et Deanira d’un pezzo 
Aurelio col petto et peduzzo antiquo, più che natural 
Faustina la giovane 
Julia di Titto 
Artemesia grecca 
Due Matte, o Bacche che ridono, molto rare 
Un satiro che anco esso ride 
Sabina con petto di creta 

Figure intere et torsi et framenti 
Un torsetto di Ottavio imperatore 
Due torsi di doi Fauni di pietra nera durissima, molto stimati 
Una figura del naturale di un Mercurio con le alle 
Un simile o poco meno di Cupido 
Uno Antinoo belissimo tutto intero costò a Roma moli [sic] scudi 
Una Venerina con un Amorino rampante, di un braccio in circa 
Uno Herculetto con la clava 
M. Aurelio con cavallo, simile a quelo di Roma in Campidoglio 
Un Bacetto [sic] con un grapo di uva in mano 
Un cupidetto, che dorme coricato molto bello 
Diversi epitaffi, urne et altre testine 
Una testa di Leonardo Aretino incasata con adornamenti moderni 
Doi vasi antiqui di alabastro, in forma di cadini [Catini] 
Un altro vaso di alabastro, in cinque pezzi, molto bello 
Diversi mani, col gioco delle ceste antique 
Altri bustetti e framenti simili antiqui 
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1615 

Scamozzi 

L’Idea dell’ Architettura 

Mr. Bartolomeo della Nave, a much respected merchant of this city, has 
collected nearly 30 statues and busts; a part of this collection once belonged 
to Reverend Cardinal Bembo.931

1620 

 

Kaspar Bauhin, Prodromos theatri botanici 

Plant species seen in the garden of Torquato Bembo in Padua932

Il Psyllio minore.

 

933

La Colutea Scorpioide marittima, con foglia glauca.
 

934

                                            
931 Scamozzi, L'idea della architettura, 3:18. Signor Bartolo dalla Nave mercante honorato in questa 

Città hà posto insieme presso, che 30. Statuette, Petti; parte de quali furono già del Reverendissimo Cardinal 
Bembo. Translation from Scamozzi, The Idea of a Universal Architecture, Villas and Country Estates, Book 
3, 181. 

 

932 Bauhin, Prodromos theatri botanici. Kaspar Bauhin (1560–1624) is the younger brother of John 
Bauhin. He traveled extensively, studying for some time in Padua, and wrote a number of botanical 
publications. He would have visited the Paduan townhouse while it was owned by Torquato or Orazio. 

933 Ibid., 99. 

934 Ibid., 157. 
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c. 1634–36 

Inventory of the Venetian collector Bartolomeo della Nave.935

c. 1634–36 

 

NRAS MS Hamilton  M4/8, 
c. 1694–98 
NRAS MS Hamilton  M4/10, 

fol. 2 
30. Il Ritratto di Torquato Bembo Poeta celebre, 
di palmi 6. alto, e 5. largo del medesimo 
[Titiano]. 
 
NRAS MS Hamilton  M4/8, fol. 16, c. 1634–36 
30. A Picture of Torquato Bimbo a famous poet 
Pal 6. & 5. Titian 
 

fol. 1  
25. Margin note [A paris] A picture of 
Torquato Bembo a famous Poet pal. 6 & 
5 Titan…. 60 
 

fol. 3 
37. Il Ritratto d’una Donna che fù favorite del 
C.B. quadro alto palmi 4 ½ largo 3 ½ del med.ms 

Titians. 
 
fol. 20 
37. A picture of a woman who was favored of 
Cardinal Bimbo pal. 4 ½ & 3 ½. Titian 
 

fol. 3 
31. A picture of a woman who was 
favored of Cardinal Bembo pal. 4 ½ & 3 
½. Titian … 100 
 

fol. 7 
121. Un Ritratto d’huomo bellissimo con una 
q[u]att[r]ina d’oro in mano alto palmi 4 1/2 , 
largo 3 ½ del med. me lotto.  
fol. 20 
A Picture of a man very good. P. 4 ½ & 3 ½ 
Idem. 
 

fol. 3 
111 A picture of a man very good p 4 ½ x 
and 3 ½ idem. 
 

fols. 13–14 & 24–25 6–7 

                                            
935 National Register of Archives (Scotland) Hamilton MS. M4/8 & M4/10. I am indebted to His 

Grace the Duke of Hamilton for permission to quote from the Hamilton manuscripts and to Theresa 
Spencer at the National Register of Archives for serving as an intermediary between the family archives and 
myself and for providing me with high-quality reproductions of unpublished documents. I would also like to 
thank her for connecting me with Cecilia Curnow, who gave me access to the beta version of the research 
database: Virtual Hamilton Palace Trust, “The Virtual Hamilton Palace Inventories Project Site”. 
http://www.vhpt.org. (M4/8 M4/10). Accessed October 1, 2010. Bartolommeo della Nave was a Venetian 
merchant who bought extensively from Bembo’s son (see Scamozzi for evidence of this sale). M/8 is a 
manuscript, c. 1636, likely drawn up by della Nave’s estate at the time of the sale to James Hamilton, First 
Duke of Hamilton. One long manuscript, it consists of two lists: the first being the original Italian, and the 
second an untidily transcribed English translation.  M/10 is a later manuscript that derives from the English 
list of M/8 and dates from c. 1694, likely drawn up for James, 4th Duke of Hamilton. Thus, it dates almost 
30 years later. The Italian list (M/8) appears to be the original list of the della Nave collection but has been 
ignored in the literature in favor of the neatly penned English translation of M/10. See my larger discussion 
on this document in Chapter Two. 
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Marmi tutti antichi bellissimi 
 
Marbells all antient and very faire 
 

Marbells all Antiet and very Fair 

Marc Aurelio tutto d’un petto, e molto grande  
 
Marcus Aurelius all of a piece. Very great 

Marcus Aurolius all of a piece very great 

Faustina sua Moglie [Marc Aurelio] 
 
Faustina, his wiff [Marcus Aurelius] 

Faustina his wife [Marcus Aurelius] 

Gallicilla sua figlia [Marc Aurelio] 
 
Galicilla his daughter [Marcus Aurelius] 

Gallicilla his Daughter [Marcus Aurelius] 

Antonio Caracalla. 
 
Ant.º Caracalla 

Ant.º Caracalla 

Pupiena 
 
Pupiena 

Pupiena 

Artemisia 
 
Artemisia 

Artemesia 

Agrippina 
 
Agrippina 

Agrippina 

Cleopatra 
 
Cleopatra 

Cleopatra 

Filistide. 
 
Filistide 

Filistide. 

Giulia Mammea. 
  
Giulia Mamea 

Giulia Mammea 

Il Giovinetto Getta 
 
The younge man Gata 

The Young Man Geta 

Cicerone 
 
Cicero 

Cicero 

Marc’ Antonio 
 
Marc Ant.º 

Marc Ant.º 

Cassio 
 
Cassio 

Cassio 

Ottone 
 
Ottone 

Ottone 
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Un Fauno maschio ridente 
 
A male satir laughing 

A Male Satyr laughing 

Un altro [fauno] femina ridente 
 
A female [satir] laughing 

A Female [satyr] laughing 

Un Cupido 
 
A Cupid 

A Cupid 

La Dea Cibale 
 
A Goddess Cibale 

A Goddess Sibilla 

5 Teste antiche bellissme 
 
5 Antient heads very well made 

5 Antient heads very well made 

Una Donna Egittia936

 
 

An Egyptian woman 

See below 

Due Torsi di pietra Egittia937 See below  
Un altro [Egyptian?] Torso bianco delicatissimo 
 
Another delicate trunck of a body 

See below 

Una Testa di Donna di porfido 
 
A womans head in Porfido 

A Woman’s head in porfile (sic) 

Un Idolo 
 
An Idoll 

An Idoll 

Venere in piedi, che scherzo [? ink smudged] con 
Cupido 
 
Venus standing playing wth Cupid 

Venus Standing playing with Cupid 

Ercole bambino, con la clava a la spalla 
 
Hercules a Child wth the club on his shoulder 

Hercules a child with the Club on his 
Shoulder 

Ercole schevlande [sic] con serpi 
 
Hercules playing wth the serpents 

Hercules playing with the Serpents 

Una Donnina in tiena [sic] vestita938

 
 A Woman al Largo Cloathed 

                                            
936 It appears that the writer of M/10 skipped this and the line after the next (Un altro [Egyptian?] 

Torso bianco delicatissimo) and added them to the end of the list. For the sake of comparison, I have left 
M/10 blank to keep the other descriptions in sync. 

937 The translator of M/8 seems to have missed this entry, so added it to the end of the list. 

938 A young woman, or small woman, holding clothing. 
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A woman at Largo clothed 
Un Torsetto bellissimo 
 
A trunck of a body 

A Trunk of a body 

Una Castra [sic] con due Cavalli, che galoppano 
 
A wagon wth 2 horses galloping 

A Wagon with two horses galloping 

Una testa d’un Giovine 
 
A head of a yong woman 

A head of a young woman 

Un’altra [head] in profilo 
 
Another [head] in profilo 

Another in profile 

Una Testina di Donna 
 
A smale head of a woman 

A Small head of a woman 

Un Console Romano. 
 
A Roman Consull 

A Roman Consul 

Un Ercole con Deianira 
 
A Ercole wth Dianira 

1 Hercules with Dianira 

2 truncks of Egiptian stone939 2 Trunks of Egyptian Stone   
An Egyptian Woman  
Another Delicat trunck of a body 

 
1749–51 

Charles-Nicolas Cochin 

Voyage d’Italie ou Recueil de notes sur les ouvrages de peinture et de sculpture, Qu’on 

voit dans les principales villes d’Italie (Traveled in Italy 1749–51, published notes in 

1758) 

La Maison du Cardinal Bembe. On y voit un portique dont l’architecture 
est assez belle, surtout pour le temps où elle été faite, une salle et quelques 
cabinets peints par Jean da Udine. Tout est orné d’arabesques d’assez bon 
goût, mais foiblement exécutés. Il y a quelques grandes figures, qui n’ont 

                                            
939 This entry seems to match the entry above but seems to have been forgotten by the translator of 

the original Italian list, M/8, and added to the bottom of the list. 
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de bon que quelque idée du goût de Raphael, & de petits bas-reliefs en 
peinture, assez passablement touchés, &qui tiennent du goût de l’antique.940

 

 

1765 

Giovan Battista Rossetti 

Descrizione delle Pitture, Sculture et Architetture di Padova, published 1756 

In poca distanza dal Santo, sulla strada che conduce a S. Giustina press il 
Ponte del Businello vi è la Casa, che un tempo fu abitata dal Cardinale 
Pietro Bembo. Questa era adorna di statue, di mosaici, di stuchi, e d’altre 
cose degne di quel grand’Uomo, le quali sono andate a male, trattene 
alcune Pittura, ed un soffitto della seconda stanza terrena, alla parte destra 
entrando in Casa, che ne’Viaggi d’Italia’ dell’altrove mentovato M. Cochin 
ritrovai descritte. Portatomi a vedere questa Casa, che oggi è abitata dal 
Nobile Uomo Signor Filippo Farsetti (a), vidi a chiaro-scuro alcune cose 
sopra le quattro porte, che sono nella sala terrena, e nella mentovata Stanza 
il soffitto diviso in 195 comparti, in ognuno de’ quali vi sono dipinte a 
chiaro-scuro una, or più figure, la maggior parte di donne, da Giovanni da 
Udine, d’un gusto antico, a Raffaellesco. De questa notizia ne son debitore 
al suddetto M Cochin.941

                                            
940 Cochin, Voyage d'Italie, ou recueil de notes sur les ouvrages de peinture et de sculpture qu'on 

voit dans les principales villes d'Italie, 161. 

  

941 Rossetti, Descrizione delle pitture, sculture, ed architetture di Padova, con alcune osservazioni 
intorno ad esse, ed altre curiose notizie, 2:327-28. 
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APPENDIX C: BEMBO FAMILY TREE942

This family tree has been prepared over the life of this project using many sources. Dotted 

lines denote illegitimacy, unmarried parents at the time of birth. Pope Clement VII legitimized 

Lucilio and Torquato, thus allowing church benefices and family possessions to legally pass from 

father to son. With Lucilio dying at a young age Torquato became Pietro’s universal heir. 

Although Elena remained illegitimate, property was passed to her and her heirs via her wedding 

dowry. Evidence for the affair between Bernardo and Magdalena derives from notes written by 

Bernardo regarding his love for a Paduan girl of this name in a miscellany transcription of Latin 

inscriptions and short classical works, including De viris illustribus Urbins Romae. This affair 

resulted in the birth of Pietro’s half-brother Bartolomeo. Relations between him and his half 

brother were loving, but Bartolomeo held no legal right to inherit property, thus with the early 

death of his full brother, Pietro was the only male heir to Bernardo.

 

                                            
942 Most useful for this family tree were the following: Dionisotti, "Pietro Bembo," 133-51., and Kidwell, 

Pietro Bembo. For the Gradenigo wing, I followed Ronchi, "La casa di Pietro Bembo a Padova," 327. For Bernardo 
Bembo's illegitimate son see a note in one of Bernardo’s manuscripts, BNM, (MS. CL. XIV, 124 4044), Clough, 
"The Library of Bernardo and of Pietro Bembo," 308. 
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BEMBO FAMILY TREE 
  Bernardo Bembo (1433–1519) 

m. 1462 Elena Morosini (d. 1509) 
  Liason with 

Magdalena 
        
      
Carlo Bembo  
(c. 1472–d. 1503)943

Pietro Bembo (1470–1547)  
 Ambrogina Faustina Morosina della Torre (1497–1535) 

Antonia Bembo (d. c 1521)944

m. Sebastiano Marcello (d. 1509) 
  Bartolomeo Bembo  

(1457–?) 
        
         
Lucilio Bembo  
(1523–32) 
Legitimized, 1530945

Torquato Bembo  

  
(1525–95) 
Legitimized, 1532 

Elena Bembo (1528–c. 1574) 
m. 1543 Piero Gradenigo (1517–
1580) 

Marietta Marcello 
 

Marcella Marcello (1496–1555) 
m. 1519 Zuan Matteo Bembo 
(c. 1491–1570)946

Carlo 
Bembo

 
947

 

 

     
       
 Orazio  

m. 1614 Margherita 
(1556–1630) 

Paolo ( 1545–1617)  
m. 1574 Adriana Giustiniani 

Alvise 
(b.1456) 

Vincenzo  
(b. c. 1548) 

     
  Domenico (1597– 1656) m. 1628 Cecilia Soranzo 
     
  Paolo (1628–75) m. 1651 Maria Molin 
     
  Domenico (1654–78) m. 1674 Giustiniana Giustiniani 
     
  Vincenzo (1676–?) m. 1695 Chiara Grimani 
     
  Vincenzo II detto Pietro (1698–?) m. 1761 Cornelia Dolfin 

                                            
943 See discussion of the Jacometto portrait of Carlo as an infant (Cat. 31). This date comes from Michiel’s dating of this portrait. 

944 Sanuto reports that Marcello died in Corfu on April 15, 1501. He later mentions Marcello’s appointment as deputy for the district of Santa Sophia in 
March 1509 and as being among the men who left Padua on August 15, 1509. Sanuto erroneously reported Antonia’s death as March 4, 1510, but she survives in 
Bembo’s letters to 1521. For insights into these problems, see Kidwell, Pietro Bembo, 192. 

945 Clement VII by papal brief legitimized Lucilio, with a post script stating that the same would happen to Torquato when he reached the age of seven. 
Two years later, on January 19, 1532, Bembo wrote to Clement VII asking him to legitimize Torquato. Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere 
inedite o rare, 3:1322.  

946 For a family tree of this branch of the family, see Brown, Private Lives in Renaissance Venice, 94-95 & 255. 

947 Bembo, Lettere, edizione critica: collezione di opere inedite o rare, 2:412. 
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APPENDIX D: KNOWN REPOSITORIES FOR TRACED OBJECTS 

ANTWERP 
Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten 
Hans Memling, Bernardo Bembo Holding a Coin of Nero (Cat. 13, Pl. 7) 
 
BERLIN 
Bode Museum, Münzsammlung 
Valerio Belli, Medal of Sappho (Cat. 135, Pl. 22) 
 
Staatliche Museen, Antikensammlung 
Sculptural fragment of a foot, attached to foot of the Adorante (Cat. 96, Pl. 16) 
 
Gemäldegalerie 
Mantegna, The Presentation in the Temple (Cat. 9, Pl. 3)  
 
BUDAPEST 
Szépmuvészeti Múzeum 
Sebastiano del Piombo, Portrait of a Man (Jacopo Sannazaro?) (Cat. 16, Pl. 9) 
 
CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND 
King’s College 
Bartolomeo Sanvito, Quintus Horatius Flaccus, Opera (MS 34) (Cat. 157, Pl. 38) 
 
CAMBRIDGE, MA 
Harvard University, Houghton Library 
Bartolomeo Sanvito, Gaius Sallustius Crispus, Opera, (MS Richardson 17) (Cat. 159, Pl. 
40) 

 
LONDON 
British Library 
Bartolomeo Sanvito and Gaspare da Padova, Eusebius of Caesarea/Jerome, Chronici 

canones (MS Royal 14. C. III) (Cat. 158, Pl. 39) 
  
British Museum 
Painter of the Coal-Mine Service, Plate with Scene from Michelangelo’s Battle of Cascina 

Cartoon (Cat. 151, Pl. 35) 
Sestertius of Nero (Cat. 132, Pl. 21) 
T. P. (Tommaso Perugino?), Portrait of Cardinal Pietro Bembo (Cat. 137, Pl. 24) 
Valerio Belli, Portrait of Pietro Bembo (Cat. 139, Pl. 26) 
 
The Royal Collection, Hampton Court 
Giovanni Bellini, Portrait of a Young Man (Pietro Bembo?) (Cat. 2, Pl. 1)  
 
MADRID 
Museo del Prado 
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Titian, copy after, Portrait of Pietro Bembo as a Knight of Malta (Cat. 17, Pl. 10) 
 

MUNICH 
Alte Pinakothek 
Hans Memling, St. John the Baptist (Cat. 11, Pl. 5) 
 
Naples 
Museo Archeologico Nazionale 
Antinous, Head (Cat. 49, Pl. 13) 
Tabula Bembina, (Cat. 114, Pl. 18) 
Dioskourides (signature), Gem with Mars (Cat. 147, Pl. 33) 
 
OXFORD 
The Ashmolean Museum of Art and Archaeology 
Eros Sleeping (Cat. 70, Pl. 15) 
 
PADUA 
Private Collection 
Pietro Lombardo, Madonna and Child (Cat. 118, Pl. 20) 
 
PARIS 
Bibliothèque Nationale de Paris 
Bartolomeo Sanvito and Gaspare da Padova, Caius Suetonius Tranquillus, Vitae 

Imperatorum (MS lat. 5814) (Cat. 161, Pl. 42) 
 
Bibliothèque Nationale de Paris, Cabinet of Medals 
Valerio Belli, Medal of Themistocle (Cat. 140, Pl. 27) 
Valerio Belli, Medal of Aristotle (Cat. 141, Pl. 28) 
Valerio Belli, Medal of Plato (Cat. 142, Pl. 29)  
 
ROME 
Galleria Doria Pamphili 
Raphael, Portrait of Andrea Navagero and Agostino Beazzano (Cat. 15, Pl. 8) 
 
ST. PETERSBURG 
The State Hermitage Museum 
Hyllus, Gem with a Head of Apollo Palatine (Cat. 144, Pl. 31) 
 
TOULOUSE 
Musée des Augustins 
Titian, copy after, Portrait of a Venetian Woman (Elisabetta Quirini Massola?) (Cat. 21, 

Pl. 12) 
 
TURIN 
Museo Egizio 
Mensa Isiaca (Cat. 112, Pl. 17) 
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VATICAN CITY 
Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana 
Terence, Book of the Comedies (MS lat. 3226) (Cat. 156, Pl. 37) 
Vatican Virgil (MS Lat. 3225) (Cat. 155, Pl. 36) 
 
VIENNA 
Kunsthistorisches Museum 
Lucius Verus, Bust, c. 160 CE (Cat. 54, Pl. 14) 
 
VENICE 
Ca’ d’Oro 
Mantegna, St. Sebastian (Cat. 10, Pl. 4) 
 
WASHINGON, D. C. 
National Gallery of Art 
Danese Cattaneo (attrib. to), Portrait of Cardinal Pietro Bembo (Cat. 136, Pl. 23) 
Leonardo da Vinci, Portrait of Ginevra de’Benci(Cat. 8, Pl. 2) 
Has Memling, St. Veronica, (Cat. 12, Pl. 6) 
Titian, Portrait of Cardinal Pietro Bembo (Cat. 18, Pl. 11) 

 
Windsor 
Eton College 
Bartolomeo Sanvito, Marcus Tullius Cicero, De officiis (MS 149) (Cat. 160, Pl. 41) 
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	Evidence

	Catalog 126 - Medal of “Salute Augusta,” date and medium unknown, untraced
	Evidence

	Catalog 127 - Medal of Artemisia, described as silver, date unknown, untraced
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 128 - Medal of Antoninus Pius (recto); Aeneas with Anchises on his back and Ascanius in his hand (verso), described as bronze, date unknown, untraced
	Evidence

	Catalog 129 - Medal of Geta with three figures on horseback, described as ancient, medium unknown, untraced
	Evidence

	Catalog 130 - Medal of Francesco il Vecchio da Carrara (recto); wagon (verso), described as struck bronze and dated to 1355, untraced
	Evidence

	Catalog 131 - Medal of Emperor Pupienus Maxiumus, sixteenth century, medium unknown, untraced
	Evidence

	Catalog 132 - Sestertius of Nero, CE 64, struck bronze, British Museum, London
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 133 - Medal with Virgil, sixteenth century, medium unknown, untraced
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 134 - Medal of Lucrezia Borgia, sixteenth century, medium unknown, untraced
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 135 - Valerio Belli, Medal of Sappho, sixteenth century, bronze, Bode Museum, Münzsammlung
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 136 - Danese Cattaneo (attrib. to), Portrait of Cardinal Pietro Bembo, after 1539, bronze, National Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C.
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 137 - T. P. (Tommaso Perugino?), Portrait of Cardinal Pietro Bembo, after 1539, cast lead, British Museum, London
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 138 - Carlo Kunz, 1870 engraving of a seal, Baptism of Christ with the Bembo Coat of Arms, seal created after 1539
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 139 - Valerio Belli, Portrait of Pietro Bembo, c. 1532, bronze, British Museum, London
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 140 - Valerio Belli, Medal of Themistocle, sixteenth-century, gold, Cabinet of Medals, Paris
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 141 - Valerio Belli, Medal of Aristotle, sixteenth century, gold, Cabinet of Medals, Paris
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 142 - Valerio Belli, Medal of Plato, sixteenth century, gold, Cabinet of Medals, Paris
	Evidence
	Comments


	Gems
	Catalog 143 - Gem with Augustus and Livia, Imagines et elogia virorum illustrium, engraving in the 1606 edition, original described as prasma, date unknown, untraced
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 144 - Hyllus (signature), Gem with a Head of Apollo Palatine, 1st century BCE–1st century BCE, carnelian, The State Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 145 - Gem fragment with the figure of Apollo, described as carnelian, date unknown, untraced
	Evidence

	Catalog 146 - Gem with the Head of Themistocles, Imagines et elogia virorum illustrium, engraving in the 1606 edition, original described as carnelian, date unknown, untraced
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 147 - Dioskourides (signature), Gem with Mars, carnelian, late 1st century BCE, Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Naples
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 148 - Valerio Belli, Gem with Laomedon, sixteenth century, medium unknown, untraced
	Evidence
	Comments


	Domestic Material Culture
	Catalog 149 - Candelabra with female figure and kneeling attendant carrying a basket on head, sixteenth century, bronze, untraced
	Evidence

	Catalog 150 - Pietro Bembo’s Sketch of a Bed Canopy (sparvier da letto), commissioned 1513, original described as silk, twill and velvet, untraced
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 151 - Painter of the Coal-Mine Service, Plate with Scene from Michelangelo’s Battle of Cascina Cartoon, c. 1543–44, tin-glazed ceramic (maiolica), The British Museum, London
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 152 - Astrolabe, described as Damascene, date and medium unknown, untraced
	Evidence

	Catalog 153 - Terrestrial Globe, described as metal, date unknown, untraced
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 154 - Two trays, described as alabaster and ancient, untraced
	Evidence


	Manuscripts and Scribal Material
	Catalog 155 - Vatican Virgil, fourth or fifth century, parchment codex, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vatican City (MS Lat. 3225)
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 156 - Terence, Book of the Comedies, fourth to sixth century with eighth-century glosses, parchment codex, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vatican City (MS lat. 3226)
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 157 - Bartolomeo Sanvito, Quintus Horatius Flaccus, Opera, mid-1480s, parchment codex, King’s College, Cambridge (MS 34)
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 158 - Bartolomeo Sanvito and Gaspare da Padova, Eusebius of Caesarea/Jerome, Chronici canones, c. 1488, British Library, London, (MS Royal 14. C. III)
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 159 - Bartolomeo Sanvito, Gaius Sallustius Crispus, Opera, 1487–89, parchment codex, Harvard University, Houghton Library (MS Richardson 17)
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 160 - Bartolomeo Sanvito, Marcus Tullius Cicero, De officiis, 1497, parchment codex, Eton College, Windsor (MS 149)
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 161 - Bartolomeo Sanvito and Gaspare da Padova, Caius Suetonius Tranquillus, Vitae Imperatorum, c. 1474, parchment codex, National Library, Paris (MS lat. 5814)
	Evidence
	Comments

	Catalog 162 - Egyptian papyrus, date and medium unknown, untraced
	Evidence
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